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ABSTRACT

GOALS, BIG AND SMALL

MAY 2012

MARTIN WALKOW

M.A., GEORG-AUGUST UNIVERSITÄT GÖTTINGEN

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Rajesh Bhatt

This dissertation explores the interaction of syntax and morphology in the morphological realization of AGREE-relations. I present two case studies of derivational interactions
of AGREE-processes where the morphological realization of the later processes are affected
by the earlier ones. The two cases studied differ in the way probes and goals interact. The
first part of the dissertation explores restrictions on clitic combinations where two goals vie
for the features of one probe. The second part discusses the reverse situation, where two
probes are agreeing with the same goal.
The first configuration arises in restrictions on clitic combinations where v can AGREE
with an indirect object and a direct object one at a time (Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b,
ix

Béjar and Řezáč 2003). These configurations give rise to a form of competition: the second argument will fail to AGREE in any features that it shares with the first. I show that
this form of competition extends from restrictions involving local person arguments, where
it has been used so far, to restrictions involving third person and plural, which have so far
been treated as morphological. Whereas the restrictions on local person lead to ungrammaticality, those on third person and plural result in impoverished morphological realization.
I argue that this difference indicates a different role of AGREE for local person vs. third
person and plural. Recent work as shown that local person has special syntactic licensing
needs (e.g. Béjar and Řezáč 2003, Baker 2008, Preminger 2011b). Third person and plural
on the other hand, I argue, are syntactically wellformed on their own, but require AGREE to
be visible to lexical insertion at PF. Failure to AGREE will lead to absence of morphological
realization or ungrammaticality as a function of the features involved. Once restrictions on
third person arguments are treated as syntactic, much of the variation across languages in
their morphological realization follows from differences in the PF-inventory.
The second situation, two probes AGREEING with the same goal, arises in agreement
with objects in Hindi-Urdu. The second part of the dissertation discusses two asymmetries
in agreement of T with subjects and objects in conjunction structures. While T-agreement
with objects shows sensitivity to linear order (i.a. closest conjunct agreement), T-agreement
with subjects does not. I argue that the differences follow from the activity of the goal at
the time of agreement. While subjects are syntactically active at the time T probes them,
objects are not, because they have already been assigned case by v. As a consequence, the
syntactic relation between T and an object cannot value the T’s probe in the syntax. Nonsyntactic effects like the relevance of linear order affect agreement exactly when valuation
cannot be achieved in the syntax.
Both case studies lead to the proposal that syntactically wellformed derivations can be
ruled out at PF by failure of lexical insertion. This can happen in two ways. The discusx

sion of restrictions on clitic combinations will lead to the conclusion that some languages
allow the syntax to generate wellformed structures that contain nodes with so few features
that PF cannot insert an exponent for them. The discussion of agreement in Hindi-Urdu
will lead to the proposal that the grammar can generate feature bundles with inconsistent
features that cannot be spelled out in one form. Overall, PF does both less and more than
is often assumed. The restrictions on third person and plural discussed in the first part are
traditionally considered to be the result of morphological operations that change the feature
content of clitics (Bonet 1991, 1993, 1995, Grimshaw 1997, Noyer 1997). The proposal
here reduces the role of PF in these restrictions to spelling out syntactic structures that have
reduced feature content as the result of syntactic interactions. Similarly, the proposal about
Hindi-Urdu tightly delimits the space where non-syntactic effects on agreement arise. At
the same time, PF can rule out syntactically wellformed structures, which is not typically
assumed to be possible.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This dissertation explores the interaction of syntax and morphology in the morphological realization of AGREE-relations. I present two case studies of derivational interactions
of AGREE-processes where the morphological realization of the later processes are affected
by the earlier ones. The two cases studied differ in the way probes and goals interact. The
first part of the dissertation explores restrictions on clitic combinations where two goals vie
for the features of one probe. The second part discusses the reverse situation, where two
probes are agreeing with the same goal.
The first configuration arises in restrictions on clitic combinations where v can AGREE
with an indirect object and a direct object, one at a time (Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b,
Béjar and Řezáč 2003). These configurations give rise to a form of competition: the second argument will fail to AGREE in any features that it shares with the first. I show that
this form of competition extends from restrictions involving local person arguments, where
it has been used so far, to restrictions involving third person and plural, which have so far
been treated as morphological. Whereas the restrictions on local person lead to ungrammaticality, those on third person and plural result in impoverished morphological realization.
I argue that this difference indicates a different role of AGREE for local person vs. third
person and plural. Recent work as shown that local person arguments need to agree with
an appropriate functional head to be syntactically wellformed (e.g. Béjar and Řezáč 2003,
Baker 2008, Preminger 2011b). Third person and plural on the other hand, I argue, are
1

syntactically wellformed on their own, but require AGREE to be visible to lexical insertion
at PF. Failure to AGREE will lead to absence of morphological realization or ungrammaticality as a function of the features involved. Once restrictions on third person arguments
are treated as syntactic, much of the variation across languages in their morphological realization follows from differences in the PF-inventory.
The second situation, two probes AGREEING with the same goal, arises in agreement
with objects in Hindi-Urdu. The second part of the dissertation discusses two asymmetries
in agreement of T with subjects and objects in conjunction structures. While T-agreement
with objects shows sensitivity to linear order (i.a. closest conjunct agreement), T-agreement
with subjects does not. I argue that the differences follow from the activity of the goal
at the time of agreement. While subjects are syntactically active at the time T probes
them, objects are not, because they have already been assigned accusative case by v. As a
consequence, the syntactic relation between T and an object cannot value the T’s probe in
the syntax. Non-syntactic effects like the relevance of linear order affect agreement exactly
when valuation cannot be achieved in the syntax.
Both case studies lead to the proposal that syntactically wellformed derivations can be
ruled out at PF by failure of lexical insertion. This can happen in two ways. The discussion
of restrictions on clitic combinations will lead to the conclusion that some languages allow
the syntax to generate wellformed structures that contain nodes with so few features that PF
cannot insert an exponent for them. The discussion of agreement in Hindi-Urdu will lead
to the proposal that the grammar can generate feature bundles with inconsistent features
that cannot be spelled out in one form. Overall, PF does both less and more in the proposal
here than is often assumed. The restrictions on third person and plural discussed in the first
part are traditionally considered to be the result of morphological operations that change
the feature content of clitics (Bonet 1991, 1993, 1995, Grimshaw 1997, Noyer 1997). The
proposal here reduces the role of PF in these restrictions to spelling out syntactic structures
2

that have reduced feature content as the result of syntactic interactions. Similarly, the proposal about Hindi-Urdu tightly delimits the space where non-syntactic effects on agreement
arise. At the same time, PF can rule out syntactically wellformed structures, which is often
assumed not to be possible.
The next two sections will describe each part in more detail.

1.1 Person Effects
This part of the dissertation contributes to the ongoing debate about the role of AGREE,
and in particular φ -AGREE, in the grammar by showing that existing syntactic analyses of
person based agreement restrictions that lead to ungrammaticality (the Person-Case Constraint, PCC, Bonet 1991, 1994) can be extended to phenomena where the combination of
two arguments with particular person/number specifications does not lead to ungrammaticality, but to impoverished morphological realization. I will attribute this different behavior
to the different role of AGREE for the syntactic licensing and morphological realization of
different person/number features. Whereas local person features need to enter AGREE with
a functional category to be syntactically wellformed, third person and plural features are
in and of themselves syntactically wellformed, but require AGREE to be visible to the PF
interface. The absence of morphological realization of a feature will be attributed to the
failure of syntactic agreement with that feature.
The empirical domain for the study are two sets of restrictions on clitic combinations.
One is the Person Case Constraint, a ban on first and second person direct object clitics in
the presence of indirect object ones. The PCC has recently been given syntactic analyses
based on a competition of direct and indirect object (DO and IO) for the features of a single
probe (Anagnostopoulou 2003, Béjar and Řezáč 2003). One argument loses this competition by not having its person features licensed, which leads to ungrammaticality or an

3

alternate morphosyntactic realization. The second set of restrictions arises in combinations
of third person clitics. In combinations of third person DOs and IOs, a number of Romance languages force one argument to surface with morphological properties other than
those shown in isolation (Catalan: Todolí 1992, Bonet 1991, 1995, 2002; Italian: Pescarini
2005b; Spanish: Perlmutter 1971). I will refer to this phenomenon as clitic opacity. The
most well known instance of clitic opacity is the Spanish Spurious se Effect (Perlmutter
1971). In combinations of third person direct and indirect object clitics, the indirect object
cannot appear in its normal form, but instead takes the form of the third person reflexive
clitic. These restrictions have been given morphological analyses (e.g. Bonet 1991, 1993,
1995, Grimshaw 1997, 2001, Perlmutter 1971), have been used to motivate morphological
deletion operations and a particular perspective on the organization of the post syntactic
component of the grammar. The goal of this part of the project is to give a unified analysis of both the PCC and the seemingly morphological restrictions on third person, and
explore why one of them leads to ungrammaticality, while the other leads to impoverished
morphology.
An assimilation of the PCC and restrictions on third person is supported by several
crosslinguistic similarities between the two: (i) The same morphosyntactic strategies are
used to avoid both the PCC and restrictions on third person. (ii) The patterns of which
argument’s morphosyntactic realization is changed either to avoid PCC or in clitic opacity
are the same. (iii) The restrictions on combinations of third person pronouns follow from a
particular way of stating the PCC. Similarly, the restriction on third person in many Catalan
dialects parallels one on number that has recently been argued to be syntactic (Nevins
2011). The strong parallel between the restrictions on third person and those on number
would suggest that they be analyzed in the same way.
On the syntactic side, adapting the proposals made for the PCC to apply to interactions of third person pronouns involves changing two things: (i) The representations of
4

φ -features (person and number) in the syntax, and (ii) how they are licensed. Step (i) involves adopting a system of φ -features where both third and local (first and second) person
are explicitly represented, and the specifications for local and third person interact, such
that local person arguments can preempt the licensing of third person, but not the other
way around. In addition, number and person features are syntactically present both DO
and IO. Step two concerns the role of syntactic licensing of different kinds of φ -features.
Recent work as shown that local person has special syntactic licensing needs (e.g. Béjar and
Řezáč 2003, Baker 2008, Preminger 2011b). Third person and plural on the other hand, I
argue, are syntactically wellformed on their own, but require AGREE to be visible to the
lexical insertion at PF. Failure to AGREE will lead to absence of morphological realization
or ungrammaticality as a function of the features involved.
To account for variation in which argument is affected by opacity I propose that person effects can arise in two different syntactic configurations. Syntactic accounts of PCC
mostly assume that it arises in a configuration where v accesses IO before DO. Based on the
pattern of person effects in Barceloní Catalan, I will argue that a more nuanced understanding of repairs to such effects becomes available once we assume that the person licenser
accesses DO first. A unified, syntactic account of 3-3-Effects and PCC is more than just an
extension of one kind of machinery to a new set of data, but it leads to a different picture
of the PCC itself.
Much of the argument in the first part of the dissertation is based on data from different
varieties of Catalan. There are two reasons for this. On the one hand, the morphology
of opaque as well as transparent (non-opaque) clitics in many varieties of Catalan shows
overtly which φ -features go missing in clitic opacity. This allows for a detailed study of
the properties of person and number and the contexts in which they fail to be realized. The
second reason is that we find a number of different ways of how clitic opacity manifests
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itself across the different dialects, allowing for a detailed study of the conditions in which
it applies.

1.2 Subject-Object Asymmetries in Agreement in Conjunctions
The location of agreement in the grammar has been the topic of considerable debate
recently. Bobaljik (2008) argues that agreement is an entirely post-syntactic process, while
other approaches (Chomsky 1999, Bošković 2009) locate it entirely within the syntactic
system. Recently, data from agreement with conjoined noun phrases has played an important role in this debate. In this domain we find closest conjunct agreement (CCA), a
phenomenon whose seeming sensitivity to linear proximity indicates a post-syntactic component to agreement (Benmamoun 1996, Benmamoun et al. 2009, Marušič et al. 2007).
However, numerous attempts have been made to reduce the apparent sensitivity to linear
order to other facts like a reduction of largere conjuncts (Aoun et al. 1994), properties of
the syntactic structure of conjunctions (e.g. Bahloul and Harbert 1992, Benmamoun 1992,
Bošković 2009, Doron 2000, Johannessen 1996, 1998, van Koppen 2005, 2007, Munn
1993, 1999), or the way agreement and movement interact (Bošković 2009) in order to
avoid explicit reference to linear order in the syntactic component.
The second part of the dissertation contributes to this debate by introducing a new
set of data from agreement in conjunction structures in Hindi-Urdu that shows that an
analysis of agreement in Hindi-Urdu has to refer to pre- as well as post-syntactic processes.
Hindi-Urdu is a split ergative/absolutive language that allows one agreement trigger, T,
to agree with either subjects or objects depending on aspect. Despite being controlled
by the same head and being expressed by the same morphemes, agreement with subjects
and objects interacts differently with conjoined arguments. Agreement with subjects is
resolved agreement, but agreement with objects is CCA. More specifically, in neutral OV-
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word order agreement with objects is last conjunct agreement. In addition, I present a new
set of data from Right Node Raising (RNR) showing that this difference between agreement
with subjects and objects extends from the more familiar conjunct agreement involving
conjoined noun phrases to larger conjunction structures. In both conjunct agreement and
RNR, agreement with objects is sensitive to linear proximity while agreement with subjects
is not.
I attribute the different behavior of agreement with subjects and objects to the different role of T-agreement for case assignment in them described in Bhatt (2005). While
agreement with subjects assigns subject case, agreement with objects is agreement with an
already case marked argument. In technical terms, while agreement with subjects targets
an argument whose features are still active for AGREE, agreement with objects targets an
argument that is inactive as the result of earlier case assignment. As a function of syntactic
activity, agreement with subjects is valued in the syntactic component, but agreement with
objects is not. Valuation of agreement with objects happens in the post-syntactic component. The proposal resembles previous ones (Badecker 2007, Marušič et al. 2007, Bošković
2009) in that CCA happens when syntactic agreement with the whole conjunction cannot
completely value the agreement probe, but derives this inability in a different way.
The post-syntactic nature of valuation in agreement with objects is supported by the
locality relation involved, and the heads involved. Agreement with conjoined objects allows last conjunct agreement. Existing syntactic analyses of CCA cannot derive this for
Hindi-Urdu, and do not extend to agreement with the closest object in RNR. The presence of a consistent locality relation in the two structures for agreement with objects that
refers to linear order rather than syntactic hierarchy suggests that agreement with objects
is post-syntactic. In addition, heads that morphologically express agreement but are not
syntactically active agreement controllers are relevant for the computation of CCA with
objects. Bhatt (2005) argues that T is the only syntactic agreement controller in Hindi7

Urdu. Other heads that morphologically express agreement, like participles or aspectual
markers are dependent on T for the valuation of their features. The heads that are not
syntactically active agreement controllers nonetheless count for the computation of CCA,
suggesting that CCA is a non-syntactic process. The division between syntactic and postsyntactic aspects of agreement also accounts for constraints on morphological identity that
are otherwise puzzling. Together, these facts suggest that CCA is a process whereby the
grammar provides φ -features for heads that can morphologically express them, but have
not valued them in the syntax.
The subject-object asymmetries in conjunct agreement suggest that much of agreement
in Hindi-Urdu is indeed syntactic, and that non-syntactic effects on valuation only arise
when syntactic valuation is impossible.
Beyond the analysis of CCA in Hindi-Urdu, the proposal here leads to a new perspective
on CCA as a crosslinguistic phenomenon. What is constant about CCA is that it appears
when a conjunction cannot value the features of the probe. Languages differ both on why
the conjunction is unable to do so and on which processes are recruited to allow valuation. The presence of CCA on its own is not evidence then that agreement processes in a
language are resolved at PF. Rather, it suggests that there is a misalignment between the
features of the probe and those of a conjoined argument.
An earlier version of this work has appeared as Bhatt and Walkow (2011). Much of the
material in this part appears here with the permission of the editor of Natural Language &
Linguistic Theory, where a shorter version of it has been accepted for publication as Bhatt
and Walkow (t.a.).
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Part I
PERSON EFFECTS

This part of the dissertation contributes to the ongoing debate about the role of AGREE,
and in particular φ -AGREE, in the grammar by showing that existing syntactic analyses of
person based agreement restrictions that lead to ungrammaticality (the Person-Case Constraint, PCC, Bonet 1991, 1994) can be extended to phenomena where the combination of
two arguments with particular φ -specifications does not lead to ungrammaticality, but to
impoverished morphological realization. I will attribute this different behavior to the different role of AGREE for the syntactic licensing and morphological realization of different
person/number features. Whereas local person features need to enter AGREE with a functional category to be syntactically wellformed, third person and plural features are in and of
themselves syntactically wellformed, but require AGREE to be visible to the PF interface.
The absence of morphological realization of a feature will be attributed to the failure of
syntactic agreement with that feature. Most of the data in this part of the dissertation will
come from dialects of Catalan.
Earlier versions and parts of the work here (in chronological order of development) appear in Walkow (to appear), Walkow (2011a) and Walkow (2011b). Recent extensions are
presented in Walkow (2012a,b).

The Starting Point: Restrictions on Local Person. Many languages show bans on local person direct object clitics, weak pronouns or agreement markers in the presence of
indirect object clitics, weak pronouns or agreement markers. This restriction is known as
the Person-Case Constraint (PCC, Bonet 1991, 1994). This is illustrated in (1) for Central
Catalan. Combinations of first or second person direct objects with indirect objects of any
person category are ungrammatical.

(1)

PCC in Central Catalan:
a. * Me
li
ha recomanat
la senyora Bofill
me.ACC 3. DAT has recommended the Mrs. Bofill
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‘Mrs Bofill has recommended me to him/her.’
b. * Te ’m van recomanar
per la feina
2 1 recommended.3 PL for the job
i. ‘They recommended me to you [. . . ]’
ii. ‘They recommended you to me [. . . ]’

(Bonet 1994:33)

(Bonet 1991:179)

First analyses of this restriction cast it as a morphological restrictions on morpheme combinations (e.g. Bonet 1994, Grimshaw 1997, Noyer 1997). More recently, the PCC has
been analyzed as a syntactic restriction that arises in the structure sketched in (2) (Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b, Béjar and Řezáč 2003 and many since).

(2)

Person Case Constraint (PCC)
In [α AGR . . . DP1 -oblique . . . DP2 . . . ], where α includes no other person AGR, DP2
cannot have a marked person feature (1st/2nd, sometimes 3rd animate).
(Béjar and Řezáč 2009:46)

The restriction on the person features of the lower argument is attributed to the intervention
of the oblique DP1 in the AGREE relation between AGR and DP2 . The AGREE relation
between AGR and DP2 is often taken to involve case assignment. This analysis offers
an interpretation of the PCC as the result of two notions that are fundamental to syntax:
intervention and the Case Filter. The indirect object is an intervener for person agreement
between AGR and the direct object, and failure of objects with marked person features
to AGREE with AGR leads to a violation of the case filter. Table 1.1 gives an example
derivation for the Catalan examples in (1). The schematic structure in (2) is instantiated
here such that the oblique DP1 is the indirect object and DP2 is the direct object. They are
the specifier complement of an applicative head A PPL. AGR is v. v has unvalued person
([uPER]) and number ([uNUM]) features. To derive the interaction, certain assumptions
about the syntactic accessibility of person and number on the two arguments are necessary.
Local person arguments are assumed to have a syntactic person features ([PER]) and a
number feature ([NUM]). Third person lacks [PER] and only bears number features. By
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Step 1: Intervention by IO.
 v 
uNUM V
 EPP   IO 
A PPL  DO 
DAT
uPER
(PER )

Step 2: Failure to license [PER] on DO.
IO
v 
V
EPP
IO
 PER 
A PPL  DO 
uNUM
(✗PER )


PER

NUM

NUM

Table 1.1: PCC as defective intervention.

assumption, all IOs have [PER], but not [NUM]. This is often related to the fact that obliques
receive case prior to AGREE with v, leaving them inactive but still visible for AGREE. The
person restriction can now be derived in two steps, Table 1.1. In the first step, v probes
and AGREES with IO. This leads to movement of IO and deactivation of v’s [PER]-feature.
v’s [NUM]-feature remains active and in a second step, AGREES with DO. If DO is third
person, this is sufficient to license DO, since third person only has a [NUM]-feature. If on
the other hand, DO is local person and has and additional [PER]-feature, this feature fails
to AGREE causing the derivation to crash.
A major achievement of the syntactic characterization of the PCC is that it extends person based restrictions in contexts other than combinations of ‘weak’ elements like clitics.
The best known example is the restriction on nominative objects in Icelandic illustrated in
(3). In dative-nominative constructions, nominative objects can be third person, (3a), but
not first or second person, (3b).

(3)

Icelandic Dative-Nominative constructions:
a. Henni leidd<u>st
þeir
she.DAT was.bored.by<3 PL> they.NOM
‘She was bored with them’
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(Taraldsen 1995:307)

b. * Henni {leidd<um>st
/ leidd<u>st}
viD
she.DAT {was.bored.by<1 PL> / was.bored.by<3 PL>} we.NOM
‘She was bored with us’ (combination of (4) and (7) from Taraldsen 1995:308/9)
In terms of the structure in (2), T is AGR, the dative is the oblique DP1 and the nominative
objects is DP2 .
Another major achievement is that the syntactic characterization of the PCC in (2), predicts what strategies could be used to avoid the PCC. The obstruction created by the oblique
argument could be either overcome by moving DP2 above DP1 , closer to AGR, or by removing DP1 from between AGR and DP2 . Anagnostopoulou (2005b) and Řezáč (2008b)
show that these strategies are indeed attested.

Restrictions on Morphological Expression of Third Person and Plural. This part of
the dissertation begins by reexamining one aspect of this type of analysis of the PCC, and
shows that its logic can be observed in another type of clitic restriction that has so far
only been analyzed as morphological. This in turn will lead to a revision of the assumptions about the syntactic accessibility of features, the syntactic behavior of third person and
plural features and the order in which v AGREES with DO and IO. A key aspect of the
AGREE-based analysis of the PCC is the competition of the two arguments for the features
of the probe. When the two arguments are specified for the same feature, [PER], the syntactically lower one will fail to AGREE in that feature with v. Relatedly, the lower argument
will only AGREE with v in whatever features it has that are not shared by the higher one.
Chapter 2 shows that this logic of competition is also found in restrictions on the morphological expression of third person and plural in a variety of Catalan dialects. These dialects
show a phenomenon known as clitic opacity, where a clitic surfaces without morphological
marking for some property when it appears in combination with another clitic. Previous
analyses of clitic opacity have treated it as a morphological restriction (Bonet 1991, 1993,
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1995, Noyer 1997, Pescarini 2005b,a). I identify a class of clitic opacity effects involving
third person and plural that I call Opacity of Unique Exponence, where the distribution of
person and number morphology matches the predictions of the syntactic account based on
competition.

(4)

Opacity of Unique Exponence:
In combinations of two clitics that are specified for the same feature (3 or plural),
a. Only one realizes the morphology for that feature it shows in isolation, and
b. The righthand one surfaces without the relevant morphology.

The effect of Opacity of Unique Exponence on the righthand clitic, (4b), is stable across
dialects with different clitic orders (IO-DO or DO-IO), across contexts with different clitic
orders within one dialect and across historical change. An assimilation of such restrictions
on third person to the PCC is supported by several crosslinguistic similarities between the
two: (i) The same morphosyntactic strategies are used to avoid both the PCC and restrictions on third person. (ii) The patterns of which argument’s morphosyntactic realization
is changed either to avoid PCC or in clitic opacity are the same. (iii) The restrictions on
combinations of third person pronouns follow from a particular way of stating the PCC. A
syntactic analysis is also indicated by the parallels between Opacity of Unique Exponence
in number and third person. The number part of Opacity of Unique Exponence has recently
been argued to be syntactic (Nevins 2011). The strong parallel between the restrictions on
third person and those on number would suggest that they be analyzed in the same way.
I propose that Opacity of Unique Exponence results from an interaction of syntactic
AGREE and morphological realization: only third person and number features that enter
AGREE with v are realized morphologically. Those that fail to AGREE fail to be spelled
out. The presence of only one morphological exponent for third person and number follows
from the presence of only one person and number probe on v. Which argument fails to
AGREE is determined by the syntactic structure. Whichever one is closest to v at the time
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v is merged will AGREE with v. Whichever one is further away, will fail to AGREE in
whichever features it shares with the higher argument. A syntactic analysis of Opacity of
Unique Exponence also offers a simple explanation of the fact in (4b) that the clitic that
surfaces without features is on the right. The syntactic structure predicts that a goal will
fail to AGREE with v, if it is c-commanded by another goal that is specified for the same
feature. The relation between c-command and linear precedence (Kayne 1994) predicts
that the syntactically lower clitic, which fails to AGREE, should be on the right.
This approach to the problem has consequences for many aspects of the analysis of
person restrictions. On the one hand, for third person and number on DO and IO to compete
for AGREE with v, both have to be syntactically visible. This is unlike what is assumed in
the analysis sketched in Table 1.1. Chapter 3 presents one way of doing this using privative
features for person (Béjar 2003, Béjar and Řezáč 2009) and number (Béjar 2003, Nevins
2011). More importantly, Chapter 3 introduces a new conception of the need of person and
number features to AGREE with v. To derive the absence of morphological expression from
the absence of AGREE, the system here has to allow third person and number features to be
present in the syntax, but not cause the derivation to crash if they do not enter AGREE with
v. I argue that this is consistent with existing work on person restrictions. Previous work on
person restrictions has converged on the finding that local person features need to AGREE
to be syntactically licensed (e.g. Béjar and Řezáč 2003, Baker 2008, Preminger 2011b).
This need is a peculiarity of local person features, not of φ -features in general. I propose
that what sets third person and plural features apart from local person ones is that they
are syntactically wellformed on their own, but need to enter AGREE to be visible to the PFinterface. This syntactic difference between local person and third person/plural derives not
just the relation between absence of morphological expression and the failure to AGREE,
but also the fact that morphological opacity, while common with third person, is not found
with local person in Romance. Allowing arguments to not AGREE in any of their φ -features
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also leads to a reassessment of the relation between φ -agreement and case. I argue that DO
case can be licensed independent of AGREE with v. This will also offer an explanation of
the difference between languages where DO surfaces without person/number-features and
those where IO does. Languages where IO surfaces without person/number features have
case driven movement of DO above IO bringing DO closer to v than IO.
The analysis of clitic opacity as failure of agreement offers a simple explanation for the
fact that Central Catalan dialects realize PCC violating structures with 3-IOs in the same
way as 3-IOs in Opacity of Unique Exponence (Chapter 4). PCC combinations with 3-IOs
like (1a) can be realized by spelling IO out without person marking as a bare dative marker.
Within the proposal here, this suggests that just like Opacity of Unique Exponence involves
the realization of syntactic structure where certain features have failed to AGREE, certain
ways of realizing PCC-violating person combinations are also realizations of structures
where AGREE has failed without causing a syntactic crash. The proposal here does not
just predict which person combinations are grammatical, ungrammatical or involve clitic
opacity, but also predicts the place where AGREE fails and where strategies for avoiding
PCC will be used. Chapter 4 also demonstrates that certain kinds of PCC can be derived by
locality assumptions other than the [v [IO. . . DO]]-structure in Table 1.1. I will argue that
Central Catalan has DO-movement above IO, so that person restrictions arise in a [v DO
. . . IO . . . ]-structure, where v accesses DO before IO. In terms of the typology of agreement interactions in Béjar and Řezáč (2009), this shows that the pattern of acceptable and
unacceptable person combinations characteristic of certain types of PCC can arise both by
intervention of IO agreement with DO, and successive AGREE of v with DO before IO. This
order of AGREE also explains why person on IO determines how the person combinations
banned by the PCC are alternatively realized.
While formally similar, personless datives in PCC and Opacity of Unique Exponence
differ syntactically on whether or not they allow clitic doubling. Section 4.2 derives this
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asymmetry from the dependency of clitic doubling on a relation with v (Anagnostopoulou
2003) recast here in terms of AGREE. Restrictions on doubling of IO in person effect
environments arise because these environments restrict AGREE between v and IO. The
difference between PCC and 3-3-Effects follows from the different properties of DO. Local
person DOs bleed AGREE between IO and v in more features than third person ones. To
implement this differential effect of local and third person DOs on AGREE between v and
IO, the feature system is extended to accommodate marked and unmarked variants of third
person (e.g. Ormazabal and Romero 2001, 2007, Adger and Harbour 2007, Řezáč 2008a).
The account of the difference between the two kinds of personless datives points to two
preconditions for allowing the realization of indirect objects as personless datives in PCC
environments. One is syntactic: a language must allow unmarked person IOs. The other is
morphological: a language needs an independent morphological exponent for IO’s case. I
show that Spanish has the former but lacks the latter, and suggest that French might lack
the former but have the latter. This leads to the proposal that ungrammaticality in the PCC
in Spanish arises at PF rather than in the syntax, because certain syntactically wellformed
structures cannot be spelled out.
This more complex representation of third person allows for an analysis of different
patterns of clitic opacity between third person clitics in different Romance languages in
terms of their different inventories of PF-exponents (Chapter 5).
In conclusion, extending the notion of competition in person effects to third person and
number offers a syntactic analysis of a new set of data that were previously thought to be
morphological. The extension refines the analysis of the PCC, in particular it shows that the
syntactic structure of person effect environments can be used to derive where alternative
strategies for realizing banned person restrictions would be deployed. The proposal here
leads to a different role of morphology in the derivation of person effects. In morphological
analyses, Opacity of Unique Exponence was attributed to rules that change morphological
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representations. Such rules are no longer necessary in the proposal here. A combination
of syntactic factors (movement below v) and the inventory of PF-exponents determines the
form Opacity of Unique Exponence will take in any particular language. At the same time,
the system here allows PF to rule out convergent syntactic derivations when their resulting
structure cannot be spelled out.
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CHAPTER 2
RESTRICTIONS ON THIRD AND LOCAL PERSON CLITICS

This chapter introduces the two empirical phenomena that will be discussed in this part
of the dissertation, restrictions on two kinds of combinations of clitic pronouns, and argues
that they are part of the same larger restriction.
Across the Romance family and in particular in Catalan there are two sets of restrictions
on clitic combinations. On the one hand, there is a restriction on combinations of DO and
IO pronouns involving local person pronouns known as the Person Case Constraint (PCC,
Bonet 1991, 1994) that are often repaired by realizing one of the two pronouns as a nonclitic. On the other, there are restrictions on combinations of third person DO and IO
clitics which are often repaired by realizing one clitic by a morphological form that does
not accurately reflect the clitic’s morpho-syntactic features. This phenomenon is known as
clitic opacity.
Earlier analyses of these restrictions (e.g. Bonet 1991, 1995, Grimshaw 1997, 2001,
Noyer 1997) treat both of them as bans on combinations of identical features (e.g. Grimshaw’s (1997) *[X X] constraint) or bans on combinations of particularly marked features.
Following the work of Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005b), Béjar (2003), Béjar and Řezáč
(2003) and Ormazabal and Romero (2001, 2007), the PCC has more recently received
syntactic analyses that derive it from the interaction of one agreement head with the two
arguments. The major appeal of these analyses is that the PCC can be derived from the
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interaction of regular syntactic operations like AGREE and movement, rather than a separate
module of morphological restrictions.
The syntactic treatment of the PCC was not extended to clitic opacity. The two restrictions came to be relegated to different parts of the grammar. This position is most
clearly stated in Nevins (2007) who specifically argues that clitic opacity is a morphological phenomenon while the PCC is syntactic. This chapter presents an argument that certain
instances of clitic opacity should be treated syntactically and on par with the PCC. These
instances of opacity involve combinations of third person DO and IO clitics where only one
of them is realized with third person morphology. I will show that the same morphosyntactic strategies are used in both PCC and opacity contexts, that repairs to the PCC have
a similar distribution to clitic opacity, that PCC and these opacity contexts are part of the
same descriptive patterns and that opacity of third person behaves like number agreement
phenomena that have independently been argued to be syntactic. The extensive parallels
between PCC and these opacity phenomena indicate that they are part of the same overall
restriction. If the PCC is to be treated in the syntax then, so should these instances of clitic
opacity.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 shows that there is a family of opacity
phenomena that will be called Opacity of Unique Exponence with the following properties:
when DO and IO clitics are specified for the same feature (third person or plural) only
the lefthand one surfaces with morphological marking for that feature (§2.1.1). Opacity
of Unique Exponence exists for third person and number, can affect IO or DO and consistently targets the righthand clitic in the string. The remainder of Section 2.1 discusses one
new (§2.1.2) and one old generalization (§2.1.3) about the morphological status of opaque
clitics and the apparent absence of opacity of local person marking (§2.1.4). Section 2.2
presents the PCC in more detail. Particular attention will be payed to the alternative strategies used for realizing the structures banned by the PCC. Data from Barceloní Catalan
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(§2.2.2) will be particularly important here, as this language uses clitic opacity as a way
of realizing PCC structures. Section 2.3 ties the data from Sections 2.1 and 2.2 together
to argue that the PCC and opacity are two instances of the same phenomenon. Section 2.4
discusses clitic opacity data from a variety of Catalan dialects in greater detail. Of particular importance for the argument in this and later chapters will be Central Catalan dialects,
where IO surfaces without person features in opacity contexts (§2.4.3), the dialect of the
Marina Baixa, where DO surfaces without person marking in opacity contexts (§2.4.5) and
the dialect of Monòver and surrounding areas (§2.4.4) which shows opacity phenomena
like Spanish. Data from other dialects appear here sometimes in support of the arguments
about the dialects I will focus on and at other times to offer a picture of clitic opacity phenomena that I consider to be also related to the PCC but that are beyond the scope of this
dissertation. Much of the data in this chapter is from Catalan sources and appears here in
English for the first time.

2.1 Restrictions on Third Person Clitics: Clitic Opacity
[. . . ] la combinació del verb amb els pronoms de tercera persona presenta una
varietat de solucions gairebé anàrquica.1
(de Borja Moll 1980:29–30)
This section introduces the empirical phenomenon of clitic opacity found in many Romance languages, where clitic pronouns fail to morphologically express φ -features they
can express in isolation when they occur together with other clitics. I will for now adopt
the very broad definition of clitic opacity in (5).

(5)

Clitic Opacity:

1 “The combination of the verb with the pronouns of the third person presents an almost anarchic variety
of solutions” [translation MW].
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In combinations with other clitics, a clitic fails to morphologically express φ -features
that it can express in when appearing in isolation.
I will call an opaque realization of a clitic any realization that fails to express some feature.
A clitic form that shows all the features that one expects will be called transparent. The
goal of this chapter is to show that certain kinds of clitic opacity are part of the same
phenomenon as the PCC. For that reason I will focus on opacity phenomena that arise in the
same context as the PCC, combinations of DO and IO clitics, and that share the property of
the PCC-contexts that the two arguments need to agree in the same feature. I will show that
the relevant kinds of clitic opacity resemble the repairs of the PCC in meaningful ways:
(i) opacity can affect DO or IO, (ii) which argument is opaque can change as a function
of the features of IO, and (iii) some languages use the same strategy to repair PCC and
to realize opaque pronouns. Furthermore, I will show that apart from the person related
opacity phenomena that I argue to be related to the PCC, there is number related opacity
that obeys the same logic as that related to person. This number related opacity has recently
been treated as syntactic, the omnivorous number marking of Nevins (2011), suggesting a
similar treatment to the parallel restriction on person.
The best known instance of clitic opacity that bans two identical features on DO and
IO cltics is the Spanish Spurious se Effect (Perlmutter 1971). Spanish has a third person
dative (plural) clitic le(s), (6a), and third person (plural) DO clitics lo(s)/la(s), masculine
and feminine respectively, (6b). When 3-DO and 3-IO clitics are combined, le(s) cannot be
used. Instead, the 3-IO surfaces as the reflexive/impersonal clitic se, (6c).

(6)

Spanish Spurious se:
a. A Pedro, le
dieron el premio ayer.
to Pedro, 3. DAT gave the prize yesterday
‘They gave the prize to Pedro yesterday.’
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b. El premio, lo
dieron a Pedro ayer.
the prize, 3. ACC gave to Pedro yesterday
‘They gave the prize to Pedro yesterday.’
c. A Pedro, el premio, {se lo/
*le
lo/
*lo
le}
dieron ayer.
to Pedro, the prize, {se 3. ACC/ 3. DAT 3. ACC/ 3. ACC 3. DAT} gave yesterday
‘They gave the prize to Pedro yesterday.’
(Bonet 1995:608)
The same effect is also found in Catalan in the area of Monòver (§2.4.4) and the Italian
dialect of Sarroch (Pescarini 2005b:292).
Perlmutter (1971) described the Spurious se Effect as occurring when the DO and IO
clitics are both specified for the same feature, third person. To my knowledge, Bonet (1995)
was the first to propose that the change from le(s) to se is a reduction in morphological
complexity. The reduced morphological complexity of se vis-a-vis le(s) can be seen from
the fact that se does not distinguish number or case. There is no plural form of se and se
appears as a third person reflexive for DOs and IOs as well as an impersonal subject clitic.
More specifically, Bonet proposes that the mapping from le(s) to se involves the loss of
person, treating se as a personless clitic.2
This dissertation will discuss a small subset of the phenomena carved out by (5). I will
focus on opacity phenomena that arise in combinations of direct and indirect object clitics
that are both third person, and a more narrow context where they are both third person and
plural. These contexts give rise to a form of opacity that I will call Opacity of Unique
Exponence, with the properties in (7).

(7)

Opacity of Unique Exponence:
In combinations of two clitics that are specified for the same feature (3 or plural),
a. Only one realizes the morphology for that feature it shows in isolation, and
b. The righthand one surfaces without the relevant morphology.

2 The idea that reflexive se-clitics lack φ -features has also been explored in work on reflexives like Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993) who argue that the lack of φ -features is what allows se-pronouns to be used
as reflexives. See Section 5.1.1 for a slightly different take on the status of person on se.
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Sections 2.1.1.1–2.1.1.3 will illustrate Opacity of Unique Exponence for third person and
plural number with data from different dialects of Catalan. These data show that the expression of person and number is affected separately and that affects the righthand clitic,
irrespective of whether clitic order is DO-IO or IO-DO.
The focus on contexts where both clitics are specified for the same feature excludes
many phenomena that meet the criterion in (5) from this study. On the one hand, it excludes restrictions on gender, because IO pronouns in Catalan are not marked for gender
even where they are syncretic with DO clitics (for examples see §2.4.2, §2.4.6). Across
Catalan there are a number of patterns of loss of feminine marking on DO in clitic combinations. These will serve as diagnostics for the constituency of clitic clusters, but they
do not themselves fall into the purview of the study. Similarly, there are dialects where
number marking is absent on one of the clitics irrespective of the number of the other one.
One example is the dialect of the Alta Llitera (§2.4.3.2), where IO never surfaces with plural marking irrespective of the number of DO. Since such effects are not the result of the
interaction of the number features of DO and IO, they will not be discussed under Opacity
of Unique Exponence.
The focus on the interaction of features also excludes opacity phenomena that are purely
form based. The most obvious instances in this category are phonological processes that
delete or alter the morphs for person or number. A relevant example is the absence of
the third person marker /l/ in some clitic clusters in Alguer Catalan. Bosch i Rodoreda
(2002:156) reports that Alguer Catalan has opacity effects for person and number similar
to Central Cataln, but that under certain conditions clitic clusters create the phonological
environment for two independently observable phonological processes to interact. The first
is flapping of /l/, turning the 3-marker /l/ into /R/, the second one is flap deletion. Together,
flapping and flap deletion lead to the realization of the clitic cluster without any realization
of the 3-marker /l/. Such processes will not be relevant here.
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A second class of form based phenomena that is excluded here are processes that target
only some allomorphs of a clitic. Clitic pronouns in Catalan often have different morphological forms in pre- and postverbal positions. If an opacity process targets only one of two
allomorphs that are identical in the features they express, that process is presumably not a
restriction on features, but on the forms that express them. An illustration of such a morphspecific process comes from restrictions on plural marking in the Catalan dialect of Tàrbena
(Beltran i Calvo 1994). In postverbal position, this dialect realizes first, second and third
person plural clitics as [mos], [vos] and [los]. When these precede third person, neuter or
partitive clitics, they loose their final [s] and surface as [mo], [vo] and [lo] respectively:

(8)

Opacity of [oz]-clitics in Tàrbena Catalan:
a. /mos/ + {/l(s)/, /o/,
/n/} 7→ /mo/ + {/l(s)/, /o/, /n/}
1PL + {3(PL), NEUT, PART}
/n/} 7→ /vo/ + {/l(s)/, /o/, /n/}
b. /vos/ + {/l(s)/, /o/,
2PL + {3(PL), NEUT, PART}
c. /los/ + {/l(s)/, /o/,
/n/} 7→ /lo/ + {/l(s)/, /o/, /n/}
3PL + {3(PL), NEUT, PART}

In preverbal position, the 3.PL clitic has the allomorphs [alz], [ez] and [az]3 which are not
affected by this process. The 1PL and 2PL on the other hand are still [mos] and [vos],
and do lose their [s]s. This pattern shows that the deletion of plural marking is specific
to allomorphs containing the substring [oz], rather than plural pronouns in general. This
contrasts with opacity in Central Catalan. 3 PL . M and 3PL . DAT clitics in these dialects show
a similar alternation between [@lz(i)] in preverbal position and [luz(i)]/[loz(i)] in postverbal
position. The opacity effects to be discussed in Sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.2 arise with both
allomorphs.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 2.1.1 presents the two
instances of Opacity of Unique Exponence that will be discussed in detail here, 3-3-Effects
and Unique Plural Exponence, and introduces a new generalization about which clitic is
3 On

the status of [ez], and its phonological variant [az], as transparent 3-PL clitics, see Section 2.4.1.
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affected by these opacity processes. When DO and IO are specified for 3 or plural, the
righthand clitic surfaces without person or number morphology irrespective of whether the
order is IO-DO or DO-IO. Section 2.1.2 presents a new generalization about the relation
between the morphological status of the dative marker /i/ in a dialect and its use in contexts
of opacity: /i/ is only used as an opaque clitic when it can appear as an independent clitic
outside of opacity contexts. Section 2.1.3 discusses Bonet’s (1995) generalization that
opaque clitics are forms otherwise found in the language. I present counterexamples to this
generalization from the literature, suggesting that it cannot be maintained. Section 2.1.4
discusses the tendency of opacity to affect the expression of third person, but not that of
local person. Two potential examples of opaque local person pronouns from French and
Catalan are discussed and I argue that the data from French are better analyzed as instances
of locative clitics, rather than opaque IOs.

2.1.1 Opacity of Unique Exponence
This section discusses a kind of opacity that is found in Catalan that I will call Opacity
of Unique Exponence. Opacity of Unique Exponence is the phenomenon that when two
clitics are specified for the same feature, only the lefthand one surfaces with regular morphology for that feature, (7). Opacity of Unique Exponence is found with third person and
number, and across different dialects of Catalan.

(7)

Opacity of Unique Exponence:
In combinations of two clitics that are specified for the same feature (3 or plural),
a. Only one realizes the morphology for that feature it shows in isolation, and
b. The righthand one surfaces without the relevant morphology.
There are three parts to the definition in (7) that the following subsections will discuss

in detail. Section 2.1.1.1 presents the evidence for Opacity of Unique Exponence for third
person and shows that person based opacity is morphologically more transparent in some
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varieties of Catalan than it is in Spanish. Section 2.1.1.2 presents the data about Opacity of
Unique Exponence in number and connects the restrictions on the realization of clitic morphology to a pattern of syntactic number agreement called Omnivorous Number in Nevins
(2011). Data from Catalan show where number marking is realized in instances of Omnivorous Number that involve clitic opacity in a way that previously discussed instances do
not. Section 2.1.1.3 presents a new generalization about clitic order and opacity in Opacity
of Unique Exponence: In combinations of two clitics, it is always the righthand one that is
opaque. This is (7b). Section 2.1.1.4 pulls together the data from Sections 2.1.1.1 thorough
2.1.1.3 and emphasizes the parallelism between the two patterns of opacity and argues that
they should be treated in a uniform way. The section furthermore systematizes of person opacity phenomena that will be analyzed in this part of the dissertation and presents a
typology that organizes them by place of opacity and the nature of the opaque pronoun.

2.1.1.1 Opacity of Third Person Morphology: 3-3-Effects
This section introduces Opacity of Unique Exponence for third person. Phenomena of
this kind will be called 3-3-Effects.

(9)

3-3-Effects:
In combinations of a third person DO and a third person IO clitic, only one of them
surfaces with the third person morphology it shows in isolation.

The Spurious se Effect in (6) is an instance of a 3-3-Effect, as only DO surfaces with the
third person morphology it shows in isolation. This section will show that 3-3-Effects
in Catalan can (i) affect the morphological realization of person independently of that of
number, (ii) lead to the realization of 3-clitics without any person morphology whatsoever
supporting the analysis of opacity as loss of features, and (iii) can affect the morphology of
IO or DO. In addition, I will show that some dialects reveal which of the two clitics surfaces
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with, and which one without person features. This will be the basis of the generalization
about clitic order and opacity in Section 2.1.1.3.

2.1.1.1.1 Person Opacity on Indirect Objects.

Many varieties of eastern Catalan show

clitic opacity on IO in the same context as Spanish, but their morphology is more revealing
about what exactly is missing. This is illustrated for two Central Catalan (CC) varieties
(Barceloní Catalan, ‘BC,’ Bonet 1995 and Baix Camp, ‘BAC,’ Bonet 2002:961) in (11).
The transparent clitic form for DO in both varieties is /l(@)(z)/, illustrated for Barceloní
Catalan in (10a). The plural form has an initial epenthetic schwa in preverbal position
hence the spelling els in (10). The transparent 3-IO form is /l(z)i/, (10b), again the plural
form has an initial epenthetic schwa in preverbal position.

(10)

Transparent clitics in Barceloní Catalan:
a. Els llibres, els donaré
a en Quim demà
the.PL books 3PL will.give(1.st) to the Quim tomorrow
‘I will give the books to Quim tomorrow.’
b. A en Quim, li
donaré
els
llibres demà
to the Quim 3DAT will.give(1.st) the.PL books tomorrow
‘I will give the books to Quim tomorrow.’

(Bonet 1995:610)

Third person clitics in CC have a very consistent morphology (Mascaró 1986, Bonet 1991,
1995). [l] is the marker of third person and [z] the marker of plural on both direct and
indirect objects. These appear both on DO and IO clitics. IO clitics additionally have [i]
as the marker of dative case. DO clitics can bear [@] as in [l@(z)] as the marker of feminine
gender. The morphology of clitics in these dialects will be discussed in more detail in
Section 2.4.3.1. Feminine marking is lost in all combinations of third person clitics in BC,
but Baix Camp maintains it in clitic combinations where DO is feminine plural.
When third person DO and IO clitics combine, only one of them surfaces with the third
person marker /l/. This is shown for three different combinations of third person DO and
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IO clitics in (11) for both BAC and BC. The pattern is summarized schematically in Table
2.1.

(11)

3-3-Effects in two dialects of Central Catalan:
a. Barceloní Catalan:
i. 3SG-DO+3SG-IO:
[. . . ] [l - {*li/ i}] donaré
demà
[. . . ] 3 - {3DAT, DAT} will.give(1.st) tomorrow
‘I will give him it tomorrow.’
ii. 3SG-DO+3PL-IO:

(composit of Bonet 1995:610 and 639)

Als
nois, la poma, [@l - {*lzi/
zi}]
donaré
to.the.PL boys the apple 3 - {3PL . DAT/ PL . DAT} will.give(1.st)
més tard
later
‘I will give the apple to the boys later.’
(Bonet 1993:91)
iii. 3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
Al noi, les
pomes, [@lz - {*li/ i}] donaré
més tard
to.the boy the.PL apples 3PL - {3 DAT/ DAT} will.give(1.st) later
‘I will give the apples to the boy later.’
(Bonet 1993:92)
b. Baix Camp:
i. 3SG-DO+3SG-IO:
La llibreta, a la Mireia, [l - {*li/ i}]
vaig
deixar ahir
the book.F. S to the Mireia [3 - {3DAT, DAT}] PST.1 SG lend yesterday
‘I have lent the book to Mireia yesterday’
ii. 3SG-DO+3PL-IO:
La llibreta, a les
nenes,
[@l - {*lzi/
zi}]
vaig
the book.F. S to the.PL children.F. PL 3 - {3PL . DAT/ PL . DAT} PST.1 SG
deixar ahir
lend yesterday
‘I have lent the book to the children yesterday’
iii. 3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
Les llibretes, a la Mireia, [l@z - {*li/ i}] vaig
deixar
the.PL book.F. PL to the Mireia 3.F. PL - {3 DAT/ DAT} PST.1 SG lend
ahir
yesterday
‘I have lent the books to Mireia yesterday’
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(Bonet 2002:961)

3SG-DO+3SG-IO:
/l
li/ 7→/l
3 3DAT7→ 3

i/
DAT

3SG-DO+3PL-IO:
/l
lzi/ 7→/l
3 3PL . DAT7→ 3

zi/
PL . DAT

3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
/lz
3PL

li/ →
7 /lz
3DAT7→3PL

i/
DAT

Table 2.1: 3-3-Effects in Central Catalan.

Examples (11a.i) and (11b.i) illustrate opacity in combinations of singular 3-DOs and 3IOs. Rather than a transparent combination of DO /l/ and IO /li/ like [l-@li] or [lil], we
find [l-i]. The remaining examples show the same fact for clitic combinations where one
of the pronouns is plural. Examples (11a.ii) and (11b.ii) show that 3-3-Effects only bleed
the expression of person, not number. Combinations of 3SG-DO+3PL-IO surfaces as [@l-zi]
(initial [@] is epenthetic) with only one 3-marker, rather than a transparent form like [l@lzi]. IO surfaces as [zi] with number and case marking, but without person marking. The
morphology of CC shows overtly what IO is missing in 3-3-Effects: third person marking.
The opaque realization is literally the transparent form minus one instance of the 3-marker
/l/. The expression of number is unaffected. This independent of number in 3-3-Effects
is not visible in the Spanish Spurious se Effect because se cannot express the underlying
plural features of IO morphologically.
The clitic strings [l-i] and [@l-zi] in (11a/b.i) and (11a/b.ii) are identical to the form that
the IO clitic in them would take in isolation. One might take this to show that the opacity
in these contexts consists of deleting DO (e.g. Pescarini 2005b). Examples (11a.iii) and
(11b.iii) show that this is not the correct analysis (for the same point: Bonet 1995, 2002).
On the one hand, the clitic string in BC also contains a plural marker when only DO is
plural, (11a.iii). It cannot be then that DO simply deletes. BAC shows this even more
clearly. Feminine marking on DO is maintained when DO is plural, so that the clitic string
consists of the transparent 3 PL . F-DO [l@z] plus [i]. Not only is it not the case that DO
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deletes in 3-3-Effects, but rather it is DO that surfaces transparently and IO that surfaces
without 3-marking.4
Further support for the interpretation that 3-3-Effects cause opacity of IO comes from
PCC contexts, Section 2.2.2. In 3-IO+1/2-DO contexts, local person DOs surface transparently and IO surfaces as /i/, (12).

(12)

Me
{*li,
/i/} ha recomanat
la senyora Bofill
me.ACC {3. DAT, DAT} has recommended the Mrs. Bofill
‘Mrs Bofill has recommended me to him/her.’
(composite of Bonet 1994:33, 48)

Beyond 3-3-Effects, there is a larger pattern that 3-IOs appear without person marking
when accompanied by DO-clitics. 3-3-Effects then are part of a larger IO-opacity pattern
of CC.5

2.1.1.1.2 Person Opacity on Direct Objects.

3-3-Effects can target DO in the same

way as IO. This can be seen in the Catalan varieties of the Marina Baixa in particular Vila
Joiosa (MJ, Colomina i Castanyer 1985, 1991, Todolí 1992:146). MJ has gender marked 3DO clitics, masculine [(e)l(z)] and feminine [la(z)], as well as a dative clitic [li(z)]. [l], [z]
and [i] have the same functions as in BC and BAC. In combinations of singular 3-IOs and
DOs, the clitic string surfaces as [li-w], (13a), with the transparent 3-IO clitic on the left,
and DO surfacing in the morphological form of the neuter clitic, glossed as N.6 Examples
(13b) and (13c) show same for clitic combinations where one pronoun is plural. IO appears
with person marking, DO without it. The position of number morphology further supports
4 The

data from the dialect of Alta Llitera in Section 2.4.3.2 further support this point by the facts that IO
systematically lacks number marking in clitic clusters in addition to person marking, and that gender marking
is preserved across more combinations of 3-DOs and IOs.
5 The reader might wonder whether the fact that 3-3-Effects are part of a larger pattern of opacity warrants
treating them as a separate phenomenon. The distinction is descriptively useful because opaque IOs in 3-3Effects and PCC differ in their ability to participate in clitic doubling (§2.2.2) and in their number marking
properties (§2.1.1.2). The analysis in Chapter 4 will derive both 3-3-Effects and IO-opacity in PCC, as well
as the differences between them syntactically.
6
The neuter clitic is [w] or [o] depending on syllable position (Colomina i Castanyer 1985:166).
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3SG-DO+3SG-IO:
/li
3DAT

l/7→ /li
37→3DAT

w/
N

3SG-DO+3PL-IO:
/liz
3DAT. PL

l/7→ /liz
37→3DAT. PL

3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
o/

/li

N

3DAT

lz/ 7→ /li
3PL7→3 DAT

wz/
N . PL

Table 2.2: 3-3-Effects in MJ.

this identification of the clitics. when IO is plural, we find the transparent pronoun [liz],
when DO is plural [wz]. The patterns of opacity are schematically illustrated in Table 2.2.

(13)

Marina Baixa/Vila Joiosa:
a. 3SG-DO+3SG-IO:
doná [li
- {*l/ w}] a la xiqueta, la pilota
give 3DAT - {*3/ N} to the little girl, the ball
‘Give it to the little girl, the ball!’
(Colomina i Castanyer 1991:62)7
b. 3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
de(l)s quatre duros que tens
dóna-me’n
dos,
i anava
of-the four duros that you have, give-me-PART two (of them) and go.1 SG
i [lí
- {*lz/ wz}] donava a l’altre pobre
and [3DAT - {3PL /N . PL}] give.1 SG to the-other poor.SG
‘Give me two of the four duros that you have and I will go and give them to
the other poor one’
(Colomina i Castanyer 1991:62)
c. 3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
dóna [liz
- {*lz/ o}]
give 3DAT. PL - {3PL/ N}
‘Give them it’
(Todolí 1992:146)

The 3-3-Effect in MJ applies in the presence of all allomorphs of IO (Todolí 1992:146).
The 3PL . DAT clitic has three allomorphs: [elz], [ez]8 and [liz]. All of them trigger 3-3Effects. Of particular importance here is the allomorph [ez], because it does not contain
the typical third person morph /l/. One could argue, for example, that all the previous
examples of 3-3-Effects are really bans on two instances of the morph /l/. The fact that
[ez] lacks /l/ suggests that 3-3-Effects in MJ are really bans on third person features, not on
their morphological exponents.
7 Colomina i Castanyer (1991:62) gives the clitic clusters in (13a/b) in orthographic forms: li·u and li·us.
I use the phonetic forms of the clitic string as reported in Colomina i Castanyer (1985:166)
8 See Section 2.4.1.2 on the status of [ez] as a regular, non-opaque 3 PL -clitic.
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Like in CC, 3-3-Effect contexts show that one of the clitics, IO here, surfaces with
person features, and one without them, DO. In Section 2.4.5, I will argue that the two
dialects also mirror each other in the nature of the opaque pronoun. I will argue that [o]/[w]
is a realization of DO-case, analogous to /i/ in CC being a realization of IO case.
The comparison between MJ and CC illustrates another fact about opacity in Catalan.
Despite the fact that different arguments are opaque in the two dialects, both of them realize
the opaque clitic following the transparent one. Section 2.1.1.3 will show in more detail
that this is a constant fact across Catalan dialects: Opacity always affects the righthand
clitic.
In conclusion, across different dialects of Catalan there are restrictions on combinations
of third person DO and IO clitics that result in one of the clitics being realized without
third person morphology. Dialects differ on which argument surfaces without third person
morphology.

2.1.1.2 Opacity of Plural Morphology: Omninvorous Number Marking and Unique
Plural Exponence
The second instance of Opacity of Unique Exponence to be discussed here concerns
the realization of plural number and will be called Unique Plural Exponence, (14).

(14)

Unique Plural Exponence (UPE):
In combinations of third person plural DO and IO clitics, only one of them surfaces
with plural marking.

This section illustrates UPE in the three varieties of Catalan discussed in Section 2.1.1.1 and
shows that like 3-3-Effects it can affect the realization of number on both DO and IO. The
discussion will frame

UPE

as an instance of a wider pattern of number agreement called

Omnivorous Number by Nevins (2011).
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Several dialects of Catalan show a process of opacity concerning plural marking in
combinations of third person clitics. Bonet (1993, 1995) discusses this phenomenon in BC.
When both DO and IO are third person plural, the clitic cluster surfaces with only a single
plural marker /z/, as shown in (15).

(15)

3PL-DO+3SG-IO:

(Barceloní Catalan)

Als
nois, les
pomes, [{@lzi/
*@lz-@zi/
*@lz-@lzi}]
to.the.PL boys the.PL apple {3PL . DAT/ 3PL . DAT-PL . DAT/ 3PL . DAT-3PL . DAT}
donaré
més tard
will.give(1.st) later
‘I will give the apples to the boys later.’

(Bonet 1993:92)

The clitic cluster takes the same form, [@lzi], as it does in (11b/c) when only one of the
clitics is plural. The pattern of only one morphological exponent for plural in the presence
of two plural clitics is common among the Central Catalan dialects and is also found in the
Catalan of Alguer (e.g. Bosch i Rodoreda 2002) on Sardinia and Majorcan Catalan (§2.4.6).
Below I will discuss the data from in BAC and MJ.
Nevins (2011) relates

UPE

in BC to a larger pattern of agreement phenomena where

a single agreement marker for number can track the number features of either of two arguments. He calls this pattern omnivorous number marking. Omnivorous number marking is found with verbal agreement markers like the past participle agreement in Eastern
Abruzzese (D’Alessandro and Roberts 2010), (16), as well as in clitic systems like BC or,
as Nevins (§4.4) argues, Georgian illustrated in (17).

(16)

Omnivorous Number in Eastern Abruzzese:
a. Giuwanne a
pittate
nu mure
John.SG have.3SG / PL paintedPP. SG a wall
‘John has painted a wall’
b. Giuwanne a
pittite
ddu mure
John.SG have.3SG / PL paintedPP. PL two walls
‘John has painted two walls’
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c. Giuwanne e Mmarije a
{*pittate/
pittite}
nu mure
John.SG and Mary
have.3SG / PL {paintedPP. SG/ paintedPP. PL} a wall
‘John and Mary have painted a wall’
d. Giuwanne e Mmarije a
{*pittate/
pittite}
ddu mure
John.SG and Mary have.3SG / PL {paintedPP. SG/ paintedPP. PL} two walls
‘John and Mary have painted two walls’ (D’Alessandro and Roberts 2010:45)
(17)

Omnivorous Number in Georgian:
gxedav- t
2OBJ- saw- PL
‘I saw y’all/ we saw y’all/ he saw y’all/ we saw you’

(Nevins 2011:941)

The plural participle pittite in (16) and the plural marker -t in (17) appear when the subject
is plural, when the object is plural and when both are plural. As a result of omnivorous
number, morphological forms like g-xedav-t are multiply ambiguous with respect to which
arguments are plural. The pattern of number marking in BC is analogous. On its own, the
string [@lzi] donaré més tard in (11a.i/ii) and (15) is ambiguous between only IO being
plural, (11a.ii), only DO being plural, (11a.iii), and both of them being plural, (15).
In a commentary on Nevins (2011), Béjar (2011) notes that Nevins’s analysis of (17)
raises a question about morphological realization. Nevins proposes that the plural marker
-t is not an agreement affix, but the exponent of one of the two plural marked clitics, similar
to the BC data in (15). Within the context of this chapter, this means that the presence of
only one plural marker -t in (17) is an instance of clitic opacity. One of the two plural
clitics in (17) surfaces without number marking. Unfortunately, Béjar notes, one cannot
tell whether -t is an exponent of the subject or the object. The same uncertainty arises in
BC. In the clitic string [@lzi], one cannot tell whether [z] is the realization of DO’s or IO’s
plural feature.
The ambiguity about which argument’s number feature is realized in combinations of
two plural pronouns is resolved in BAC and MJ thanks to their more transparent morphology. Gender marking in BAC, a very close relative to BC, shows which argument’s number
features are morphologically realized in 3PL-DO+3PL-IO combinations. Example (11b.ii)
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shows that when the plural marker is unambiguously associated with IO, the gender marking of DO is lost. Example (11b.iii) shows that when the plural marker is unambiguously
associated with DO, gender marking on DO is preserved. Example (18) shows the context
where both arguments are plural. If the plural marker we see were that of DO, gender marking is expected to be present as it is in (11b.iii). If on the other hand the plural marker that
we see were that of IO, gender marking is expected to be absent as in (11b.ii). Example (18)
does show gender marking, showing that it is DO’s plural features that are morphologically
realized.

(18)

Baix Camp: 3PL-DO+3PL-IO.
nenes,
[l@z - {i/
*@zi/
*@lzi}]
Les llibretes, a les
the. PL book.F. PL to the.PL children.F. PL 3.F. PL - {DAT/ PL . DAT/ 3PL . DAT}
vaig
deixar ahir
PST.1 SG lend yesterday
‘I have lent the books to the children yesterday’

(Bonet 2002:961)

In MJ the situation is even clearer due to the different positions of the plural marker
when it is associated with the different arguments. Example (13b) shows that the plural
marker appears after the the neuter clitic when only DO is plural creating the form [wz].
Example (13c) shows that the plural marker appears before the neuter clitic when only IO is
plural. The clitic string for 3PL-IO+3SG-DO is [liz-o]. The same form surfaces when both
DO and IO are plural, (19), showing that in combinations of two plural clitics, IO surfaces
with number marking in MJ.

(19)

Marina Baixa/Vila Joiosa: 3PL-DO+3PL-IO.
dóna [liz
- {o/ *oz/ *lz}]
give 3DAT. PL - {N/ N . PL/ 3PL}
‘Give them them’

(Todolí 1992:146)
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The number marking in BAC and MJ show which argument’s number features are realized morphologically when both DO and IO are plural: DO’s in BAC, IO’s in MJ. In both
dialects, the realization of plural marking tracks the realization of third person marking.
The same argument bears person in 3-3-Effect contexts as bears number marking inUPE
contexts. We never find a combination of 3PL-IO+3PL-DO realized with a third person
marker on IO but a plural marker on DO or a plural marker on IO and a third person marker
on DO.
Finally,

UPE

shares the property of omnivorous number marking that it does not arise

across all possible person combinations. Nevins (2011:950) reports that omnivorous number marking in Georgian is only possible between local person subjects and objects, for
reasons that he argues are syntactic. Béjar (2011) shows that due to morphological factors,
not even all of these combinations show omnivorous number marking. In combinations of
2PL-subjects and 1PL-objects, (20), two plural markers surface.

(20)

UPE

gv-xedav-t
1 PL-see-PL
‘Y’all saw us.’ cf. *‘Y’all saw me.’, *‘You saw us.’

(Béjar 2011:978)

in Catalan is also limited to a subset of possible person combinations: It only appears

when both DO and IO are third person in CC.9 In combinations of 3-IO+1/2-DO, IO surfaces without person marking as /i/, but it can never be plural marked as [zi] as happens in
(11a/b.ii). Bonet (2002:950) reports for BC that 3-IO+1/2-DO are not subject to any restrictions on number. Similarly, no restrictions on number marking are reported for speakers
who accept combinations of two local person clitics (§4.3.3.1 for discussion of possible
explanations). That is to say that

UPE

only arises in contexts that also show 3-3-Effects.

The link between the two processes is further supported by the fact that there appears to
9 No

data about combinations with local person clitics is reported in the sources on MJ consulted here
(Colomina i Castanyer 1985, 1991, Todolí 1992, Bonet 2002).
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be no dialect that has
UPE

UPE,

but not 3-3-Effects. The other dissociation of 3-3-Effects and

does exist. There are at least two dialects that have 3-3-Effects, but not

UPE

(Alta

Llitera: Sistac i Vicén 1993 and §2.4.3.2, Non-Valencian Standard Catalan: Bonet 1993
and §2.4.3.3). Both of these dialects, however, have other restrictions involving number. It
appears then that UPE arises in a proper subset of the contexts where opacity of third person
arises, both within the CC dialects that show both and across dialects that only show only
one kind of opacity.
To conclude, several dialects of Catalan show a form of omnivorous number marking
on clitics that arises only in combinations of third person DO and IO clitics and manifests
itself in number marking only being realized on one of the two clitics. The

UPE

data

from Catalan enrich the understanding of omninvorous number more generally by showing
overtly which clitic surfaces with and which one without number marking.

2.1.1.3 Clitic Order and Opacity
Sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.2 showed that Opacity of Unique Exponence can affect person and number, and that in different dialects DO or IO can be opaque. This section introduces a commonality that holds across these different instantiations of Opacity of Unique
Exponence: The opaque clitic is always on the right, while the transparent one is on the
left, (21).

(21)

Order and Opacity:
Opacity always affects the righthand clitic in Catalan.

This section shows that this transparent-opaque order is stable across dialects with different, fixed clitic orders (e.g. MJ vs. CC), across alternations in clitic orders within a single
dialect, and in historical change.
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MJ, BC, BAC and a number of other Catalan dialects (e.g. Ribagorçà of Alta Llitera,
§2.4.3.2) illustrate the righthand position of opaque clitics for dialects with fixed orders of
DO and IO. These dialects show the same order of 3- DOs and IOs in all combinations of
number and gender: IO-DO in MJ, and DO-IO in BC and BAC. The 3- and plural markers
in 3-3-Effects and

UPE

are unambiguously associated with the lefthand clitic in BAC and

MJ, as discussed in pre previous sections. The same is true of the 3-marker in 3-3-Effects in
Ribagorçà of Alta Llitera (§2.4.3.2). On the right edge we find person and, in UPE contexts,
numberless elements [o]/[w] for DO in MJ and /i/ for IO in other dialects.
The rightward position of opaque clitics can also be seen in dialects with alternating
clitic orders, in particular certain dialects of Majorca (MA, de Borja Moll 1968, 1980,
Bonet 1993:93, §2.4.6 below). These dialects, show opacity patterns like BC as long as
IO is singular, as illustrated for a combinations of 3SG-IO+3 PL-DO in (22a). DO surfaces
in its transparent form [lz], with an initial epenthetic [@], while IO surfaces without person
marking as [i]. The clitics surface in DO-IO order.

(22)

a. 3.SG . M-DO+3SG-IO:
Ses pomes, a s’al·lot, [@lz-i]
donaré
més tard.
the apples to the-boy 3PL . F. ACC-DAT give.1 SG . FUT later
‘I will give the apples to the boy later.’
(Bonet 1993:89)
b. 3.PL-DO+3PL-IO:
Ses pomes, a ets al·lots, [@lz-o]
donaré
més tard.
the apples to the boys 3PL . DAT-NEUT give.1 SG . FUT later
‘I will give the apples to the boys later.’

(Bonet 1993:90)

When IO is plural on the other hand, (22b), we find opacity patterns and clitic order like in
MJ. Example (22b) shows DO realized as the neuter clitic [o], whereas IO surfaces as [lz]
with plural and third person marking. Table 2.3 illustrates the pattern for all combinations
of number on DO and IO, abstracting away from gender marking. The cells a. through d.
show the transparent form to the left of the arrow, and the observed form to the right. The
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IO:
DO↓ Order:

SG:

PL:

DO - IO

SG: a. /l-li/7→ /l-i/
PL: b. /lz-li/7→ /lz-i/

IO - DO

c. /liz-l/ 7→/lz-o/
d. /liz-lz/7→/lz-o/

Table 2.3: Clitic combinations in MA (/l/=3, /z/=PL, /i/=DAT, /o/=NEUT).

order of DO and IO are held constant between transparent and observed forms in each cell.
Cells a. and b. show clitic combinations with singular IOs, cells c. and d. those with plural
IOs. MA illustrates within one dialect what MJ and CC demonstrate across different ones:
irrespective of the order of DO and IO, the righthand clitic surfaces without person/number
features.
The transparent-opaque order is also observed when only some clitic combinations
show opacity. This is illustrated here for Non-Valencian Standard Catalan (NVS, Bonet
1993:93, Bonet 2002:954, §2.4.3.3 below). When IO is singular, NVS shows 3-3-Effects
like in CC, (23). IO is realized without person marking as /i/ rather than /li/. The clitic on
the left is identifiable as DO by the presence of feminine marking.

(23)

a. Al noi, les pomes, les
hi donaré
més tard.
to.the boy the apples.F 3 PL . F DAT give.1SG . FUT later
‘I will give the apples to the boys later.’
b. Les pomes, als nois, els
les
donaré
més tard.
the apples.F to.the boys 3 PL . DAT 3 PL . F give.1SG . FUT later
‘I will give the apples to the boys later.’
(Bonet 1993:88)

Like in Majorcan, the pattern of 3-3-Effects is sensitive to the number specification of IO,
but in a different way. When IO is plural there are neither 3-3-Effects nor

UPE.

This is

illustrated in (23b) for a 3PL-IO+3PL-DO combination. Both clitics surface transparently.
3PL-dative clitics in this dialect are syncretic with 3PL . M-DO clitics, hence the absence of
any dative marking in (23b). The feminine marking on the righthand clitic, however, clearly
indicates that the clitic order is IO-DO. Table 2.4 shows the forms for other combinations
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IO:

SG:

DO↓Order:
SG:
PL:

PL:
DO - IO

a. /l-li/7→ /l-i/
F: b. /l@-li/7→ /l@-i/

M:

M:
F:

c. /lz-li/7→ /lz-i/
d. /l@z-li/7→/l@z-i/

IO - DO

e. /lz-l/
f. /lz-l@/
g. /lz-lz/
h. /lz-l@z/

Table 2.4: Clitic combinations in NVS (/l/=3, /z/=PL, /@/=F, /i/=DAT).

of number on DO and IO. Opaque forms are accompanied by illustrations of what the
transparent form would look like. Cells a. through d. show combinations with singular IOs
similar to (23a), e. through h. those with plural IOs like (23b). Non-Valencian Standard
Catalan shows that even when opacity is limited to only some clitic combinations, it targets
the righthand clitic.
A third kind of evidence for the relevance of order for clitic opacity comes from historical change. Colomina i Castanyer (1991:62) reports that at an earlier stage MJ had the
same pattern of opacity as BC and the same clitic order. Prior to the 18th century, combinations of the direct object clitics lo and la with indirect object li were realized as lo·y
and la·y respectively (using orthography from Colomina i Castanyer), where y is the dative marker. The clitic order changed to IO-DO in the 18th century, and so did the opacity
pattern to the forms we see in (13)/(19). This shows that dialects of Catalan maintain the
transparent-opaque order even across historical change.

IO:

SG:

DO↓
SG:
PL:

Order:

PL:

IO - DO

IO - DO

a. /li-l/ →
7 [se-l(ó)] e. /ls-l/ →
7 [se-lo]
F: b. /li-la/ 7→[se-la]
f. /ls-la/ 7→[se-la]

M:

c. /li-ls/ 7→[se-lós]
F: d. /li-les/7→[se-lés]

M:

g. /ls-ls/ 7→[se-los]
h. /ls-les/7→[se-les]

Table 2.5: Clitic combinations in MO.
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The only exception to the righthand position of opaque clitics is the Catalan of Monòver
and surrounding areas (Colomina i Castanyer 1985:165, Todolí 1992:156, Segura i Llopes
1998, §2.4.4 below) which has adopted a pattern of opacity analogous to Spanish Spurious
se in (6). Table 2.5 gives the combinations of third person DO and IO clitics. IO is systematically replaced by the reflexive/impersonal clitic se and never surfaces in its transparent
form /li/ or /ls/. IO se appears to the left of the transparent clitic, unlike what we have
seen so far, but in accordance with its general position in these dialects. This exception
is somewhat systematic. While third person clitics tend to appear towards the right end
of the clitic string across varieties of Catalan, the position of reflexive/impersonal se and
local person clitics varies substantially from dialect to dialect. Bonet (1991:75) reports that
se precedes first and second person clitics BC, se-2-1, but two dialects in the vicinity of
Barcelona show the orders 2-se-1 and 2-1-se. In the same place she reports that se follows
even some third person clitics in Standard Valencian Catalan (Section 2.4.2 below) and
Beltran i Calvo (1994:46–47) reports that se can either precede or follow other third person
clitics in the dialect of Tarbená, which is unusual given that clitic order is typically fixed
within one dialect. Given this relative freedom of placement for se, it is less surprising that
the generalization about the position of opaque clitics breaks down when the opaque clitic
independently shows idiosyncratic positioning behavior.
The fact that there is such a persistent pattern among third person and personless clitics
is particularly remarkable for Catalan because the aforementioned variation in the order of
local person clitics and se among Catalan dialects has previously been taken as an argument that clitic order can be entirely idiosyncratic (e.g. Bonet 1991:74, Noyer 1997, see
also discussion of the placing problem on p. 154 below). There seems to be a divide between non-reflexive third person/personless clitics and others with respect to their ordering
properties. While reflexive and local person clitics vary widely in their order with respect to
each other, third person and personless clitics have a very stable order with respect to each
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other. Other empirical support for a division between local person and non-reflexive third
person clitics comes from order with respect to the verb in the Catalan of Alguer (Bonet
2002:938). Simplifying very broadly, clitics in Catalan can appear before or after the verbal
complex, typically preceding finite verbs and following non-finite ones. Bonet reports that
in the dialect of Alguer, which shows 3-3-Effects and UPE like BC, non-reflexives third person and /i/ differ from all other clitics in their positioning with respect to non-finite verbs.
While third person non-reflexives and /i/ follow non-finite verbs, the other clitics precede
it. Taken together these facts further indicate that non-reflexive third person clitics and
/i/ form a natural class when it comes to positioning, to the exclusion of the more erratic
local person and reflexive clitics. I will take this to indicate that different processes are
implicated in ordering these two sets of clitics.10
The generalization in (21) is a fact mostly about Catalan. In Spanish and Italian, opaque
clitics typically appear to the left of the transparent one (Pescarini 2005b). Pescarini
(2005b:295) in fact offers almost the oposite generalization of repairs in clitic clusters:
[. . . ] ‘the substitution always affects the clitic on the left of the cluster, while the deletion
always affects the one on the right.’ Substitution here is what I have been calling opacity.
His generalization about opacity is based in Spanish and a number of Italian dialects, but, as
I showed here, does not hold of Catalan. Likewise the generalization that deletion, i.e. not
realizing one clitic at all, affects the righthand clitic is only supported for Italian. Pescarini
adduces data from Italian dialects and BC as instances of deletion of DO in 3-3-Effect
contexts. Treating the opacity pattern on BC as deletion of DO, however, is a misanalysis
(Bonet 1995, 2002, also §2.1.1.1 and §2.4.3).
10 A

similar division among clitics is proposed in Kayne (2000:Ch. 8) based on syntactic and morphological facts in French and Italian. Kayne argues that local person and the reflexive/impersonal se form a
natural class as exponents of a grammatical category person to the exclusion of non-reflexive third person.
While different in the details, the proposal I develop for Spanish se in Section 5.1 makes largely the same
distinctions that Kayne proposes while according 3 a status as a person category.
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2.1.1.4 3-3-Effects and UPE are a Unified Phenomenon
This section has described two instances of clitic opacity, 3-3-Effects and

UPE,

that

I argue are two instances of the same phenomenon. The two arise in the same syntactic
context (combinations of DO and IO clitics) and follow the same logic: when DO and IO
are specified for the same feature (3 or PL), only one of them surfaces with morphological
marking for that feature. The clitic that surfaces without person or number marking can be
either DO or IO. Where both 3-3-Effects and

UPE

arise, the two always affect the same

clitic. One clitic will surface with person and number morphology, and the other one
without either. There is never a situation where in 3PL-IO+3PL-DO combinations one
argument surfaces with person marking, and the other with plural marking. Both processes
also show a consistent pattern of which clitic surfaces without person/number morphology:
The righthand one. This is consistent across dialects with different clitic orders, alternations
in clitic order in one dialect and historical change.
The parallels between 3-3-Effects and
analysis. Nevins (2011) argues that

UPE

UPE

suggest that they should receive the same

in BC is an instance of a syntactic agreement

phenomenon, Omnivorous Number Marking. If so, the parallelism between 3-3-Effects
and UPE would suggest a syntactic analysis of 3-3-Effects as well.
The patterns of 3-3-Effects and their repairs can be summarized as in Figure 2.1. The
leaves of the tree list languages and dialects that instantiate that particular combination
of properties. The highest level division is between languages that show opacity and languages that do not. This division will be addressed in Section 5.2. The next lower division
is that between languages where DO is affected by opacity, MJ, and languages where IO is
affected, BC, BAC and Spanish. This division will be discussed in Section 3.2.3. Within the
languages where IO is affected, there is a further division between languages that realize IO
as an exponent of case vs. those that use the reflexive or impersonal se. The latter category
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Figure 2.1 Overview of Opacity Patterns (VS: Valencian Standard Catalan, §2.4.2, MA:
Majorcan Catalan, §2.4.6, AL: Alta Llitera, §2.4.3.2, Arce Italian: Pescarini 2005b:294,
MO: Monòver, §2.4.4, Sarroch Italian: Pescarini 2005b:292).

N O O PACITY
O PACITY
VS

French

...
Opaque IO

Opaque DO
MJ

IO realized as
oblique case
MA

...
BC BAC AL Arce
Italian

IO realized as
se
MO
Spanish

Sarroch
Italian

...

comprises the dialect of Monòver (Table 2.5 above, §2.4.4), Spanish, the Italian dialect of
Sarroch (Pescarini 2005b:292) and possibly other languages. The category of languages
that realize IO as an instance of oblique case comprises dialects of Eastern Catalan (§2.4.3)
including BC and BAC. The dialect of Majorca (MA) appears under both Opaque DO and
Opaque IO, because which clitic is opaque switches depending on the number specification of IO (§2.4.6). When IO is singular, opacity affects IO like in BC. When IO is plural,
opacity affects DO like in MJ.
Figure 2.1 reveals a gap: There is no language that uses se to realize opaque DOs.
This gap should not be overinterpreted though. DO opacity in 3-3-Effects is not common
generally, with only one language producing it consistently across all combinations of third
person and number. The discussion here is obviously limited to Romance, future work will
have to show whether the same kinds of patterns are found outside Romance. Figure 2.1 is
also limited to 3-3-Effects leaving out UPE. This is due to the fact that UPE is less frequent
than 3-3-Effects. Again, future work may offer more to say there.
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2.1.2 Morphological Independence and Opacity
Across Catalan, there is a dependency between the use of /i/ as an independent clitic
and its use in contexts of opacity: only dialects that have /i/ as an independent clitic (see
§2.4.3) use it as an opaque form in 3-3-Effect contexts.11

(24)

Morphological independence and Opacity:
Only dialects with an independent clitic /i/ use it for opaque IOs.

All Eastern dialects (see §2.4.3 and §2.4.6) have the independent clitic /i/ which is used
as an inanimate dative and a locative clitic. All of them use /i/ in at least some 3-3-Effect
environments. The absence of this locative /i/ is a characteristic of western dialects (e.g.
Colomina i Castanyer 1985, Bonet 2002). Many such dialects (e.g. MO: §2.4.4, MJ: §2.4.5,
NVS: §2.4.2) have a dependent morpheme -/i/ for dative but only use it in combinations
with the 3-marker /l/. These dialects have no locative or inanimate dative clitic /i/. Thus,
whether or not /i/ is used as an opaque clitic is a function of its morphological status as
either an independent morpheme in the sense that it can appear on its own, vs. -/i/ being a
dependent morpheme that only appears in the presence of another morpheme, /l/.

2.1.3 The Closed System Generalization
A further generalization about clitic opacity, proposed by Bonet (1995), is what I will
call the Closed System Generalization:

(25)

Generalization:
Opaque output forms in clitic combinations always result in another clitic form,
indicating a closed system.
(Bonet 1995:612)

What this generalization is intended to capture is that opaque clitics are usually clitic forms
that are found in the language otherwise. Bonet (1995) presents this generalization as an
11 The situation is unclear for the dialect of Agost, Section 2.4.3.4 because very little data is

it.
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reported about

argument against operations like Perlmutter’s (1971) Spurious se rule in (26), that mix
morphological information, in the square brackets, and phonological information, inserting
the string se for the first clitic (arabic numerals refer to position in the clitic string, roman
numerals to person category).

(26)





Pro
Pro
 III   III 
Dative
Acc.
1
2 → se, 2

(Perlmutter 1971:22)

Bonet points out that this mixture of morphological and phonological information allows
juts about any phonological string to appear as an opaque clitic, contrary to what typically
happens in languages like Spanish or BC. Spanish independently has a clitic se, and the
strings that realize opaque clitics in CC in (11) are decomposable into independently attested DO clitics and the dative clitic /i/. She proposes to account for this generalization by
means of a restriction on morphological rules: The output of morphological rules should
always be a member of the clitic inventory (see discussion in §3.3.2).
While holding as a tendency, there are exceptions to the Closed System Generalization
where opaque clitics are forms not found otherwise in the language. One counterexample
came up in the discussion of MJ. In combination of 3SG-IO and 3PL-DO, DO surfaces as
[wz], a form that does not independently exist in that dialect. One could try to save the
generalization by appealing to the fact that MJ does have two morphs /o/ and /z/, and say
that the generalization holds at the level of individual morphs, not whole clitics. This shifts
the problem to explaining why we find combinations of morphs in opacity contexts that are
not found otherwise.
A more serious counterexample to (25) comes from an Italian dialect of Napoli discussed by Pescarini (2005b). Napoli Italian shows 3-3-Effects in combinations of 3-DOs
and IOs, IO is opaque and its form resembles the locative, (27). In these respects Napoli
Italian is like CC.
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(27)

le
+ lo
7→ nce lo
3DAT 3ACC
LOC 3ACC
(Pescarini 2005b:293)

What is unusual is that nce is not the normal locative clitic in the language. The normal
locative is ce. nce appears only in this context. The form nce is used as the regular locative
clitic in other dialects (e.g. Sarroch on Sardinia, Pescarini 2005b:291) and Pescarini argues
that it is a historically older form of the locative clitic that Napoli preserves only in this
context. Pescarini lists two other Italian dialects that also have a clitic that only appears
in 3-3-Effect contexts. If the Italian interactions are the same kind of phenomenon as the
ones in Catalan, the data from Napoli Italian are a counterexample to the Closed System
Generalization, as well as the potential refinement sketched in the preceding paragraph.
The individual morpheme that is used to expone the opaque clitic is not found otherwise in
the language.12
Given these exceptions to the Closed System Generalization, an account of clitic opacity should not a priori exclude the possibility that the exponents found in opacity contexts
could be unique to them. In keeping with the conceptual side of Bonet’s argument, however,
the uniqueness should not be stipulated by letting morphological rules refer to phonological
forms, but should follow from the interaction of (i) the process that creates morphological
12 Similar

examples where opacity contexts show forms that are not found otherwise in the language may
also arise with processes other than 3-3-Effects and UPE. A possible example comes from the Catalan dialect
of Tàrbena (Beltran i Calvo 1994:46–47) already mentioned in Section 2.1. This dialect has first, second and
third person plural clitics [mos], [vos] and [los]. When these precede third person, neuter or partitive clitics,
they loose their final [s] and surface as [mo], [vo] and [lo] respectively:
(i)

a. /mos/ + {/l(s)/, /o/,
/n/} 7→ /mo/ + {/l(s)/, /o/, /n/}
1PL + {3(PL), NEUT, PART}
b. /vos/ + {/l(s)/, /o/,
/n/} 7→ /vo/ + {/l(s)/, /o/, /n/}
2PL + {3(PL), NEUT, PART}
c. /los/ + {/l(s)/, /o/,
/n/} 7→ /lo/ + {/l(s)/, /o/, /n/}
3PL + {3(PL), NEUT, PART}

While [lo] is an independently attested combination of morphs in this dialect, [vo] and [mo] are not. It is not
clear though whether [vo] and [mo] are monomorphemic or internally complex. If the former, this would be
another example like Napoli, where some opaque clitic forms are not otherwise found in the language. If the
latter, it is more similar to MJ.
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opacity, and (ii) the mechanisms that regulate lexical insertion (in DM the Subset Principle, see Embick and Noyer 2006:298). The system that I develop below for the Catalan
data will typically lead to a behavior that conforms to the Closed System Generalization.
Section 5.3.3 sketches an analysis for the Napoli data in (27) where the unique exponent
nce has a featural specification that allows its insertion in exactly 3-3-Effect contexts, and
blocks it everywhere else.

2.1.4 No Opacity of Local Person Marking
There is a general asymmetry with respect to opacity between local person clitics and
others: opacity tends not to affect local person marking. We have seen so far that opacity
can affect 3- and plural marking on 3-clitics and it has been mentioned that gender is also
target of opacity. Opacity, however, is not limited to argumental clitics or to φ -features.
BC also provides an instance of opacity of an adverbial clitic. When the ablative clitic en
combines with a 3-DO, it surfaces as /i/, (28c).

(28)

3-DOs and ablatives: *l’en/ *ne’l.
a. El jersei, el
traure
del
calaix aquesta tarda.
the sweater 3-ACC will-take-out.1 from-the drawer this
afternoon
b. Del
calaix, en
traure
el jersei aquesta tarda.
from-the drawer ABLAT will-take-out.1 the sweater this
afternoon
c. El jersei, del
calaix, [li] traure
aquesta tarda.
the sweater from-the drawer [li] will-take-out.1 this
afternoon
‘I will take the sweater out of the drawer this afternoon’
(Bonet 1995:621)

Furthermore, opacity phenomena do target local person clitics. Section 2.1.1.1 presented
data from the Catalan dialect of Tàrbena where first and second person plural clitics lose
their plural markers in the presence of other clitics. It does happen then that local person clitics are affected by processes that change which features they express morphologically, but
the morphological expression of local person is not commonly affected by such processes.
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I am aware of two reports in the literature that might be taken to be opaque realizations
of local person clitics, one in Catalan and one in French. I will argue that the French data
are better analyzed as realization of the recipient as a PP than as opacity.
For Catalan, Bonet (2008:135, fn. 5) reports that some speakers of BC allow /i/ to
replace first and second person IOs when DO is also first or second person. Couquaux
(1978) reports similar data for colloquial Parisian French:

(29)

a. Roger m’y
a presenté (y=à eux)
Roger 1SG . ACC-LOC has shown (y=to them)
‘Roger showed me to them’
b. Roger m’y
a presenté (y=à vous)
Roger 1SG . ACC-LOC has shown (y=to you.PL)
‘Roger showed me to y’all’

(Couquaux 1978:211)

Example (29a) shows a 3-IO being realized by the locative clitic y, similar in form to CC.
Example (29b) shows the same for a local person IO. Couquaux notes (p. 213) that the
structures in (29) are not unanimously accepted. Some speakers, he reports, feel uncomfortable about (29a) and especially (29b). If the use of y in (29a) were a realization of the
indirect object as a marker of oblique case without person, i.e. clitic opacity in the sense
discussed above, example (29b) could be taken to illustrate opacity of local person marking. Couquaux, however, points out that the behavior of y in (29) resembles its behavior
in the complement of penser, ‘think of,’ where it pronominalizes a PP, not a dative. The
PP status of the complements of penser can be seen from the fact that they cannot be realized as dative clitics, (30a), but have to be realized as strong pronouns (elle rather than
accusative clitic la or dative lui) with the preposition à, (30b).

(30)

a. * Jean lui
pense toutes les nuits
Jean 3. DAT think all
the nights
‘Jean thinks of her every night’
b. Jean pense à elle toutes les nuits
Jean think of her all
the nights
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‘Jean thinks of her every night’

(Couquaux 1978:212)

When y pronominalizes a PP complement of penser, it can have local person referents, (31).
Kayne (1975) reports the similar datum in (32), and Kayne (2008:182) notes that though
local person readings for locatives are somewhat limited, they become more available in
coordination structures like (32) and in clitic left dislocation.

(31)

(32)

a. Jean yi pense, à ellei , toutes les nuits
Jean LOC think, of her, all
the nights
‘Jean thinks of her every night’
b. Jean yi pense, à vousi ,
toutes les nuits
13
Jean LOC think, of you.PL, all
the nights
‘Jean thinks of you (all) every night’
Je pense à toii et j’yi penserai toujours
I think of you and I-LOC think.FUT always
‘I think of you and I always will’

(Couquaux 1978:212)

(Kayne 1975:108)

Couquaux reports that the same speakers who reject (29) also reject (31), suggesting that
the use of y in the se two contexts is related. Kayne (1975, 2008) offers an interpretation
of facts like (31) and (32) that suggests that (29) is not an instance of local person opacity,
but rather a realization of the recipient as a prepositional phrase as argued for data like
(29a) by Postal (1990). Kayne observes that it is common for locative clitics in Romance
languages to allow local person antecedents as a marked option. Kayne (2008) attributes
this to locatives like y encoding deixis, but lacking any kind of person restriction on that
deixis. The availability of a local person reading for y in (29b) could then be attributed to
PCC being repaired by introducing the recipient as a PP and that PP being pronominalized
as y. For some speakers, this y can have local person reference. If this interpretation of the
datum in (29b) is correct, it is not a counterexample to the generalization that opacity does
not affect local person. I have not had opportunity to confirm whether Catalan /i/ patterns
with other Romance locatives in marginally allowing local person reference. If it does, the
13 The

second person plural here could also be the polite form for second person singular.
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Catalan data analogous to (29b) would also no longer represent an instance of local person
opacity. Instead, they would suggest that some Catalan speakers repair PCC by introducing
IO as a PP rather than a personless dative (see §2.2.2.1).
Given the prevalence of opacity of third person marking in Spanish, Catalan and Italian
dialects (Pescarini 2005b), and the relative infrequency or possibly absence of local person
opacity, a theory of clitic opacity should have something to say about the following:

(33)

Person and Opacity:
Opacity more commonly affects the expression of third person than local person.

2.2 Restrictions on Local Person Clitics: The Person Case Constraint
The Person Case Constraint is a family of restrictions on marked person arguments
in certain syntactic positions that can be stated as in (34) (Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b,
Béjar and Řezáč 2003).

(34)

Person Case Constraint (PCC):
In [α AGR . . . DP1 -oblique . . . DP2 . . . ], where α includes no other person AGR, DP2
cannot have a marked person feature (1st/2nd, sometimes 3rd animate).
(Béjar and Řezáč 2009:46)

Most important for the discussion here will be instances of the structure in (34) where
AGR is v, the oblique DP1 is a dative clitic and DP2 is a direct object. Other instances
of the PCC, like the well known data from Icelandic dative-nominative constructions (e.g.
Taraldsen 1995) where PCC arises in agreement between T and nominative objects, will be
discussed only in passing to support the discussion of clitics. This section will introduce
three kinds of PCC that differ on which combinations of person on DO and IO they allow. I
will present a way of stating what these restrictions are that is different from the typical one
and show in Section 2.3 that restrictions on third person naturally fall within the purview
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of the PCC once stated in these terms. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 will present the alternative
strategies that are used to realize the person combinations banned by the PCC. The focus
there will be on the parallels between clitic opacity and these repairs for the PCC. Section
2.2.2 discusses in some detail the use of opaque pronouns in PCC repairs in Central Catalan.
Bonet (1991, 1994) was the first to observe that a number of unrelated languages show
a consistent restriction on combinations of direct and indirect objects that appear in ‘weak’
forms like clitics, weak pronouns or agreement markers. Languages typically ban combinations of weak IOs and first- or second-person DOs. Bonet (1994) calls this restriction
the Person Case Constraint (PCC). The PCC is illustrated for combinations of DO and IO
clitics for BC in (35). The relevant clitics are in bold face.

(35)

a. Me
*li
ha recomanat
la senyora Bofill
me.ACC 3. DAT has recommended the Mrs. Bofill
‘Mrs Bofill has recommended me to him/her.’
(Bonet 1994:33)
b.
* Te ’m van recomanar
per la feina
2 1 recommended.3 PL for the job
i. ‘They recommended me to you [. . . ]’
ii. ‘They recommended you to me [. . . ]’
(judgements for strong PCC speakers, Bonet 1991:179)

Example (35a) shows that the combination of the 3-IO /li/ and the 1-DO me is ungrammatical. Example (35b) illustrates a combination of local person IOs and DOs. Due to the fact
that the order of local person clitics is determined by person category rather than syntactic function in BC (see §2.1.1.3, §3.3.3), the example is in principle ambiguous between
2-IO+1-DO and 1-IO+2-DO. For speakers with the so called strong PCC, the example is
ungrammatical under either reading. The strong PCC bans 1/2-DOs in the presence of IOs
irrespective of the person specification of IO:

(36)

Strong PCC:
If DAT then ACC-3rd.

(Bonet 1994:35)
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Other varieties of the PCC allow for more clitic combinations and one often finds speakers with different kinds of PCC within the same population. I will discuss here the weak
PCC and the ultrastrong PCC. 14 Both of these ban 3-IO+1/2-DO combination like (35a),
but they differ on combinations involving local person IOs, like (35b), as illustrated in (37).

(37)

Te ’m van recomanar
per la feina
2 1 recommended.3 PL for the job
a. ‘They recommended me to you [. . . ]’
b. ‘They recommended you to me [. . . ]’

Strong Ultrastrong Weak
PCC:
PCC:
PCC:
*
*

*
X

X
X

(Bonet 1991:179, Bonet 2002:953)
As mentioned above, strong PCC speakers reject this sentence altogether and allow neither
interpretation (37) a. or b. There are, however, speakers who accept combinations of local
person DOs and IOs. Some speakers accept (37) under both interpretations a. and b. These
speakers allow 1/2-DOs as long as IO is also 1/2. This is called the weak PCC, (38).

(38)

Weak PCC:
If DAT-3rd then ACC-3rd.

(Bonet 1994:41)

The weak PCC has been reported for some speakers of Catalan, French and Spanish.
A third group of speakers allows only interpretation b. for (37) (Bonet 1991:180 fn. 5,
2002:953). These speakers accept combinations of local person DOs and IOs only when
IO is 1 and DO is 2. Combinations like 2-IO+1-DO, which are allowed in weak PCC
languages, are banned. This restriction has also been reported for Classical Arabic (first
reported by the 8th century grammarian Sibawayh, see Derenbourg 1881:335, also Fassi
Fehri 1988, 1993) and Spanish (Perlmutter 1971:26). Nevins (2007) calls it the ultrastrong
PCC. As to my knowledge, it has not been previously noticed that BC speakers who accept
only (37b) in effect observe the ultrastrong PCC. In the literature on Classical Arabic, the
14 Nevins

(2007) lists a fourth kind of PCC that will not be discussed here.
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DO:
IO↓

1:

2:

3:

1:
2:
3:

n/a
(37a): ✗
(35a): ✗

(37b): ✓
n/a
✗

✓
✓

DO:
IO↓

1/2:

1/2: (37): ✗
3: (35a): ✗

Table 2.6: Possible and impossible clitic
combinations in Ultrastrong PCC.

3:
✓

Table 2.7: Possible and impossible clitic
combinations in Strong PCC.

restriction on clitic combinations is typically stated in terms one argument being more local
than the other, and first person being more local than second person, being more local than
third. This way of stating the restriction can be adapted to the current discussion as in
(39).15

(39)

Ultrastrong PCC:
Both DO and IO cliticize if
a. IO is more local than DO,
> 2 > 3
b. where: 1 local
local

The pattern of acceptable and unacceptable forms is given schematically in Table 2.6 with
references to examples where given. For the moment combinations with two third person
pronouns are omitted. I will return to them in Section 2.3. Combinations marked as ‘n/a’
would involve reflexives.
The different kinds of PCC show that languages make more or less fine-grained distinctions among person categories on DO and IO. While utrastrong PCC languages distinguish
between all three person categories, (39b), the definition of the strong PCC in (36) refers
only to third and local person. Using the format in (39), the strong PCC can be restated as
in (40), with the only difference being which person categories count as ‘more local.’

15 Sibaway

(Derenbourg 1881:335) and Fassi Fehri (1988, 1993) state the restriction in terms of the order
of the clitics, not in terms of grammatical functions. Walkow (2012b) argues that the constructions where
PCC arises in Classical Arabic are causatives rather than applicatives, so that IO is really a causee. In terms
of (34), this difference is irrelevant, however, as the causee still originates above DO.
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(40)

Strong PCC:
Both DO and IO cliticize if
a. IO is more local than DO,
> 3
b. where: {1,2} local

Table 2.7 schematically shows the possible and impossible clitic combinations with first
and second person collapsed.
To summarize, the PCC is a family of restrictions on agreement in a context where a
single agreement head has access to two agreement targets. Varieties of the PCC differ as
to how granular the person distinctions are that PCC takes into account. Some languages
distinguish between third and local person (strong PCC on DO), others between all three
person categories (ultrastrong PCC).

2.2.1 Overcoming the Person Case Constraint
Languages often have ways of avoiding or repairing the effect of the PCC (for a discussion of some attested options see Bonet 1991, 1994, Řezáč 2008b). Observationally,
many PCC repairs in the clitic domain consist of realizing one of the clitics as a non-clitic.
French, Spanish and in some contexts Catalan show a repair where one of the arguments is
realized as a strong pronoun with a16 instead of a clitic. a in this context could either be a
case marker or a preposition (see Cuervo 2003:§2.0.3–4 and 2.1 for discussion of the status
of a in Spanish). a is also found with full DP datives in all three languages, as illustrated in
the following example from Spanish:

(41)

a. Full DP dative:
Pablo (le) mandó un diccionario a
Gabi
Pablo 3. DAT sent a dictionary {to/DAT} Gabi
‘Pablo sent Gabi a dictionary’

(Spanish)

(Cuervo 2003:48)

16 I am speaking loosely here by lumping together the different a-markers of French, Spanish and Catalan. This is to simplify exposition and is not intended to suggest that the examples below involve the same
morpheme ‘a’ across these three languages or even within them.
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b. PCC with 3-clitic dative:
*Me le
recomendó
1SG 3SG . DAT recommended
‘S/he recommended me to him
c. PCC repair with strong pronoun:
Me recomendó a él
1SG recommended to him
‘S/he recommended me to him’

(b. and c. Bonet 1991:202)

In Spanish, like in Catalan as will be shown below, the repair is sensitive to the person of
IO. In 3-IO+1/2-DO combinations, only IO can be realized as a strong pronoun with a,
(41c), but not DO, (42). When both DO and IO are local person clitics, the repair can target
either DO or IO as shown by the two different interpretations in (43).

(42)

3-IO 1/2-DO: PCC Repair cannot target DO.

(Spanish)

* Le
recomendaron
a mi
3. DAT recommended(3. PL) to me
‘They recommended me to him.’
(43)

(Bonet 1991:203)

1/2-IO 1/2-DO: PCC-repair can target either DO or IO.

(Spanish)

te recomendaron
a mi
2 recommended(3. PL) to me
a. ‘They recommended me to you.’
b. ‘They recommended you to me’

(Bonet 1991:203)

Under reading (43a), DO is second person and realized as a clitic, while the first person
IO is realized as a strong pronoun. This is the same repair found with third person IOs in
(41c). Under reading (43b) on the other hand, DO is first person and IO second. Under this
reading, it is DO that is realized as a strong pronoun, while IO is a clitic. This is the option
that is banned for 3-IOs in (42).
In other languages repairs systematically target DO. This is, for example, the case for
repairs to the ultrastrong PCC in Classical Arabic (Derenbourg 1881:336, Jahn 1900:98,
Wright 1874:104, Howell 1894:540, Reckendorf 1967:394, Brockelmann 1960:59). Clitic
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combinations of 3-IOs and 2-IOs with 1-DOs are banned, (44a.i), and (44b.i). The relevant
pronoun combinations are repaired by realizing DO as an independent pronoun consisting
of the independent accusative marker PIj:a:- plus a genitive clitic.

(44)

PCC repairs on DO:

(Classical Arabic)

a. 3-IO+1-DO:
V
IO
DO
Q
-hu:
{*-ni:/
PIj:a:-ja}
PaQt a:
gave.3 SG . M -CL .3 SG . M {-CL .1 SG . ACC/ ACC - CL .1 SG . GEN}
‘He gave me to him’
(Derenbourg 1881:335/6, Wright 1874:10417)
b. 2-IO+1-DO:
V
IO
DO
Q
-ka
{*-ni:/
PIj:a:-ja}
PaQt a:
gave.3 SG . M -CL .2 SG . M {-CL .1 SG . ACC/ ACC - CL .1 SG . GEN}
‘He gave me to you’

(Derenbourg 1881:335/6, Nevins 2007:298)

Greek (Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b) and Georgian (Bonet 1991, 1994) are also reported
to repair PCC on DO, though in the case of Georgian not by using free pronouns.
Just like first analyses of the PCC were morphological, so were the analyses of its repairs. Bonet (1991, 1994) proposes that these repairs involve spelling out a lower copy
in the movement chain of the pronoun. Concretely, the dative pronoun in (41c) is assumed to have raised syntactically to the normal clitic position of datives illustrated by le
in (41a). The PCC, interpreted as a post-syntactic restrictions on morpheme combinations,
then forces it to be spelled out in a lower position of the chain.
With the shift to syntactic analyses of the PCC came a shift in the interpretation of
their repairs. Řezáč (2008b) in particular argues against a conception of the PCC repairs as
morphological. One of his arguments addresses the interaction of strong pronoun repairs
like (41) with quantifier floating in French. French, like Spanish, can repair violations of
the PCC with 3-IOs by realizing IO as a strong pronoun preceded by à as shown in (45b.i).
17 References

to English language sources are given here where available.
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In the absence of PCC violations, realization of IO with à is not freely available, (45a).
If the repair were purely morphological, Řezáč argues, it should not affect grammatical
processes that are sensitive to the presence of syntactic movement of the dative. One such
process is floating of the quantifier tous, ‘all.’ DOs and IOs but not PPs can float tous, as
illustrated for a 3-IO in (45a.ii). If (45b.ii) had the same syntax as (45a.ii), both should
allow floating of tous. This, however, is not the case. PCC contexts do not allow floating
of tous, suggesting that their IOs did not undergo movement. This in turn means that the
PCC-repair affects the syntax, and not just the morphology.

(45)

a. 3-IO+3-DO:
(French)
i. Elle la
(leur)
a présentée (*à eux).
she her.ACC them.DAT has introduced to them
She has introduced her to them. (à eux is fine as focus . . . TO THEM)
ii. Elle la
(leur)
a tous présentée (*à eux).
she her.ACC them.DAT has all introduced to them
She has introduced her to all of them. (à eux bad even with focus)
b. 3-IO+1-DO:
i. Elle me
(*leur) a présentée (à eux).
she me.ACC them.DAT has introduced to them
She has introduced me to them. (no focus on à eux necessary)
ii. Elle m’
a (*tous) présentée à eux.
introduced to them
she her.ACC has all
She has introduced me to all of them.

(Řezáč 2008b:98)

In terms of the syntactic description of the PCC, (34), Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005b)
and Řezáč (2008b) note that there are two general ways of overcoming the impasse created
by the position of the oblique argument between the person licenser and the non-oblique
argument: (i) Moving the oblique argument out of the way, or (ii) Moving the non-oblique
argument above the oblique one. Řezáč (2008b), following Postal (1990) and others, argues
that the repair pattern in French, (45), is an instance of getting the oblique argument out of
the way. In this case, he argues, by introducing the recipient as a PP. Similarly, Demonte
(1995) and Cuervo (2003) argue that recipients in Spanish that are not doubled by a dative
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clitic like the ones in (41c) and (43) are PPs introduced below DO. The realization of the
recipient by an undoubled pronoun with a in (41c) could then be taken to be an instance
of introducing the recipient as a PP below DO where it does not intervene between DO
and the person licenser, rather than as an applicative between DO and the licenser where it
does.
PCC avoidance by movement is found in Icelandic (Anagnostopoulou 2003, Řezáč
2008b). In Icelandic, the PCC arises with local person nominative objects in dative-nominative constructions (e.g. Taraldsen 1995). Like direct objects in PCC, nominative objects
in the context of a dative subject can be third person, (46a), but not local person, (46b).

(46)

a. Henni leidd<u>st
þeir
she.DAT was.bored.by<3 PL> they.NOM
‘She was bored with them’
(Taraldsen 1995:307)
b. * Henni {leidd<um>st
/ leidd<u>st}
viD
she.DAT {was.bored.by<1 PL> / was.bored.by<3 PL>} we.NOM
‘She was bored with us’
(combination of (4) and (7) from Taraldsen 1995:308/9)

In terms of the structural description of PCC contexts in (34), the agreement head is T,
and the dative subject is the oblique phrase that appears between T and the nominative
object. The PCC can be evaded by scrambling the nominative to the left of the dative.
This is illustrated in (47) with data from passives. Example (47a) shows that PCC arises
in passive double object constructions when the dative moves to SpecTP like the dative
subjects of dative-nominative constructions. Example (47b) shows that such structures are
grammatical, when the object moves to that position instead of the dative.

(47)

gefinn þú
a. * honum varst
him.DAT were.2 SG given you.NOM
‘You were given to him.’
b. þú
varst
gefinn honum
you.NOM were.2 SG given him.DAT
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‘You were given to him.’

(Anagnostopoulou 2005b:218)

The syntactic characterization of the PCC thus provides a simple explanation for what
repair strategies need to achieve and in that way unify the superficially very different repair
strategies in French/Spanish type PCC and Icelandic. In both cases the argument in need
of person licensing, the object, is brought closer to the licenser. In Icelandic it is moved
across the dative closer to T, and in French the intervening dative is moved out of the
position between v and DO.

2.2.2 Overcoming the Person Case Constraint in Barceloní Catalan
Example (35a) showed that the PCC arises in BC between 1/2-DO and 3-IO clitics.
Such PCC-structures are repaired as in (12), repeated here.

(12)

Me
{*li,
/i/} ha recomanat
la senyora Bofill
me.ACC {3. DAT, DAT} has recommended the Mrs. Bofill
‘Mrs Bofill has recommended me to him/her.’
(composite of Bonet 1994:33, 48)

Instead of realizing 3-IOs with a strong pronoun like Spanish in (41), BC realizes 3-IOs as
/i/ (spelled hi) instead of the normal 3-dative clitic /li/. This is despite the fact that BC has
a strong third person pronoun with a. BC appears to realize 3-IOs in PCC context in the
same way as in 3-3-Effects.
The datum in (12) is the clearest parallel between PCC and clitic opacity and it will
be central to the analysis of PCC in Chapter 4. The following sections discuss the PCC
repairs in more detail. Section 2.2.2.1 shows that /i/ in PCC contexts (PCC-/i/) is dative
clitic rather than a pronominalized locative/directional PP as has been suggested by Řezáč
(2007). Section 2.2.2.2 discusses the effect of IO’s person specification on PCC repairs.
Only third person IOs can be realized as PCC-/i/. PCC with local person IOs is repaired
like in Spanish, (43). Either DO or IO can be realized by a strong pronoun with a. Section
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2.2.2.3 introduces the fact that different types of datives differ on whether they trigger PCC
and whether they allow repair when they do. While the data here will come from BC, this
repair to the PCC is common in many varieties of Central Catalan (CC) as well as NVS.

2.2.2.1 PCC-/i/ is a Dative
While it is clear that /i/ in (12) is morphologically different from a strong pronoun with
a, there are still two plausible interpretations of /i/ given its uses elsewhere in the language
(§2.4.3). Elsewhere in Catalan, the isolate clitic /i/ has uses as both an inanimate dative and
as a locative clitic expressing presence in a location or movement towards a location. Given
these other uses, /i/ in PCC contexts could either be an alternate morphological realization
of a true dative, similar to /i/ in 3-3-Effects, or the pronominalization of an underlying PP
more akin to the repair in French (§2.1.4).
Support for an interpretation of PCC-/i/ as a PP might be seen in the fact that PCC-/i/
patterns with locative /i/ in disallowing clitic doubling. Bonet (1991:212) observes that
third person datives in Catalan can be doubled as in (48a). This is also true of datives
realized as /i/ in 3-3-Effect contexts, (48b). /i/ in PCC contexts on the other hand cannot be
doubled (48c).

✓ doubling

(48)

a. En Pau li
ha presentat en Josep [a la Maria]
the Pau 3.DAT has introduced the Josep to the Maria
‘Pau has introduced Josep to Maria’

(Bonet 1991:212)

✓

i
vas entregar [a la policia]
b. en Mateu pensa que l
the Mateu thinks that 3.ACC DAT was handed.2.s to the police
‘Mateoi thinks that you handed him j over to the police.’(E. Bonet, via e-mail)
*

i
ha presentat [a la Maria]
c. * M’
1. ACC DAT introduced to the Maria
‘S/he has introduced me to Maria.’
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(Bonet 1991:212)

Similarly, clearly locative /i/ cannot be doubled, (49).

(49)

No doubling of locative /i/:
a. en Joan viu a Barcelona
b. en Joan /i/ viu
the Joan lives in Barcelona
the Joan there lives
‘Joan lives in Barcelona’
‘Joan lives in Barcelona’
c. * en Joan /i/ viu a Barcelona
the Joan there lives in Barcelona
‘Joan lives in Barcelona’
(Hualde 1992:93–4)

A different interpretation is offered by Bonet (1991, 1994, 2008).18 She argues that
PCC-/i/ in (12) is the realization of dative case without person marking. This analysis
has previously been supported by adducing native speakers’ intuitions that PCC-/i/ is not
interpreted like the locative structure (e.g. Bonet 1991:211), and that /i/ is independently
used as an exponent of dative without person marking in Catalan (§2.4.3).
A new type of evidence in support PCC-/i/ being a dative rather than a prepositional
structure comes from its behavior in quantifier float. Clitics in Catalan can control floated
quantifiers like tots, ‘all.’ Both directional /i/, (50a), and PCC-/i/, (50b), can float tots, but
they do so differently. When tots floats from clearly directional /i/ as in (50a.i), it appears
with a, presumably the directional preposition. Example (50a.i) illustrates this for an isolate
directional /i/, and (50a.ii) for one that is in a clitic cluster with a local person DO which
is morphologically identical to clusters in PCC contexts. When tots floats from /i/ in PCC
contexts as in (50b), tots appears without a, as it appears usually when floated from datives.
The relevant clitics and quantifiers are in bold face, the antecedent is in italics.

(50)

Quantifier float from /i/:
a. Directional:
i. Als
pobles de la Marina Baixa, en Joan /i/ ha anat a tots.
to.the.PL villages of the Marina Baixa the Joan LOC has gone to all

18 Bonet

(1994) uses the term locative to describe the repair, but only in reference to the form of the clitic.
Her proposal is the same as in Bonet (1991), that /i/ is an exponent of dative case.
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‘The villages of the Marina Baixa, Joan has gone to them all’
ii. Als
pobles de la Marina Baixa, t’/i/
acompanyaré
to.the.PL villages of the Marina Baixa 2 SG-DAT will.accompany.1 SG
a tots demà.
to all tomorrow
‘I will accompany you to the villages all of the villages of the Marina
Baixa tomorrow’
b. PCC:
Als
nens, en Joan t’/i/
recomanara
tots
to.the.PL children the Joan 2SG’DAT will recommend all
‘The children, Joan will recommend you to them all’
The contrast between directional /i/ and PCC-/i/ indicates that the latter is truly a dative and
not a pronominalized PP.19 Based on this contrast, I adopt the interpretation of PCC-/i/ as a
dative. I will return to the doubling data in (48) in Section 4.2 and present an account of the
absence of doubling in PCC contexts that relates the possibility of doubling to φ -agreement.
The impossibility of doubling in PCC contexts is attributed to the failure of φ -agreement.
Under such an analysis, the absence of doubling is not a fact about the syntactic structure
that introduces PCC-/i/, but a fact about the syntactic environment of PCC.
As a final note on the doubling data in (48), this contrast between 3-3-Effects and
PCC is additional evidence that PCC repairs have syntactic effects. Clitic doubling is a
syntactic process (see Anagnostopoulou 2005a for an overview) that in various ways has
been related to agreement. If non-PCC structures like (48a/b) had the same syntax the PCC
structure in (48c), syntactic processes like doubling should be unaffected. The impossibility
of doubling in (48c) is then additional evidence that PCC repairs have syntactic effects
arguing against a post-syntactic, morphological analysis of the PCC and its repairs.
19 This

argument stands irrespective of the correct analysis of quantifier float. Bobaljik (2003) lists a number of arguments agains a movement based analysis of quantifier float a la Sportiche (1988). In particular, he
lists a number of contexts where the morphological matching between the floated quantifier and its antecedent
that serves as evidence in (50) is absent. However, irrespective of the source of the morphological matching
between the floated quantifier and its antecedent, there is a difference here between directional /i/ and PCC-/i/
that tracks their grammatical function.
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The interpretation of PCC-/i/ as dative fits less obviously with the characterization of
PCC-repairs in terms of (34). It does not remove IO from between the probe and DO
either by introducing the recipient as a PP like in French on in any other obvious way. I
will argue in the discussion of 3-3-Effects in CC (§3.2.3.3) that these languages have DO
movement above the position of IO, which in Chapter 4 will also derive the PCC repair
with /i/. In terms of (34), this means that the PCC repair in BC resembles Icelandic in
involving movement of DO over IO closer to the person licenser.

2.2.2.2 Person on Indirect Objects affects PCC-Repairs
BC resembles Spanish in being sensitive to the person specification of IO when realizing clitic combinations that violate the PCC.
The realization of IO as /i/ in PCC contexts is limited to third person datives for most
speakers. /i/ in example (51) cannot generally be interpreted as first person, as indicated by
the ‘*’ in (51a), but is rather interpreted as third person, (51b).

(51)

No repair by /i/ for 1/2-IO:
Et
/i/ van recomanar
2.ACC DAT recommended.3 PL
a. *‘They recommended you to me’
b. ‘They recommended you to him/her/them’

Bonet (2008:135 fn. 5, see §2.1.4) reports that some speakers do accept (51) with a reading
of /i/ as local person as in (51a). As discussed in Section 2.1.4, these speakers might be
introducing recipients as PPs in PCC repairs rather than as datives. I will focus on the
variety where only 3-IOs can be repaired by /i/.
Instead of using /i/, strong PCC speakers who disallow combinations of local person
DOs and IOs as in (52a) typically repair them by realizing one of the clitics as a strong
pronoun with a, (52a) i. and ii.
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(52)

Repairing PCC with two local person pronoun:
a. * Te m’ha recomanat
per a la feina la subdirectora
2 1-has recommended for the job the deputy
director
‘The deputy director has recommended {you to me/ me to you} for the job’
i. Realizing DO as a strong pronoun:
M’ha recomanat
a tu per a la feina la subdirectora
1-has recommended a 2 for the job the deputy
director
‘The deputy director has recommended you to me for the job’
ii. Realizing IO as strong pronoun:
T’ha recomanat
a mi per a la feina la subdirectora
2-has recommended a 1SG for the job the deputy
director
‘The deputy director has recommended you to me for the job’
(Bonet 2002:953)
b. Ambiguity of 1/2-clitic+1/2-strong pronoun structures:
Et van recomanar
a mi
2 recommended.3 PL a me
i. ‘They recommended me to you’
ii. ‘They recommended you to me’
(Bonet 1991:205)

Unlike PCC contexts with 3-IOs, those with local person IOs allow a choice of which argument is repaired. PCC in (52a) can be circumvented by either realizing DO as a strong
pronoun as in (52a.i) or by realizing IO as a strong form as in (52b.ii). In isolation, structures with one local person clitic and one strong pronoun like (52b) are ambiguous between
an interpretation where the strong pronoun, a mi, is DO or IO allowing both interpretation
i. and ii. In this respect (52b) is parallel to Spanish (42). The sensitivity of the repair pattern
to the person of IO shows that even the strong PCC variety of BC is sensitive to the person
specification of IO. So despite the fact that the strong PCC is typically stated only with
reference to person on DO as in (36), the grammar is sensitive to the person properties of
IO in the way PCC structures are realized.

2.2.2.3 PCC and its Repairs are Sensitive to Different Types of Datives
Repairs for the PCC are not available for all kinds of datives. So called affected datives, which include benefactive datives and datives of inalienable possession (e.g. Rigau
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2002:2076 for Catalan, and Cuervo 2003:§3 for Spanish), trigger PCC but cannot be repaired by /i/.
Affected datives are non-argumental datives that introduce a referent that is affected
by the event described by the verb plus its direct object. In benefactive datives, (53a), the
indirect object is the beneficiary of the verbal action. In datives of inalienable possession,
(53b), the indirect object inalienably possesses the direct object.

(53)

a. Benefactive:
En Pere lii
dibuixa un palasso [a la seva filla]i
the Peter 3 DAT drew a clown for the his daughter
‘Peter drew a clown for his daughter’
b. Possessive:
En Pere lii
renta la cara [a la seva filla]i
the Peter 3 DAT washes the face for the his daughter
‘Peter washes his daughter’s face’

(Rigau 2002:2077)

Both kinds of affected datives trigger PCC, (54), but /i/ cannot be used to realize third
person affected datives.

(54)

a. PCC with benefactive datives:
* M’hi
va pintar
1.acc-DAT painted.3
‘She painted me for him/her’
b. PCC with dative of inalienable possession:
* T’hi
posaran
a la falda
2SG . ACC-DAT will-put.3 PL in the lap
‘They will put you in his/her lap’

(Bonet 1991:213)

This limitation of PCC repairs to certain contexts is not a peculiarity of Catalan. Datives
of inalienable possession also disallow repairs in French as observed by Kayne (1975:154–
160, see also Řezáč 2007). An account of PCC repairs has to explain not only what repairs
are available, but also why their availability is sensitive to the kind of dative that is part of
the PCC structure.
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Finally, there are combinations of datives and local person clitics that do not induce
PCC (Perlmutter 1971). These are combinations involving ethical datives, a different kind
of non-argumental datives. Bonet (1991:197) reports (55) for Catalan.

(55)

No me
li
diguis
mentides
not 1. ETH . DAT 3 DAT tell.SUBJ .2 lies
‘don’t tell him/her lies (on me)’

(Bonet 1991:197)

Cuervo (2003:199) proposes that ethical datives originate above v. Within a conception of
the PCC as in (34), the absence of PCC with ethical datives would follow from that. If
ethical datives originate above the person licenser v, they are expected not to interfere with
the person licensing between v and the lower arguments.

The repair patterns to the person case constraint reveal three things: (i) They show
that even strong PCC languages are sensitive to the person specification of IO. Repairs to
the PCC differ as a function of the person of IO. (ii) The repair strategy for 3-IOs in BC
resembles 3-3-Effects: IO is realized as personless, bare dative marker. (iii) The availability
of PCC repairs depends on the kind of dative argument that is involved. While recipient
datives, benefactive datives and datives of inalienable possession all trigger PCC, only the
former can be repaired by /i/.

2.3 Restrictions on Third and Local Person are a Unified Phenomenon
This section presents four arguments based on the data from Sections 2.1 and 2.2 that
3-3-Effects and PCC should be treated as two instances of the same phenomenon. All of the
arguments are built on the schema that 3-3-Effects resemble a syntactic restriction (PCC or
Omnivorous Number) and should therefore receive the same analysis.
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The Same Morphosyntactic Strategies appear in PCC-Repairs and 3-3-Combinations.
An argument that is sometimes offered against treating PCC and 3-3-Effects in the same
way is that clitic opacity and PCC-repairs look rather different. A good example of such
different looks is Spanish. While 3-3-Effects involve realization of IO as a different clitic,
se, repairs to the PCC involve realization of IO and sometimes DO (see §2.2.1) as a nonclitic form with possibly a different syntactic structure (PP recipient rather than applicative
for repairs on IO). The association of 3-3-Effects with morphological change and PCC with
the use of free forms found in Spanish breaks in both directions in other languages.
On the one hand there are languages like CC, where clitic opacity is used to realize all 3IOs that appear in the presence of person marked DOs (§2.2.2). Since opacity arises in both
3-3-Effects and PCC-violations, a unified account of the two seems desirable. Since the
PCC is a syntactic restriction and its repairs are syntactic, this would suggest that opacity
too is syntactically driven.
Conversely, there are languages that use strong forms of pronouns to avoid combinations of third person clitics. An example of this kind comes from Classical Arabic (Derenbourg 1881:336, Jahn 1900:98, Wright 1874:104, Howell 1894:540, Reckendorf 1967:394,
Brockelmann 1960:59). The data in (44), repeated here partially, showed that PCC is repaired by realizing the direct object as a free pronoun consisting of a case marker PIj:a:and a person clitic, PIj:a:-ja in (44b). The same strategy is used to avoid combinations of
third person pronouns, in (56).

(44)

(56)

IO
DO
b. V
Q
-hu
PIj:a:-ja
PaQt a:
gave.3 SG . M -CL .3 SG . M ACC - CL .1 SG . GEN
‘He gave me to him’
(Derenbourg 1881:336, Wright 1874:104)
V
IO
DO
zauw:aÃa
-hu
PIj:a:-ha:
made marry.3 SG . M -3 SG . M ACC - CL .3 SG . F
‘He made him marry her.’
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(Brockelmann 1960:59)

As with opacity in BC, the parallel repairs for PCC-violations and 3-3-combinations suggest a unified explanation. Since such an explanation for the PCC would presumably be
syntactic, the explanation of restrictions on third person clitics would also be syntactic.
Given that it is neither the case that opacity is only found in 3-3-Effects nor that the
use of free forms is only found in PCC repairs, the different look of PCC-repairs and
clitic opacity in languages like Spanish should not be taken a priori as indicative of deep
underlying differences between PCC repairs and clitic opacity. The parallel behavior of
3-3-combinations and PCC violations in CC and Classical Arabic suggests that the two
restrictions should receive the same explanation.

3-3-Effects and PCC-Repairs have a Similar Distribution. Besides using the same morphosyntactic strategies in some languages, clitic opacity and PCC-repairs also share patterns of where they occur.
PCC-repairs like clitic opacity can target both DO or IO. Classical Arabic, Greek
(Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b) and Georgian (Bonet 1991, 1994) repair PCC on DO.
Likewise DO consistently undergoes changes in 3-3-combinations in MJ and Classical
Arabic. Spanish and CC allow PCC-repairs on IO in all person combinations (examples
(41)–(43) and (12)/(52)) and allow only repairs on IO, when IO is 3. Similarly, 3-3-Effects
in Spanish and CC always target IO. Put differently, in CC and Spanish 3-IOs are repair
targets in both PCC and 3-3-Effects.
In addition, the target of both opacity and PCC repairs can change as a function of the
features of IO. More specifically: the target of repair can shift from IO to DO when IO
has a more complex feature specification. This can be seen for 3-3-Effects in Majorcan
Catalan (Table 2.3, §2.4.6). When IO is singular, IO is opaque. When IO is plural, DO
is. The dialect in effect switches from the opacity pattern of CC to that of MJ when IO is
plural. The Spanish data in (41)–(43) and the Catalan data in (12)/(52) illustrate a similar
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alternation. When IO is 3, PCC repairs can only target IO. When IO is 1/2, both languages
allow DO repairs.
The parallel distribution of opacity in 3-3-Effects and PCC-repairs suggests that both
should be treated the same way. Since PCC-repairs are syntactic, this suggests that at least
certain kinds of opacity should also be treated as syntactic.

PCC and 3-3-Effects Form a Unified Pattern. Section 2.2 offered a description the Ultrastrong and the Strong PCC in terms of IO being more local than DO, where the difference
between the two strengths of the PCC follow from how finely they distinguish between
person categories. These patterns were stated as in (39) and (40), repeated here for convenience.
(39)

Ultrastrong PCC:
Both DO and IO cliticize if
a. IO is more local than DO,
> 2 > 3
b. where: 1 local
local

(40) Strong PCC:
Both DO and IO cliticize if
a. IO is more local than DO,
> 3
b. where: {1,2} local

> DO and third person is syntactically represented
If the pattern is correctly stated as IO local

(either always: Nevins 2007, or at least in some languages: Béjar 2003), one expects it to
extend to combinations of third person clitics. This is strikingly true of the three languages
that have been reported to show the Ultrastrong PCC. CC (§2.1.1.1), Spanish (§2.1.1) and
Classical Arabic, (56) above,20 all also show restrictions on combinations of third person
clitics.
Given that the PCC is sensitive to third person and that the descriptive generalizations
about the pattern of PCC naturally extend to 3-3-combinations it seems artificial to relegate
3-3-Effects and PCC to different parts of the grammar. Instead whatever derives the PCC
20 The ban on 3-3-combinations is not as complete in Classical Arabic as it is in CC and Spanish.

Sibawayh
(Derenbourg 1881:336) notes that some combinations of third person clitics are possible, and a few attested
examples are reported in modern grammars, but he writes that even the possible combinations are typically
avoided as illustrated in (56).
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patterns in (39) and (40) should extend to 3-3-Effects.

3-3-Effects and UPE Form a Unified Pattern. Section 2.1.1 showed that there are two
patterns of Opacity of Unique Exponence in Catalan that follow the same logic: When
both DO and IO are specified for the same feature (3 or plural), only one of them surfaces with morphological marking for that feature and the marking appears on the lefthand
clitic. Section 2.1.1.2 showed that UPE is a particular instantiation of a more widely attested
agreement phenomenon called Omnivorous Number by Nevins (2011). The simplest explanation for the close parallelism between 3-3-Effects and

UPE

is that they are instances

of the same phenomenon for two different features. If Omnivorous Number is a syntactic phenomenon, this would suggest that 3-3-Effects are also syntactic. If so, 3-3-Effects
would be an instance of omnivorous third person marking, thus joining the ranks of the
omnivorous local person phenomena discussed by Preminger (2011a) and Béjar (2011).
3-3-Effects would thus fit into a larger pattern of syntactic agreement phenomena.

In conclusion, 3-3-Effects behave like PCC or Omnivorous number in the morphosyntactic strategies that are used to repair violations, in patterns of where the repairs occur, and
are part of the same descriptive patterns of person restrictions or number agreement. The
simplest way to capture these similarities is to treat 3-3-Effects syntactically as part of the
same kind of phenomena as the PCC and Omnivorous Number.

2.4 Catalan Clitic Opacity in Detail
This section presents more detailed descriptions of MJ and CC (§2.4.3.1 and §2.4.5)
along with shorter descriptions of the clitic restrictions in a number of other varieties of
Catalan. MJ and CC are the varieties that will be discussed most in later chapters, and they
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are accordingly discussed in more detail. The other varieties will make smaller appearances.
The exposition is organized by the divisions of the diagram in Table 2.1. I begin in
Section 2.4.2 at the highest division with a dialect that has no opacity. This illustrates the
relevant kinds of clitic combinations, introduces Catalan clitic orthography, which will be
used in some examples, and serves as a reference point for what is missing in the dialects
that have opacity. The rest of the diagram in Table 2.1 will be discussed bottom up. Sections
2.4.3 and 2.4.4 discuss varieties where opacity always targets IO, Section 2.4.3 those where
IO is realized as an exponent of case and Section 2.4.4 one where it is realized as the
reflexive/impersonal se, similar to Spanish in (6). Section 2.4.5 discusses MJ in more
detail, the only variety where opacity systematically targets DO. Section 2.4.6 presents
data from Majorcan where opacity targets DO or IO depending on the properties of IO.
Before going into the details of the different dialects, Section 2.4.1 discusses two clitics that are of particular relevance for the discussion below. This is on the one hand the
independent clitic /i/ found in all varieties that realize opaque IOs as exponents of case,
i.e. /i/. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the presence of the independent clitic /i/ appears to
correlate with the use of /i/ as an opaque realization of IO as case. The second clitic to be
discussed is the third person plural /ez/. I will show that /ez/ is a transparent form despite
its lack of the third person marker /l/. Section 2.4.7 presents two other instances of opacity
found in Catalan that will not be discussed in any detail here but will appear in some of
the arguments about other types of opacity. Section 2.4.8 presents an overview table of the
clitic combinations in the different dialects for side by side comparison.

2.4.1 Inanimate Dative /i/ and Third Person Plural /ez/
Sections 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.1.2 describe two clitics that will be relevant in different ways
for discussion to follow. Section 2.4.1.1 discusses the inanimate dative clitic /i/ found in
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many varieties of eastern Catalan. The morpheme /i/ is commonly used to realize opaque
IOs, and Bonet (1994, 2008) links the presence of the inanimate dative to BC’s ability to
realize PCC contexts with 3-IOs. Section 2.4.1.2 on the other hand discusses the clitic ez,
common in western Catalan. By its looks, ez might be taken to be an instance of a plural
third person clitic /lz/ minus third person marking. I will argue that it is not.

2.4.1.1 Independent, Inanimate Dative /i/
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the dialects that use /i/ as a realization of the personless
indirect object (with some uncertainty about AG, §2.4.3.4) have an independent clitic /i/.
The presence of this clitic as well as its use in 3-3-Effects almost perfectly coincides with
the division between eastern Catalan dialects which have it (BC, BAC, AL, NVS, MA)
and western ones which do not (MJ, NVS, MO). The one exception I am aware of is AG,
Section 2.4.3.4, which is western, but uses /i/. Western varieties typically have the morpheme -/i/, but only as part of the dative singular /l-i/, not as an independent morpheme
(e.g. Colomina i Castanyer 1985, Bonet 2002).
Of the various uses of the independent clitic /i/ (see Rigau 2002§15.3.4 for an overview),
two are relevant here. One is locative, where it describes static location in a place, (57a),
or movement towards, (57b).

(57)

a. Locative ‘hi’:
A la biblioteca, la Roser hi parlava
de
futbol
in the library the Roser LOC talk.PRET.3 SG about soccer
‘Roser was talking about soccer in the library’
b. Directional ‘hi’:
i. En Joan viatja a Roma
the Joan travels to Rome
‘Joan travels to Rome’
ii. En Joan hi viatja
the Joan LOC travels
‘Joan travels there’
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(Bonet 2002:948)

(Rigau 1982:148)

Rigau (2002:2083) reports that the use of /i/ for directional phrases in (57b) is limited to
certain verbs.
The second use is as an inanimate dative (Rigau 1978, 1982). Dative DP arguments are
marked with a. In places where animate datives alternate between a+NP and the pronoun
li, (58a), inanimate ones alternate between a+NP and /i/, spelled hi, (58b).

(58)

a. Animate IO:
i. En Joan donà cops a la Maria
the Joan gave blows to the Maria
‘Joan struck the Maria’
ii. En Joan li
donà cops
the Joan 3 DAT gave blows
‘Joan struck her/him’
b. Inanimate IO:
i. En Joan donà cops a la porta
the Joan gave blows to the door
‘Joan struck the door’
ii. En Joan hi donà cops
the Joan hi gave blows
‘Joan struck it’

(Rigau 1982:146)

(Rigau 1982:146)

(Rigau 1982:147)

The dative status of the arguments in (58b) is further supported by the fact that these kinds
of arguments participate in an argument alternation that true directional expressions like a
Roma in (57) do not participate in (Rigau 1982:147–148). Expressions like donar cops,
‘give beats,’ and fer un viatge, ‘make a journey,’ alternate with single word expressions
colpejar and viatja of the same meaning. When this happens, true datives like (58) become
direct objects, (59), but true locative expressions like in (57) remain locatives (60).

(59)

Datives promoted to Direct Objects:
a.
i. En Joan colpejà la Maria
the Joan beat the Maria

‘Joan beat Maria.’

ii. En Joan la
colpejà
the Joan 3 S . F. ACC beat

‘Joan beat her.’
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b.

(60)

i. En Joan colpejà la porta
the Joan beat the door
‘Joan beat the door.’

Locatives remain locatives:
a. En Joan viatja a Roma
the Joan travelled to Rome
‘Joan travelled to Rome’

ii. En Joan la
colpejà
the Joan 3 S . F. ACC beat
‘Joan beat it.F.’
(Rigau 1982:148)
b. En Joan hi viatja
the Joan LOC travelled
‘Joan travelled there’
(Rigau 1982:148)

I follow Bonet (1995) in taking the morpheme /i/ to be an exponent of oblique case in
both its uses as a dative and a locative clitic.
The fact that eastern varieties have an independent morpheme /i/ that can express dative
argument will also be important in the discussion of repair strategies for the Person Case
Constraint in Sections 2.2 and Chapters 4 and 5.

2.4.1.2 Two Third Person Plural Clitics: /l(e)z/ and /ez/
Many western Catalan varieties (e.g. MO, MJ, AG) have 3PL pronoun /ez/ (e.g. Colomina i Castanyer 1985:163, Todolí 1992) in addition to /l(@)z/. Typically, /ez/ appears in
preverbal position and /l(@)z/ in postverbal position. In the context of the current discussion, the pair /l(@)z/-/ez/ could be taken as another instance of a restriction on the expression
of third person. /ez/ could be treated as the realization of /l(@)z/ without the person marker
/l/ just like /i/ is the realization of /li/ without person. The fact that the use of /l(@)z/ and
/ez/ varies depending on position with respect to the verb could be taken as a different form
of the position specific 3-3-Effects found in AG (§2.4.3.4). There are three kinds of evidence that show that the alternation between /l(e)z/ and /ez/ is not the result of competition
between DO and IO for expression of person. First, the alternation is not an instance of
unique exponence, as it can be produced simultaneously on DO and IO clitics in combinations and does not interact with 3-3-Effects. Second, /ez/ also appears when there is
no competition, for example when there is only one clitic, and is used fro definite arti76

cles that are homophonous to the clitic. Third, a number of dialects allow both /l(e)z/ and
/ez/ in preverbal position. Such optionality is not otherwise found with Opacity of Unique
Exponence.
A first piece of evidence that the /l(e)z/-/ez/ alternation is different from 3-3-Effects
comes from the fact that 3-3-Effects are a variety of unique exponence, a feature that is
present twice is expressed only once, but the /l(e)z/-/ez/ alternation is not. The /l(e)z//ez/ alternation can create clitic strings that appear to contain no instance of third person
marking. Bonet (2002:956) reports that some varieties can use /ez/ on DO and IO simultaneously resulting in the string [ez-es]. If /ez/ was /l(e)z/ minus person marking, this string
would contain no instance of person marking, rather than only one. Relatedly, in dialects
that have opacity, opacity does not interact with the /l(e)z/-/ez/ alternation. For example,
MJ can realize 3PL . DAT+3 ACC either as /liz-o/ or /ez-o/. If /ez/ was /l(e)z/ minus person
marking, one might expect DO to surface transparently when /ez/ appears, contrary to fact.
More generally, the alternation between /l(e)z/ and /ez/ in post- and preverbal position does
not correlate with changes in opacity, which happens in both orders.
A second kind of evidence that the /l(e)z/-/ez/ alternation is not the effect of a restriction
on clitic combinations comes from the fact that /ez/ also appears in isolation (Colomina i
Castanyer 1985:163). Since there cannot be restrictions on clitic combinations when there
is only one clitic, /ez/ cannot be the result of such a restriction. A related piece of evidence
is the fact that the /l(e)z/-/ez/ alternation is not a fact about the clitic /l(e)z/ alone, but
extends to the definite article (Colomina i Castanyer 1985:161–163). Definite articles and
3-clitics are commonly homophonous in Catalan and undergo some of the same morphophonological alternations (see Todolí 1992:143 for another example). Since both the clitic
/l(e)z/ and the definite article /l(e)z/ can alternatively be realized as /ez/, the alternation
between the two forms cannot be the result of a clitic interaction.
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DO:
M

SG:
PL:

IO:
F

N

hel, l, loi
hl, lai
hlii
hhoi
hels, ls, losi hlesi
hels, ls, losi
hli=3, hsi=PL, {hai, hei}=F, h-ii=DAT

Table 2.8: Isolate forms of 3-clitics in NVS.

A third piece of evidence, related to the first is that /l(e)z/ and /ez/ alternate in preverbal
position in some dialects (see discussion of Tàrbena Catalan on p. 25). Again this is quite
unlike Opacity of Unique Exponence which is obligatory.

2.4.2 Complete Transparency
Completely transparent realizations of person and number are found in Valencian Standard (VS, Todolí 1992, Bonet 1993, 2002). Person and number are transparently expressed
in all combinations for third person and number.
Table 2.8 shows the inventory of 3-clitics in VS (Bonet 2002, 1995) in its orthographical
form. Orthographies are given in angled brackets (h·i). Most examples and tables below
will show phonemic forms or phonetic transcriptions, but on some occasions, e.g. (10)
above, orthography is used. Across DO and IO, third person is marked by hli, plural is
marked by hsi. DOs can be masculine or feminine, feminine ones are marked by hai or
hei. The hoi that appears on some masculine pronouns is not a gender marker. It is an
epenthetic segment that appears in certain morpho-phonological environments (see Todolí
1992). Likewise, the initial hei on some masculine and dative forms is epenthetic. The
clitic hhoi, traditionally called the neuter pronoun, is used for anaphora to propositions,
(61a), anaphora in the coda position of copular constructions, (61b), and for reference to
inanimate objects, (61c) (de Borja Moll 1968:64). The pronoun and its antecedent are in
italics. hhoi does not have a plural form.
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(61)

a. Creia
que havia arribat el tren, però no ho
podia
think.PRET.1 that has arrived the train but NEG NEUT can.PRET.1
assegurar
confirm
‘I thought the train had arrived, but I couldn’t confirm it’
(de Borja Moll 1968:164)
b. Aquest home sembla beneit, però no ho
és
this
man seems stupid but NEG NEUT is
‘This man seems stupid, but he isn’t’
(de Borja Moll 1968:164)
c. Això, ho
donaré
a l’Oleguer pel
seu
aniversari.
this NEUT will-give.1 to the Oleguer for-the POSS.3 birthday
‘I will give this to Oleguer for his birthday’
(Bonet 1995:622)

IO pronouns show no gender distinction and are only distinct from the DO ones in the
singular. 3PL-IO and 3PL-DO forms are syncretic. The inventory in Table 2.8 is representative of many western varieties, like MO in Section 2.4.4 or MJ in Section 2.4.5. These other
varieties to be discussed below make the same distinctions, but differ in the phonological
details. I will point these differences out as they become relevant.
The isolate forms in Table 2.8 appear unaltered, modulo phonological alternations, in
clitic combinations. That is, there are no 3-3-Effects or

UPE.

Example (62a) shows com-

binations of singular DO and IO clitics. Both of them surface transparently, with person
marking. Likewise Example (62b) shows a combination of two plural marked clitics, where
both person and number are realized on both clitics. Table 2.9 illustrates the same fact for
all combinations of gender and number.

(62)

a. Al
xiquet, la poma li
la
donaré
més tard.
to-the boy, theF apple.F 3 SG . DAT 3 SG . F. ACC give.1SG . FUT later
‘I will give the apple to the boy later.’
b. Als
xiquets, les
pomes
els
les
donaré
to-the.PL boys, the.F. PL apple.F. PL 3 PL . DAT 3 PL . F. ACC give.1SG . FUT
més tard.
later
‘I will give the apples to the boys later.’
(Bonet 1993:87)
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IO:

SG:

PL:

IO - DO

IO - DO

a. /li-l/
F: b. /li-la/

e. /lz-l/
f. /lz-la/

DO↓
SG:
PL:

M:

M:
F:

c. /li-lz/ g. /lz-lz/
d. /li-lez/ h. /lz-lez/

Table 2.9: Clitic combinations in VS (/l/=3, /z/=PL, /-i/=DAT, {/a/, /e/}=F).

VS, as a standard variety, is somewhat artificial. Todolí (1992) and Bonet (2002) report that the forms in Table 2.9 do not reflect the attested forms in any particular dialect,
although Bonet (2002) notes that the postverbal forms of the Tàrbena dialect (Beltran i
Calvo 1994:46–47) come close. VS appears here mostly as a Catalan-internal stand in for
languages that do not show clitic opacity like standard French.

2.4.3 Realizing the Indirect Object as a Casemarker
This section presents four dialects with 3-3-Effects targeting IO where IO is realized
as an exponent of oblique case, i.e. /i/. Among these, BAC (Section 2.4.3.1), Alta Llitera (§2.4.3.2), Non-Valencian Standard (§2.4.3.3) and Agost (§2.4.3.4) show through their
preservation of gender marking that the 3-3-Effects cause loss of person marking on IO.
The Central Catalan varieties BC and BAC in addition show

UPE.

These dialects will be

discussed in greater detail than the other ones as much of the discussion in Chapters 4 and
5 is based on them. The other varieties will illustrate nuances of the 3-3-Effect pattern. The
Alta Llitera dialect (§2.4.3.2) shows an aditional restriction on the expression of number:
plural on IO is never expressed, irrespective of the number of DO. Non-Valencian Standard
(NVS, §2.4.3.3) and Agost (§2.4.3.4) show interactions between 3-3-Effects and number.
In both dialects 3-3-Effects disappear when one argument (IO in NVS, DO in AG) is plural.
In addition, AG shows an interaction between clitic position and 3-3-Effects.
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DO:
M

IO:
F

N

SG: /l/ hel, l, loi
/l@/ hl, lai
/li/ hlii
/u/ hhoi
/i/ hhii
PL: /lz/ hels, ls, losi /l@z/ hlesi
/lzi/ hels, ls, losi
/l/=3, /z/=PL, /@/=F, /i/=DAT
Table 2.10: Isolate forms of 3-clitics in BC.

2.4.3.1 Central Catalan: 3-3-Effects and UPE target IO
The Central Catalan varieties of Baix Camp (BAC, Bonet 2002:961) and Barceloní
Catalan (BC, Bonet 2002, 1995) are the most systematic instances of languages with 3-3Effects and UPE, where IO surfaces without person or number morphology, and is realized
as a bare exponent of case.
Table 2.10 shows the inventory of 3-clitics in Barceloní Catalan (Bonet 2002, 1995).
Unlike the standard languages VS (§2.4.2) above, and NVS (§2.4.3.3) below, 3PL-DO and
3PL-IO are not syncretic in CC. These languages have a distinct form for dative plural:
/lzi/. This is not reflected in the orthography. In addition, CC has an animacy distinction on
IO. Beside the animate form /l(z)i/, there is an inanimate one /i/ spelled hhii (see discussion
of inanimate dative in §2.4.3). The inventory in Table 2.10 is representative of many other
varieties with differences in phonological realization.

2.4.3.1.1 Baix Camp Catalan. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, both BC and BAC show
3-3-Effects and

UPE

in combinations of DO and IO clitics. The data from (11b) and (18)

are repeated below. The pattern is most transparent in BAC thanks to the fact that gender
marking is preserved in some clitic combinations. When DO and IO clitics are combined,
only one third person marker /l/ surfaces, and in combinations of two plural clitics, only
one number marker [z] surfaces, (18).
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IO:

SG:

DO↓ Order:
SG:
PL:

M:
F:
M:
F:

PL:
DO - IO

a. /l-li/7→ [l-i]
b. /l@-li/7→ [l-i]
c. /lz-li/7→ [lz-i]
d. /l@z-li/7→[l@z-i]

DO - IO

e. /l-lzi/7→ [l-zi]
f. /l@-lzi/7→ [l-zi]
g. /lz-lzi/7→ [lz-i]
h. /l@z-lzi/7→[l@z-i]

Table 2.11: Clitic combinations in BAC (/l/=3, /z/=PL, /@/=F, /i/=DAT).

(11)

b.

i. 3SG-DO+3SG-IO:
La llibreta, a la Mireia, [l - {*li/ i}]
vaig
deixar ahir
the book.F. S to the Mireia [3 - {3DAT, DAT}] PST.1 SG lend yesterday
‘I have lent the book to Mireia yesterday’
ii. 3SG-DO+3PL-IO:
La llibreta, a les
nenes,
[@l - {*lzi/
zi}]
vaig
the book.F. S to the.PL children.F. PL 3 - {3PL . DAT/ PL . DAT} PST.1 SG
deixar ahir
lend yesterday
‘I have lent the book to the children yesterday’
iii. 3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
Les llibretes, a la Mireia, [l@z - {*li/ i}] vaig
deixar
the.PL book.F. PL to the Mireia 3.F. PL - {3 DAT/ DAT} PST.1 SG lend
ahir
yesterday
‘I have lent the books to Mireia yesterday’

(18)

(Bonet 2002:961)

3PL-DO+3PL-IO:
Les llibretes, a les
nenes,
[l@z - {i/
*@zi/
*@lzi}]
the. PL book.F. PL to the.PL children.F. PL 3.F. PL - {DAT/ PL . DAT/ 3PL . DAT}
vaig
deixar ahir
PST.1 SG lend yesterday
‘I have lent the books to the children yesterday’

(Bonet 2002:961)

Table 2.11 shows all clitic-combinations involving third person DOs and IOs, abstracting
away from certain irrelevant allomorphy.21 The cells a. through h. give the transparent,
underlying form to the left of the arrow, and the observed form to the right. 3-3-Effects are
found throughout the clitic combinations: there is only ever one third person marker. Like21 The

full set of surface forms can be seen in Table 2.23, p. 103.
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wise both combinations of plural DOs and IOs, Table 2.11g/h., show

UPE.

They contain

only one plural marker /z/. The preservation of gender marking in some clitic combinations
reveals that the plural marker that surfaces in UPE is that of DO rather than IO. Example d.
shows that when the plural marker is unambiguously associated with DO, gender marking
surfaces. Conversely, f. shows that when the plural marker is unambiguously associated
with IO, gender marking is absent. Example h. is the UPE context. If the plural marker we
see is that of DO, gender marking is expected to be present as it is in d. If on the other hand
the plural marker that we see were that of IO, gender marking is expected to be absent as
in f. Example h. does show gender marking, supporting the interpretation that it is DO’s
number feature that survives in

UPE.

The fact that the string [l@z] in Table 2.11d. and h.

also looks like the isolate form of the feminine DO marker suggests that that is simply what
[l@z] is and that person is also realized on DO.

2.4.3.1.2 Barceloní Catalan. BC shows the same pattern of 3-3-Effects and

UPE

as

BAC, modulo the complete loss of gender marking in clitic clusters. The examples in (11a)
and (15), repeated from above, are parallel to those for BAC. In (11a.ii), the combination
of a 3SG-DO with a 3PL-IO surfaces with only a single third person marker /l/ as [@l-zi]
instead to a transparent form like [l-@lzi]. In (15), the combination of a 3PL-DO with a
3PL-IO surfaces with only a single third person marker /l/ and a single plural marker /z/, as
[@lzi] instead to a transparent form like [@lz-@lzi].

(11)

a.

i. 3SG-DO+3SG-IO:
[. . . ] [l - {*li/ i}] donaré
demà
[. . . ] 3 - {3DAT, DAT} will.give(1.st) tomorrow
‘I will give him it tomorrow.’
ii. 3SG-DO+3PL-IO:
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(composit of Bonet 1995:610 and 639)

Als
nois, la poma, [@l - {*lzi/
zi}]
donaré
to.the.PL boys the apple 3 - {3PL . DAT/ PL . DAT} will.give(1.st)
més tard
later
‘I will give the apple to the boys later.’
(Bonet 1993:91)
iii. 3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
Al noi, les
pomes, [@lz - {*li/ i}] donaré
més tard
to.the boy the.PL apples 3PL - {3 DAT/ DAT} will.give(1.st) later
‘I will give the apples to the boy later.’
(15)

(Bonet 1993:92)

3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
Als
nois, les
pomes, [{@lzi/
*@lz-@zi/
*@lz-@lzi}]
to.the.PL boys the.PL apple {3PL . DAT/ 3PL . DAT-PL . DAT/ 3PL . DAT-3PL . DAT}
donaré
més tard
will.give(1.st) later
‘I will give the apples to the boys later.’

(Bonet 1993:92)

Table 2.12 shows the combinations of 3-DO and IO-clitics. Feminine marking is systematically lost in clitic combinations. Which argument surfaces with and which one without
features is obscured by the fact that all forms look like attested forms of dative clitics (/li/
or /lzi/), and that the forms in b., c. and d. look the same. This formal identity between
the clitic clusters and isolate dative clitics might be taken to suggest that the DO clitic is
dropped in the presence of an IO clitic. This interpretation, as Bonet (1995, 2002) points
out, is inconsistent with the fact that we find plural marking in Table 2.12b, where IO is
singular. Based on the similarity between BC and BAC, I assume that in BC like in BAC,
DO surfaces with person and number features and IO without them.
IO:
DO↓ Order:

SG:

PL:

DO - IO

SG: a. /l-li/7→ /l-i/
PL: b. /lz-li/7→ /lz-i/

DO - IO

c. /l-lzi/7→ /l-zi/
d. /lz-lzi/7→ /lz-i/

Table 2.12: Clitic combinations in BC (/l/=3, /z/=PL, /i/=DAT).
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Another argument that IO rather than DO is opaque, and that the opacity targets person
can be made by comparing the forms in Table 2.12 to PCC contexts. As was discussed in
more detail in Section 2.2.2, BC avoids the PCC by realizing IO as /i/, (12).

(12)

Me
{*li,
/i/} ha recomanat
la senyora Bofill
me.ACC {3. DAT, DAT} has recommended the Mrs. Bofill
‘Mrs Bofill has recommended me to him/her.’ (composite of Bonet 1994:33, 48)

When DO is a local person clitic, it is clearly IO that surfaces without person features while
DO surfaces in its normal form. This repair for the PCC is reportedly common in Western
Catalan varieties.
Taken together, the data from BAC and BC show that the clitic order is DO-IO, and IO
loses its 3 and plural marking when DO has the same features. That is 3-3-Effects as well
as UPE target the righthand clitic IO.

2.4.3.2 The Ribagorçà of Alta Llitera: No Number Marking on IO in Clusters
The dialect of Alta Llitera (AL, Sistac i Vicén 1993, Bonet 2002:962), part of the Ribagorçàn dialect group, shows even more clearly that it is the features of IO that are affected
in combinations of 3-clitics and shows an additional restriction on the expression of plural
on IO: 3-IOs cannot be plural marked in clitic clusters.
The clitic inventory of AL makes the same distinctions as that of BC and BAC. The
most notable difference is that it uses /a/ instead of /@/ for feminine and marks masculine
clitics with /o/ in a wider range of contexts. Another difference is in the internal structure
of the dative clitic. While BC and BAC have the morpheme order /l-z-i/, 3-PL-DAT, AL has
/l-i-z/, 3-DAT-PL.
Table 2.13 shows the combinations of 3-clitics (see Sistac i Vicén 1993:166 for example
sentences with these combinations). Like in previous tables, the table lists the transparent
forms to the left of the arrow, and the actual ones, as they surface in postverbal position to
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IO:

SG:

DO↓Order:

PL:
DO - IO

a. /l-li/7→ [lo-j]
F: b. /la-li/7→ [la-j]
M: c. /ls-li/7→[los-i]
PL:
F: d. /las-li/7→ [las-i]
SG:

M:

DO - IO

e. /lo-lis/7→ [lo-j]
f. /la-lis/7→ [la-j]
g. /ls-lis/7→ [ls-i]
h. /las-lis/7→[las-i]

Table 2.13: Clitic combinations in AL (/l/=3, /z/=PL, /a/=F, /i/=DAT).

the right. The full set of surface forms in pre- and postverbal position are given in Table
2.23. Even more than in BAC, AL maintains gender marking in clitic combinations. All
combinations with feminine DOs contain the feminine marker [a]. AL shows 3-3-Effects
like BC and BAC. In all combinations of clitics, there is only one 3-marker /l/, and it
appears on the left. Thanks to the consistent realization of gender, it is clear that it is the
person marker of DO that is realized. Again, the clitic order is consistently DO-IO.
The point where AL differs from CC is the expression of plural. Combinations of a 3SGDO and 3PL-IO, Table 2.13e–f., show no plural marking. Unlike in

UPE,

the expression

of plural on IO is not dependent on plural on DO. Rather, plural marking on IO-clitics is
generally absent in combinations with DO-clitics.

2.4.3.3 Non-Valencian Standard Catalan: Interaction of IO-Number and 3-3-Effects
The non-Valencian Standard variety of Catalan (NVS, e.g. de Borja Moll 1968:171–2,
Bonet 1993, 2002:954–55) is used in western Catalonia and shares many properties with
western dialects. The clitic system of the standard variety is not based on a current dialect,
but on an older stage of Catalan (e.g. Casanova Herrero 1990).
The inventory of clitics is identical to BC and BAC. The only major difference is that
the 3PL . DAT clitic is syncretic with the 3PL . M . ACC clitic. Hence there are no dative markers
in the examples with plural IOs below and in Table 2.14.
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IO:

SG:

DO↓Order:
SG:
PL:

PL:
DO - IO

a. /l-li/7→ /l-i/
F: b. /l@-li/7→ /l@-i/

M:

M:
F:

c. /lz-li/7→ /lz-i/
d. /l@z-li/7→/l@z-i/

IO - DO

e. /lz-l/
f. /lz-l@/
g. /lz-lz/
h. /lz-l@z/

Table 2.14: Clitic combinations in NVS (/l/=3, /z/=PL, /@/=F, /i/=DAT).

3-3-Effects in NVS show an interaction between number on IO and person marking.
When IO is singular, 3-3-Effects apply like in CC: only one person marker is present, it
surfaces on the lefthand clitic, which is DO, IO surfaces only as the dative case marker /i/
and the clitic order is DO-IO. This is illustrated for a combination of 3SG-IO and 3PL . F-DO
in (23a), the example is given in Catalan orthography. Table 2.14a.–d. illustrates this for
DOs with other number and gender values. The presence of gender marking on DO in all
combinations shows again that it is the DO’s features that are realized.

(23)

a. Al noi, les pomes, les
hi donaré
més tard.
to.the boy the apples.F 3 PL . F DAT give.1SG . FUT later
‘I will give the apples to the boys later.’
b. Les pomes, als nois, els
les
donaré
més tard.
the apples.F to.the boys 3 PL . DAT 3 PL . F give.1SG . FUT later
‘I will give the apples to the boys later.’
(Bonet 1993:88)

When IO is plural on the other hand, both clitics surface with person and number marking,
and they surface in IO-DO order. This is illustrated for a combination of 3PL-IO and 3PL . FDO in (23b). Table 2.14e–h. demonstrates this for clitic combinations with DOs of other
gender and number values (underlying forms are omitted because they are identical to the
surface forms). NVS shows an interaction between the number specification of IO and the
expression of person on IO: when IO is plural, it is also person marked. In addition, number
on IO interacts with clitic order: when IO is singular, the clitic order is DO-IO, when IO is
plural, the order is IO-DO.
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2.4.3.4 Agost: Interaction of 3-3-Effects, Number, and Movement
The dialect of Agost (AG, Casanova Herrero 1990:60, who attributes the data to Jordi
Colomina i Castanyer p.c.) demonstrates two new facets to clitic opacity: (i) An interaction
between DO number and opacity, and (ii) an interaction between movement and opacity.
Table 2.15 shows the combinations of singular IO and 3SG / PL-DO clitics in pre- as well
as postverbal position. The clitics are shown in orthographical form, Casanova Herrero
(1990) does not report any information about the clitic inventory or combinations with
plural IOs. The preverbal combination with plural DOs, Table 2.15c/d., show the 3-plural
clitic /ez/, spelled hsi here that is common in western Catalan.
DO↓

Preverbal:

lo-li 7→lo-hi
la-li 7→ la-hi
li-ls 7→ li-ls
li-les7→ li-les

a. li-l
F: b. li-la
M: c. li-s
PL:
F: d. li-s

e.
f.
g.
h.

SG+ho: e. li-ho

j. ho-li 7→lo-hi

SG:

M:

Postverbal:

Table 2.15: Clitic combinations in Agost. IOs are in italics. The forms are orthographical
(hhii=DAT, hhoi=NEUT hli=3, h-si=PL, hei=F, hsi=3 PL . M see Section 2.4.1).
Opacity on IO interacts with DO number. This can be seen from comparing Table
2.15e/f. to g/h. In combinations with singular DOs, Table 2.15e/f., IO is realized without
person marking as the bare dative marker. In combinations with plural DOs, Table 2.15g/h.,
both DO and IO are marked for third person. The change from opaque to transparent forms
is accompanied by a switch from DO-IO to IO-DO order. The pattern resembles that of
NVS (§2.4.3.3, Table 2.14) in showing an interaction of opacity and number. The two
varieties differ in which argument’s number features matter. In NVS, 3-3-Effects disappear
when IO is plural, in AG they do when DO is. While interactions between IO number are
present in NVS and MA (§2.4.6, Table 2.20), AG is the only dialect that I am aware of
where number on DO affects opacity and clitic order.
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DO:
M

SG:
PL:

F

IO:

R EFL.:

N

hli
hlai
hlii
hoi
hlosi, hesi hlesi
hlosi, hesi

hsei

Table 2.16: Isolate forms of 3-clitics in MO (Segura i Llopes 1998:59, /l/=3, /s/=PL, -/a/ or
-/e/=F, /-i/=DAT, /o/=NEUT, /es/=3 PL).

A second interaction that is unique to AG is between opacity and pre- vs. postverbal
position of the clitic. The relevant contrast is between Table 2.15a/b. and Table 2.15e/f.
While there are 3-3-Effects when the clitics appear in postverbal position, they disappear
in preverbal position. The presence and absence of opacity again goes along with a change
in clitic order. While the opaque combinations have DO-IO order, readily discernible by
gender marking on the l-marked clitics and the presence of /i/, the transparent combinations
have IO-DO order, again shown by dative and gender marking. Both the opaque/transparent
alternation as well as the switch in order is also found in combinations of 3-IOs with the
neuter ho (see discussion of (63) above and §2.4.7.2), Table 2.15j. vs. e. The pre- and
postvrbal clitic positions are related to one another via movement. Clitics appear in postverbal position in certain non-finite environments and in imperatives. In finite clauses, they
typically appear in preverbal position. The preverbal position is typically assumed to arise
from movement, which does not happen in imperatives. At least tentatively then the pattern
in AG can be interpreted as movement feeding the realization of third person.22 Another
such pattern is described in fn. 23.
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IO:

SG:

DO↓
SG:
PL:

Order:

PL:

IO - DO

IO - DO

a. /li-l/ →
7 [se-l(ó)] e. /ls-l/ →
7 [se-lo]
F: b. /li-la/ 7→[se-la]
f. /ls-la/ 7→[se-la]

M:

M:
F:

c. /li-ls/ 7→[se-lós]
d. /li-les/7→[se-lés]

g. /ls-ls/ 7→[se-los]
h. /ls-les/7→[se-les]

Table 2.17: Clitic combinations in MO.

2.4.4 Realizing the Indirect Object as se
The dialect of Monòver and surrounding areas (MO, Colomina i Castanyer 1985:165,
Todolí 1992:156, Segura i Llopes 1998) uses the same repair for 3-3-Effects as Spanish:
the reflexive/impersonal clitic se appears in IO position in combinations of third person DO
and IO clitics. Colomina i Castanyer (1985), Casanova Herrero (1990) and Todolí (1992)
attribute this fact to contact with Spanish, and in the discussion in Section 5.1 MO will
serve as a Catalan internal stand in for other languages like Spanish that use this repair.
Most of the data here is taken from Segura i Llopes (1998).
Table 2.16 gives the inventory of 3-clitics in this language as reported in Segura i Llopes
(1998:59). The major difference from the inventory of CC, Table 2.10, is the absence of the
independent clitic /i/ typical of western Catalan dialects (Colomina i Castanyer 1985:174,
Segura i Llopes 1998:61), and the syncretism between 3PL . M-DO and 3PL-IO. The two
allomorphs of 3PL, es and los, are conditioned by position with respect to the verb. es
appears in preverbal position and los in postverbal position (Segura i Llopes 1998:59).
Table 2.16 also lists the third person reflexive, which does not show number distinctions.
22

Clitics also appear in postverbal position in contexts of clitic repetition (Bonet 2002:§10.3.6, and §4.2.2
below), where clitics are realized in multiple positions. This context is unlikely to shed light on clitic opacity,
because person marked 3-clitics tend not to be repeatable.
A further expectation is that questions could show postverbal clitic order but no opacity. This is because
the postverbal order in questions has arisen from additional verb movement from T to C, rather than failure
of verb movement to T as in non-finite contexts.
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The combinations of third person clitics as they appear in postverbal position are given
in Table 2.17. The clitic order is IO-DO as shown by gender marking on the righthand clitic.
In preverbal position, the forms in Table 2.17c. and d. surface with DO as /ez/ (Colomina i
Castanyer 1985:165, Segura i Llopes 1998:63) leading to the form [se-s]. 3-3-Effects arise
in all combinations, only one clitic is marked with /l/, IO surfaces in an opaque form.

UPE

is not detectable in this dialect, because, like in Spanish, number marking is consistently
lost on IO because the third person reflexive lacks a plural form.23

2.4.5 Realizing the Direct Object as a Casemarker
The varieties of the Marina Baixa, in particular Villa Joiosa (MJ, Colomina i Castanyer
1985, 1991, Todolí 1992:146, 155, §2.1.1.1 above) are in a sense the mirror image of CC
in that they have both 3-3-Effects and

UPE,

but opacity targets DO and the clitic order is

IO-DO. MJ will be central to the argument in Chapter 3, hence it is discussed in more detail
here.
The inventory of 3-clitics in MJ is given in Table 2.18. As in the other dialects, DO and
IO clitics have the same marking for 3 and plural, /l/ and /z/. IO-clitics additionally have
the dative marker /i/. Facts about gender marking on DO are not reported in the literature.
The most important difference between the inventory in MJ and the western dialects is the
absence of an independent IO clitic /i/.
23

MO also has another instance of movement interacting with opacity. When 3SG-IOs combine with the
neuter clitic, IO surfaces opaquely as s(e), as shown in Table (i)a. and
Clitic Position:
c. When IO is plural on the other hand, opacity is observed in postverIO#↓ Preverbal: Postverbal:
bal position, Table (i)d., but not in preverbal position Table (i)b., where
IO surfaces as [ez]. A similar interaction of movement and opacity SG: a. [s-u]
c. [s-o]
is found in combinations of 3-IOs and partitive en. Limited as the
PL: b. [ez-u]
d. [s-o]
evidence about interaction of movement and opacity is, AG and MO
behave the same in that movement into preverbal position allows for Table (i) 3-IO+Neuter interaction
in MO.
transparent realization.
A complication with interpreting the facts in Table (i) is that the original opacity, /li/7→/s/ in the context of
/o/, is itself quite unusual. Typically, opaque combinations involving /o/ (§2.4.7.2) involve /o/ itself changing
form. It is not to my knowledge otherwise attested that /o/ unilaterally causes opacity on another clitic.
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DO:
SG:
PL:

IO:

/l/
/li/
/o/
/lz/, /ez/
/liz/, /lz/, /ez/

IO:

SG:

DO↓ Oder:

IO - DO

SG: a. /li-l/ 7→ [li-w]
PL: b. /li-lz/7→ [lí-wz]

Table 2.18: Isolate forms of 3clitics in MJ (/l/=3, /z/=PL, /-i/=DAT,
/o/=N).

PL:
IO - DO

c. /liz-l/ 7→[liz-o]
d. /liz-lz/7→[liz-o]

Table 2.19: Clitic Combinations in MJ.

In combinations of third person clitics IO surfaces transparently, but DO surfaces in the
form of the neuter clitic [w] or [o], depending on syllable position (Colomina i Castanyer
1985:166). Examples (13) and (19), repeated below, illustrate this. Of particular interest is
the realization of 3PL-DO as [wz] in (13b). This form appears only in 3-3-Effect contexts
(Todolí 1992:146, see §2.1.3).24

(13)

a. 3SG-DO+3SG-IO:
doná [li
- {*l/ w}] a la xiqueta, la pilota
give 3DAT - {*3/ N} to the little girl, the ball
‘Give it to the little girl, the ball!’
(Colomina i Castanyer 1991:62)25
b. 3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
de(l)s quatre duros que tens
dóna-me’n
dos,
i anava
of-the four duros that you have, give-me-PART two (of them) and go.1 SG
i [lí
- {*lz/ wz}] donava a l’altre pobre
and [3DAT - {3PL /N . PL}] give.1 SG to the-other poor.SG
‘Give me two of the four duros that you have and I will go and give them to
the other poor one’
(Colomina i Castanyer 1991:62)
c. 3PL-DO+3SG-IO:
dóna [liz
- {*lz/ o}]
give 3DAT. PL - {3PL/ N}
‘Give them it’

(19)

(Todolí 1992:146)

3PL-DO+3PL-IO:

24 Todolí

also reports that along the forms in Table 2.19, the combinations with plural IOs can also be
realized as [elz-o] and [ez-o]. She does not report when these forms are used, but both [elz]/[@lz] and [ez] are
common forms of 3PL-clitics in the dialects of that area, see Section 2.4.1.2 for discussion of /ez/. I base my
discussion on the forms in Table 2.19 because they show dative case marking, whereas [elz]/[@lz] and [ez]
are commonly syncretic between DO and IO.
25 Colomina i Castanyer (1991:62) gives the clitic clusters in (13a/b) in orthographic forms: li·u and li·us.
I use the phonetic forms of the clitic string as reported in Colomina i Castanyer (1985:166)
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dóna [liz
- {o/ *oz/ *lz}]
give 3DAT. PL - {N/ N . PL/ 3PL}
‘Give them them’
Example (19) illustrates

(Todolí 1992:146)
UPE.

When both DO and IO are plural, only IO surfaces with

number marking. Thanks to the position of DO’s plural marker to the right of /o/, (13b),
this is easily visible. Table 2.19 illustrates 3-3-Effects and UPE for all combinations of DOs
and IOs. There is only ever one 3-marker /l/ and it is realized on IO as shown by dative
marking. Likewise, when both DO and IO are plural, there is only one plural marker and it
is realized on IO.
While case marking in CC makes clear which features are realized on opaque IOs, it is
less obvious in MJ what feature is realized by [o]/[w(z)] in Table 2.19. Todolí (1992) argues
that the [o] in these combinations it is neuter clitic /o/. This identification is problematic, as
she notes, because neuter /o/ does not have a plural form /oz/, the putative source of [wz] in
Table 2.19b. If neuter /o/ were simply substituted for DO, one would rather expect plural
marking to be absent entirely on DO, similar to the absence of number marking on IO in
AL, §2.4.3.2. Todolí proposes that the plural [wz] was innovated by analogy to the plural
/lz/. An account of [wz] as neuter /o/+[ PL ], however, leads to an odd generalization about
when neuter /o/ can be plural marked. Under such an analysis, neuter /o/ can only be plural
marked in the context of a singular 3-IO.
Despite this problem, there is evidence for giving neuter /o/ a role in the historical
emergence of the pattern in Table 2.19. Colomina i Castanyer (1991:62) reports that prior
to the 18th century MJ had the same pattern of 3-3-Effect repairs as CC in (11). Like many
modern varieties including BC it also had another restriction on combinations of the neuter
clitic [o]/ho, and 3-IOs illustrated in (63) (see also §2.4.7.2). Neuter ho cannot be combined
with a 3-IO clitic /li/. The relevant combinations surface as [li].
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(63)

3-IO and neuter: *li ho/ *ho li
a. Això, ho
donaré
a l’Oleguer pel
seu
aniversari.
this NEUT will-give.1 to the Oleguer for-the POSS.3 birthday
b. a l’Oleguer, li
donaré
això pel
seu
aniversari.
to the Oleguer 3.DAT will-give.1 this for-the POSS.3 birthday
c. Això, a l’Oleguer, [li] donaré
pel
seu
aniversari.
this to the Oleguer [li] will-give.1 for-the POSS.3 birthday
‘I will give this to Oleguer for his birthday’
(Bonet 1995:622)

From other interactions involving 3-IOs and ho it can be inferred that the 3-marker /l/ in
(63c) [li] is the exponent of DO and /i/ that of IO. For now I leave open how this restriction
arises, suffice it to say that earlier stages of MJ had it. The historical change from a BC like
pattern to the current pattern in MJ started with the emergence of transparent combinations
of 3-IOs and the neuter clitic as li·u,26 where u is the neuter clitic. After these combinations
became possible, the repair pattern of 3-3-Effects shifted from BC style repairs on IO to
the modern repairs targeting DO. This sequence of changes supports attributing the pattern
of 3-3-Effects in MJ to a special status of [o]/[w]-DOs in them.
The explanation I would like to propose for the role of neuter /o/ and the possibility of
plural marking takes 3-3-Effects in CC as a role model. We saw in the discussion of CC that
the opaque realization of /l-i/ (3+DAT) is just /i/, the exponent of dative case. Analogously,
I propose that [w(z)]/[o] in MJ is a reanalysis of the morph /o/ as an exponent of DO case.
This exponent surfaces in two contexts: (i) as the sole exponent of the neuter clitic, and
(ii) as the exponent of a normal 3-DO that has failed to license its person features. When /o/
is the exponent of the neuter clitic, the neuter clitic never bears number marking, possibly
because it lacks the syntactic structure that is spelled out as number morphology. When /o/
is the exponent of a DO that has failed to license its person features it can be plural marked,
because normal DO clitics have the syntactic structure responsible for plural marking. The
otherwise mysterious form [wz] can be understood as loss of person marking on DO.
26 Orthography from

Colomina i Castanyer (1991).
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I reject here an interpretation of the [o]/[w] as an instance of l-vocalization (for discussion Bonet 2002:957). Such an analysis would interpret the combinations in Table 2.19
as completely transparent for person and the appearance of [o]/[w] instead of [l] would
be attributed to a phonological process of l-vocalization. I reject this interpretation on
two grounds. First, there appears to be no evidence of l-vocalization in the Marina Baixa
dialect. Colomina i Castanyer (1991) describes the phonology of these dialects in some
detail, but does not mention l-vocalization as either a historical change that sets this dialect
apart from other ones or as a synchronic process. It is not unreasonable to expect such
mention, as l-vocalization is a distinguishing property of other dialects. Secondly, a phonological account treats the historical emergence of the DO-repair after the properties of the
neuter clitic changed as an accident. I take these to be sufficient grounds for rejecting an
interpretation of DO [o]/[w] as an instance of l-vocalization.
MJ shows both 3-3-Effects and

UPE.

What is new here is the repair pattern. It is

consistently DO that is realized opaquely, never IO. This correlates with clitic order. Unlike
in BC, BAC and AL, but like MA when IO is plural (§2.4.6) the clitic order here is IO-DO.
Under the interpretation of /o/ offered here, opaque clitics in CC and MJ resemble each
other in which features they express. When person is lost, an exponent that marks only
case appears.

2.4.6 A Hybrid Dialect: Realizing the Direct or the Indirect Object as Case
Some varieties of Majorcan Catalan (MA, de Borja Moll 1968, 1980, Bonet 1993, 2002)
show an interaction between number on IO and 3-3-Effects. When IO is singular, 3-3Effects look like in CC: clitic order is DO-IO and IO surfaces without person features as
/i/. When IO is plural, 3-3-Effects look like in MJ: clitic order is IO-DO and DO surfaces as
/o/. The sensitivity to number on IO and the change in clitic order that it affects resembles
the facts of NVS, Section 2.4.3.3.
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The inventory of MA resembles that of CC with minor differences. Majorcan has a
3 PL . DAT clitic lis, but it is only used in postverbal position (de Borja Moll 1968:161). In
preverbal position the dative marker is absent leading to syncretism between 3 PL . DAT and
3 PL . M . ACC. Both are els.27 In addition, the 3PL . F-clitic les can be used in places where a
masculine clitic would normally appear, and 3SG . M-DO takes the form le, resembling the
3SG . F of other dialects, when it appears together with hi (de Borja Moll 1968:170, (64a)
below).
Examples (64a/b) illustrate clitic combinations with singular IOs. In both cases IO
surfaces as the bare dative marker /i/ spelled hi. The phonological form of the clitic string
in (64b), with an initial epenthetic [@] is identical to that in BC (§2.4.3.1).

(64)

Majorcan Catalan:
a. 3.SG . M-DO+3SG-IO:
He de donar
es plat
a sa nina? — Sí, dóna-le-hi
Have you given the plate.M to the girl
yes, I gave-3 S . M-DAT
‘Have you given the plate to the girl? — Yes, I gave it to her’
(de Borja Moll 1968:170, translation MW)
b. 3.PL . F-DO+3SG-IO:
Ses pomes, a s’al·lot, [@lz-i]
donaré
més tard.
the. PL apples to the-boy 3PL . F. ACC-DAT give.1 SG . FUT later
‘I will give the apples to the boy later.’
(Bonet 1993:89)
c. 3.PL-DO+3PL-IO:
Volen
que pinti els
llavis a les
nines, i jo no les
want.3 PL that paint the.PL . M lips.M to the.PL . F girls and I NEG 3. PL . DAT
ho
vull pintar
NEUT want paint
‘They want to paint the girls the(ir) lips and I don’t want to paint them for
them’ (de Borja Moll 1968:167, dialect of Petra, Mallorca, translation MW)
d. 3.PL . F-DO+3PL-IO:
Ses pomes, a ets
al·lots, [@lz-o]
donaré
més tard.
the.PL apples to the.PL boys 3PL . DAT-NEUT give.1 SG . FUT later
‘I will give the apples to the boys later.’

(Bonet 1993:90)

27 de Borja Moll (1980:50) reports that the form elsi (his rendering) is often used in stead of els in preverbal

position, suggesting that the language has developed or is developing a dative form in preverbal position.
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Examples where IO is plural, (64c/d), show a different pattern. Instead of [@lzi], we find
lez ho and [@lz-o] in (22c/d). The interaction between the syncretism of 3 PL . DAT and
3 PL . ACC and the use of 3PL . F in place of masculine produces the ostensibly feminine form
les in (64c). Due to this syncretism, one cannot tell whether the initial /lz/ is the exponent
of DO as in BAC Table 2.11c., IO (as in NVS, §2.4.3.3) or a mixture of the two (as in BC
Table 2.12c.). The clitic /o/ settles this matter: /o/ is the DO neuter clitic. This means that
it is IO’s person features that are realized, and DO is realized opaquely, like in MJ. Table
2.20 illustrates the pattern for all combinations of number on DO and IO. The underlying
forms are given in the surface order of the actual forms.
IO:
DO↓ Order:

SG:

PL:

DO - IO

SG: a. /l-li/7→ /l-i/
PL: b. /lz-li/7→ /lz-i/

IO - DO

c. /liz-l/ 7→/lz-o/
d. /liz-lz/7→/lz-o/

Table 2.20: Clitic combinations in MA (/l/=3, /z/=PL, /i/=DAT, /o/=NEUT).
MA shows that opacity can target DO or IO, and that changes in opacity are consistently
associated with alternations in clitic-order. It is always the lefthand clitic that surfaces
transparently, and the righthand clitic that is opaque.

2.4.7 Two Other Clitic Interactions in Catalan
This section presents two more clitic interactions found in several Catalan dialects. I
will not offer an analysis of these interactions later on, they appear here because they are alluded to in other arguments in several places and because they show what clitic interactions
there are beyond 3-3-Effects and UPE. The data below are from BC (Bonet 1995).
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2.4.7.1 Ablative en
Besides the interactions of argumental clitics discussed so far, opacity can also target a
non-argument clitic, the ablative (e)n. The ablative introduces directional adverbs indicating a source, (65a). en interacts with non-local person DO clitics. One such interaction is
between ablative (e)n and the homophone partitive clitic (e)n, (65b). Combinations of the
two do not result in the transparent ne’n, but in [ni], (65c).

(65)

Partitives and ablatives: *ne’n.
a. Del
teatre, en sortiran
tres homes.
from-the theater ABL. will-exit.3-PL three men
b. D’homes, en sortiran
tres del
teatre.
of men PART will-exit.3-PL three from-the theater
c. D’homes, del
teatre, [ni] sortiran
tres.
of men from-the theater [ni] will-exit.3-PL three
‘Three men will exit from the theater’

(Bonet 1995:621)

At first glance, this interaction might seem like a constraint on homophone clitics of the
kind found inside and outside Romance (for discussion Nevins 2010). The fact that there
are other interactions also targeting ablatives and leading to the same kind of opacity suggests otherwise. As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, there is also a ban on combinations of
normal 3-DOs with ablatives that leads to the opaque form [li], (28c) repeated here.

(28)

3-DOs and ablatives: *l’en/ *ne’l.
a. El jersei, el
traure
del
calaix aquesta tarda.
the sweater 3-ACC will-take-out.1 from-the drawer this
afternoon
b. Del
calaix, en traure
el jersei aquesta tarda.
from-the drawer ABL will-take-out.1 the sweater this
afternoon
c. El jersei, del
calaix, [li] traure
aquesta tarda.
the sweater from-the drawer [li] will-take-out.1 this
afternoon
‘I will take the sweater out of the drawer this afternoon’
(Bonet 1995:621)
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Examples (65) and (28) show that ablative (e)n maps to /i/ in the context of certain DOs
(for another example see (67) below).
There are two important parallels between this pattern and the opacity of IOs of 3-3Effects.28 Like in 3-3-Effects, the interaction is between a DO and another clitic, where DO
surfaces transparently while the other clitic does not. Also like in 3-3-Effects, the opaque
clitic is in second position. The second similarity is the repair. Like the change from /li/
to /i/ in 3-3-Effects, the change from ablative to locative can be understood as a reduction.
Various authors (e.g. Koopman 2000, Svenonius 2010, den Dikken 2010, Pantcheva 2010)
have argued that directional phrases subsume the syntactic structure of locative ones. In
some languages this subsumption is morphologically transparent in that directional adpositions contain locative ones. This offers at least a starting point for analyzing the opacity of
the ablative (e)n as a morphological reduction of a more complex structure to a simpler one
in the context of a DO. The greater difficulty lies in understanding what property of DO
is responsible for triggering the alternation, in particular in the light of the fact that local
person DOs do not cause opacity of ablatives.

2.4.7.2 Neuter ho
There are two interactions that involve the neuter clitic ho, pronounced [u] or [o] in
different dialects. The neuter pronoun already made an appearance as an opaque pronoun
for DO in MA and MJ. As discussed briefly in Section 2.4.5, it behaves quite differently in
BC and many other dialects. The clitic combinations that surface as repairs for 3-3-Effects
in MJ, are banned in BC. When a 3-IO is combined with the neuter clitic, the resulting form
is again [li], like the 3-IO in isolation, repeated here from (63).
28

There is a third more superficial similarity between 3-3-Effects and restrictions on (e)n, namely that
the same form, /i/, is used to realize the non-DO clitic. I call this similarity superficial, because the two /i/s
are exponents of different syntactic structures, a locative one in the (e)n7→/i/ mapping and a dative one in
3-3-Effects. The use of /i/ in both cases is due to /i/ being an exponent of oblique case more generally, rather
than just dative.
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(63)

3-IO and neuter: *li ho/ *ho li
a. Això, ho donaré
a l’Oleguer pel
seu
aniversari.
this N will-give.1 to the Oleguer for-the POSS.3 birthday
b. a l’Oleguer, li
donaré
això pel
seu
aniversari.
to the Oleguer 3.DAT will-give.1 this for-the POSS.3 birthday
seu
aniversari.
pel
c. Això, a l’Oleguer, [li] donaré
this to the Oleguer [li] will-give.1 for-the POSS.3 birthday
‘I will give this to Oleguer for his birthday’
(Bonet 1995:622)

A second interaction, between ho and the locative /i/, shows more transparently which clitic
in the input contributes which part of the opaque form:

(66)

Locative and neuter: *hi ho/ *ho hi
a. Això, ho portaré
a Sabadell demà.
this, N will-take.1 to Sabadell tomorrow
b. A Sabadell, hi portaré
això demà.
to Sabadell LOC will-take.1 this tomorrow
c. això, a Sabadell, [li] portaré
demà.
this to Sabadell [li] will-take.1 tomorrow
‘I will take this to Sabadell tomorrow’

(Bonet 1995:622)

Since the locative does not have a 3-marker /l/, the /l/ in the output must have its source in
the DO clitic. It appears that in the context of an IO or the locative clitic, the neuter clitic /o/
maps to /l/, the ‘normal’ DO clitic. The interaction in (63) can now be analyzed along the
same lines as 3-3-Effects: in the presence of another 3-clitic, /li/ is realized without person
marking and DO surfaces with it. If this is the correct analysis of the interaction it would
be quite different from the ones discussed so far in that both DO and IO would undergo a
change.
The restrictions on the neuter clitic and on the ablative one interact when both combine
with one another. Both undergo the changes that they undergo in other contexts:

(67)

Ablative and neuter: *n’ho/*ho’n
a. Això, ho
traure
de l’armari després.
this NEUT will-take-out.1 from the closet later
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b. De l’armari, ne
traure
això després.
from the closet ABLAT will-take-out.1 this later
c. Això, de l’armari, [li] traure
després.
this from the closet [li] will-take-out.1 later
‘I will take this out of the closet later’

(Bonet 1995:620)

A starting point for exploring the restrictions on ho is that the pattern of which IOs ho
is compatible with across dialects resembles that of when transparent combinations of /l/marked DOs and IOs are possible. In general, ho is more likely to be compatible with IOs
with marked features than with unmarked ones. As to my understanding, all dialects allow
combinations of local person clitics and ho, and many ban it in the presence of any 3-IO.
BC is an instance of such a dialect. In these dialects ho is compatible with marked person
IOs, but not with unmarked person ones. Some dialects (AL, §2.4.3.2, and some varieties
of Central Catalan, Bonet 2002:963–4) show a similar distinction between singular and
plural IOs. ho is compatible with 3 PL-IOs, but not 3 SG-IOs. Again, more marked IOs are
compatible with ho, less marked ones are not. Finally, there are dialects that allow all IOs
to combine with ho (e.g. MJ, §2.4.5). The resulting pattern is illustrated in Table 2.21.
A similar pattern is found with opacity in combinations of IO with /l/-marked DOs. All
dialects have transparent DO-IO combinations in the presence of 1/2-IO, but languages like
CC ban transparent combinations of /l/-marked DOs with any 3-IO. IO surfaces without
person marking. Besides that, there are languages that distinguish between singular and
plural 3-IOs in IO-opacity with /l/-marked DOs. NVS has transparent combinations of /l/marked DOs with 3PL-IOs, but not with 3SG-IOs. Finally, there are languages like VS that
allow transparent combinations of /l/-marked DOs with any kind of IO. The overall pattern
is illustrated in Table 2.22.
While a fuller exploration of these data, as well as the interactions between ho and
other clitics, will have to wait for future work, the fact that the same interaction between
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1/2-IO:
3PL-IO:
3SG-IO:

BC:
Transp.
Opaque

AL:
Transp.

MJ:
1/2-IO:
3PL-IO:
3SG-IO:

Transp.

Opaque

Table 2.21: Opacity of IO with neuter ho.

CC:
Transp.
Opaque

NVS:
Transp.

VS:
Transp.

Opaque

Table 2.22: Opacity of IO with /l/-DOs.

the features of IO and opacity arises in interactions with ho as with /l/-marked DOs hints at
an underlying unity of the two interactions.

2.4.8 Summary
Table 2.23, p. 103, shows the clitic forms of all dialects reported here except AG side
by side. Allomorphs are reported where available. In brackets with a horizontal line, the
forms above the line are preverbal forms and those below the line postverbal ones. Where
multiple forms are listed, but there is no line, all forms are reported for pre and postverbal
position.
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↓IO

DO
SG :

SG :

PL:

\ VS:
MA :

/lil/

FE:

/lila/

MA :

FE:

MO:


NVS:


[sel]
[selo]
[sela]

/lilz/



/lilez/









[liw]

MA: BC:

/lzi/

/l@zi/

[li]

AL:


/li/
/loj/
/laj/



/li/

/lzi/



[losi] 






[(@)lzi]
[losje]
[luzi] 
 [lsi] 

/lzi/


 [lsje] 
[lasi]
[l@zi]
[lasje]

[liwz]

[líwz]

BAC:

/li/

/l@i/



[sez]
[seloz]
[sez]
[selez]

/li/

MJ:






[elzo]
[sel]
[loj]
[(@)lzi]
MA : /lzl/
/lzl/ [ezo]
SG :
[selo]
[luzi]
[loje]


 [lizo]  /lzo/ /lzi/



  [laj] 
[elzo]
[(@)lzi]
FE: /lzla/
[sela] /lzl@/ [ezo]
[laj]
PL:
[luzi] 



[lizo]
[laje]







[elzo]
[sez]
[(@)lzi]
[losje]
MA : /lzlz/
/lzlz/ [ezo]
PL:
[lsi]
[seloz]
[luzi]



 [lizo]  /lzo/ /lzi/



[elzo]
 [lasi] 
[sez]
FE: /lzlez/
/lzl@z/ [ezo]
[l@zi]
[lasi]
[selez]




[lizo]
[lasje]
VS: Valencian Standard (§2.4.2), MO: Monòver (§2.4.4), NVS: Non-Valencian Standard
(§2.4.3.3), MJ: Marina Baixa, esp. Villa Joiosa (§2.4.5), MA: Majorcan (§2.4.6), BC:
Barceloní (§2.4.3.1), BAC: Baix Camp (§2.4.3.1), AL: Ribagorçà of Alta Llitera
(§2.4.3.2).
Table 2.23: Overview of 3-3-Effects in varieties of Catalan.
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CHAPTER 3
SYNTAX DRIVES MORPHOLOGICAL OPACITY

This section presents the first step towards a reunification of the analyses of the PCC and
Opacity of Unique Exponence in syntactic terms, by extending existing syntactic analyses
of person restrictions to the Opacity of Unique Exponence. Syntactic analyses of person
restrictions like the PCC (e.g. Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b, Béjar 2003, Béjar and Řezáč
2003, 2009, Adger and Harbour 2007) attribute these restrictions to the need of two goals,
in the current case DO and IO, to agree with the same probe. Restrictions arise because
when one of the goals prevents the probe from agreeing with the second one. When that
second goal is first or second person, failure to AGREE leads to ungrammaticality, when it
is third person it does not. The general mechanics of these analyses is illustrated in table
3.1. Agreement of one probe with two goals is possible, if the second goal has features that
Step 1:
AGR[uφ ,uψ ] . . . DP1 [φ i ]

Step 2:
=⇒

AGR[φi ,uψ ] . . . . . . DP2 [ψ j ,φ j ]

A GREE 1

A GREE 2

Table 3.1: One probe two goals analyses of PCC (schematic).
the first one lacks, [ψ j ] in Table 3.1. Any features that the two goals share, [φ ] in Table 3.1,
will go unlicensed on the second one, and cause the derivation to crash when these are local
person features. In one way or another the presence of only a single probe, and the special
need of local person for syntactic licensing is part of all syntactic analyses of the PCC.
These two ingredients will be the backbone of deriving Opacity of Unique Exponence syn104

tactically. The presence of only one probe will derive the presence of only one exponent for
third person or plural. Only the first argument to agree with the probe will license its third
person or plural features and realize them morphologically. The second argument’s failure
to agree in the features it shares with the first will account for the absence of a morphological exponent for these features on it. I will attribute the permissible failure of agreement
in third person and plural to the special status of these features compared to local person.
While failure of agreement causes ungrammaticality with local person, it does not for third
person or plural. I assume that this is due to a special status of these features as not causing
ungrammaticality when they fail to agree, but failing to be realized morphologically when
they do. In order to allow for third person and plural to participate in the same competition
for licensing as local person and plural, I will revise many of the assumptions about the
syntactic representation of these features that are part of the analyses in Anagnostopoulou
(2003, 2005b) and Béjar and Řezáč (2003). For each one of these revisions I will show that
the changes proposed are within the range of crosslinguistic variation of the accessibility of
third person and number on DO and IO. Once these assumptions are in place, the difference
between DO and IO opacity in MJ and CC can be derived from movement of DO above IO
below vP. Movement places DO closer to the person probe on vP, leading to IO-opacity in
CC. Without such movement, IO is above DO leading to DO opacity in MJ.
Section 3.1 introduces previous analyses of the PCC that are constructed around the
competition of DO and IO for the features of v. These analyses rely on particular assumptions about how person and number are represented on DO and IO and how v interacts with
these features, many of which are independently known to be subject to cross linguistic
variation. This variation is the point of entry for adapting these analyses to 3-3-Effects
and

UPE

in Section 3.2. I will show that once the restrictions on which features are syn-

tactically accessible on DO and IO are changed to ones that are independently attested in
other languages, syntactic analyses of the PCC extend to 3-3-Effects and UPE. This will in105

volve (i) Allowing agreement to access third person and plural on DO and IO, (ii) Allowing
third person and plural features to go unlicensed in the syntax without causing a crash, and
(iii) A close relation between syntactic licensing and morphological realization. Section
3.2.3 will show the resulting system at work and introduces the proposal that the alternation between opacity of DO and IO is the result of movement. Section 3.2.4 shows how the
c-command relation between the two goals that drives opacity on the lower argument can
derive the transparent-opaque order between them. Section 3.3 shows how the analysis of
clitic opacity here differs from and improves on previous morphological analyses. Section
3.4 concludes with some questions that are raised by the analysis.

3.1 Syntax: One Probe, Two Goals
Recent, syntactic analyses of the PCC (Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b, Béjar and Řezáč
2003, Nevins 2007, Řezáč 2008b) have identified the syntactic configuration in (34) as the
unifying property of PCC contexts across a variety of different constructions.

(34)

Person Case Constraint (PCC)
In [α AGR . . . DP1 -oblique . . . DP2 . . . ], where α includes no other person AGR, DP2
cannot have a marked person feature (1st/2nd, sometimes 3rd animate).
(Béjar and Řezáč 2009:46)

Person restrictions arise here because the oblique DP interferes with person agreement
between H and DP2 . The ungrammaticality of local person DOs in these constructions
is attributed to their need for person agreement, which in turn is linked (Béjar and Řezáč
2003, Anagnostopoulou 2005b, Řezáč 2008b) to the case filter via the relation between
case licensing and φ -agreement (Chomsky 2000, 2001). Řezáč (2008b) summarizes the
assumptions that go into this account as in (68).

(68)

Case/Agree account of the Person Case Constraint:
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a. The PCC arises when two (or more) goals, X and Y, Agree with the same Case
locus H.
b. Split Agree: H has person and number probes that can seek to Agree independently.
c. Locality and intervention: dative X prevents H-Y person Agree by relativized
minimality, but it permits H-Y number Agree.
d. The Case Filter: The φ -features of DPs need Case. 1st/2nd person features
need person Agree for Case licensing, while for 3rd person DPs, viewed as
possessing number alone, number Agree suffices. DPs with inherent Case
such as a dative are licensed by it.
e. H

>

X-DAT

>

Y

(‘>’ indicates c-command)

*person Agree
Xnumber Agree

(Řezáč 2008b:68/9)
This section will review the motivations for the assumptions in (68), in particular those in
c. and d. about intervention and the representation of third person and show in Section 3.1.4
will show how they derive the strong PCC.
As it stands, (68) blocks a syntactic account of UPE and 3-3-Effects from competition
for licensing. IO cannot compete for number licensing because its number features are not
syntactically visible, (68c), and DO cannot compete for licensing of third person, because
its has no syntactically active person features, (68d). Throughout the discussion, I will
show that the assumptions about person and number in (68c/d) are known to be subject to
crosslinguistic variation. This variation will be point of entry for the revisions to (68) in
Section 3.2.2.

3.1.1 Person on Datives
The first asymmetry is a difference between the representation of person on DOs and
IOs. The assumption is that IO’s person specification blocks 1/2-agreement with objects.
Icelandic, where the relevant agreement is visible on T, shows that the person feature on
datives is different from that on nominatives though. It cannot value person agreement on
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T, as illustrated by the inability of the first person dative in (69) to control person agreement
on the verb.

(69)

Mér {líkar/
*líka}
bókin
1DAT {like-3SG/ like-1SG} book-the-NOM
‘I like the book’

(Taraldsen 1995:310)

The second difference is that the ability of IO to block person 1/2-agreement with the object
does not depend on IO itself being 1/2. This is illustrated in (46b), repeated here, where a
third person dative triggers PCC.

(46)

b. * Henni {leidd<um>st
/ leidd<u>st}
viD
* she.DAT {was.bored.by<1 PL> / was.bored.by<3 PL>} we.NOM
‘She was bored with us’
(combination of (4) and (7) from Taraldsen
1995:308/9)

In order for the 3-IO block 1/2-person agreement, its person specification must be different from its inherent specification as 3. So IO’s ability to trigger person restrictions on
nominative subjects is not due to its inherent person specification, but its status as a dative.
To derive the interaction between datives and local person DOs as person agreement,
all dative arguments have to have a person specification that is of the same kind as that
of local person DOs, but cannot value person agreement. Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005b)
calls this feature [PER], and it is shared by all IOs, but only local person DOs (for the
person specification of 3-DOs see Section 3.1.2). The assumptions that are motivated here
for Icelandic are assumed to also hold for PCC between DO and IO clitics. For the PCC
to follow under these assumptions, there has to be a case based asymmetry in the personspecification of DO and IO (Anagnostopoulou 2003:271).
The partial visibility of oblique arguments to agreement is by no means unusual. Anand
and Nevins (2006) and Řezáč (2008a) discuss that the accessibility of obliquely case marked
arguments to agreement varies crosslinguistically from complete invisibility (e.g. datives
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in Hindi-Urdu) to complete accessibility (e.g. ergatives in Nepali). Icelandic, as argued by
Řezáč (2008b:120), occupies a middle ground between the two, where person is visible on
datives, but does not induce valuation. Similarly, Anagnostopoulou (2003:270) observes
that datives in Georgian are accessible for person agreement, and casts the difference between Georgian and Icelandic in terms of a parametric choice about how visible the person
features on IO are to agreement. The variable visibility of person datives to agreement processes can also be seen in the more fine grained versions of the PCC discussed in Section
2.2 Weak PCC grammars allow local person DOs as long as IO is also local person. For
these languages then, the grammar needs access to the person specification of IO at least
so far as to distinguish between 3 and 1/2 (see Anagnostopoulou 2005b). I argued based
on the sensitivity of the PCC-repairs to the person on IO that the same is true even in the
strong PCC varieties of the two languages. The ultrastrong PCC, where the grammar distinguishes between first, second and third person, shows that full access to the person of IO
for the purposes of person interactions is also an available option. Accordingly, analyses
of these different varieties of PCC (e.g. Anagnostopoulou 2005b, Nevins 2007) give the
grammar access to the actual person specification of the dative.
While the analysis of the strong PCC in Icelandic and possibly other languages relies
on the particular status of person on IO, it can be shown independently from the behavior
of datives crosslinguistically, even within different kinds of PCC, that the special status of
person on datives should not be taken for granted.

3.1.2 Licensing Person
The second asymmetry concerns licensing and captures the fundamental asymmetry
between 1/2 and 3 that we see in both clitic combinations and restrictions on nominative
objects: 1/2-person features on DO/nominative objects need syntactic licensing, otherwise
leading to a crash. Third person does not cause a crash when left unlicensed in the syntax.
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This general asymmetry is cast in terms of the Person Licensing Condition in (70) by Béjar
and Řezáč (2003).

(70)

Person Licensing Condition (PLC):
An interpretable 1st /2nd person feature must be licensed by entering into an agree
relation with a functional category.
(Béjar and Řezáč 2003:53)

A common line of analysis for the difference between third person and local person
is representational. Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005b) and Béjar and Řezáč (2003, 2009)
propose that in strong PCC languages, there is only a general [PERSON] feature which is
present on local person DOs and datives, but absent on third person DOs. Third person DOs
simply have no syntactically active person features (see (68d)). The difference in licensing
need between third person and local person follows from this: third person behaves differently from local person because because there are no ‘third person’-features that could
need licensing. This explanation builds on common idea that third person is not a person
category on par with local person. Nevins (2007) calls this the 3noP view.
Like the accessibility of datives for agreement, the availability of third person for agreement processes is at the very least subject to variation. Béjar (2003) and Adger and Harbour
(2007) argue that syntactically active representations of third person are available at least
as an option. Nevins (2007) makes the even stronger claim that third person is generally
syntactically active based on the PCC.
Below, I will adopt the positions that (i) Third person is syntactically represented by
a feature, and that (ii) The PLC, (70), correctly states the needs of syntactic local person
features, but does not apply to 3. Instead, I will allow 3-features, and eventually plural
ones, to go unlicensed without causing a syntactic crash. This affects the relation between
the PLC and the Case Filter (e.g. Anagnostopoulou 2005b, Béjar and Řezáč 2009, (68d)),
of which the PLC is often though to be a specific instantiation. I will propose in Section
3.2.3.1, however, that person and case case licensing are separate (§3.2.5 for more discus110

sion). Preminger (2011b) has recently developed a similar argument that the PLC is a sui
generis restriction separate from the need for case licensing.

3.1.3 Number
Clauses (68c/d) spell out a particular role for number agreement in the derivation of
possible clitic combinations (e.g. Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b, Béjar and Řezáč 2003).
Claus (68d) states the role of number agreement for case licensing. Under the 3noP view,
DO has no person but only number features. Agreement in number is then sufficient to licenses third person DOs. Clause (68c) states a necessary assumption for allowing number
to probe past IO: IO must not intervene for number agreement. In the following, I will first
present the evidence that there is number agreement with objects in PCC from Icelandic,
and then present an argument against assuming that number agreement necessarily plays
are role in licensing third person objects in PCC. The data will come from quirky subject
constructions in Catalan. Finally, I will present evidence from the literature that the accessibility of number to agreement with oblique arguments is also subject to crosslinguistic
variation.
Evidence of number agreement with DO in PCC contexts comes from Icelandic. While
IOs block person agreement with nominative objects, number agreement with them is still
possible as shown by the plural agreement in (46a), repeated here.

(46)

a. Henni leidd<u>st
þeir
she.DAT was.bored.by<3 PL> they.NOM
‘She was bored with them’

(Taraldsen 1995:307)

To allow number to probe past IO, IO’s number features must not be syntactically visible,
as stated in (68c). The inaccessibility of number on IO is another base based asymmetry in
whether agreement can access the features of arguments. Just like oblique arguments are
often inaccessible for person agreement, they are often inaccessible for number agreement.
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Under this analysis, v’s person and number features AGREE with two different arguments.
Person AGREEs with IO, but number separately agrees with DO. This is the Split Agree
provision in (68b).
For the project of deriving

UPE

syntactically, the inaccessibility of number on IO is

problematic. If number on IO is not accessible in the syntax, DO and IO cannot bleed each
other’s number licensing as in the way we see in CC and MJ.

Licensing Objects in PCC-Environments without Number Agreement. While it is plausible that number agreement in (46a), there are oblique subject constructions in other languages where no such agreement obtains and the case of objects has to be licensed in some
other way. An example comes from a variety of quirky subject construction in Central
and Ribagorçan Catalan discussed by Rigau (2005). Rigau calls these deontic existential
sentences and they are illustrated for Central Catalan in (71).

(71)

Deontic existential sentences:
a. Li
cal
una bibliotheca nova
3.DAT be.necessary.3 SG a new
library
‘She/he needs a new library.’
b. Ens
cali-a
una cadira
1PL . DAT be.necessary. PST-3 SG a chair
‘We needed a chair’
c. Ens
cali{*-a/
-en} tres cadires
1PL . DAT be.necessary.PST{-3 SG/ -3 PL} three chairs
‘We needed three chairs’

(Central Catalan)

(Rigau 2005:781)

Deontic existential sentences have dative subjects, a modal, here cal-, ‘be necessary,’ and
an object. The pronoun li in (71a) overtly shows the dative case of the subject. Local person
clitics are syncretic between dative and accusative, but here and below, I gloss the subjects
as dative. Rigau shows that this construction has an underlying structure quite similar to
the Icelandic dative-nominative constructions. In particular, the dative intervenes with the
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agreement between T and the object. In Ribagorçan Catalan, these deontic existentials
allow local person objects, which expectedly show PCC:1

(72)

PCC in deontic existential sentence:
a. Me
la
cal
(, a ta germana)
1SG . DAT 1 SG . F is.necessary to your sister
‘I need her (, your sister)’
b. {*Me
te/ *Te me}
cal
{1 SG . DAT 2 SG/ 2 SG 1 SG . DAT} is.necessary
‘I need you’

(Ribagorçan Catalan)

(Rigau 2005:801)

Similar to the proposals for Icelandic one might now say that the third person objects in
(71) and (72a) are licensed by number agreement between T and the object, which is morphologically expressed by the plural agreement in (71c). Such an analysis is not available
for Ribagorçan Catalan. Deontic existinetial constructions in Ribagorçan Catalan do not
allow plural agreement with plural objects in (73b).

(73)

Deontic existential sentences:
a. Mos
caleva
una cadira
1PL . DAT be.necessary. PST-3 SG a chair
‘We needed a chair’
b. Mos
caleva
tres cadires
1PL . DAT be.necessary.PST.3 SG three chairs
‘We needed three chairs’

(Ribagorçan Catalan)

(Rigau 2005:781)

Rigau shows that the constructions have the same structure in the two dialects and argues
that (73) and (71b/c) differ only in the specification of T’s φ -probe so that objects in Ribagorçan Catalan do not agree with T in either person nor number. Number agreement with
T can then not be held responsible for licensing the objects in (73). Instead, Rigau proposes
based on the specific properties of deontic existential constructions that the objects in (73)
1

In CC, objects of deontic existential constructions are subject to definiteness effects similar to English
there-existentials, so the PCC cannot be observed.
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are licensed by partitive case assigned by the verb.2 The data from deontic existential sentences show that there are other PCC-environments where objects fail to agree in person
and the assumption that DO is licensed via number agreement is untenable.
A second line of questions comes from Nevins’s (2007) proposal that there is no syntactic features such as singular number. If correct, singular DOs could not receive case via
number agreement with T, because no such agreement is possible.

Number Agreement with Oblique Arguments. Like the accessibility of person on IO,
the inaccessibility of number on IO is subject to crosslinguistic variation (Anagnostopoulou
2003:270), and even within one language the number features of datives can be inaccessible
in some contexts and accessible in others. Anagnostopoulou (2005b:223) shows this for
Icelandic. In dative-nominative constructions like the ones discussed so far, number on
IO does not affect T agreement with objects. In constructions where the dative subject is
associated with an expletive on the other hand, plural agreement with a nominative object
is only possible when the dative is also plural. This is illustrated in (74). In (74a), both the
dative sumum máfræðingum, ‘some linguists,’ and the nominative þessir stúdentar, ‘these
students,’ are plural, the verb allows plural agreement. In (74b) on the other hand, the dative
einhverjum manni, ‘some man,’ is singular, and the verb does not allow plural agreement.3

(74)

a. Plural dative – plural nominative:
(Icelandic)
það virðist sumum máfræðingum [þessir stúdentar
vera duglegir]
there seem-PL some linguistis-DAT these students-NOM be intelligent
‘These students seem to some linguists to be intelligent’
(Anagnostopoulou 2005b:222)
b. Singular dative – plural nominative:

2

The reader will notice that partitive case is insufficient to account for the appearance of the DO clitic
la in (72a). Rigau’s explanation of these examples rests on a second point of variation between CC and
Ribagorçan Catalan that is not relevant for the current discussion.
3 The nominative in (74b) is presumably licensed by non finite T in the downstairs infinitive. On the case
licensing properties of non-finite T in Icelandic see Sigurðsson (1991).
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það {virðist / *virðast} einhverjum manni [hestarnir
vera seinir]
there {seem-SG / seem-PL} some
man-DAT the horses-NOM be slow
‘It seems to some man that the horses are slow’
(Anagnostopoulou 2005b:224)
Similarly, Nevins (2007) argues that UPE in BC involves number agreement of the same
probe with either IO, DO, or both. For this to be possible, number has to be accessible for
agreement, at least on third person IOs.
Similar to the asymmetries in the representation of person above, an asymmetry between the representations of number on DO and IO that is part of many PCC analyses, but
known to be subject to cross-linguistic variation, blocks an account of number complementarity effects like UPE in syntactic terms.

3.1.4 Deriving the PCC
The last piece towards an account of PCC is the syntactic structure that these feature
interactions happen in. Clause (68e) states that the two arguments that compete for licensing in the PCC must c-command each other. This is an unproblematic assumption for
the double object construction, where it has long been known that IO c-commands DO
(prominently Larson 1988). Following Pylkkänen (2002) and Cuervo (2003), I assume that
double object constructions involving transfer verbs involve an applicative head (A PPL),
which takes DO as its complement and IO as its specifier. A PPLP is the complement of
V. V in turn is embedded under the voice head v which is the locus of φ -agreement. The
structure is illustrated in Table 3.2. I also adopt Cuervo’s (2003) proposal for Spanish that
A PPL is responsible for licensing dative case for Catalan.
The derivation of PCC and its absence is illustrated in Table 3.2 for a 3noP-system
with no person specification on 3-DOs. The left hand column demonstrates the absence of
PCC in contexts where DO is 3. When [uPER] probes, it AGREES with IO’s [PER]-feature,
because IO is closer to v than DO. IO does not intervene with probing for [uNUM], as its
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No PCC: 3-IO 3-DO.
v
[uNUM , uPER ] V

 IO  A PPL DO
DAT
[NUM ]

PCC: 3-IO 1/2-DO.
v
[uNUM , uPER ] V

PER

 IO  A PPL DO


DAT
PER

✗PER
NUM

Table 3.2: PCC and its absence in an 3noP-system.

[NUM]-feature is inaccessible. [uNUM] AGREES with DO, thus licensing DO’s case. The
PCC context on the right differs from this in only one respect. In addition to [NUM], DO
also has a [PER]-feature which remains unlicensed due to the presence of IO, thus causing
a crash.

3.2 From the Person Case Constraint to Clitic Opacity
The previous section set the stage for the general kind of proposal that I will be working
with, pointed out the places where it will need to be adapted and showed that the relevant
kinds of adaptations are within the range of attested crosslinguistic variation. This section
introduces a last piece of technology that will be used and shows how the assumptions about
person, number and licensing from the previous section can adapted within that system to
derive 3-3-Effects and UPE from agreement interactions.
The last addition to the technology from the previous section that will be introduced
here is the system of articulated probes and goals from Béjar (2000, 2003) and Béjar and
Řezáč (2009). This system offers a way of representing person categories and person agreement in the syntax that can capture both the competition between third person for licensing
as well as the interaction between third and local person in the PCC that will be discussed
in Chapter 4. Section 3.2.1 will introduce this system in some detail.
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Section 3.2.2 picks up the assumptions about PCC laid out in Section 3.1 and adapts
them to account for 3-3-Effects and UPE. The proposal is built around three major assumptions of the PCC analyses: (i) Third person has a different status from 1/2-features when
it comes to licensing, and (ii) Person restrictions arise from competition of DO and IO for
the features of v and failure of AGREE with one of them, (iii) Person and number features
on v act independently. The special status of third person in (i) will be implemented such
that third person features does not require syntactic licensing, but fails to be realized morphologically when no probe agrees with it. Point (ii) will derive the unique exponence of
third person and number from the presence of only one person and number probe. Features on goals that fail to AGREE with v fail to be spelled out leading to opacity. Point
(iii) will derive the fact that there are two independent processes of opacity for person and
number, 3-3-Effects and

UPE,

that follow the same logic. It also allows for the dissocia-

tion of person and number agreement in contexts where arguments that fail to license their
person-features still carry plural morphology. The previous proposals will be adapted in
several places too: (i) Third person and plural number will be syntactically represented
and accessible to AGREE on both DO and IO, (ii) Third person and plural number will
receive privative representations, and (iii) φ -agreement will be separated from case licensing. Many of these changes have been independently proposed in accounts of other person
restrictions and at times in the context of the PCC.
Section 3.2.3 will show how the system laid out in Section 3.2.2 can derive opacity
on DO and IO in MJ and CC. The alternation in clitic order and place of opacity between
the two dialects will be cast in terms of short object shift of DO across IO. Section 3.2.4
shows how the syntactic structures that derive the opacity on DO and IO also derive the
transparent-opaque order among clitics discussed in Section 21.
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Syntactic features:

Morphological Structure:
Referring Expression

[π ]
[PARTICIPANT]

INDIVIDUATION

PARTICIPANT

SPEAKER ADDRESSEE

[SPEAKER]

GROUP

[PLURAL]
(Béjar 2000:50)

MINIMAL

CLASS

...

INANIMATE ,
NEUTER ,

...

(simplified from Harley and Ritter 2002:486)

Table 3.3: Mapping from morphological structure to syntactically active features.

3.2.1 Articulated Probes and Goals
This section introduces the system of articulated person probes and goals from Béjar
(2000, 2003) and Béjar and Řezáč (2009). This system offers a way of implementing
competition between two third person arguments for syntactic licensing and a model for
the interaction between syntactic licensing and morphological realization that will allow a
statement of how the failure of syntactic licensing will feed the absence of morphological
realization.
The proposal about the syntactic representation of φ -features in Béjar (2000, 2003) and
Béjar and Řezáč (2009) builds on the observations about the morphological organization
of pronoun inventories by Harley and Ritter (2002). Harley and Ritter (2002) observe that
there are implicational relations in the organization of pronoun inventories and take them
to show that person and number categories are represented in the morphological structure
on the right in Table 3.3. Structural subsumption of one node under another in Table 3.3
reflects entailment relations between features. Simplifying for the sake of exposition, every
pronoun is a [Referring Expression] ([RE]). The [PARTICIPANT] ([PART]) branch encodes whether an
[RE] is referring to a discourse participant or not. [PART] itself might have more specific sub-
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SG :

Third:

Second:

First:

RE

RE

RE

INDIV

PART

INDIV

PART

INDIV

MIN

ADDR

MIN

SPEA

MIN

RE

PL:

RE

RE

INDIV

PART

INDIV

PART

INDIV

GROUP

ADDR

GROUP

SPEA

GROUP

Table 3.4: Inventory with two number and three person distinctions (Harley and Ritter
2002:489).

features like [SPEAKER ] ([SPEA]) and [ADDRESSEE] ([ADDR]) distinguishing between 1 and 2.
[INDIVIDUATION] ([INDIV]) subsumes number marking and [CLASS]-features like [GENDER ]. Plural pronouns bear the feature [GROUP ], singular ones the feature [MINIMAL] ([MIN ]). [CLASS]features will not be discussed here. The structure on the right in Table 3.3 represents the
(simplified) space of possible pronoun structures. Individual pronouns in a language make
use of subparts of this space. This is illustrated for a language with three person and two
number distinctions in Table 3.4. The property of these structures that will become relevant
is that local person pronouns subsume the structure of third person pronouns.
Béjar (2000, 2003) and Béjar and Řezáč (2009) propose that the morphological features on the right in Table 3.3 correspond to the syntactic features on the left in Table 3.3
as indicated by the arrows. Here an below I will use sans serif fonts when talking about
morphological features and

SMALL CAPS

when talking about syntactic ones. The entail-

ment relations between person categories that Harley and Ritter observed in morphological
inventories are also assumed to hold among syntactic person features. This leads to a representation of traditional person categories as sets of privative person features as shown in
Table 3.5. The feature [π ] is common to all person categories and is interpreted as ‘referring expression.’ This is the syntactic reflex of the morphological fact in Table 3.4 that local
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Person:

1st

Feature
[π ]
Specification: [PART ( ICIPANT )]
[ SPEA ( KER )]

2nd

3rd

[π ]

[π ]

[PART ( ICIPANT )]

Table 3.5: Person categories in terms of privative features (Béjar and Řezáč 2009:42).

person pronouns are specified as [RE] as well as additional features. Third person pronouns
on the other hand only have [RE]. Accordingly, [π ] on its own is the syntactic specification of third person categories. [PART ( ICIPANT )] is shared by first and second person in
the same way that both are morphologically specified as [PART]. [SPEA ( KER )] distinguishes
first from second person. I will return to the status of number in Section 3.2.2.1.
Person goals and probes are bundles of valued and unvalued versions of these features.
When multiple a probe or goal consists of multiple features, the individual features are
called segments. A probe consisting of multiple segments is called an articulated probe.
This feature system allows variation to arise in two places: (i) the specification of the
probes in a language, and (ii) the specification of the goals. The complexity and structure of
probes determines the granularity of person effects in a language. Both vary crosslinguistically. A language where the probe is specified as [uπ ,uPART,uSPEA] will syntactically
distinguish first, second and third person. Béjar and Řezáč (2009) argue that agreement
restrictions between subjects and objects in Nishnaabemwin, Mohawk and Kashmiri illustrate systems with probes that distinguish between three person categories. The ultrastrong
PCC (§2.2, Walkow 2012a) does so too. Person effects do not distinguish between all
three person categories in all languages. Béjar and Řezáč show that Basque and Georgian
only distinguish third from local person. The probes in these languages are specified as
[uπ , uPART]. Without the distinction between [PART] and [SPEA] first and second person
behave a like in the syntax. I adopt the same for the strong PCC variety of BC. Section
2.2.2 showed that the strong PCC variety of BC distinguishes between local person and
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third person IOs in PCC repairs, but not first and second person. Finally, they propose
that there are languages with what they call flat probes, where probes are only specified as
[uπ ]. Variation in the specification of the probe will not be explored in this dissertation.
Walkow (2012a) develops an analysis of the difference between the strong and the ultrastrong PCC in BC based on the difference between probes specified as [uπ ,uPART] and
[uπ ,uPART,uSPEA]. This shows that the way of handling variation that Béjar and Řezáč
develop for person restrictions between subjects and objects extends to the PCC between
DOs and IOs. This dissertation will not discuss variation based on the complexity of the
probe. Walkow (2012a) shows how the system developed for CC here can capture the difference between strong and ultrastrong PCC in terms of the difference between [uπ ,uPART]
for the strong and [uπ ,uPART,uSPEA ] for the ultrastrong PCC.
The second level of variation concerns the specification of goals. The most relevant
variation for the discussion below is in the syntactic representation of third person. Morphological categories that are traditionally considered to be unmarked, third person and
singular, can either be represented syntactically, or not. Béjar (2003) proposes that third
person is syntactically represented as [π ] in Georgian, but is not syntactically represented
in Nishnaabemwin (Algongquian). This reflects the fact that the presence of third person
arguments affects local person agreement in Georgian, but not Nishnaabemwin. Likewise
for number, she argues that the morphologically unmarked category singular is syntactically present in some languages, but not in others. The second kind of language only has a
syntactic representation for plural. The syntactic presence of third person and underspecification of singular number will be crucial ingredients in the analyses of 3-3-Effects and
UPE

in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

The articulated theory of person probes and goals requires particular assumptions about
AGREE and its component concepts: M ATCHING, valuation and activity. These are justi-
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fied in great detail in Béjar (2003). The exposition here follows Béjar and Řezáč (2009).
Chomsky (2000) defines the relation between M ATCHING and AGREE as in (75).

(75)

M ATCHING is a relation that holds of a probe P and a goal G. Not every M ATCHING
pair induces AGREE. To do so, G must (at least) be in the domain D(P) of P and
satisfy locality conditions. The simplest assumptions for the probe-goal system are
shown [below:]
a. M ATCHING is feature identity.
b. D(P) is the sister of P.
c. Locality reduces to “closest c-command.”
(Chomsky 2000:122, small caps by MW)

A further precondition for AGREE is that both probe and goal are active, meaning that they
have unvalued features that the other one can value. The first aspect of (75) that needs to
be revised in the current system is M ATCHING. Since a probe containing [PART] and [π ]
must be able to license third person arguments that have only a [π ]-feature, matching can
no longer be just identity. Instead, Béjar and Řezáč (2009) propose that only a segment of
the probe and a segment of the goal need to match, (76).

(76)

Match Requirement
For a probe segment [uF], a subset [uF′ ] of [uF] must match.
(Béjar and Řezáč 2009:45)

Goal segments that have been AGREED with, become inactive. Probe segments that have
not been AGREED with, remain active and can initiate further AGREE-relations. Activity
and valuation are governed by the following assumptions:

(77)

Assumptions for Agree
a. Each feature that seeks to AGREE is active upon being inserted into the derivation.
b. When a feature [uF] matches with a goal [F′ ], AGREE copies the feature structure containing [F′ ] (i.e., all features that entail [F′ ]) to [F]; this constitutes
valuing.
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c. An active feature that is locally related to a nonactive feature (i.e., a feature
that stands in the configuration created by [(77b)]) is no longer active.
(Béjar and Řezáč 2009:45)
The relevant notion of entailment in (77b) is structural subsumption first described for the
morphological structure in Table 3.3, and carried over into the syntactic specification in
Table 3.5. A feature like [SPEA]/[SPEA] entails [PART]/[PART] in that every structure that
contains [SPEA]/[SPEA] also contains [PART]/[PART]. A different way to state this relation
is in terms of dependence in the morphological structure in Table 3.3. [SPEA] depends on
[PART]. Clause (77b) states then that when a probe has matched a feature, say [PART], valuation will copy not only the morphological features that correspond to that feature, [PART],
but also those that depend on it like [SPEA] or [ADDR ] (also Řezáč 2008a for discussion).
Copying of entailing or dependent features will become relevant when there is a mismatch
between the complexity of the features of the probe and the goal, to be discussed below.
Finally φ -features have to be licensed. Béjar and Řezáč propose the licensing condition
in (78).

(78)

Person-Licensing Condition
A π -feature [F] must be licensed by AGREE of some segment in a feature structure
of which [F] is a subset.
(Béjar and Řezáč 2009:46)

In terms of feature specifications like in Table 3.5, (78) means that a probe is licensed if
one of its segments has successfully entered AGREE. For probes, licensing in terms of (78)
means to receive a value for one of its features. For goals, licensing in the sense of (78)
reconstructs the case filter, the requirement that every noun phrase be syntactically licensed.

An Example. The resulting system of φ AGREE is illustrated in Table 3.6 for agreement
between v and DO in a language that, like the strong PCC varieties of Catalan, has probes
consisting only of [uπ ] and [uPART] (adapted from Béjar and Řezáč 2009:44). Goals are
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a. 2-DO



v 
uπ

uPART

b. 1-DO

c. 3-DO

v
v
V  DP   uπ  V  DP   uπ  V DP
π
π
π
uPART Match
Match
uPART
Match
 PART 
PART
SPEA

Table 3.6: Agreement with articulated probes and goals.

specified for the features in Table 3.5. There are three relevant configurations for agreement
and valuation: (i) the probe and the goal have the same features, Table 3.5a. This happens
when DO is second person. (ii) The probe has a smaller feature specification than the the
goal, Table 3.5b. This happens with first person DOs. This scenario requires valuation to
copy a feature structure that is larger than that of the probe as described in (77b). This
addresses the more general scenario of how morphological agreement can express features
(here first person) that the probe is not syntactically specified for. Finally, (iii) the probe
has a more complex feature specification than the goal, Table 3.5c. This scenario will be
relevant for agreement between one probe and multiple arguments. The three scenarios
will be discussed in turn.
Table 3.6a shows a situation where v agrees with a second person object. Both the
[π ] and the [PART] segments of the probe match the corresponding features on the goal.
Valuation copies the features of the goal onto the probe. In accordance with (77c) this
leads to the valuation and deactivation of the [uπ ]- and the [uPART]-segments of the probe
and the goal. Both probe and goal are licensed in terms of (78), as both of their segments
have successfully entered AGREE.
Table 3.6 b. and c. illustrate two kinds of mismatches between the feature specifications
of the probe and the goal. In Table 3.6b, v agrees with a first person direct object. This
is a situation where the probe has a less complex feature specification than the goal. Like
before, both segments of the probe match the corresponding segments of the goal. In
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accordance with (77b), valuation copies not just [π ] and [PART], but also the more specific
feature [SPEA], despite [SPEA] not having been M ATCHed. The copying of features like
[SPEA] allows features that fail to be syntactically AGREEd with are none the less realized
morphologically. Valuation leads to the valuation and deactivation of [uπ ] and [uPART] on
the probe. Both probe and goal are licensed according to (78), since at least one of their
segments has successfully AGREED. Thus the fact that the [SPEA]-segment on the goal
does not enter AGREE, remains without consequence.
Table 3.6c illustrates a mismatch in the other direction: the feature specification on
the probe is less complex than that on the goal. This happens when a probe with the
specification [uπ , uPART] agrees with a third person object that is only specified as [π ]. As
shown in Table 3.6c, only the [π ] segment of the probe matches the goal. Valuation copies
only [π ] to the probe. The new aspect here is that the [PART]-segment of the probe does
not AGREE at this stage in the derivation. It remains unvalued and thus active allowing it
to probe again at a later stage in the derivation at which point it may be able to AGREE
with other goals. The agreement between the [π ]-segments in Table 3.6c is still sufficient
to license the probe, since on of its features has successfully AGREED. Table 3.7 illustrates
what such a second step of AGREE would look like. If, for example, head movement raised
the probe to a higher position from where it has access to a second argument, like the subject
in the specifier of v, the unvalued [UPART]-segment could probe again and AGREE with the
[PART]-feature of the subject. This would also license the subjects [π ]-feature via (77b)
and the entailment relation between [PART] and [π ]. The derivation in Table 3.7 illustrates
a key feature of agreement with multiple goals in the system of person features in Table 3.5.
As discussed in the context of Table 3.1, one probe can only AGREE with multiple goals if
the second probe has more features than the first. The subset relations between the features
of different person categories in Table 3.5 extend this logic to competition among different
person categories. Since ‘more features’ in this system means ‘more local,’ a probe will
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Step 1: v AGREES with 3-DO.



v 
uπ

uPART

Step 2: v AGREES with 2-subject.

=⇒
V

DP
 DO

π
A GREE



π
v
·X0
uPART
A GREE

 DPS  v
π
PART

VDP
 DO

π

Table 3.7: Cyclic Expansion via head movement of the probe.

only be able to agree with two goals if the second one is more local than the first. This
interaction will be used in Chapter 4 to derive the PCC.

3.2.2 Adapting the Proposal
The proposal here will differ from the ones lined out above in the following ways.
(i) Third person and number features will be syntactically represented as privative features
and syntactically accessible on both DO and IO, Section 3.2.2.1. (ii) Section 3.2.2.2 will
adopt the person licensing condition in (70), rather than the one in (78). This is in recognition of the fact that local but not third person features require syntactic licensing. Third
person features are syntactically wellformed on their own. Plural features will receive the
same treatment. (iii) Third person and plural features only require syntactic agreement
to become visible to the PF interface. (iv) I will adopt a separation of φ -agreement and
case licensing for direct objects to allow object to receive case even in the absence of φ agreement.

3.2.2.1 Syntactic Representation of Person and Number
The first aspect of the PCC accounts that needs to be refined is the representation of
person and number.
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I follow the proposals in Béjar (2003) and Nevins (2007) and assume that third person
is syntactically represented, and in particular Nevins (2007) in assuming that it is represented in the same way on DO and IO. Unlike Nevins (2007), however, I adopt Béjar’s
representation of third person by a privative feature [π ]. The choice for a privative representation is with the goal in mind of deriving PCC in Chapter 4 from the same system.
A multiple AGREE system with privative person features as developed by Nevins (2007)
could be adapted to derive 3-3-Effects and

UPE

with slightly different assumptions about

morphology. Some of these assumptions will be necessary independently to derive UPE in
BC as an instance of omnivorous number as proposed in Nevins (2011). Section 4.3 will
discuss issues that arise for a multiple AGREE analysis that covers both 3-3-Effects and
PCC in CC.
For number, I follow Nevins’s (2011) proposal that plural is represented as a privative
feature while singular has no syntactic representation (for a similar argument based on
different facts Kratzer 2008). Similarly, Béjar (2003) proposes a syntactic representation of
number based on privative features that allows underspecification of singular as an option.
Section 3.2.3.1 will show that a binary representation for number like [±PLURAL] does
not derive the facts.4 Catalan internal evidence for singular being the absence of a number
specification can be seen in the parallel behavior of the neuter clitic ho and singular DOs
in IO-opacity in AG (§2.4.3.4). In AG, singular DOs trigger 3-3-Effects, causing IO to be
realized as /i/. Plural DOs do not cause opacity. Combinations of 3-IO+3PL-DO surface
transparently as li ls or li les, with masculine and feminine DOs respectively. The neuter
clitic ho, which is not specified for number, also triggers opacity. Combinations like li-ho
surface as lo-hi like in BC (§2.4.7.2). This means that for the purposes of opacity, the
singular /l/-marked DO behaves just like the neuter ho, which is not specified for number
4 The

system developed here does work with a privative representation of number as [SG, PL], where
singular is syntactically represented. The added representation of singular does not derive anything though
that not derived in the system without it.
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at all. This is what is expected if singular number was the absence of morphosyntactic
specification.

3.2.2.2 Syntactic Licensing of Person, Number and Case
This section introduces a new interpretation of the role of third person and plural vis a
vis agreement, case and morphological realization. The central idea is that what sets apart
third person and plural from local person is that they are by themselves syntactically wellformed and do not share local person’s need for syntactic licensing. Rather than affecting
syntactic licensing, AGREE with third person and plural makes them visible to the PF interface allowing for lexical insertion. This new role for φ -agreement changes the relation
between φ -agreement and the case filter. I will propose, following Koizumi (1995) and
Cuervo (2003) that object case is assigned by a head between V and v.

3.2.2.2.1 Licensing Person and Number.

The second change to the system laid out

Section 3.2.1 is in the assumptions about licensing. The statement about person licensing
in (78) does not distinguish third from local person anymore in the way the earlier PLC
in (70) does. Instead of (78), I will adopt a reinterpretation of Béjar and Řezáč’s (2003)
Person Licensing Condition, (70) repeated here.

(70)

Person Licensing Condition (PLC):
An interpretable 1st /2nd person feature must be licensed by entering into an agree
relation with a functional category.
(Béjar and Řezáč 2003:53)

In the context of Table 3.5, (70) means that [PART] and [SPEAKER], have to be licensed in
the syntax. The PLC states the fact local person has an independent, so far not well understood (see Baker 2008 though for a possible explanation), need for licensing (in particular
Preminger 2011b).
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Third person features, [π ], are simply outside of the purview of the PLC. This is what
one expects. Third person is interpretable on pronouns, and valued under the assumption
that being third person is not a property that is assigned by some other head. A priori,
one would not expect third person, or person more generally, to be subject to some special
licensing requirement. This is why the PLC is an interesting fact.
Being a syntactically visible, valued feature makes [π ] a possible agreement target. So
while person does not need to enter AGREE with a functional head to be licensed, it can enter AGREE-relations and doing so, I propose, has an effect. Only when [π ] has entered into
AGREE with a functional head is it visible to the PF-interface and will trigger lexical insertion of an exponent. This is a slightly different interpretation of the idea in Chomsky (1995)
that checking relations make features legible to the interfaces. While [π ] is wellformed on
its own in narrow syntax, AGREE is necessary to make it visible to the PF-interface. This
behavior of [π ] provides the link between AGREE and morphological realization. Section
3.2.3.2 below will return to the relation between AGREE and morphological realization by
addressing the issue of whether what is spelled out at PF as the result of AGREE is the
probe or the goal part of the AGREE relation.
The effect of the PLC in the system here will be quite different from Béjar and Řezáč’s
(2003). In their system, 3-DOs do not have [π ]-features, and the effect of PLC is limited to
1/2-objects. In the system here, where both DOs and IOs have [π ]-features, [π ] can fail to
AGREE without causing a crash, because it does not fall under (70).
Based on the parallel behavior of plural and third person in Opacity of Unique Exponence, I assume that the syntactic feature [PL] behaves in the same way as [π ]. It too
is syntactically wellformed, but only becomes visible to the PF interface when it enters
AGREE with an appropriate head.
As for the mechanics about licensing, I keep the system of matching and valuation in
(77). This is to allow a feature [SPEA] to be licensed when the feature structure it is part
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of only AGREEs in [PART], as in Table 3.6b. This will become relevant in the discussion of
the PCC in Chapter 4.
Unlike the definition of licensing in (78), the PLC in (70) only concerns goals, not
probes. I remain agnostic about the licensing needs of probes. All that is necessary for the
current proposal is that probes (i) do probe, and (ii) do so as soon as they are merged (see
Řezáč 2003). Like (78), I assume that probes that fail to value their features do not cause
ungrammaticality. In this respect, my proposal resembles recent proposals like Bošković
(2007) and Preminger (2010, 2011a) that locate the restrictions on AGREE in the needs of
the goal, rather than those of the probe.
3.2.2.2.2 Licensing Case. Placing [π ] and [PL] outside the purview the PLC and allowing them not to AGREE without causing the derivation to crash raises the question of how
third person arguments are licensed. While the particular assumptions about person and
number throw this question into relief, it is not an artifice of these assumptions. Section
3.1.3 already presented data from Catalan showing that number agreement cannot universally be held responsible for licensing objects in quirky subject constructions.
Preminger (2011b) similarly argues that the PLC is independent of the case filter based
on facts from non-finite environments in Basque. Evidence for for successful case licensing
in contexts where person agreement appears to have failed can also be seen in the fact that
there are PCC repairs where person agreement with DOs has failed, yet those DOs appear
in their normal case. Section 2.2 presented examples where PCC between two internal
argument clitics is repaired by cliticizing a higher argument and realizing DO as a free
pronoun. Such repairs are reported for Spanish, (43a), and Catalan, (52a.i), in combinations
of two local person pronouns and for Classical Arabic for all person combinations that
violate the PCC, e.g. (44).
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(43)

1/2-IO 1/2-DO: PCC-repair can target either DO or IO.

(Spanish)

te recomendaron
a mi
2 recommended(3. PL) to me
a. ‘They recommended me to you.’

(Bonet 1991:203)

(52a.i) Realizing DO as a strong pronoun:

(Catalan)

M’ha recomanat
a tu per a la feina la subdirectora
1-has recommended a 2 for the job the deputy
director
‘The deputy director has recommended you to me for the job’
(44)

PCC repairs on DO:

(Classical Arabic)

a. 3-IO+1-DO:
V
IO
DO
Q
-hu:
{*-ni:/
PIj:a:-ja}
PaQt a:
gave.3 SG . M -CL .3 SG . M {-CL .1 SG . ACC/ ACC - CL .1 SG . GEN}
‘He gave me to him’
(Derenbourg 1881:335/6, Wright 1874:104)
b. 2-IO+1-DO:
IO
DO
V
-ka
{*-ni:/
PIj:a:-ja}
PaQtQ a:
gave.3 SG . M -CL .2 SG . M {-CL .1 SG . ACC/ ACC - CL .1 SG . GEN}
‘He gave me to you’

(Derenbourg 1881:335/6, Nevins 2007:298)

In all three languages, DO appears here with its normal case marking and in the morphological form that is found elsewhere when non-clitic pronouns are used (unlike for example
the DO repairs in Georgian: Bonet 1994). What the PCC seems to be preventing in these
contexts is not case licensing on DO but cliticization.
Given these independent problems of attributing case licensing either to number agreement or the PLC, I adopt the proposals by Koizumi (1995) and Cuervo (2003) that object
case is licensed by a head separate from the projection that introduces subjects, v, that is
between V and v. Whether or not this head triggers movement will determine whether DO
or IO is the target of opacity. I will return to the issue of separating case, movement and

φ -agreement in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.1 Derivation for dóna [liz-o], ‘Give them them,’ (19)/Table 2.19d.
v
u#
uπ

H
[ ACC ] V
 IO 
DAT X



PL X

πX



A PPL

 DO 
PL

 π 
ACC X

3.2.3 Deriving Clitic Opacity
With the assumptions about the representation and syntactic licensing and morphological realization of person and number in place, Opacity of Unique Exponence on DO and
IO in MJ and CC can now be derived. I begin with the derivation of MJ. This is because
out of the box the structure for the PCC in (34)/(68)/Table 3.2 predicts agreement to fail on
DO when DO and IO are specified for the same features. MJ fits this picture because it has
DO opacity. Section 3.2.3.1 shows the derivation of Opacity of Unique Exponence for MJ,
and demonstrates how the separation of person and number probes allows for an account of
the situations where different arguments surface with person and number features. Section
3.2.3.2 further clarifies the relation between AGREE and morphological realization. Section
3.2.3.3 shows for CC how case driven movement to H can derive the difference between
DO and IO opacity.

3.2.3.1 Opaque Direct Objects in MJ
Combining the assumptions about φ -features and case from the preceding section with
the syntactic structure in Table 3.2 gives the first attempt at deriving 3-3-Effects and UPE as
in Figure 3.1. DO and IO are introduced as the complement and specifier of A PPL. A PPLP
is the complement of V, which in turn is dominated by the case assigning head H and v
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carrying the φ -probe. Valuation is omitted. successful AGREE operations are indicated
by checkmarks on the goal. Both DO and IO in Figure 3.1 are plural and third person.
This structure should derive both 3-3-Effects and

UPE.

H licenses the accusative case of

the direct object. IO does not intervene with this relation because it has inherent dative.
v AGREEs with IOs [ PL ]- and [π ]-features because IO c-commands DO. IO’s features are
thereby become visible to the PF interface and are spelled out eventually as [liz]. DO’s

φ -features fail to AGREE, remain invisible to PF and are not spelled-out. DO is realized at
PF only as [o], which I argued in Section 2.4.5 to be an exponent of case.
Figure 3.1 shows that the same derivational interaction that drives the PCC, also drives
Opacity of Unique Exponence: when two arguments are specified for the same feature
and there is only one probe for that feature, the syntactically lower one fails to AGREE.
When the features involved are local person features, the inability of the lower argument to
AGREE causes the derivation to crash due to the PLC. When the features involved are by
themselves syntactically wellformed, the derivation does not crash, but the lower features
will not be visible to the PF interface. The same derivational interaction of probes and goals
derives both PCC and Opacity of Unique Exponence. The different effects of agreement
failure in them are a function of the different role that AGREE plays in the licensing of local
person vs. third person and plural.
The structure in Figure 3.1 derives the place of opacity from the syntactic structure.
Reading off the terminals in Figure 3.1 also shows that the structure predicts the linear
order of the transparent and opaque clitics. This issue will be discussed in more detail in
Sections 3.3.4 and 3.2.4.

3.2.3.1.1 Independent Probing of Person and Number and the Representation of Singular.

The derivation in Figure 3.1 shows UPE, where the plural of IO blocks the licensing

of number on DO. This derivation works with a privative representation of number just as
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Figure 3.2 No intervention by singular number. Derivation for Table 2.19b.
v
[PL , π ]

H
[ ACC ]

V
 IO 
DAT X

πX

A PPL

 DO 
π
 PL X 
ACC X

well as with a binary one, say [±PLURAL]. This changes once contexts where IO is singular and only DO is plural like [lí-wz] donava, (13b)/Table 2.19b., are taken into account.
If number was a binary feature [±PLURAL], a singular feature [–PLURAL] on IO should
intervene with licensing plural on DO in the same way [PL] does in Figure 3.1. As a result, we should never see plural marking on DO, contrary to fact (for a similar argument
Nevins 2011). This problem does not arise of number is represented by a privative feature
[ PL ( URAL )] as shown in Figure 3.2. v’s [u#]-segment can probe past singular IOs unimpededly and AGREE [PL] on DO. Material that is not relevant for the point at hand is grayed
out to reduce clutter. When neither DO nor IO is plural, v’s [ PL ]-feature does not AGREE.
Following Béjar and Řezáč (2009) and Preminger (2010, 2011a), I take undischarged features on heads not to be a problem.
The presence of dissociations in person and number agreement in the clitic domain
further supports the independent probing of person and number originally motivated in
context of restrictions on local person, like Icelandic dative-nominative constructions.

3.2.3.2 Syntactic Licensing and Morphological Realization
Section 3.2.2.2 introduced the general relation between AGREE and visibility to morphological insertion for [π ] and [PL]. Section 3.2.3.1 showed how that proposal together
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with the syntactic structure derives absence of AGREE with DO’s [π ]/[PL]-features in MJ.
I will know make concrete which link in this AGREE-relation becomes visible to PF, the
probe or the goal.
There are two options where the AGREE relation between v’s probe and the clitic could
find a morphological realization. It could be on the probe, as happens in subject-verb
agreement, or on the probe. I will showed above that syntactic relations of the clitics at the
point when v probes derives the beginnings of the transparent-opaque order in clitic opacity
contexts. This will be made more concrete in Section 3.2.4. This follows only if what
becomes visible to lexical insertion via AGREE are the goals. If the transparent-opaque
order was to be derived from spell-out of the probe, an additional mechanism would become
necessary to let the morphological realization of the probe mirror the order in which its
features have been valued such that earlier valuation translates into leftward position. I
will not pursue such an spell-out of the probe-system here and instead assume that AGREE
makes [π ] and [PL] visible on the goals.
Lexical insertion rules like (79) can now be used to spell out the clitics in structure like
Figure 3.1 and 3.2. Lexical insertion rules presumably refer to the morphological features
in Tables 3.3/3.4. For the purposes of person and number licensing, however, the syntactic
features [π ], [PART], [SPEA] and [PL] are sufficient to state lexical insertion rules for clitic
morphology. The insertion rules in (79) are stated in terms of these features to make clear
the relation between syntactic licensing and morphological realization, not as a general
claim about the relation between syntactic features and morphological realization. The
rules in (79a–e) are adaptations of those in Bonet (1995:643–4, see (87) below). First and
second person pronouns are inserted for [SPEA] and [PART] features respectively. More
importantly, the 3-marker /l/ is inserted when a pronouns syntactically licenses only a [π ].5
5 Comparing

the derivations in Table 3.6 with the insertion rules here, the reader might wonder why a
second person DO that has AGREEd in [π , PART] is spelled out as /t/ by (79b), rather than as /t+l/ or /l+t/ by
application of both (79b) and (79d). There are at least two ways this result could be obtained.
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(79)

Lexical insertion rules for MJ:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

[SPEA] 7→ /m/
[PART] 7→ /t/
[PART, PL] 7→ /w/
[π ] 7→ /l/
[PL] 7→ /z/
[ DAT ] 7→ /i/
[ ACC ] 7→ /o/

(first person singular)
(second person sigular)
(second person plural)
(third person)
(plural)
(dative)
(accusative, MJ)

Rule g. encodes the proposal from Section 2.4.5 that /o/ in MJ is the realization of just accusative case.6 Since the distribution of /o/ differs widely among dialects (Section 2.4.7.2),
it is at least likely that /o/ will not be the exponent of the same feature in all dialects.
The application of the rules in (79) to the syntactic output of Figures 3.1 and 3.2 is
shown in (80) and (81). Syntactic features that did not AGREE and are invisible to PF are
grayed out.

(80)

3-3-Effects and UPE: 3PL-IO+3PL-DO, Lexical Insertion for Figure 3.1.
...
IO
...
DO
Syntax:
[π , DAT, PL]
[π , ACC, PL]
k
k
k
k
Lexical
(79d)(79f)(79e)
(79g)
Insertion:
⇓ ⇓ ⇓
⇓
/l
i
z/
/o/

One explanation comes from an adaptation of the general mechanism of how insertion rules are chosen
to the morphological structures in Table 3.3. The general principle in DM is that when multiple insertion
rules have features relevant for a context, the one that is most specific is chosen. ‘More specific’ here means
realizing more features and/or having a more specific insertion context. This, for example, picks (79c) for the
realization of a second person plural clitic over a combination of (79b) and (79e). Once feature structures like
in Table 3.3 are adopted, a new notion of specificity becomes available. All structures that contain [ADDR ]
also contain [RE], but not the reverse. In this sense, [ADDR ] is more specific than [RE]. If insertion is sensitive
to this notion of specificity, it will correctly pick /t/ over /t+l/ or /l+t/.
A different explanation comes from keying lexical insertion into the hierarchical organization of morphological structures. If lexical insertion only accessed the terminals in the morphological structure in Table 3.3,
it would be insensitive to the presence of the [RE]-nodes that [ADDR ]-nodes are dependent on.
The choice between these and possibly other alternatives is beyond the focus of this investigation. A
solution that would not work is to include [π ]/[RE] in the insertion context of local person clitics, e.g.
[π ,PART]/[RE, ADDR ] 7→ /t/, and let standard specificity pick. Section 4.1.1 discusses a context where local
person clitics fail to license their [π ]-features. Accordingly, only [PART]/[PART] and its dependent features
would be visible to PF in that context. A rule like [RE, ADDR ] 7→ /t/ would fail to apply here.
6 Some additional work is necessary to implement this idea in DM so that the insertion of /l/ blocks the
insertion of [o] for DO case.
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(81)

3-3-Effects and plural on DO: 3SG-IO+3PL-DO, Lexical Insertion for Figure 3.2.
...
IO
...
DO
Syntax:
[π , DAT]
[π , ACC, PL]
k
k
k
k
Lexical
(79d)(79f)
(79g)(79e)
Insertion:
⇓ ⇓
⇓
⇓
/l
i/
/o z/

In upcoming trees, I will show lexical insertion in the tree.
The way syntactic licensing makes φ -features of goals visible to PF shares the property
of valuation in (77b) that it can extend to morphologically dependent features that do not
themselves enter AGREE. The relevant context is illustrated in Table 3.6b., where a probe
specified as [uπ , uPART] AGREEs with a first person goal. [π ] and [PART] enter AGREE,
and valuation copies not just [π ] and [PART], but also the feature dependent on [PART],
[SPEA]. I assume that likewise, AGREEment with [PART] makes [PART] and its dependent
feature [SPEA] on the goal visible for lexical insertion.
Clause (77b) in the assumptions about AGREE, repeated below, together with the morphological structure in Table 3.3 predicts a connection between syntactic person licensing
and the morphological realization of number.

(77)

Assumptions for Agree
b. When a feature [uF] matches with a goal [F′ ], AGREE copies the feature structure containing [F′ ] (i.e., all features that entail [F′ ]) to [F]; this constitutes
valuing.
(Béjar and Řezáč 2009:45)

Table 3.6 discussed that (77b) allows the copying of morphological features that are not
themselves syntactically active, but entail features that are. Entailment relations of this
kind also hold between person and number: [RE] is entailed by [GROUP ]. This predicts that
in a context where a plural argument licenses its [π ]-feature, but fails to license [PL], the
entailment relation between [RE] and [GROUP ] would still allow [PL]/[GROUP ] to be realized morphologically. Within the empirical domain discussed here, this corresponds to the
unattested situation where in a 3PL-IO+3 PL-DO combination one argument would surface
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with person morphology and the other one with number morphology. Figure 3.2 shows
the derivation for this combination and why the relevant combination of person AGREE
without number AGREE could not arise.
The reverse, however, does happen, Figure 3.2 for MJ. DO does not AGREE in [π ]
but does AGREE in [PL]. In CC, likewise, find indirect objects with plural, but not person
morphology, the forms /zi/ in Tables 2.11e/f and 2.12c. The possibility of licensing person
without also licensing person is correctly predicted by the entailment relations in Table 3.3.

3.2.3.3 Opaque Indirect Objects in Central Catalan
Central Catalan varieties like BC and BAC differ from MJ in the locus of opacity, IO
instead of DO, and in the order of the clitic, DO-IO instead of IO-DO. This section shows
that the difference between MJ and CC can be derived by assuming that DO movement
above IO for which there is independent evidence. I propose that this movement is case
related.
Section 3.2.3.1 shows that the c-command relation between DO and IO at the merger
of v determines which argument is opaque. The base order puts IO above DO, leading to
opaque DOs. To reverse the opacity pattern, DO has to be placed above IO. I propose the
reversal of the opacity pattern is driven by movement to the case assigning head H, similar
to the short object shift proposed for English by Johnson (1991). This movement places
DO above IO v will accordingly access DO before IO.
Case related movement of DO above IO finds independent support from word order
outside the clitic domain. Cuervo (2003) shows that Spanish double object constructions
underlyingly have a structure where IO c-commands DO, but have the surface order DOIO. She proposes the surface order is brought about by case related movement of DO. BC is
similar in that DO-IO is the basic order of non-pronominal arguments (e.g. Hualde 1992:89,
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96). It seems plausible then to assume that the DO-IO order in the clitic domain also arises
from such movement.
Some support for DO-IO-order might also be seen in the restrictions on the order of
local person clitics found with Ultrastrong PCC speakers, Section 2.2. Recall that the order between local person clitics is fixed to 2-1 in CC, independently of the grammatical
function of the two clitics. This can be seen in combinations involving ethical datives and
inherent reflexives as in (86), and in the ambiguity of examples like (35b) to weak PCC
speakers. The only interaction of clitic order and grammatical function is found with ultrastrong PCC speakers who accept examples like (37), partially repeated here, only under
the reading (37a), where the lefthand clitic is interpreted as DO and the righthand one is
interpreted as IO.

(37)

Ultrastrong PCC in Barceloní Catalan:
DO IO
Te ’m van recomanar
per la feina
2 1 recommended.3 PL for the job
b. ‘They recommended you to me for the job’

(Bonet 1991:179)

Thus the only place where we find a fixed order of arguments in combinations of local
person clitics, shows DO-IO order, the same order found among third person clitics and
non-clitic arguments. The fact that in all these places the order is different from the base
order [IO. . . DO] shows that it is the result of movement.
With these assumptions in place, the CC patterns of Tables 2.11g/h. and 2.12d. can be
derived as in Figure 3.3. The first relevant step in the derivation is H assigning [ACC] on
DO and moving it into its specifier. In the next step, v’s [π ]- and [PL]-features AGREE with
those on DO. Since all of v’s features have AGREEd in this step, nothing AGREEs with the
[π ]- and [PL]-features on IO. When the structure is shipped off to the morphology, 3- and
plural markers are inserted for DO but only a dative-marker for IO. 3-3-Effects and UPE are
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Figure 3.3 Derivation for 3-3-Effects and UPE on IO, Tables 2.11g/h. and 2.12d.
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derived in the same way as in MJ above, but affect a different argument due to case driven
movement.
Like in MJ, the syntactic structure determines the place of opacity, and as is to be
expected in such a system, changes to the syntactic structure, here movement of the object,
affect the output of AGREE-relations. This difference between the MJ on the one hand and
CC on the other, resembles the difference between structures that show PCC in Icelandic,
(46), and those that avoid it via movement (47). Icelandic can avoid the PCC by moving
the nominative object above the dative, (47), closer to T. Likewise, BC avoids opacity of
DO, and as Chapter 4 will show PCC, by moving DO above the dative and closer to the
person licenser v. Analyzing clitic opacity as the result of AGREE allows an analysis of the
different patterns of opacity in terms of the same strategies that underly ways of avoiding
the PCC (Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b, Řezáč 2008b see §2.2.1).

3.2.4 Rightward Position of Opaque Clitics
The proposal so far derives that the syntactically higher clitic manages to license its φ features, while the lower one fails to do so. Like one probe two goal-accounts of the PCC,
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a clitic that is c-commanded by another clitic at the point when v is merged fails to AGREE
with v in the features that it shares with the higher clitic. Features that fail to AGREE are
not visible to the PF-interface, and accordingly fail to be realized morphologically. This
dependency between c-command and AGREE derive the observed transparent-opaque order
by translating the c-command relation between the two clitics into linear precedence. The
trees in Figures 3.1–3.3 show the two arguments in the surface order. This section will
discuss how this result can be maintained in the context of other operations clitics undergo
and that may change their order.
A popular line of analysis assumes that the AGREE-relations between v and the clitics
goes along with head movement of the clitics’s D-head to v (in the context of PCC: Anagnostopoulou 2003, Béjar and Řezáč 2003 and the former for more general discussion).
These D-heads are then spelled out as clitics. Similar to Anagnostopoulou (2003), one
could adopt Richards’s (1997) tucking in movement, which would preserve the underlying
order between the clitics. Anagnostopoulou invokes tucking in only for derivations where
v-AGREES with both arguments and both move to v. The proposal here cannot generally invoke movement to v because the lower arguments often fail to AGREE with v in any feature.
Chapter 4 will extend the proposal for CC such that v does AGREE with IO in 3-3-Effects.
This would allow a tucking in analysis for CC where both DO and IO move to v. For MJ
on the other hand movement to some higher head would have to deliver a place for DO to
tuck in. This seems at least possible, given for example Cardinaletti and Starke’s (1999)
proposal that deficient elements like clitics and weak pronouns enter licensing relations
with multiple heads along the clausal spine.
A second line of analysis could leave the pronouns in their positions in the Figures 3.1–
3.3 and rely on linearization to derive the transparent-opaque order. Following the proposal
in Kayne (1994) and much subsequent work, lower syntactic position translates into rightward position in the string. Through this relation between order and structure, the syntactic
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configuration that leads to opacity also derives the righthand position of the opaque clitic in
the vP-domain. One could combine this proposal with the Fox and Pesetsky’s (2005) cyclic
linearization, where linearization takes place at every phase edge throughout the derivation
with the result that the linear-relations in earlier phases have to be maintained later in the
derivation. If cyclic linearization applied at the v-level in Figures 3.1–3.3, the syntactically
higher, transparent arguments would be linearized before the lower, opaque ones, and this
order could not be changed by later syntactic operations.
To fully derive the righthand position of opaque clitics at the clausal level, operations
after the completion of vP must not: (i) Create additional opacity or (ii) Change the order
of DO and IO. On the first point, there is no evidence that movement, e.g. the alternation
between pre- and postverbal position, creates opacity. Under the conception of opacity as
failure of φ -agreement advocated here, it is also not expected that movement would create
opacity. Once features have AGREED and are thus made visible for the PF-interface, later
operations should not make them invisible again. On the contrary, this conception of opacity predicts that movement could feed transparency, if it moved the clitic into the domain of
another person licenser or if the movement itself involved φ -AGREE. An example of syntactic movement feeding transparency might be seen in AG (§2.4.3.4). This dialect shows
opacity when the clitic string is in postverbal position, but not when it appears in preverbal
position. If the alternation between pre- and postverbal order is an instance of movement,
the data suggest that movement can indeed feed transparency.
On the second point, following Noyer (1997, see Section 3.3.3), I assume that syntactic, purely morphological and possibly other factors can contribute to clitic ordering.
Both tucking in- and cyclic linearization-analyses severely limit the influence of syntactic
movement on clitic order after the vP-domain. The tucking in of the pronouns’ D-heads
on their movement target creates a complex head. Syntactic operations cannot easily reorder material inside complex heads, unless an additional excorporation like operation is
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assumed. Cyclic linearization likewise prohibits later syntactic reordering. It is interesting
then that syntactic movement does appear to affect clitic order. An example again comes
from AG (§2.4.3.4). This dialect shows opacity when the clitic string appears in postverbal
position, but not when it appears in preverbal position. This goes along with a switch from
DO-IO order in postverbal position to IO-DO order in preverbal position. If the alternation
between pre- and postverbal order is an instance of movement, the change in clitic order
would indicate that movement outside the vP-domain can alter the order of DO and IO. In
this particular instance, movement also goes along with a loss of opacity. I leave open for
the moment how this change in clitic order is to be derived. Further insight into the matter
might come from a better understanding of the general relation between IO-DO-order and
transparency that is also visible in VS, and NVS.
Besides syntactic operations, morphological ones may alter clitic order. This is independently necessary given the templatic order of local person clitics and the reflexive/impersonal se (§2.1.1.3 and §3.3.3). Similarly, I argued that MO, Section 2.4.4, is plausibly an example of morphology altering the order of clitics. MO has adopted a Spanishlike realization of opaque IOs as the reflexive/impersonal se, which appears to the left of
the DO clitic. It is the only Catalan dialect where the opaque clitic precedes the transparent one. In Section 2.1.1.3, I argued that this exception is best understood in terms of the
unusual ordering properties of the morph se.
Thus, morphological, and possibly syntactic, operations could change the order of IO
and DO after the derivation of vP is completed. Such syntactic or morphological changes in
clitic order after v is merged would also have to account for the opaque-transparent orders
in languages other than Catalan.
In conclusion, the rightward position of opaque clitics in Catalan arises from the combination of three factors: (i) The syntactic position of DO and IO relative to each other when
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v is merged, (ii) The relation between c-command and linear order, and (iii) The absence
of subsequent operations that alter the order of DO and IO clitics.

3.2.5 Interim Summary
UPE

and 3-3-Effects are derived by the same mechanism: failure of syntactic licensing

feeds absence of morphological realization. This captures the their common logic: when
IO and DO are specified for the same feature, only one morphological realization of that
feature surfaces. The righthand position of the opaque clitic is the result of lower syntactic
position. The account relies on changing assumptions about how φ -features are represented
on DO and IO, and syntactic licensing interacts with morphological realization. Both number and person receive privative representations and are accessed in the same way on IO
and DO by v.
The alternation between opacity on DOs and IOs is attributed to case related movement. This difference between the MJ on the one hand and CC on the other, resembles
the difference between structures that show PCC in Icelandic, (46), and those that avoid it
via movement (47). Icelandic can avoid the PCC by moving the nominative object above
the dative, (47). Likewise, BC avoids opacity of DO, and as Chapter 4 will show PCC, by
moving DO above the dative and closer to the person licenser v. Analyzing clitic opacity
as the result of AGREE allows an analysis of the different patterns of opacity in terms of
the same strategies that underly ways of avoiding the PCC (Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005b,
Řezáč 2008b see Section 2.2.1).
Fairly standard assumptions about AGREE and the structure of double object constructions determine the locus of opacity in clitic clusters. The syntactically less prominent
argument fails to AGREE in whatever features it shares with the more prominent one. In
combination with the relation between c-command and linear precedence, this mechanism
derives the basis for the righthand position of opaque clitics.
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Combining the assumptions about the representation of person, the licensing of person
(the PLC) and the relation between syntactic licensing and morphological realization already accounts for the observation in (33) that opaque realizations of local person are at
least less common than opaque realizations of third person and possibly absent. Under the
current conception, opacity arises when features go unlicensed in the syntax. According to
the PLC, local person features cannot go unlicensed in the syntax without causing a crash.
It follows that they will not surface opaquely due to the PLC.

3.3 Previous Approaches to Clitic Opacity: Post-syntactic Readjustment
This section discusses previous approaches to clitic opacity phenomena in Distributed
Morphology.
The general backdrop of both this section as for my own proposal is Distributive Morphology (DM, Halle and Marantz 1993, Embick and Noyer 2006). Two guiding principles
of DM that will be relevant in the discussion below are late insertion and reliance on syntactic structure. Late insertion means that the feature bundles manipulated by the syntax do
not contain phonological material. That material will not be inserted until very late in the
morphological component (the spell-out rules in Table 3.8). The second is that morphological structure is syntactic structure, and that morphology does not generate new structure
itself.
The morphological component is organized into several steps, as in the pop out box in
Table 3.8. This organization is taken from Bonet (1995), simultaneously a major contribution to the theory of opaque clitics and the most extensive analysis of restrictions on such
clitics in Catalan. The exposition here will follow it closely. Along the way, I will focus
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Lexicon
Mapping to morphological structures
↓
Morphological rules
↓
Linearization
↓
spell-out rules

Narrow
Syntax

Morphology
Logical Form

Phonological Form

Table 3.8: Distributed Morphology in the Y-model of the grammar.

on how restrictions on clitic combinations are dealt with in this system and in appropriate
places discuss other relevant analyses.

3.3.1 Mapping to Morphological Structure
The first step after syntax is the mapping of the syntactic terminals onto morphological
structures. Pronouns are assumed to be unstructured feature bundles in the syntax, and are
mapped onto hierarchical structures like those in (82) in the morphology.

(82)

a. 3-Dative:

b. Second person:
CL

ARG

([PL])

([fem])

3 RD
OBL

c. Locative:

CL

CL

ARG

3 RD

([PL])

2

OBL

These structures do not have linear order. Their major purpose in Bonet’s system is to
group features into units that undergo morphological processes together. At the same time,
the shapes of these structures constrain which kinds of morphological operations are possible (see discussion below). The mapping from syntax to morphological structures can
differ from language to language (Bonet 1993), capturing the fact that pronouns undergo
morphological processes differently in different languages. For example, Bonet (1993) attributes the fact that gender marking on DO clitics is lost in combinations of 3-DOs and
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IOs in BC (§2.4.3.1), but maintained in Non-Valencian Standard Catalan (NVS, §2.4.3.3)
to a different attachment of the [FEM]-node in the morphological structure.
The proposal here also uses structured morphological representations like the ones in
Table 3.4, but their function in the system is different. The structures are not used to constrain morphological operations on them. Rather, the entailment relations among features
in the morphology determine certain properties of their syntactic correlates like deactivation and valuation as defined in (77). In this sense even the syntactic features of pronouns
are not entirely unstructured anymore.
The proposal here, like previous ones, assumes structured morphological representations.

3.3.2 Morphological Rules
Bonet (1991, 1993, 1995) uses morphological rules that change the features of clitics
to derive opacity. The morphological rules responsible for clitic opacity are instances of
impoverishment rules, rules that delete morphological features in specific contexts. I will
discuss two proposals below on how such rules can be constrained.
In their simplest form, these rules delete certain features. One version of a rule for
Spurious se is given in (83).

(83)

Delete/alter the features corresponding to 3rd person on a dative when it precedes
another 3rd person.
(Nevins 2007:275)

Bonet (1995) proposes two restrictions on morphological rules. One capitalizes on
the morphological structures in (82) to restrict the kinds of operations rules can perform.
Morphological rules operating on trees delink or attach nodes. Delinking node x results
in delinking all of x’s daughters. As a result, every rule that targets x, will also affect
x’s daughters. In (82a) for example, delinking
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ARG

will also delinking the [FEM]- and

[PL]-features. In this way, the structures in (82) determine natural classes of features that
undergo processes together. A second restriction concerns the possible outputs of rules:
the output of a morphological rule has to be a morphological structure that independently
exists in the language. Morphological rules map elements of the clitic inventory of a language onto other elements of the inventory. This is intended to capture the Closed System
Generalization (§2.1.3), that opaque clitics are always forms that exist otherwise in the
language.
Table 3.9 illustrates this for the spurious se rule in Spanish (Bonet 1995:633). The
CL
CL
ARG

3 RD

(PL)

OBL

→
ARG

‘3-IO’

‘se’

,

CL
ARG

3 RD

‘3-DO’

Table 3.9: Spurious se-rule (Bonet 1995:633, notation adapted).
structure on the left is a simplified version of the structure of 3-IOs in (82a). It is mapped
onto its substructure on the right in the context of a 3-DO. The structure to the right of the
arrow is the structure Bonet independently proposes for se.
Morphological rules raise at least three questions: (i) What triggers their application?
(ii) Why are the clitics repaired in the way they are repaired? and (iii) How does the
grammar chose the clitic to be altered? Starting with the first, the system as it is developed
in Bonet (1995) provides no explanation for why rules like (83)/Table 3.9 apply. There is
nothing about the structures in Table 3.9 that makes them incompatible. Even if there was
an explanation like competition for a slot in the clitic string, that pressure is outside the
theory. The second question concerns how a language chooses which features to delete.
This is related to the previous point in that which features are deleted is presumably a
function of what kind of pressure a morphological rule responds to. Finally, why is it
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that the repairs take place where they take place. Why is it the dative’s features that are
deleted in Spurious se contexts? For example, there could be Spanish′ with the rule in
Table 3.10. The rule involves the same kinds of clitics and is triggered in the same context,
CL
CL
ARG

3 RD

→
ARG

(PL)
‘3-DO’

,

CL
ARG

3 RD

(PL)

OBL

‘se’

‘3-IO’

Table 3.10: Spurious se-rule targeting DO in Spanish′ .
combinations of a 3-DO and a 3-IO. The difference is that it repairs DO by mapping it to
se. The rule is wellformed, mapping the morphological structure of one clitic onto that
of another by delinking. se can also appear in DO position otherwise. Sequences of se
and third person dative le(s) are wellformed in Spanish as can be seen in the impersonal
construction in (84), where se appears as an impersonal clitic.

(84)

se le vio
IMP him saw
‘One sees him.’

There is also nothing fundamentally problematic about opaque DO clitics, these are attested
in MJ (§2.1.1.1 and §2.4.5). Something is left to be explained then about why the grammar
chooses the rule in Table 3.9 over the one in Table 3.10.
Another problem for restricting morphological rules as mapping to structures that independently exist comes from the counterexamples to the Closed System Generalization
(§2.1.3). Given that such exceptions exist, this does not seem like the right restriction on
morphological processes.
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3.3.2.1 Morphological Filters
Noyer (1997) develops an approach that addresses many of the issues mentioned in the
preceding discussion. Impoverishment happens in response to violating filters that militate against certain combinations of morphological features, and prepare a morphological
structure for spellout. These filters are assumed to be innate and adopted by the learning
child until conflicting evidence is encountered. Which feature is deleted is regulated by the
markedness scales in (85), where ‘x ≫ y’ means x is more marked than y. These scales are
assumed to be universal.

(85)

a.
b.
c.
d.

patients ≫ agents
person ≫ number ≫ gender
participants ≫ non-participants
1≫2

(Noyer 1997:xxii)

For illustration, the absence of gender marking on plural pronouns in German and Slavic is
accounted for by a filter *[PL, GEND], militating against combinations of plural and gender
(Noyer 1997:xx). Violations against this filter are fixed by deleting gender, because number
outranks gender on the scale in (85b).
This addresses the problems mentioned above as follows. Filters state the problem
that the morphological rules are a response to, and the feature hierarchy regulates what is
repaired and where. They also account for the relative rarity of opacity with local person
markers. Since participants outrank non-participants in (85c), they should be deleted less
commonly.
Some additional assumptions are necessary to apply this approach to co-occurrence
restrictions on the same feature like 3-3-Effects or

UPE.

This is because the hierarchies

in (85) do not determine a target for deletion when the filter is against two instances of
the same feature. Take Spurious se as an example. If the relevant filter is just *[3 3]
none of the hierarchies in (85) distinguishes the two and no deletion target can be chosen.
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This could be alleviated by refining the filter to *[3-IO 3-DO], and supplementing (85)
with a notion of markedness of grammatical categories such that one of IO or DO is more
marked. Grimshaw (1997, 2001) and Woolford (2001), for example, proposes that IO is
more marked than DO. Since the less marked feature is selected for deletion in this system,
a scale IO≫DO would select 3 on DO for deletion. This generates the MJ pattern where
DO is realized without person marking. A similar argument could be made for plural in
UPE.

A problem for any account using fixed markedness scales like (85) is variation. Many
Catalan dialects have opaque IOs not DOs. Fixed universal scales like (85) do not offer an
obvious way of deriving opacity on IO. The predictive power of (85) also comes from the
assumption that the markedness scales are universal. If they could be tilted either way to
select features on DO or IO as more marked, their explanatory power would disappear. A
system of constraint ranking and interaction like Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky
1993) might deliver this alternation while maintaining predictive power, but such a system
is very different from one based only on filters (see Grimshaw 1997, 2001 for OT analyses
of clitic opacity).
Alternatively, one might try to determine the place of repair for *[3-IO 3-DO] by appeal
to linear oder (e.g. for Spurious se Grimshaw 2001). After all, the generalization across
Catalan is that the personless clitic always appears last in the clitic string. This is impossible
in the filter system of Noyer (1997), because linear order of the clitics does not become
accessible in the derivation until later, so morphological filters cannot refer to it.
The proposal developed here offers answers to the whys and wheres of Opacity of
Unique Exponence. Unique exponence follows from the presence of only one single probe
with one third person and one number feature. Which argument’s features are transparent
and which one’s opaque is determined by the syntactic structure at the point when v is
merged.
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3.3.2.2 Constraints on Morphological Complexity do not drive 3-3-Effects and UPE
Stepping back from the technology of the filter approach, conceiving of 3-3-Effects
and UPE as the effects of constraints on morphological complexity makes false predictions
about their distribution.
If the kinds of clitic opacity under investigation here were the result of constraints on
morphological complexity, opacity should be more common on clitic combinations with
more, and more marked features. This prediction is falsified in several ways. On the
one hand local person clitics are, by any measure, more marked that third person ones.
Opacity should therefore be most common in combinations of two local person clitics than
in combinations of third person ones. As discussed in Section 2.1.4 this is not the case.
Combinations of local person clitics are either well formed, for example when they contain
ethical datives (see (86) below), or are repaired by structures other than opaque clitics as
shown for Spanish in (43) or Catalan in (52). Rather, opacity of local person clitics appears
to be relatively rare across Romance (§2.1.4).
One might object to this argument by saying that in combinations of 1/2-clitics both
clitics are marked and for that reason resist morphological adjustment. Because of that,
one may argue, a different morphological strategy is used, for example spelling out a lower
copy as proposed by Bonet (1991). Bonet (1991) proposes that strong pronoun repairs to
clitic restrictions like in (41)/(43) for Spanish, in (45b.i) for French, and in (52) for Catalan
involve the formation of a movement chain where the head is in a clitic position and lower
copies are in non-clitic positions. Constraints on clitic combinations are avoided by spelling
out a lower copy in this movement chain. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.1 presented an arguments
against this interpretation that showed that PCC repair strategies differ syntactically from
non-PCC structures, even when they are morphologically identical as in CC. To pick the
example from Catalan, while /i/ in 3-3-Effects can participate in clitic doubling, PCC-/i/
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cannot. Since clitic doubling is a syntactic fact (Anagnostopoulou 2005afor an overview),
this difference shows that PCC repairs involve syntactic changes, not just morphological
ones. For these data at least an interpretation of the repair as spell out of a lower copy of
the chain cannot be maintained. In addition, such a system would have to spell out when a
configuration is too complex to fix by feature deletion and other repair strategies become
necessary.
A different argument against filter-on-morphological-complexity approach comes from
the interaction between 3-3-Effects and number. If opacity were the reflex of a constraint
on morphological complexity, one expects it to be more common with plural pronouns than
singular ones, because plural is morphologically more marked than singular. The opposite
is the case. In NVS (§2.4.3.3) and the AG (§2.4.3.4), 3-3-Effect arise as long as both DO
and IO are singular. In both dialects, 3-3-Effects disappear when one of them is plural (IO
in NVS, DO in AG). I am not aware of a language that shows the reverse pattern.
To conclude, a filter-on-morphological-complexity approach makes false predictions
about the distribution of person opacity, in particular 3-3-Effects within Catalan. This
should, however, not be taken as a general argument against this type of analysis. The
filter analysis was originally developed to explain the tendency for marked members of a
paradigm of forms to make fewer distinctions than the less marked ones, e.g. the loss of
gender distinctions on plural pronouns discussed above. I take landscape of 3-3-Effects and
UPE

in Catalan to show that they are different kind of empirical phenomenon.

3.3.3 Linearization
After morphological rules have applied, linear order is imposed on the unordered morphological structures in (82). This concerns both the order of features in one clitic, and
the order of different clitics with respect to each other. Noyer (1997:205) calls the latter the placing problem. Catalan is the poster child of a language where the linear order
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of the clitics seems arbitrary (see §2.1.1.3). Bonet (1995) describes clitic order in terms
of a fixed template that imposes linear order on morphosyntactic features. Example (86)
shows both an example of the clitic string in its maximal complexity, and the template of
of morphosyntactic features Bonet (1995) proposes for BC.

(86)

Clitic Template for Barceloní Catalan:
Example: [s@ t@ m@ l-z@ n
i]
vas quedar tres
Gloss:
REFL 2 ND 1 ST 3- PL PART OBL
kept.2 ND three
1
3
4
2
6
5
)
(
Template: CL
CL
CL ARG GEN
[OBL ]
[ NEUT ]
ARG ARG ARG
2

1

‘You took three of them from mine (e.g. children)’7
(combination of Bonet 1995:637 and 642, ‘@’s are epenthetic)
The clitic template is considered to be an unanalyzed primitive of the morphology. From
this perspective, variation in the template between languages is an arbitrary essentially
lexical fact, as are potential systematic similarities between them.
The relation between the morphological structures in (82) and templates like (86) is
established by associating the nodes in the morphological structures with the positions in
the template with the same feature. This association can be many to one, as for the

AGR

features in Table 3.11. The possibility of many to one mapping provides a simple account
of 3-3-Effects and

UPE

as a form of coalescence. The plural and 3 features of both DO

and IO are mapped to a single position in the template leading to the presence of only one
exponent of plural and 3. The mapping between morphological structures and the template
is not constrained by the constituency of the morphological structures. Thus, association
7 Bonet

(1995:642) describes the functions of the clitics as follows. The example uses the reflexive verb
quedar-se, ‘keep for oneself,’ with a second person subject. The reflexivity is expressed by both the reflexive
s@ and the second person clitic t@ (see Kayne 2000:148 for similar data from Italian). The first person m@ is
an ethical dative. /lzni/ is a 3 PL dative of inalienable possession, /lzi/, split up by the partitive clitic n.
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3.PL-DO

3-IO

CL

CL

Morphological
structures:

AGR

3RD

3RD

AGR

[ PL ]

Template Slots:
Lexical Insertion:

4
w

/lz/

ARG

3.PL-IO

Part.

CL

CL

AGR

3RD

3 RD

[ PL ]

OBL

OBL

OBL

...

6
w

/i/

GEN

OBL

Table 3.11: Coalescence of AGR features of a 3-IO and
a 3.PL-DO by multiple association (Bonet 1995:640).

4
w

/lz/

ARG

5
w

/n/

GEN

6
w

/i/

OBL

Table 3.12: Splitting of a 3-IO
by a partitive (Bonet 1995:641).

lines can cross, as in Table 3.12, allowing a simple account of how the dative clitic /lzi/ can
be split up by the partitive clitic /n/.
While the mapping in Table 3.11 provides an account of UPE in BC, a templatic account
is not available for UPE in MJ. Examples (13b/c), repeated below, show that there are two
positions for plural morphs to appear. The plural of DO in (13b) is realized after [w]/[o],
the exponent of DO, while that of IO is realized between the dative marker [i] and [w]/[o],
(13c). The absence of plural marking on DO in UPE contexts can then not be attributed to
there being only one place of exponence for [PL].

(13)

Marina Baixa/Vila Joiosa:
b. 3PL-DO+3SG-IO: 3-3-Effects.
[. . . ] [lí
- wz]
donava a l’altre pobre
[3DAT - CL . PL] give.1 SG to the-other poor.SG
‘I will give them to him (the other poor)’ (combination of example from Colomina i Castanyer 1991:62, and clitic forms from Colomina i Castanyer 1985:166)
c. 3PL-DO+3PL-IO: 3-3-Effects+UPE.
dóna [liz
- o]
gvive 3PL . DAT - CL
‘Give them it’

(Todolí 1992:146)
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A many-to-one mapping account also does not extend to BAC which is generally very
similar to BC. The problem arises from the interaction of gender and number marking
in BAC. Sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.4.3.1 demonstrated that whether or not feminine marking
on DO surfaces in combinations of DO and IO clitics depends on the number of DO: In
combinations of 3-clitics, DO is feminine marked when it is plural. The problem with a
mapping account like in Table 3.11 is that once the features are mapped onto the template,
information about where they originate is lost. Lexical insertion rules (§3.3.4) apply to the
template slots and hence cannot tell whether they are realizing what was originally a plural
feminine DO or a singular feminine DO together with a plural IO.
An account of 3-3-Effects and

UPE

as many-to-one mapping in the template also does

not explain the dependence between the presence of an independent oblique clitic /i/ and
the use of /i/ in 3-3-Effects (§2.1.2). Whether or not a dialect has an independent oblique
clitic /i/ is presumably a syntactic fact. It seems plausible that the absence of the syntactic
structure of independent /i/ comes along with the loss of an independent position in the clitic
template for oblique case. Instead of being mapped onto and independent template slot, the
oblique case marker /-i/ could instead be mapped onto an ARG slot together with number
and gender. Within the system of morphological structures discussed in Section 3.3.1 the
easiest way to accomplish this is to let OBL be a daughter of the ARG-node. This is shown
for a 3 PL-DO+3SG-IO combination like Table 3.11 in Table 3.13. Oblique case in such a
system would have a status similar to number. It does not map to its own template slot, but
rather its realization is dependent on the mapping of its mother node AGR. The realization
of plural in Table 3.11 shows that when two AGR nodes map onto one slot, features that
are not shared by both nodes still get realized. One might expect the same to be the case
for OBL, leading to the structure in Table 3.13 where the same slot contains a [PL]-feature
from DO and an OBL feature from IO leading to the realization of that template slot as /lzi/.
On its own then, the analysis of 3-3-Effects and UPE as multiple association does not offer
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3.PL-DO

3-IO

CL

CL

Morphological
structures:

AGR

3RD

AGR

[ PL ]

Template Slots:

...

Lexical Insertion:

3RD

OBL

4
w

/lzi/
ARG

...

Table 3.13: Unattested Coalescence of AGR and OBL features into one template slot.

an explanation for the relation between the presence of an independent oblique clitic /i/ and
the use of /i/ in 3-3-Effects. Section 4.2 suggest an explanation of this fact that crucially
relies on opacity being a syntactic phenomenon.
The templatic approach to clitic ordering is also unsatisfactory in its treatment of similarities and differences between templates in different languages. Since the template is unanalyzed, similarities and differences are essentially accidents, historical ones in the case
of related languages. As discussed in Section 2.1.1.1, local and third person clitics differ
from one another in how much their position in the clitic string varies across Catalan dialects. While local person and reflexive clitics vary widely in their order with respect to to
each other, third person clitics and personless clitics tend to appear towards the right edge
of the template, and person marked clitics always precede personless ones. In particular the
righthand position of personless clitics is stable across dialects with different orders of DO
and IO, across alternations of clitic order within one dialect, and across historical change.
Treating these consistent patterns as (historical) accidents seems to miss a generalization.
Noyer (1997) advocates an alternative which he calls a derivational approach to clitic
order, which I adopt too. Clitic order is generated by the grammar based on multiple
sources of information. Under this perspective, syntactic position, prefix/suffix status of af-
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fixes and language specific, idiosyncratic facts about linearization together shape the clitic
sequence. Specifically, Noyer proposes that the feature hierarchy in (85) indirectly determines what could be called an unmarked order, but the worst case scenario is that the clitic
order in a language is completely idiosyncratic and has to be stated in terms of precedence
between each of the clitics. The particulars of Noyer’s proposal aside, the derivational
perspective changes the null hypothesis about what determines clitic ordering. Syntax or
morphology are no longer expected to deliver the complete order. Instead we expect to
find a confluence of morphological and syntactic factors. This perspective aligns well with
the facts from Catalan as described in Section 2.1.1.3. While some clitics vary widely in
their position in the clitic string, other parts of the ordering like the order of transparent and
opaque clitics is very constant. Within the proposal advocated here, the latter fact is the
result of syntactic structure, while the former is that of idiosyncratic constraints.

3.3.4 Spell-Out Rules
Spell-out rules finally insert phonological material into the slots in the template. Tables
3.11 and 3.12 show applications of rules (87c–f).

(87)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

[ CL ,1] 7→ /n/ / [PL]
[ CL ,1] 7→ /m/
[ ARG ] 7→ /l/
[ OBL ] 7→ /i/
[ PL ] 7→ /z/
[ GEN ] 7→ /n/

(first person plural)
(first person singular)
(third person)
(oblique case)
(plural)
(partitive)
(Bonet 1995:643–4)

Particular assumptions about lexical insertion can provide an account of (25), the generalization that opaque clitics are typically forms otherwise found in the language. Systems
of insertion rules typically come with an elsewhere-form, a form that is inserted when all
other exponents are too specific to be inserted. Pescarini (2005b) proposes to account for
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syncretism in the clitic systems in Italian dialects by assuming that clitic systems have a
general elsewhere-form that is inserted in a number of different contexts. In such a system,
the Closed System Generalization (§2.1.3) would follow from the fact that the elsewhereform is part of the general clitic system. This approach faces problems in languages where
there are different opaque clitics in different contexts, as Pescarini notes. Majorcan Catalan
(§2.4.6) provides a case in point. In 3-3-Effect contexts, Majorcan Catalan realizes IO as
/i/ like BC as long as IO is singular, but DO as /o/ like MJ when IO is plural. If there was
only one system wide elsewhere-form and the insertion of that form is what clitic opacity
consists of, there should never two different opaque clitics in one language.

3.3.5 Summary
The preceding discussion has pointed to several places where previous approaches to
clitic opacity fall short. The analysis of opacity developed here, however, takes over the
central insight of previous morphological analyses, that opacity is loss of features. It improves on them in some of the places where they are lacking, by providing an explanation
for why person and number opacity happen in the first place, and how the grammar chooses
which clitic is opaque. Deriving these from syntactic interactions and reducing the function of morphology to spelling out the result of the syntactic computation also extends the
general reliance on syntactic structure in DM to a domain where hard to constrain morphological operations were previously employed. The proposal is limited to explaining the
order person marked and personless 3-clitics. As discussed in Section 2.1.1.3, the order
of local person and third person reflexives is not obviously amenable to a syntactic analysis. The proposal here meshes with the derivational approach to clitic order (Noyer 1997)
where different aspects of clitic order are determined by different parts of the grammar.
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3.4 Open Questions
This chapter has only discussed two of the opacity patterns in Section 2.1. In terms of
Figure 2.1, only the division between opaque IOs and opaque DOs has been accounted for
so far. The difference between repairs that realize oblique case and those that use se, as well
as the absence of 3-3-Effects will only be discussed in Section 5.1. In this section, I will
briefly address issues that I will not have occasion to come back to later. They concern the
interaction between person opacity and number, and opacity and movement. The remarks
in this section are somewhat speculative. Section 3.4.1 addresses the role that the different
syntactic status of DO and IO clitics may play in giving rise to opacity.
The first concerns the relation between number and the absence of 3-3-Effects that is
found in NVS (§2.4.3.3 and AG (§2.4.3.4). In NVS, 3-3-Effects only arise when IO is
singular. When it is plural, both DO and IO surface transparently. In AG, 3-3-Effects are
reported for combinations where both DO and IO are singular. When DO is plural, they
are absent (data for combinations with plural IOs are not reported). Both dialects show
repairs on IO like CC. The fact that licensing one feature, plural, can compensate for the
failure to license another feature (3) recalls the notion of licensing by entailment from
Béjar and Řezáč (2009), but with a different pattern of how entailment affects licensing.
The definitions in (77) and (78) jointly have the effect that licensing syntactic feature X
also licenses any feature that entails X. So licensing [PART] on a goal [PART,

SPEA ]

also

licenses [SPEA]. In terms of the morphological structure in Table 3.3 and the idea that
licensing feeds morphological realization, this means that licensing X licenses features that
are dependent on X and allows their morphological realization. In order to derive licensing
of 3 from licensing of plural, this relation would have to be reversed. In terms of Table
3.3, the morphological feature for plural, [GROUP ], is dependent on [RE], the morphological
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feature that corresponds to [π ]. I have to leave open here what the effects of such a system
on the relation between morphology and syntax.
At a more general level, the dependency between number and person licensing shows
that more marked pronouns have a better chance of surfacing transparently, because their
richer feature content provides them more options for being licensed syntactically. When
[π ]-licensing has failed, [PL]-licensing provides a clitic with a second chance to be licensed.
We will see a similar pattern for person in Section 4.1. While 3-IOs fail to license their φ features in combinations with 3-DOs in BC, 1/2-IOs surface transparently because they
have more features, in particular ones that 3-DOs do not have.
The concept of a second chance at licensing might also provide an understanding of the
interaction of movement and opacity found in AG. Combinations of singular DOs and IOs
in postverbal position show opacity like in CC, while both clitics surface transparently in
preverbal position. The general idea is that entering additional grammatical relations, like
movement, might allow some features to be licensed that were left unlicensed by relations
in the v domain. A first step towards understanding why movement might have this effect
might come from the idea Chomsky (1995) that the EPP is a D-feature. Combined with
the idea that person originates in the D-layer (Ritter 1995, Béjar 2000), it seems possible
that movement triggered by and EPP/D feature would license features in the D-layers of
pronouns like [π ]. The second chance at licensing in this case does not come from greater
featural complexity, but from the possibility to enter additional AGREE relations that can
license [π ].
The last point I want to address here is the alternating opacity pattern in MA (§2.4.6).
MA shows an interaction between number on IO, clitic order and the locus of opacity.
When IO is singular, IO is realized as /i/ and DO is transparent. When IO is plural, IO
is transparent and DO surfaces as /o/. This goes along with an alternation in order, such
that the order is DO-IO when IO is singular and opaque, and IO-DO when IO is plural
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and transparent. The system developed here, where movement triggered by H is entirely
divorced from φ -agreement, allows for systems with opacity on the same argument independent of the φ -features of the arguments involved. Within a system where the different
opacity patterns are derived by movement of DO across IO, the alternation in MA shows
that DO-movement is not entirely divorced from φ -agreement. In the proposals I started
from, Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005b) and Béjar and Řezáč (2003), v is both the person
licenser and a movement trigger. In such a system, interference of IO with movement of
DO is predicted, though not that would only happen when IO is plural. It is also not obvious how the the different patterns of opacity and their interactions with movement can be
derived in such a system given the assumptions about feature visibility adopted here. One
possibility for integrating MJ into the picture here could be to assume that languages differ
on how they distribute case assignment, movement and φ -agreement over different heads.
Some languages may distribute case assignment and φ -agreement over two heads, like MJ
and CC, while others may bundle them into one head. An ad hock account for the MA
pattern could be to place [u#] on H. This would allow IO to move to H when it is plural,
leaving it closer to v than DO. Since IO could not value H’s case feature, H would remain
active to value DO’s case. DO could move across IO to H whenever IO is singular. If DO
is plural, it will also value its [PL]-feature. I will return to this issue in Section 4.3.1 in
the context of the sensitivity of PCC repairs to the features of IO. I have to leave a fuller
exploration of the finer interaction between IO’s φ -features, movement, φ -agreement and
opacity for future work.

3.4.1 The Syntactic Status of DO and IO Clitics
An important assumption for the analysis here is that the clitics we see are really the
exponents of the syntactic structure of DO and IO arguments, rather than just slots in a clitic
template or the morphological realization of v’s φ -probe. Recent proposals for Spanish
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(Bleam 1999) and Greek (Anagnostopoulou 2003) have argued that DO and IO clitics differ
in their syntactic status (Anagnostopoulou 2005a for some discussion). IO clitics have been
claimed to be pure agreement markers (e.g. Sportiche 1998 and Cuervo 2003 on datives in
Spanish), while DO clitics have been argued to be D-elements (e.g. Uriagereka 1995).
Under such a conception of DO and IO clitics, only DO clitics would be amenable to the
current analysis of clitic opacity as absence of agreement affecting the realization of the
goal. For reasons of space, I can only briefly address the possible ways of integrating such
an analysis of the syntactic status of DO and IO clitics with the perspective on clitic opacity
advocated here.
An analysis of IO clitics as agreement markers offers a simple explanation for the relation between φ -agreement and IO opacity. If IO-clitics are agreement markers, the absence
of person and number marking on them becomes same phenomenon as the absence of person or number agreement on other overt agreement controllers, like the absence of number
agreement with postverbal subjects in Standard Arabic (e.g. Aoun et al. 1994) or the absence of person agreement with objects in Gujarati (see §13). In both cases, an agreement
head fails to value its person/number features for syntactic reasons, and is spelled out without the corresponding person/number morphology. A conception of IO clitics as agreement
markers, thus makes an analysis of clitic opacity as failure of agreement even more natural. An implementation of IO opacity, where the IO clitic is an agreement marker would
then have to answer which head’s φ -features are spelled out as the IO-clitic and how that
head’s agreement interacts with DO. The existing proposals differ on this point and I leave
an investigation of the issue for further research.
Opacity on DO would still be treated in the same way as it is here: absence of φ agreement bleeds the morphological realization of the goal. The different syntactic status
of DO and IO clitics might ultimately contribute to an understanding of why IO opacity is
more common than DO opacity, see Table 2.1, p. 45. Failure of syntactic agreement and
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the realization of probes with fewer features are well attested phenomena. The effect of
agreement on the morphological expression of goals that is necessary for DO opacity on
the other hand is less common. The relatively good attestation of IO-opacity may reflect
the fact that its underlying process is common, and conversely, the relative infrequency of
DO opacity might reflect that a special process is necessary to bring it about. Again, a full
account will have to remain for future research.
The different conception of the syntactic status of IO clitics also affects the way the
transparent-opaque order is derived. Much of the details there depend on how the conception of IO-clitics as agreement markers is combined with the account of opacity. In the
absence of a specific proposal nothing useful can be said here.
To conclude, the conception of IO clitics as agreement markers requires some reworking of the analysis of opacity, but also provides a clear link between opacity and failure of

φ -agreement.
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CHAPTER 4
UNIFYING 3-3-EFFECTS AND THE PERSON CASE
CONSTRAINT IN BARCELONÍ CATALAN

This section applies the assumptions about syntactic structure and person licensing in
BC that were motivated based on 3-3-Effects to PCC contexts. Thus the technology that
originated with analyses of the PCC and was adapted to account for 3-3-Effects is now
applied back to the original problem. Section 4.1 will show that deriving PCC (i) in a
syntactic structure [v. . . [DO. . . [IO]]] and (ii) using a more fine grained representation of
person on IO and DO provide an account of PCC and 3-3-Effects in BC in terms of DO
bleeding person agreement with IO and an understanding why 3-IOs in both PCC and 3-3Effect contexts cannot surface as person marked clitics.
In Section 4.2, the discussion turns to the differences between dative /i/ in PCC contexts
and 3-3-Effects with respect to clitic doubling (§2.2.2). While /i/ in 3-3-Effect contexts
can be doubled, PCC-/i/ cannot. I develop an account of this asymmetry based on the
dependency of clitic doubling on a relation with with v (Anagnostopoulou 2003): There are
restrictions on doubling of IO in person effect environments, because these environments
restrict relations between v and IO. The relevant relation will be recast as φ -AGREE here.
The difference between PCC and 3-3-Effects follows from the different properties of DO.
Local person DOs bleed AGREE between IO and v in more features than third person ones.
To implement this differential effect of local and third person DOs on AGREE between v and
IO, the feature system is extended to accommodate marked and unmarked variants of third
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person (e.g. Ormazabal and Romero 2001, 2007, Adger and Harbour 2007, Řezáč 2008a).
IOs in 3-3-Effects can AGREE with v as long as they are marked third persons and DO is
an unmarked one. This AGREE relation allows clitic doubling. In PCC contexts, marked
IOs are banned by the PLC. Only unmarked third person IOs are syntactically wellformed
in the presence of local person DOs. Such IOs fail to AGREE with v disallowing doubling.
This treatment leads to a prediction about when opaque clitic repairs for PCC are possible:
They are possible in contexts where unmarked person IOs are allowed (§4.2.1). This gives
a syntactic foundation to Bonet’s (2008, 1991, 1994) conjecture that the use of /i/ in PCC
repairs is related to the presence of inanimate dative /i/ in Central Catalan.
In addition to providing a syntactic restriction on PCC-repairs, the more articulated
representation of third person that is motivated based on differences between PCC and 3-3Effects will also provide an explanation for other instances of 3-3-Effects like the Spurious
se in Spanish and MO in Chapter 5.

4.1 Unifying Person Restrictions in Barceloní Catalan
A unified account of 3-3-Effects and PCC should do two things. On the one hand it
should derive the absence of person marking on 3-IO in the presence of 1/2-DOs in the
same way it does for 3-DOs. On the other hand, it should derive the ungrammaticality of
1/2-IO+1/2-DO, while maintaining the same assumptions that drive the explanation of 33-Effects. This section provides a first pass demonstration that this is possible without any
additions to the system for 3-3-Effects beyond a specification of the probe as [uπ , uPART].
The discussion of 3-3-Effects in BC in Section 3.2.3.3 introduced two major changes
with respect to the analysis of the strong PCC laid out in Section 3.1. The first concerns
the assumptions about features. Unlike the first proposals for the strong PCC, the current
proposal explicitly represents third person and does so on IO as well as DO. The second
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Table 4.2: Possible and impossible clitic
combinations in Strong PCC BC.

Table 4.1: Person Effects in BC.

concerns locality. Most analyses of the PCC derive it from a syntactic structure where the
person probe accesses IO before DO (for an exception see Adger and Harbour 2007). In
the discussion of 3-3-Effects in BC (§3.2.3.3) I proposed that DO undergoes case related
movement and v accesses it before IO. This was to derive the fact DO surfaces transparently
and the the left of IO, or put differently, to derive the fact that DO bleeds person licensing
on IO. I will discuss these two changes in turn and show that they fit with the broader
picture of person interactions in BC.
Part of the motivation of DO movement across IO in 3-3-Effects was the DO-IO surface
order or the clitics. This clitic order is not found across combinations of 3 and local person
clitics as illustrated in the third column in Table 4.1. Table 4.1 summarizes the combinations of 3- and 1/2-clitics (illustrations use the second person pronoun te) and realizations
of IO. DO clitics are in italics.1,2 What does hold across these combinations, however, is
the bleeding relation between DO and IO. In both PCC contexts, Table 4.1b/c., DO surfaces as a transparent clitic while IO does not. When IO is 3, it surfaces opaquely similar to
3-3-Effect contexts. In combinations of two 1/2-pronouns where DO is realized as a clitic,
IO has to be realized as a strong pronoun with a. The only context where both DO and
IO surface transparently and as clitics is in Table 4.1a., where DO is 3 and IO 1/2. Table
4.2, adapted from p. 55, illustrates the overall pattern of where transparent cliticization is
1 Number is

omitted here, but will be discussed in Section 4.3.3.1.
4.1b. is a slight simplification, as either DO or IO can be realized as a strong pronoun with a in
this context (§2.2.2.2). This will be addressed in Section 4.3.1.
2 Table
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possible. Similarly, Section 2.2 gave the description of the PCC pattern in (40), repeated
here.

(40)

Strong PCC:
Both DO and IO cliticize if
a. IO is more local than DO,
> 3
b. where: {1,2} local

This pattern follows within a system where (i) v AGREES with DO first, and can only
AGREE with IO, if IO has more features than DO, and (ii) local person categories have a
superset of the features of third person ones (Table 3.5, §3.2.1). Both clitics are transparent
when IO has a more complex feature content than DO. In all other contexts, the realization
of IO is affected. The patterns of realizing IO outside of 3-3-Effects suggest that despite
the different clitic orders, the dependency of IO’s realization on the features of DO that was
observed in 3-3-Effects and UPE extends across all person combinations. I take this to show
that despite the different surface orders of the clitics, person agreement is still computed on
the structure [v DO [. . . IO]].
The second place where the proposal here differs from previous analyses of the PCC
is in the representation of person. Third person is syntactically represented on DO and
IO, and IO’s person representation reflects its actual features, rather than being a defective
specification that is constant across all person categories on IO. syntactically representing
IO’s true person specification provides an explanation for the different repair patterns in
Table 4.1 b. vs. c., where the realization of IO is affected by a local person DO. The fact
that local person DOs can affect the realization of 3-IOs follows from the subset relations
among person categories in Table 3.5 as mentioned above. How it is affected is predicted
by the Person Licensing Condition, (70). When IO is 3, it surfaces without 3-morphology.
This is as expected if third person features, [π ], are outside the purview of the PLC. They
behave in PCC in the same way they do in 3-3-Effects: absence of AGREE with v leads to
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absence of morphological realization. When IO is local person, opaque realization of IO
is not possible. This is expected if IO fails to AGREE in [PART] and failure of 1/2-features
to AGREE leads to ungrammaticality. Enriching the representation of person in the syntax
leads to more fine-grained predictions.
Extending the discussion to local person clitics introduces a little more complexity into
the relation between syntax and morphology. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, there is no evidence that the strong PCC variant of BC distinguishes first and second person syntactically.
Accordingly I assume that BC person probes consist only of [uπ ] and [uPART]. This means
that syntax makes fewer distinctions than morphology in the same way that was illustrated
in Table 3.6. As discussed there and in Béjar (2003), when the probe is less specified than
the goal, the additional features of the goal are copied to the probe, as described in (77b).
The relevant lexical insertion rules are stated here in terms the syntactic features [PART]
and [SPEA], partially repeated from (79).

(79)

a. [SPEA]7→ /m/
b. [PART] 7→ /t/

(first person singular)
(second person singular)

Again, the use of syntactic features is a move of convenience to make clear the relation
between syntax and morphology.
The next section demonstrates in more detail how the assumptions here derive person
restrictions in Catalan.

4.1.1 A Detailed Example
The derivations of 3-3-Effects and the PCC are shown in Table 4.3. To reduce clutter,
the movement of DO is not shown. Its base position is indicated by DO. Nodes that are
irrelevant for the current discussion are gray. The examples here use second person singular
clitics where local person clitics are spelled out. For reasons of space, the valuation of
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PF: (79b) PF: (79f)
PF: (79d) PF: (79f)
/i/
/i/
/t/
/l/



3

c.

t’ /i/ ha recomanat (comp. (35a))
|
{z
}
PCC

l/i/ ha recomanat (see (11a.i))
3-3-Effect

Table 4.3: 3-3-Effects and PCC.

[PART] is not shown. Like in previous examples, features that have entered AGREE are
marked with a subscript ‘X.’
I start the discussion with Table 4.3b. This is the only combination of DO and IO-clitics
that surfaces transparently. When v is first merged, H has already licensed the case of DO
and moved it above IO. v discharges its features in two steps. First, [uπ ] probes DO and
AGREEs. [uPART] remains active and in a second step probes IO and AGREEs. The fact
that IO’s [π ]-feature does not AGREE is unproblematic, since [π ] features do not need to
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AGREE to be syntactically wellformed. When this structure is interpreted at PF by the rules
in (79), (79d) inserts the normal 3-marker /l/ for DO and (79b) inserts the second-person
exponent /t/ for IO. The latter is unaffected by [π ]’s failure to AGREE, as the insertion rule
(79b) does not refer to [π ]. Both DO and IO are transparent when DO has fewer features
than IO, because there is an active feature left on the probe after it has AGREEd with DO
that can AGREE with IO.
The PCC is illustrated in the left column. Tree a. shows a combination of a 1/2-DO
and a 1/2-IO. When v is first merged, both its [uπ ]- and [uPART]-features AGREE with
DO, leaving no features active to AGREE with IO. Since IO has a [PART]-feature that fails
to AGREE, this structure runs afoul of the PLC and crashes in the syntax. This blocks
the possibility of an opaque realization for IO. Tree a. shows how the system here with
relatively relaxed needs for licensing can still derive ungrammaticality in the right place.
The situation is different in c., where IO is 3. Like in a., all of v’s features AGREE with DO.
The structure is syntactically wellformed though, because IO only has a [π ]-feature, which
does not need to AGREE to be syntactically wellformed. At PF, (79b) inserts a secondperson clitic for DO. For IO, only dative case is licensed allowing the insertion of a dative
marker /i/ by (79f), and nothing else.
Table 4.3d. mostly repeats the derivation of 3-3-Effect as it is shown in Figure 3.3. The
only addition is that v now has a [PART]-feature which does not AGREE. Like above, PF
inserts a person exponent only for DO, IO is exponed only by the dative marker /i/. The
relevance of d. in the context of Table 4.3 is that the opacity of 3-IOs in 3-3-Effects and in
PCC is derived in the exact same way. IO’s [π ] does not AGREE with v in the syntax and
subsequently fails to be spelled out at PF. Due to the way person categories are represented
in the syntax, third as well as local person DOs can bleed the licensing of [π ] on IO.
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4.1.2 Discussion: Features, Matching and Valuation
This section discusses the dependency of the result from the previous section on the
particular assumptions about features and AGREE. I will first show that a system with
binary features where all person categories are specified for the same features can derive
everything in Table 4.3, except the fully transparent form in b. This is because Table 4.3
is the only place where the two features of the probe AGREE with different goals. Then I
will discuss how a Multiple AGREE based system could derive the patterns in Table 4.3. I
will argue that such a system could be adapted to derive 3-3-Effects in a similar way to the
proposal here, but will face problems at deriving PCC based on the [v. . . DO. . . IO].
Table 4.3b., the transparent clitic combination, is the first context where a system with
subset relations among the syntactic specifications of person categories, [π ] vs. [π , PART],
makes different predictions from a system where all person categories are represented with
the same set of features. The simplest case for comparison is a system with one binary feature like [±PART]. 3 can be represented as [–PART] and local person categories as [+PART].
Such a system would make the same person distinctions in the syntax as the one proposed
here. The PLC could apply only to [+PART]. [–PART] would have the same status as [π ]
in the system here. Probes could be specified as [uPART]. Such a system could derive 33-Effects in much the same way as in Chapter 3. A probe would AGREE with the higher
3-argument, being valued to [–PART], and then fail to AGREE with the lower third person argument. The person combinations in Table 4.3a. and c. could be accounted for in the
same way. The agreement in Table 4.3b. on the other hand is ruled out because a feature can
only be valued once. Once [uPART] has AGREED with DO, it can no longer AGREE with
IO to license its [+PART] feature. The system fails when the probe has to AGREE with two
arguments. The same is true in a system with two features [±PART] and [±AUTH] where all
pronouns are fully specified for both of these features (e.g. 3= [–PART,–AUTHOR], Nevins
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2007:288). Agreement with one argument irrespective of its features will value all features
on the probe and block any further agreement.
The problem is independent of whether the features themselves are privative or binary.
What matters is that person categories differ in how many of the features they are specified for, and that third person has fewer features than local person. This can be illustrated
by appropriating the feature system of Adger and Harbour (2007), which uses binary features, but does not specify all person categories for all features in the system.3 Adger
and Harbour use a binary feature [±PARTICIPANT], where [–PARTICIPANT] is third person
and [+PARTICIPANT] local person. In addition, all person categories that are specified as
[+PARTICIPANT] are specified for [±AUTHOR]. Like in the proposal here, there is a subset relation between the features that third person is specified for, and the features local
person is specified for. The PLC could be adaptated as discusses above ([–PART]≈[π ],
[+PART]≈[PART]). Such a system could derive the PCC and 3-3-Effects like the system
developed here. In particular, the derivation in Table 4.3b. is possible, because after a
probe [uPARTICIPANT , uAUTHOR] has AGREED with a third person goal specified as [–
PARTICIPANT],

it still has an active [uAUTHOR]-feature to license IO.4 The relevant prop-

erty of the feature system is the subset relations among the feature specifications of person
categories, not in the nature of the features (binary vs. privative).
The discussion so far has held one assumption constant across the different feature systems, that a probe can only AGREE with one goal and becomes inactive afterwards. This,
however is a point of variation among different analyses of the PCC. PCC analyses based on
Multiple AGREE (Anagnostopoulou 2005b, Nevins 2007) allow the probe to AGREE with
multiple goals, one at a time, if the second goal’s values match the first one’s. Variation
3 It

should be stressed that what is discussed here is not what Adger and Harbour propose, but an adaptation of their system.
4 This system does not extend to the ultrastrong PCC in the way the system here does as in Walkow
(2012a).
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among different kinds of PCC lies in what counts as ‘matching.’ Nevins (2007) develops
a system of how the relevant notion of matching can be restricted so as to derive a variety of different PCC patterns that is currently beyond the scope of the proposal here (see
Walkow 2012a for an analysis of the ultrastong PCC in CC). Combined with a different
set of assumptions about the relation between AGREE and morphological realization such
an analysis could account for 3-3-Effects based on the same structural assumptions as the
proposal here. The alternation between DO and IO opacity could still be derived from the
presence or absence of movement of DO above IO. 3-3-Effects in BC could be derived from
the underlying [v. . . DO. . . IO]-structure. DO and IO have the same features, so multiple
AGREE will allow v to AGREE with both of them. Some additional assumptions would
have to regulate that only the features of v’s first goal are spelled out at PF. Some of the
necessary morphological assumptions would probably be the same that are necessary to
derive

UPE

in the multiple AGREE analysis of omnivorous number agreement in Nevins

(2011). Problems arise when the same analysis is applied to PCC in CC. The reason is
that the restrictions when Multiple AGREE are geared specifically to the structure [v [IO
. . . DO]]. AGREE with IO imposes the restrictions on which DOs count as matching IO.
To give a simplified example, when v probes a 3-IO, all of its subsequent goals have to be
3 too.5 This derives the PCC in a [v [IO . . . DO]]-structure, but rules out the transparent
clitic combination in Table 4.3b. in a [v. . . DO. . . IO]-structure. Reversing the underlying
order of IO and DO makes the system predict the reverse of the PCC. So while the proposal here can derive both 3-3-Effects and PCC from the same structure, with consistent
assumptions about morphological realization across DO and IO opacity and PCC repairs, a
multiple AGREE analysis would have to make a cut somewhere to either maintain the relation between place of opacity and syntactic structure for 3-3-Effects, or derive 3-3-Effects
5 See

Nevins’ (2007) discussion of the Me-first PCC for a place where matters are more complicated, but
also quite different.
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and PCC in CC from different underlying structures. As is, the Multiple AGREE system
does not allow a unified analysis of 3-3-Effects and PCC in CC.
Compared across 3-3-Effects and PCC in MJ and CC, an adapted Multiple AGREE
analysis and the proposal here have roughly the same empirical coverage. Both proposals
can account for 3-3-Effects in both languages. Both accounts also do well at accounting for
PCC in one of them dialects. A Multiple AGREE system could account for PCC in MJ based
on a [v [IO. . . DO]]-structure, but faces challenges in CC. Conversely, the proposal here can
account for the PCC in CC based on the [v. . . DO. . . IO]-structure, but faces challenges in
MJ. Without any additional provisions, the proposal here does not rule out 3-IO+1/2-DO
combinations in a [v [IO. . . DO]]-structure. Though no information is available on the PCC
in MJ, it stands to reason that such combinations are ungrammatical. Future work will have
to show how an MJ like opacity pattern can be combined with an analysis of the PCC in a
principled way.

4.2 A Difference between PCC and 3-3-Effects: Clitic Doubling of /i/
The previous section presents a completely parallel account of clitic opacity in 3-3Effects and PCC. Differences between the two surface in clitic doubling.
The first is clitic doubling of /i/. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, dative /i/ can be doubled in 3-3-Contexts, but not in PCC contexts. This asymmetry will be derived from the
dependency of clitic doubling on a relation with v (Anagnostopoulou 2003). Restrictions
on doubling of IO in person effect environments arise, because these environments restrict
AGREE between v and IO. The difference between PCC and 3-3-Effects follows from the
different properties of DO. Local person DOs bleed AGREE between IO and v in more
features than third person ones. To implement this differential effect of local and third
person DOs on AGREE between v and IO, the feature system is extended to accommodate
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marked and unmarked variants of third person (e.g. Ormazabal and Romero 2001, 2007,
Adger and Harbour 2007, Řezáč 2008a). IOs in 3-3-Effects can AGREE with v as long as
they are marked third persons and DO is an unmarked one. This AGREE relation allows
clitic doubling. In PCC contexts, marked IOs are banned by the PLC. Only unmarked third
person IOs are syntactically wellformed in the presence of local person DOs. Such IOs fail
to AGREE with v disallowing doubling. The system creates a new prediction about syntactic preconditions for opaque pronoun PCC repairs (§4.2.1). Only languages that allow
unmarked person IOs could show opaque IO repairs for PCC. It also leads to a reappreciation of the syntactic status of PCC-/i/. The asymmetry in clitic doubling suggests that
PCC-/i/ is not a clitic. Section 4.2.2 argues that it is a weak pronoun within the typology of
pronouns in Cardinaletti and Starke (1999).
So far the account of PCC and 3-3-Effects is completely parallel, but differences between the two constructions become visible in contexts of clitic doubling (§2.2.2). Catalan
generally allows clitic doubling of indirect objects as in (48a), repeated below. But while /i/
in 3-3-Effect contexts can be doubled, (48b), /i/ in PCC contexts cannot (Bonet 1991:212),
(48c).

✓ doubling

(48)

a. En Pau li
ha presentat en Josep [a la Maria]
the Pau 3.DAT has introduced the Josep to the Maria
‘Pau has introduced Josep to Maria’

(Bonet 1991:212)

✓

i
vas entregar [a la policia]
b. en Mateu pensa que l
the Mateu thinks that 3.ACC DAT was handed.2.s to the police
‘Mateoi thinks that you handed him j over to the police.’(E. Bonet, via e-mail)
*

c.

* M’
i
ha presentat [a la Maria]
1. ACC DAT introduced to the Maria
‘S/he has introduced me to Maria.’

(Bonet 1991:212)

The differences in clitic doubling are indicative of an underlying difference between dativ
/i/ in PCC and 3-3-Effect contexts.
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Under the analysis of person restrictions developed here, an effect of clitic combinations on doubling of IO is expected. Clitic status and clitic doubling have been related
to agreement. In particular, doubling of direct and indirect objects has been treated as a
form of (indirect) object agreement (Anagnostopoulou 2005a for an overview). It is to be
expected then that in a construction where IO is blocked from agreeing with v, doubling
is not possible. What remains to be explained is why PCC and 3-3-Effect contexts differ
in whether they allow doubling of IO. The only difference between the two contexts is the
person specification of DO. Within the logic of the analysis, the difference between PCC
and 3-3-Effects would indicate that local person DOs block AGREE between v and IO entirely, while 3-DOs still allowed some form AGREE between them. The analysis below will
capture this difference by introducing the distinction between marked and unmarked third
person that has been argued for elsewhere.
The key to the analysis of the difference between PCC-/i/ and 3-3-Effect-/i/ is to adopt
the idea from previous PCC analyses that not all 3-arguments behave alike (e.g. Ormazabal
and Romero 2001, 2007, Adger and Harbour 2007, Řezáč 2008a), but that some third
person arguments behave like local person ones. I will refer to the different kinds of 3 as
marked and unmarked third person. In a system with privative features this can be done
by giving marked 3-clitics more features than just [π ]. In 3-3-Effects, v could then still
AGREE with a marked 3-IO after having AGREED with an unmarked 3-DO that is specified
as just [π ]. Below. I will develop such a system based on Řezáč’s (2008a) proposal to
represent marked third person as a feature [LOC] separate from [π ] and [PART]. In earlier
work (Walkow 2011a, to appear), I developed an account of this kind that combines the
privative system of person features here with Adger and Harbour’s (2007) proposal that
marked 3 is specified as [–PART], while unmarked 3 lacks a specification for [±PART]. The
way in which 3-IOs behave like local person is that they are specified as [π ,–PART] and can
agree with v in [–PART]. The resulting system mixes privative and binary features (similar
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to Adger and Harbour 2007). The alternative here uses only privative features and builds
on Řezáč’s (2008a) proposal for how to represent marked and unmarked 3. The resulting
system can account for the same facts as that in Walkow (2011a, to appear) and faces the
same conceptual questions about the interpretation of marked third person. The system as
developed here makes a new prediction about where opaque clitic PCC-repairs are possible
and establishes a syntactic connection between the presence of inanimate IOs in BC and
the use of /i/ in PCC contexts that is absent in Walkow (2011a, to appear).
Řezáč (2008a) proposes two different morphological representations for 3 in a system
built on Harley and Ritter’s (2002) proposed structure of morphological categories in Table
3.3. He introduces an additional node [LOCAL] ([LOC]) between [RE] and [PART] as in (88).

RE
LOC

(88)
PART
ADDR

SPEA

Unmarked third person is represented
" as
# [RE], while marked third person and local person

have the more complex structure

RE

. Řezáč introduces these two structures to distin-

LOC

guish between 3-DOs and 3-IOs and capture the fact that 3-IOs behave like local person
categories for certain agreement processes in Basque and for the PCC. I will depart from
this assumption here and assume that both DO and IO can freely be generated as either
marked or unmarked 3. Support for assuming that 3-IOs come in both marked and unmarked varieties comes from the presence of marked and unmarked, i.e. animate and inanimate, IOs in CC. Morphologically distinct marked and unmarked third person pronouns
can also be found in the varieties of Leísta Spanish discussed in Ormazabal and Romero
(2007, 2001).
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Person:

1st

2nd

3rd

Feature
Specification:

[π ]

[π ]

[π ]

[LOC]
[PART]

[LOC]
[PART]

[LOC]

[π ]

[SPEAKER]
Table 4.4: Feature composition of person goals with [LOC].

This different morphological representation needs to be related to different syntactic
behavior. To allow marked 3-clitics that are specified as [LOC] to behave like local person
syntactically, the mapping from morphological to syntactic features in Table 3.3 needs to
be adjusted. I assume that [LOC] maps to a syntactic features [LOC].
This leads to the person specifications for unmarked third, marked third and local person
as in Table 4.4. Probes in the strong PCC variety of BC are specified as [uπ , uLOC]. This
makes marked third person behave like local person syntactically. Valuation in the system
with [LOC] works as before under (77b). When a probe Matches a goal that is specified
for features that it lacks, valuation copies these features. For example, when the probe
[uπ , uLOC] matches a first or second person goal, that goal’s [PART] and [SPEA] features
are copied and become visible for lexical insertion. [LOC] behaves just like [PART] with
respect to the PLC. When [LOC] fails to AGREE, it causes a crash.
The preceding paragraphs have laid out the morphological and syntactic representations
for a system with [LOC]/[LOC]. Chapter 5 will explore [LOC]/[LOC]’s possible morphological
realizations. I have to leave open here whether the marked third person has consistent
semantic properties. Different proposals (e.g. Ormazabal and Romero 2007, 2001, Adger
and Harbour 2007) have linked marked third person to animacy. Walkow (2011a) develops
an account of restrictions on marked 3-DOs in Leísta Spanish (Ormazabal and Romero
2007, 2001) based on this assumption, but also shows based on 3-3-Effects in Spanish that
an interpretation of marked 3 as animate cannot be maintained in a completely general way.
For now I remain agnostic about the semantic properties of marked third person pronouns.
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a. PCC: 3-IO 1-DO.

b. 3-3-Effect: 3-IO 3-DO.

 v 
 v 
uπ  DO 
uπ  DO 
πX H
uLOC
H
πX
uLOC
ACC
 IO  A PPL DO
wX
 LOC X   IO  A PPL DO
DAT X
w


DAT X
w
 PART X 

π 
w


π
w
SPEA X 
w
LOC
w
wX
w
w
ACC
w
w
X
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

w



PF:
(79f)
PF: (79a)
PF: (79d) PF: (79f)
/i/
/m/
/i/
/l/
(48c): m’ /i/ ha presentat (*a la Maria)
(48b): l’ /i/ was entregar (a la policia)
✓doubling

*doubling

Table 4.5: PCC and 3-3-Effects in a system with [LOC ( AL )].

With the two representations for third person in hand the presence vs. absence of clitic
doubling can be derived via the presence vs. absence of agreement as in Table 4.5. Table
4.5a. shows the derivation for the PCC example in (48c). Other than the names of the
features, the derivation is completely parallel to Table 4.3c. v’s [uπ ]- and [uLOC]-features
probe and AGREE with the local person DO, here a first person. As before, IO’s [π ]-feature
does not AGREE with v. For this reason, IO cannot participate in clitic doubling. As long as
IO is an unmarked third person with only [π ], IO’s failure to AGREE does not cause a crash
because [π ] is syntactically wellformed without entering AGREE. If IO were a marked
third person with the specification [π ,LOC], the structure would be ruled out by the failure
of IO’s [LOC]-feature to AGREE. I will return to this dependency of convergence on the
choice of an unmarked IO below. Lexical insertion works as before. Rule (79a) allows the
insertion of a first person clitic for DO. On IO, only [DAT] is visible to PF, and it is the only
feature spelled out on it (79f) as /i/.
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More importantly, agreement with IO and concommitantly doubling of IO is now possible in 3-3-Effects, as shown in Table 4.5b. When DO is an unmarked third person, and
IO is marked third person, the configuration typically assumed in previous PCC analyses,
v’s probe first AGREES with DO and values only its [uπ ]-feature. This leaves [uLOC] active, and allows it to probe past DO and AGREE with IO. This agreement in turn allows
IO to participate in clitic doubling. Lexical insertion happens as before. Rule (79d) allows
the insertion of the 3-marker /l/ for DO and (79f) inserts /i/ for the case of IO. The fact
that [LOC] on IO has agreed successfully does not affect morphological realization because
no morphological rule refers to [LOC]/[LOC]. Chapter 5 will explore the relation between
[LOC]/[LOC] and morphological realization in more detail and show that the richer system
with two representations for third person allows an account of other opacity patters like the
Spurious se in MO and Spanish (§5.1) as well as the absence of morphological 3-3-Effects
in VS.
The richer representation of 3 offers an account of the absence of doubling that derives
the difference between 3-3-Effects and PCC from the fundamental difference between the
two: the person specification of DO and its effect in the agreement possibilities of IO.

4.2.1 The Typology of Opaque PCC Repairs and 3-3-Effects
The analysis of the difference between 3-3-Effects and PCC in the previous section
makes a prediction about which languages allow opaque realizations of IO in PCC contexts. In order for the derivation in Table 4.5a to converge, IO has to be an unmarked
third person. This predicts that only languages which allow such unmarked person IOs
could have opaque clitic repairs for PCC. The derivation of 3-3-Effects on the other hand
involves person specifications on DO and IO that are typically assumed to hold. This prediction matches the crosslinguistic attestation of opaque IOs in 3-3-Effects and PCC: While
opaque IOs in 3-3-Effects are well attested, opaque IOs in PCC are relatively rare.
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For the derivation of the PCC in Table 4.5a. to converge, IO must be unmarked third
person. This is at odds with the tendency of indirect objects to be subject to an animacy
restrictions. Animacy has variously been linked to marked third person. A language that
requires IO to be marked third person would not allow a structure like Table 4.5a. because
IO would have to be specified as [LOC]. If IO were specified as [LOC] in Table 4.5a., [LOC]
would fail to AGREE with v and the structure would be ruled out by the PLC. This animacy
requirement on IOs is not generally present in CC. As discussed in Section 2.4.1.1, BC
and many other varieties of Catalan allow certain inanimate IOs and even have special
morphological marking for them. In the absence of such restrictions, unmarked 3-IOs are
allowed, and can be used in PCC repairs. In this system, whether or not opaque realizations
of IO are possible in PCC contexts is a function of the restrictions on the person of IO.
The relation between PCC repairs and the absence of animacy restrictions on IO gives
a syntactic grounding to Bonet’s original idea that the use of /i/ in PCC contexts is connected to the fact that Catalan has an independent inanimate clitic /i/. The existence of the
independent /i/ shows that A PPL does not necessarily impose animacy restrictions on its
specifier, and the absence of these restrictions is a precondition for the use of unmarked
3-IOs in PCC repairs.
Allowing unmarked IOs is necessary but not sufficient for a language to show opaque
clitic repairs in PCC contexts. Spanish allows inanimate IOs (Demonte 1995:12, Cuervo
2003:§2.2, §5.1.2), but lacks opaque repairs for IO. In Walkow (2011a) and Section 5.1.2
below, I argue that this is due to a second, morphological requirement. In addition to generating the syntactic structure in Table 4.5a., a language needs the morphological resources
to spell this structure out. In particular, it needs the morphological resources to spell out an
IO that has licensed nothing but its case feature. Catalan uses /i/ to do this. Spanish lacks
locative clitics like Catalan /i/ that could serve as realizations of oblique case, and its dative
marker -/e/ is morphologically dependent on the 3-marker. I argue that the impossibility
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of spelling out IO as a self-contained morphological exponent leads to the impossibility of
opaque realizations of 3-IOs in PCC. The relevance of morphological independence can
also be seen in 3-3-Effects. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, only those dialects that have
an independent oblique marker /i/ use it in 3-3-Effects. Those that have a dependent form
like Spanish do not. The picture that emerges is that there is a syntactic and a morphological precondition for allowing oblique pronoun PCC repairs: (i) Unmarked person IOs, and
(ii) an independent morphological exponent for IO-case. Catalan has both, Spanish lacks
the second. A language that has the second but lacks the first might be French. French
appears not to allow inanimate datives like Spanish or Catalan, but it does have an independent locative/oblique clitic: y. Further investigation of the parallelism between the Catalan
oblique marker /i/ and French y is necessary to substantiate this interpretation.
The 3-3-Effects in Table 4.5b on the other hand involve the person specification that is
typically assumed to hold: unmarked 3-DO and marked 3-IO. If, as a tendency, indirect
objects are marked third persons, this configuration should arise frequently and can be
realized opaquely if the language has an independent morphological exponent for at least
one of the features on IO in Table 4.5b (Chapter 5).

4.2.2 The Syntactic Status of PCC-/i/
The previous discussion has focussed on explaining the absence of clitic doubling, but
it leads to a question about the syntactic status of PCC-/i/. As mentioned briefly in the
beginning of Section 4.2, agreement is not only a precondition for clitics to co-occur with
doubles, but for clitic status itself. The failure of IOs to AGREE with v in PCC contexts then
would suggest that PCC-/i/ is not a clitic but some other kind of pronoun. I will suggest
here that PCC-/i/ is a weak pronoun in the typology of pronouns in Cardinaletti and Starke
(1999).
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Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) observe that the possibility of doubling is constrained
by the size of the doubled pronoun. Pronouns, they argue, come in three different sizes:
strong (e.g. a mi in (35b)), weak and clitic. Italian has distinct forms for all three on IO: gli
(clitic, 3DAT),6 loro (weak, 3 PL . DAT) and a loro (strong, 3 PL . DAT). Apart from their form,
these pronouns differ in their position in the sentence, illustrated for glie and loro in (89).

(89)

Non *loro
dirò
mai loro
tutto
Non glie
dirò
mai *glie
tutto
no to-him/them will.say.1SG never to-him/them everything
‘I will never tell them/him everything’
(abbreviated from Cardinaletti and Starke 1999:166)

In many languages, however, the three kinds of pronouns are not morphologically distinct.
For example, Cardinaletti and Starke (1999:174) argue that the French subject pronoun il
can be an exponent of either a clitic or a weak pronoun.
Only the smallest pronouns, clitics, can be doubled by a DP or another pronoun. This
is shown in (90). While the clitic glie can be doubled by weak pronouns, strong pronouns
and full DPs, (90a–b), the weak pronoun loro cannot be doubled by a strong pronoun or
full DP, (90c).

(90)

a. glie-l’ ho
dato loro
3.DAT-3 have.1S given them
‘I have given it to them’
b. glie-l’ ho
dato {a loro/ ai
bambini}
3.DAT-3 have.1S given {a him/ a-the children}
‘I have given it to them/the children’
c.
* L’ ho
dato loro {a loro/ ai
bambini}
3 have.1S given 3.DAT- {a him/ a-the children}
‘I have given it to them/the children’7 (Cardinaletti and Starke 1999:169)

6A

peculiarity of the Italian system is that the clitic gli does not show number distinctions. In the examples in (90) below, it can be doubled by plural pronouns and full DPs.
7 Cardinaletti and Starke report this example without a ‘*,’ but their discussion implies that it is ungrammatical.
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Among these three kinds of pronouns, only clitics trigger the PCC. This is illustrated in
(91). While combinations of a 1-DO, mi, and a 3-IO glie in (91a) trigger the PCC, the
combinations with weak and strong loro/a loro do not, (91b).

(91)

a.

** Gianni mi gli
ha presentato
Gianni me 3.DAT has introduced
‘Gianni has introduced me to him’
b. Gianni mi ha presentato {loro/
a loro}
Gianni me has introduced {3.PL . DAT/ a 3.PL . DAT}
‘Gianni has introduced me to them’
(Cardinaletti and Starke 1999:170)

The picture we arrive at in Italian is that exactly the kind of pronoun that is necessary for
doubling is systematically banned in PCC contexts. Instead of a clitic, a different kind of
pronoun is used to express such person combinations (see also Classical Arabic: §2.2.1
or Greek: Anagnostopoulou 2003:312). I propose that this is also what we are seeing in
Catalan: a pronoun other than a clitic is used for IO in PCC contexts. Within Cardinaletti
and Starke’s system, /i/ could either be a strong pronoun or a weak pronoun. PCC-/i/ is not
a strong pronoun. Strong pronouns in Catalan take a like in Italian above (see also (52)).
The strong 3 singular masculine pronoun is a ell. By process of elimination, this suggests
that PCC-/i/ is a weak pronoun. Catalan /i/ seems to be like French il in that it is ambiguous
between a weak pronoun and a clitic.
Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) propose that the different sizes of pronouns are related
to each other such that larger pronouns subsume the structure of the smaller ones. This
is supported by morphological facts in a number of languages where the larger pronouns
subsume the morphological structure of the smaller ones. An example of this can be seen
in the Italian weak loro and the strong a loro. Smaller pronouns have to compensate for
their lack of structure by entering into more licensing relations than bigger ones. These
additional licensing relations go along with movement, accounting for the leftward position
of clitics with respect to weak pronouns in (89).
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The argument that /i/ in PCC is a weak pronoun rather than a clitic raises the expectation that like Italian loro in (89) it should be able to appear in positions to the right of
where clitics appear. This expectation is hard to confirm because BC does not easily allow
pronominal elements other than the strong forms with a to appear separated from the clitic
string. I will call this tendency of pronouns to appear bundled in one place gregariousness.
Gregariousness of pronouns can be illustrated by positional facts in the Catalan of Alguer
(Bonet 2002:938). Alguerese resembles BC closely in its patterns of clitic opacity. Bonet
reports that third person, non-reflexive pronouns as well as /i/ follow the verb in non-finite
contexts. Local person and reflexive pronouns on the other hand precede the non-finite
verb. The pressure to realize all clitics in one place becomes apparent when third and local person clitics are combined. It appears, Bonet reports, that in combinations of third
person and local person clitics the whole clitic string surfaces in preverbal position rather
than letting the verb split it up. There seem to be pressures then that can force pronouns
to be realized in a position leftward of where they would usually occur when they appear
together with other pronouns.8 Gregariousness makes it less likely to find positional effects
like the ones in (89).
A potential piece of evidence that /i/ in PCC contexts is freer in its positioning than
in 3-3-Effect contexts comes from the process of clitic repetition (for an overview of this
phenomenon in Catalan see Bonet 2002:982).9 These contexts show a difference in the
positioning of /i/ that goes in the right direction. I will show, however, that the same
contrast holds for /i/ in its clearly locative use when it appears together with local and third
person DO clitics. The contrast appears to be a fact about the morph /i/ when it appears
together with other clitics, rather than PCC-/i/ vs. 3-3-/i/.
8 Kayne

(2008:197 fn. 35) discusses a similar context in Italian where locative clitics climb only when
they are accompanied by another clitic.
9 I thank Eulalia Bonet for pointing me towards these facts.
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In certain contexts involving finite verbs followed by non-finite ones, a clitic can appear
before the finite verb and be repeated in potentially several other places. This is illustrated
for locative and inanimate dative /i/\hi in (92).10

(92)

a. Locative/directional hi:
Hi voldria anar-hi demà
there want.3SG go-there tomorrow
‘He wants to go there tomorrow’
b. Inanimate dative hi:
Hi voldria donar-hi cops
it want.3SG give-it beats
‘He wants to beat it’

(E. Bonet, p.c.)

While isolate /i/ in both its dative and locative use can be repeated with great freedom,
restrictions on repetition remerge once /i/ is part of a clitic cluster. Given the gregariousness
of clitics discussed above, this in itself is not all together surprising. The more interesting
then, that there is a difference between /i/ in PCC and 3-3-Effect contexts with respect to
repeatability. In PCC contexts, /i/ can be repeated in a lower position, but in 3-3-Effects it
cannot:

(93)

a. M-hi
voldria recomanar-hi
la Maria
1 SG-DAT want recommend-DAT the Maria
‘Maria wants to recommend me to him’
b. * Els-hi voldria donar-hi demà
3 PL-DAT want give-DAT the Maria
‘S/he wants to give them to him’

(E. Bonet, p.c.)

10 The

examples here all involve control infinitives. I do not know whether this is relevant for the patterns
reported. Clitic repetition is also found in non-control contexts as in (i).
(i) Ho està fent-ho
it is.3 SG do-it
‘He is doing it’

(Bonet 2002:983)
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One interpretation of this contrast is that /i/ in PCC contexts is really licensed in position
below V, similar to Italian loro, where it is repeated here. The leftward position of /i/ in
the cluster may be the effect of gregariousness. 3-3-Effect /i/ on the other hand is a clitic
and accordingly has to undergo leftward movement in the IP and possibly CP domain (e.g.
Uriagereka 1995, Cardinaletti and Starke 1999). It is only licensed in the higher position
and because of that cannot appear in the lower position.
A problem with this evidence is that the asymmetry in (93) seems to be a fact about
combinations of the morph /i/ with third and local person clitics more generally. When /i/
is clearly locative, we find a similar asymmetry between clitic combinations involving a
3-DO and a 1/2-DO, (94).

(94)

a.

b.

? M-hi
voldria veure-hi demà
1. SG-there want.3 SG see-there tomorrow
‘He wants to see me there tomorrow’
?? L-hi
voldria veure-hi demà
3. SG-there want.3 SG see-there tomorrow
‘He wants to see him there tomorrow’

(E. Bonet, p.c.)

Neither of these examples is fully acceptable,11 but there is contrast between a. with a 1-DO
and b. with 3-DO, such that (94a) is more acceptable than b., just like (93a) is grammatical
and b. is not. This independent asymmetry between clitic combinations of /i/ and 3 vs. 1/2
reduces the strength of (93) as evidence for the weak clitic status of PCC-/i/.
In the absence of other tests or a better understanding of clitic repetition and gregariousness there is no strong evidence from the position of /i/ to support treating PCC-/i/ as a
weak pronoun.
11 The reduced acceptability of these examples could be attributed to a different base position of /i/ in (93)
and (94). Recipient datives as in (93) originate below the base position of the verb (Pylkkänen 2002, Cuervo
2003). One could assume then that this is where we see /i/ in (93). The locative in (94) probably originates
in a higher position. Maienborn (2001) shows for German that locative phrases that situate the the event, like
the locatives in (94), originate in the IP domain. It is possible then that the locative clitics in (94) have never
occupied the position where they are repeated and that this causes the overall reduced acceptability.
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To conclude, the analysis of doubling and its absence suggests that PCC contexts ban
IO clitics, and that the /i/ that appears in PCC contexts has a different syntactic status from
the one in 3-3-Effect contexts.

4.2.3 A Note on Clitic Doubling and Dative Status
The facts about clitic doubling also concern a deeper question about the status of PCC/i/ as a dative rather than an adverbial clitic. Work on the double object construction in
Spanish (Demonte 1995, Cuervo 2003) has shown that only the structures where the recipient is doubled by a dative clitic are real datives where the recipient is above DO. Where
no clitic appears, the recipient is a PP below DO rather than above it. This is supported
on the one hand by tests that show DO to c-command the recipient when there is no clitic,
but the recipient to c-command DO when there is a clitic. This is illustrated for reflexives
in Spanish in (95). In (95a) where the recipient a-NP is not doubled by a dative clitic, DO
can bind reflexives in the recipient, but the recipient cannot bind reflexives in DO. This
suggests that the recipient is below DO. In (95b), the recipient is doubled by a dative clitic
le, and the binding possibilities are reversed. The recipient can now bind DO reflexives, but
DO can no longer bind reflexives in the recipient. Demonte (1995) and Cuervo (2003:§2.1)
adduce several other diagnostics of this kind.

(95)

Reflexivization:
(Spanish)
a. No dative clitic: DO binds recipient reflexive.
i. El tratamiento psicoanalítico reintegro a
Mariai a sí mismai
the therapy
psychoanalytic gave.back DOM Maria to herself
ii. * El tratamiento psicoanalítico reintegro/devolvió (a) sí mismai a
the therapy
psychoanalytic gave.back
DOM herself
to
Mariai
Maria
‘The psychoanalytic therapy helped Mary to be herself again’
b. Dative clitic: Recipient binds DO reflexive.
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i. * El tratamiento psicoanalítico le
devolvió a
Mariai a
the therapy
psychoanalytic CL .3 DAT gave.back DOM Maria to
la estima de sí mismai
the self esteem [lit. the esteem of herself]
ii. El tratamiento psicoanalítico le
devolvió la
the therapy
psychoanalytic CL .3 DAT gave.back the
estima de sí mismai a Mariai
self esteem
to Maria
‘The psychoanalytic therapy helped Mary to be herself again’
(Demonte 1995:10)
Demonte (1995) and Cuervo (2003) argue that all and only the structures that have a
dative clitic and concomitantly allow clitic doubling involve true datives. Cuervo (2003) in
addition argues that only recipients marked by a dative clitic are introduced by applicative
heads.12 She proposes that dative clitics are the exponents of the A PPL head that introduces
the dative. If this were the correct analysis for Catalan, one could take the impossibility of
doubling in PCC as evidence that PCC-/i/ is a pronominalized directional PP, rather than a
dative.
I reject such an interpretation of the doubling data in (48) based on two facts. On the one
hand, unlike in Spanish, not all datives allow doubling in CC. Under the assumption that
all datives are applicatives, doubling cannot be taken to be tho gold standard for showing
that something is an applicative. The case in point are inanimate datives expressed by /i/
(Rigau 1978, 1982, and §2.4.1.1). While animate datives can be doubled, (96a), inanimate
ones expressed by bare /i/ cannot, (96b). This is illustrated here with variants of Rigau’s
examples in (58), p. 75.

(96)

a. En Joan lii
dona cops [a la Maria]i
the Joan 3. DAT gave blows to the Maria
‘Joan gave Maria a beating.’
b. En Joan hii dona cops [(*a la porta)]13
the Joan DAT gave blows to the door

12 Demonte (1995) assumes

a derivational relation between the NP-PP and the double object construction,
so that all recipients originate as PPs, similar to Larson (1988).
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‘Joan gave the door a beating’
The second datum that indicates that PCC-/i/ is not a directional PP is the difference between directional /i/ and PCC-/i/ in quantifier float, (50) discussed in Section 2.2.2. While
quantifiers floated from directional /i/ are marked with a, those floated from PPC-/i/ are
not. This difference would go unexplained, if PCC-/i/ were a pronominalized directional
PP.
Preliminarily, it appears that the relation between IO-doubling and the presence of an
applicative construction in CC is more similar to the facts described for Greek by Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005a), where applicative recipients do not require doubling, than to
Spanish. Doubled IOs are a variant of applicatives and the need for doubling is a function
of the features (animate/inanimate) of the dative. The details have to be left for further
research.

4.3 Discussion
This section has shown that the syntactic structure motivated for 3-3-Effects scales up
to the PCC. DO bleeding the person licensing of IO accounts for the fact that in both PCC
and 3-3-Effects the realization of IO is affected by the properties of DO. Representing third
person and local person on IO differently also accounts for the differences between the
repairs for 1/2-IOs and 3-IOs in PCC environments. These differences follow from the different licensing needs of 1/2- and 3-features, i.e. the PLC. While 3-features do not require
AGREE to be syntactically wellformed but fail to be spelled out when they do not AGREE,
1/2-features cause the derivation to crash when left unlicensed in the syntax. Applying the
assumptions motivated on the basis of 3-3-Effects to PCC thus does not only provide a
13 The

example is acceptable with an intonational break before a la porta. I take that structure to be
something an afterthought topic, where a la porta appears in an adjoined position, rather than clitic doubling.
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unified analysis of both, but explains why the realization of IO is affected in PCC contexts
and why the alternative realization of PCC structures is sensitive to the person of IO.
Likewise, analyzing 3-3-Effects and PCC as two instances of the same phenomenon
advances the analysis of 3-3-Effects. Based on facts about clitic doubling, I proposed a
more articulated system of third person using [LOC] and [π ]. Chapter 5 will show that
this more articulated system allows an analysis of the use of non-case exponents like se in
3-3-Effects and the absence of morphological 3-3-Effects.
The more articulated representation of third person also offers an explanation for why
opaque repairs for IO in PCC contexts are relatively rare (§4.2.1). PCC combinations
with 3-IOs are syntactically wellformed only if IO is an unmarked person category. CC
allows unmarked person IOs, even inanimate ones. This establishes a syntactic connection
between the appearance of /i/ in PCC repairs and the independent presence of inanimate
datives in CC. Many other languages require IOs to be of a marked person category. If so,
IO will fail to license its [LOC]-feature in PCC contexts leading to a syntactic crash. In
addition to the syntactic flexibility of allowing unmarked person IOs, a language needs an
independent phonological exponent for IO case to realize 3-IO+1/2-DO structures. Section
5.1.2 returns to this issue in the context of Spanish.
The remainder of this section addresses several questions that arise from the current
proposal. Section 4.3.1 addresses the status of PCC-/i/ in the current proposal vis-a-vis
the proposals about person effect repairs in Řezáč (2007) and Béjar and Řezáč (2009).
Section 4.3.2 addresses the relation between clitic order and PCC. Section 4.3.3 addresses
the absence of number based morphological restriction outside 3-3-Effect contexts.

4.3.1 Repairing and Surviving the PCC
Under the analysis proposed here, opaque pronouns in BC differ from repairs of person
effects as conceived of in Řezáč (2007) or Béjar and Řezáč (2009). Rather than being the
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result of the grammar adding a probe to save a derivation where person licensing would
otherwise fail, PCC structures with /i/ spell out a structure where person AGREE with IO
has failed without making the structure ungrammatical.
Řezáč (2007) distinguishes repairs for person restrictions from circumlocutions by
whether or not the structures used for avoiding person restrictions are otherwise freely
available. Only if a structure is limited to person effects, is it a true repair. PCC repairs
under this conception are last resort phenomena. /i/ in Catalan meets this requirement, because animate datives cannot freely be expressed by bare /i/ outside of person restrictions.
The proposal here differs in the conception of how the limitation of bare /i/ to person
effect environments arises. Abstracting away from the mechanics of the proposal, Béjar
and Řezáč’s analysis of person effect repairs can be described as a ‘fail and fix’-system
(direct/inverse systems in Béjar and Řezáč 2009, PCC in Řezáč 2007). The syntax starts
from a structure that would run afoul of the PLC, and then changes it, by adding probes or
merging A PPL in a different place, to avoid agreement failure. The important part is that
the grammar actively changes the derivation to avoid agreement failure. This intervention
by the grammar is only available to avoid crashing derivations leading to its last resort
behavior. The proposal for person effect repairs with /i/ here lacks the ‘fix’-part of ‘fail
and fix.’ It could rather be described as a ‘fail and move on’-system. [π ] fails to AGREE,
but since that failure has no syntactic consequences the derivation just moves on, and PF
spells IO out without morphology for [π ]. The person restrictions are survived rather than
repaired. The limitation of /i/ for animate datives to person effect environments arises
because they are the only place where 3-IOs fail to AGREE. So it is not that 3-IOs in
person effect contexts are endowed with special properties conferred to them by last resort
processes. Rather, [π ] has an independent property that sets it apart from local person
features, it is syntactically wellformed on its own and AGREE only feeds its morphological
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realization, and person effect environments are the only place where this property becomes
visible.
The choice between fixing and moving on is controlled by the rest of the grammar. On
the one hand, survival is only possible because the clitic syntax of CC has one of the strategies used to avoid PCC in other languages built in. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, PCC
can be avoided by moving DO above the oblique argument closer to the person licenser
(see Icelandic in §2.2.1). This happens independently in CC, and creates the syntactic configuration that derives agreement failure on IO. On the other, whether survival is possible
depends on the features of IO. While [π ] can fail to AGREE without syntactic consequence,
[PART]/[LOC] cannot. The realizations of 1/2-IOs with strong forms in these contexts are
probably repairs in Béjar and Řezáč’s sense.

4.3.1.1 Alternating Places of Repair in 1/2-IO+1/2-DO
PCC repairs in combinations of local person DOs and IOs point towards an open issue
for the current proposal. A desideratum of the proposal here is that the syntax should
derive both which person combinations agreement restrictions arise in, and which argument
agreement failure and concomitantly alternate realization apply to. As is, the proposal
predicts failure of person licensing on IO in CC, deriving the facts that IO surfaces without
person marking when it is 3 and is a possible locus of repair when it is local person.
As shown in (52), p. 66, however, 1/2-IO+1/2-DO combinations can also be realized
with DO as a strong pronoun plus a. The same is true of Spanish, (43) p. 57. Within the line
of thinking that relates cliticization to agreement with v, this fact would show that DO fails
to AGREE with v in these contexts. This is unexpected in the proposal here, because the
movement of DO above IO should guarantee that DO never fails to AGREE with v. Instead,
the data could be taken to show that local person features on IO can block the movement of
DO above IO and as a result keep DO from agreeing with v. This interaction between the
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featural complexity of IO and the locus of agreement failure resembles the situation of 3-3Effects in MA (§2.4.6 and §3.4). In the MA dialect, opacity in 3-3-Effects targets IO when
IO is singular, but DO when it is plural. Similar to PCC contexts, featurally complex IOs
(plural ones in MA) can shift the place of repair from IO to DO. In Section 3.4, I sketched
how 3-3-Effects in MA could be derived by allowing featurally complex IOs to block case
driven movement of DO to H. For the 1/2-DO+1/2-IO combinations, one would have to
say that IO satisfies H’s EPP feature and moves, while DO remains in situ and has its case
feature licensed by H without movement. Subsequently, v probes, values its features in IO
allowing IO to cliticize. DO fails to agree with v and is the target of repair.
As discussed in Section 3.4, this type of analysis involves a reintroduction of φ -sensitivity
on H. Case driven movement and φ -agreement were separated in Section 3.2.3.1 to capture the fact that DOs in MJ appear to receive case without φ -agreement. Reintroducing

φ -sensitivity to H undermines that proposal. I have to leave a fuller explanation of this
pattern for future work.

4.3.1.2 Unrepairable PCC
Not all datives can be repaired when they appear in PCC structures (§2.2.2.3). For
example, PCC with benefactive and possessive datives cannot be repaired at all in French
and not with /i/ in CC. This difference has previously been taken to show that PCC repairs
that target IO involve realization of IO as a PP.
Postal (1990) and Řezáč (2007) observe for French that the datives that can be repaired
in PCC contexts at all are those that alternate with a PP structure of the form a+DP. Benefactive and possessive datives cannot be expressed by free forms with a in French, and they
cannot be repaired in PCC contexts. Extending this analysis to Catalan would suggest that
PCC-/i/ is a locative clitic, similar to French y in (29), p. 50.
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The parallelism between datives that alternate and those that allow repair or survival
in PCC contexts does not hold up for Catalan benefactives and possessive datives. The
examples in (97) show that both possessive and affected datives can appear as undoubled
full DPs with a.

(97)

a. Benefactive:
En Pere (lii ) dibuixa un palasso [a la seva filla]i
the Peter 3 DAT drew a clown for the his daughter
‘Peter drew a clown for his daughter’
b. Possessive:
En Pere (lii ) renta la cara [a la seva filla]i
the Peter 3 DAT washes the face for the his daughter
‘Peter washes his daughter’s face’

(Rigau 2002:2076/7)

Formally, affected datives and recipient datives are the same in Catalan, both appearing as
full DPs with a, doubled and undoubled. This undermines that potential argument that the
absence of PCC-/i/ with these datives supports an interpretation of PCC-/i/ as a locative
clitic.
Some other property of affected datives has to account for the absence of PCC-/i/.

4.3.2 Clitic Order and the Person Case Constraint
Section 2.1.1.3 showed that there is a consistent pattern across different dialects of Catalan that links linear order of clitics to the place of opacity. One might wonder now whether
a similar correlation holds between clitic order and PCC. Anagnostopoulou (2003:§5.3.7)
addresses this question in a slightly different context and answers it towards the negative.
This section will mostly present her argument with a few refinements that come from the
discussion of opacity and clitic order here. In the end though, I will give a similar answer to
Anagnostopoulou’s. The degree to which we can expect such a correlation is rather limited
and very dependent on the properties of individual languages.
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Anagnostopoulou (2003:§5.3.7) arrives at the question of PCC and clitic order from a
different starting point. She observes that in languages that show PCC in combinations of
weak pronouns, there is a correlation between pronoun order and the presence of the PCC.
PCC is present in IO-DO order, but not in DO-IO order. This is illustrated in (98) from
Swiss German. In DO-IO order, PCC does not arise (98a), but in IO-DO order it does
(98b).

(98)

Order dependency of PCC with weak pronouns in Swiss German:
a. D’ Maria zeigt mi em
(Acc1 > DAT)
the Mary shows me to-him
b. * D’ Maria zeigt em
mich (*Dat > Acc1)
the Mary shows to-him me
‘Mary shows me to him’
(Anagnostopoulou 2003:296)

The pattern is similar to that in Icelandic, where PCC arises in dative-nominative order, but
not in nominative-dative order, (47) p. 60.
This correlation between order and the presence of PCC follows in a characterization
of the PCC as IO intervening with the AGREE between DO and v in their base order. In
IO-DO order, IO intervenes between v and DO, thus blocking person licensing on DO. In
DO-IO order on the other hand, DO has moved across IO, closer to v and IO is no longer
in a syntactic position to block person licensing on DO.
Given this correlation between weak pronoun order and PCC, Anagnostopoulou asks
whether the same is found with clitics. She answers this question in the negative citing two
facts about clitics: (i) Clitic opacity, like in Catalan, can obscure the order of the clitics and
make it hard to tell whether the order is DO-IO or IO-DO, and (ii) Clitic order often does
not reflect syntactic structure. It can be determined by person, again as in Catalan, which
breaks the mapping between word order and syntactic structure.
The problem of determining clitic order in contexts of opacity, I argue in Section
2.1.1.1, can be compensated for by taking into account the wider array of data from 3-3197

Effects in Catalan. Anagnostopoulou cites clitic clusters from BC like [@lzi] as an example
where the order of DO and IO is unclear. As shown in Section 2.4.3, data from BAC and
AL, where gender is preserved on DO in clitic combinations, clearly reveal the order of
3-clitics. Once this problem of interpreting the evidence is overcome, the order of 3-clitics
can inform a syntactic analysis of person restrictions. I argued in Chapter 3 that the order
of 3-clitics in Catalan does in fact reflect the syntactic structure, thus providing and explanation for the consistent righthand position of opaque clitics. Beyond that, the evidence
from 3-clitics for DO-IO order in CC leads to a new analysis of PCC in this language.
The inroads towards a syntactic characterization of clitic order that can be made from a
closer analysis of opaque clitics are limited though. The order of local person clitics is not
syntactically determined, as discussed in Section 2.1.1.3. The order of local person clitics
with respect to each other varies greatly from dialect to dialect and syntactic factors do not
readily explain this variation. Given this additional, non-syntactic influence on clitic order,
I concur with Anagnostopoulou that the correlation between order and the presence of PCC
cannot generally be expected with clitics.

4.3.3 Interaction of Syntax and Morphology
The proposal here assumes a tight relation between the syntactic representation of φ features and their morphological realization. While this allows a syntactic derivation of
morphological opacity, it raises the question of how the common absence of morphological
opacity is to be accounted for and how close the relation between syntactically active and
morphologically expressed φ -categories is. These questions will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 5. The key to the proposal there is the idea that there are two representations
for third person [π ] and [π ,

LOC].

The presence or absence of morphological 3-3-Effects

depends on how morphology realizes [π ] and [LOC] morphologically.
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A second set of questions concerns how finely morphological categories are mapped
to syntactic ones, and how that determines the granularity of person effects. The system
proposed here makes two distinctions in the syntax: unmarked third person and everything
else. First, second and marked third person are all syntactically represented as [π , LOC] and
the difference between them is recored in the different values of [uLOC] in the probe. From
this system, one can move into two directions. The relation between syntactic and morphological categories could be more direct, so that there is a syntactic distinction between, say,
1, 2 and 3. On the other hand, one could further conflate morphological categories, so that
there is only one syntactically active feature and the distinctions between all person categories are visible to the morphology only. Béjar (2003) and Béjar and Řezáč (2009) show
that such different granularities of person probes account for different granularities of person effects in inverse systems. Walkow (2012a) explores how locating variation between
person effects in how finely the probe distinguishes between person categories extends to
the difference between strong and ultrastrong PCC (§2.2) in BC and Classical Arabic.
An different question about the relation of syntactic licensing and morphological realization concerns number: Clitic combinations involving local person clitics do not display
UPE.

This is discussed below.

4.3.3.1 Absence of UPE with Local Person Arguments
The discussion in this chapter has focussed on person so far. Given the argument in
Chapter 3 one might expect UPE like effects in PCC just as much as in 3-3-Effects: plural
IOs might surface with plural marking as [zi] as long as DO is singular, but only as a
bare dative marker [i] when it is plural. This is not the case. PCC-/i/ is simply never plural
marked.

UPE

is also absent in any combinations where IO is local person. For combinations

of a 1/2-IO and a 3-DO, Table 4.3c., Bonet (2002:950, fn. 12) reports that there are no UPElike restrictions on the expressions of number on either argument. Similarly, no restrictions
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on number have been reported for speakers with the weak PCC or the ultrastrong PCC,
who allow combinations of local person clitics like in (35b). This state of affairs is not
unusual. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1.2, Omnivorous Number agreement, of which UPE is
a particular manifestation, is also limited to only some person categories in other languages.
The following sections, 4.3.3.1.1 and 4.3.3.1.2, discuss a possible morphological and a
possible syntactic explanation for the absence of plural marking on PCC-/i/. At this point,
I do not see a way of choosing between them. Section 4.3.3.1.3 argues that the absence
of UPE with 1/2-IOs might be part of a larger set of questions about plural agreement and
local person.

4.3.3.1.1 Morphology: Morphological dependence of /-z/ on /l/. The absence of plural IO /zi/ in PCC contexts could be the result of a morphological dependence of the plural
marker /z/ on the third person marker /l/.
In CC, The plural marker /-z/ only ever appears in the context of the third person marker
/l/.14,15 One might take this to show that /-z/ is morphologically dependent on /l/. Evidence
that the CC plural marker is more closely connected morphologically to the 3-marker /l/
than to /i/ might be seen in the phenomenon of clitic splitting found in some varieties of
CC (Bonet 1995:611). In combinations of a third person plural IO and a partitive clitic /n/,
the partitive clitic splits up the IO clitic into /lz/ (plus epenthetic [@]s) and /i/, (99) (see also
14 CC

differs in this respect from MJ (§2.4.5), where the plural marker can also appear on the neuter clitic
[o]/[w] in 3-3-Efffect environments.
15 One might see additional support for the dependence of /-z/ on /l/ in the fact that inanimate /i/ can refer
to plural entities, (i), but cannot be plural marked.
(i) A les crítiques, el Govern
{hi/ */zi/} concedeix molta importància
to the critiques the government {DAT/ PL . DAT} give
much importance
‘As for the criticism, the Government gives them a lot of importance’

(Bonet 2008:108)

An alternative interpretation, however, is that inanimate /i/ simply lacks the syntactic structure for number
that is spelled out by /-z/.
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Table 3.12). IO and its left dislocated antecedent are in bold face in (99) and the partitive
DO and its antecedent are in italics.

(99)

De pomes, als nens, [@lz<@n>i]
donaré
demà
of apples to-the children 3. PL<PART>DAT will-give.1 tomorrow
‘I will give apples to the children tomorrow’
(Bonet 1995:611)

A question arises for the argument that /z/ is morphologically dependent on /l/ in contexts where IO fails to license its [π ]-feature, but does license its plural feature. This
happens in contexts like 3PL-IO+3SG-DO, which are realized as /lzi/. In this cluster, /l/
is the exponent of DO and /z/ is the plural marker of IO. It cannot be the case that IO’s
plural marker is hosted by its third person marker, because IO does not have one. One
could meet this question by saying that DO’s 3-marker is the morphological host of IO’s
number marker. Such hosting of one argument’s plural morph by another argument’s clitic
is known as floating number and is found in Spurious se contexts in several varieties of
American Spanish. These varieties share the typical Spanish Spurious se Effect by which
IO surfaces as the reflexive/impersonal clitic se in 3-3-Effect contexts. se does not have a
plural form leaving IOs without number marking in normal Spurious se Effects. Floating
number allows the plural features of IO to be realized on DO, as long as DO is singular.
This is illustrated in (100), where the singular DO clitic lo is realized with a plural marker
-s as lo-s marking the plural of IO. The DO clitic and its antecedent appear in italics. The
IO clitic, its plural marker and its antecedent are in bold face.

(100) El libro, a ellos, ¿quién se lo-s
presto?
the book to them who se 3ACC - PL lent.3 RD
‘Who lent the book to them?’

(Bonet 1995:634)

Returning to CC, if the plural marker /-z/ were morphologically dependent on the 3marker /l/, the absence of plural marking on PCC-/i/ could simply follow from the absence
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of a 3-marker that could host /-z/. On the syntactic side one could maintain that IO does
indeed license its plural features, but they fail to be expressed morphologically because the
morphological hosting conditions of /-z/ are not met.

4.3.3.1.2 Syntax: Visibility of number features on weak pronouns.

A syntactic pro-

posal could locate the absence of plural IO /zi/ in PCC contexts in the different syntactic
status of /i/ in 3-3-Effects and PCC. As argued in Section 4.2, PCC-/i/ is a weak pronoun,
while the one in 3-3-Effects is a clitic. PCC-/i/ might not show number morphology because the number features of weak pronouns are not accessible to agreement. This inaccessibility could be due either to weak pronoun /i/ lacking the syntactic structure for number
altogether or to its number features not being syntactically accessible from the outside.

4.3.3.1.3 Absence of UPE with Local Person IOs. The special status of number on
local person observed here is not altogether unusual. Plural of local person categories has
been observed to differ from plural of third person in both semantics and syntax. In Catalan,
there are also differences in the morphology. More generally, the limitation of omnivorous
number agreement to only some person categories is not unique to Catalan. As mentioned
in Section 2.1.1.2, the same is true in Georgian. While the absence of UPE with local person
clitics in Catalan remains yet to be explained, it may well be another instance of the general
special status of number on local person.
On the semantic side, it has variously been observed (e.g. Kratzer 2009:224 and references therein) that number on local person has a different semantic status from number on
third person. The main observation is that third person plural pronouns typically refer to
pluralities of third person referents, whereas first person plural pronouns typically do not
refer to pluralities of speakers or addressees. This different semantic status of plurality in
local person pronouns might find syntactic reflexes contributing to the absence of UPE.
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Third person and local person plural also behave differently in certain agreement contexts. An example comes from Icelandic dative-nominative constructions. As discussed
in the context of example (46), dative-nominative constructions in Icelandic allow number
agreement with third person nominative objects across an intervening dative. The same
is not true of local person direct objects (e.g. Sigurðsson and Holmberg 2008). This can
be shown in dative-nominative constructions involving long distance agreement where the
matrix verb agrees with a nominative that is licensed in an embedded non-finite environment. The example in (101) involves agreement with the subject of an embedded nonfinite clause. The embedded subject receives nominative case inside the clause rather than
from the matrix verb (on nominative case in non-finite environments see Sigurðsson 1991).
Under various proposals discussed earlier, these constructions involve (defective) person
agreement between T and the dative. When the subject is third person, (101a), the matrix
verb can agree in number with the lower nominative or show third person singular default
agreement. When the nominative is local person, 2 in (101b), only default agreement is
fully acceptable. Third person plural agreement is degraded.

(101)

a. þaD

þótt{-i/
-u} einum málfræDingi þessi rök
sterk
thought{-3SG/ -3 PL} one linguist.DAT these arguments strong
‘One linguist though these arguments strong’ (Sigurðsson and Holmberg
2008:259)
b. Henni þótt{-i/
??-u/ -*um} þiD
eitthvaD einkennilegir
her.DAT though{-3SG/ -3PL/ -2PL} you.NOM . PL somewhat strange
‘She found you somewhat strange’ (Sigurðsson and Holmberg 2008:270)
EXPL

The data in (101) show that in the presence of intervention for person agreement, number
agreement with a local person argument is not possible in Icelandic. The absence of UPE in
contexts that involve local person arguments may be a different instance of an intervention
dependent effect on number agreement.
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1:
2:

SG :

PL:

/m/
/t/

/n-z/
/u-z/

Table 4.6: 1/2-clitics in BC (Bonet 1995:643).

Number also has a different role in the morphology of third and local person clitics
in Catalan. Like third person clitics, local person ones are transparently composed of the
plural marker -/z/ and a person specific part. For third person, the person marker is the
same for singular and plural in all dialects of Catalan: /l/. Markers of local person on
the other hand are specific to singular and plural, as shown for BC in Table 4.6. Even
morphologically, local and third person have a different relation to number.
Given that the third and local person plural are independently different, one could take
the absence of

UPE

in contexts involving local person IOs to be another instance of this

special status. Within the proposal here, the absence of

UPE

with local person IOs might

follow from the assumption that number features on local person arguments are not visible
to the external syntax and that they become visible to lexical insertion as the result of
licensing local person. I will have to leave open here how this is to be implemented within
the assumptions about agreement and valuation laid out in Section 3.2.1.
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CHAPTER 5
VARIANTS AND ABSENCE OF MORPHOLOGICAL OPACITY

Section 4.2 developed an account of differences between 3-3-Effects and PCC internal
to CC, which lead to a more articulated representation of third person in both syntax and
morphology. This section takes that proposal and addresses the bigger questions surrounding opacity in PCC and 3-3-Effects outside of CC: (i) How can the ungrammaticality of
PCC structures be accounted for in languages that do not have opacity in PCC? (ii) How
can the common absence of morphological 3-3-Effects be accounted for? and (iii) How
can other patterns of 3-3-Effects where IO is not an exponent of case, like the Spanish
Spurious se, be accounted for? In terms of the overview of opacity patterns in Figure 2.1,
page 45, questions (ii) and (iii) address the highest and the lowest division among patterns
of 3-3-Effects. This chapter will address these questions. As a working hypothesis, I will
assume that the languages to be discussed have the same syntax in 3-3-Effects and PCC as
I argued for CC. v agrees with DO before IO and has a probe with the features [uπ , uLOC].
The variation among different patterns of third person morphology in 3-3-clitic combinations will follow entirely from differences in the inventories of PF exponents between the
languages. Similarly, I will argue that the ungrammaticality of PCC structures in languages
that do not have opacity in PCC is an ineffability that arises at PF because syntax creates
structures that cannot be spelled out at PF (§5.1.2).
The key to different patterns of 3-3-Effects lies in the more articulate representations
of third person in syntax and morphology developed in Section 4.2. The difference in
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clitic doubling between /i/ in PCC and 3-3-Effects lead to the recognition of marked and
unmarked third person categories. Syntactically,
" # the two are represented as [π ] and [π ,LOC]

respectively, morphologically as [RE] and

RE

. The possibility of clitic doubling with 3-

LOC

3-/i/ sugests that agreement does not fail entirely in 3-3-Effects, but that 3-3-/i/ manages
to AGREE with v in [LOC], see Table 4.5. Morphological 3-3-Effects still follow under the
assumption that only [π ]/[RE] is spelled out as /l/ in the morphology, whereas [LOC]/[LOC]
is not spelled out. This opens a new perspective on the morphological side of 3-3-Effects.
Morphological 3-3-Effects arise from an asymmetry between how the two third person
features [RE] and [LOC] are treated by lexical insertion rules. Two features encode third
person in the morphology: [RE] and [LOC]. The morphology of CC, however, only inserts a
3-marker for [RE]. [LOC] does not receive a morphological interpretation. This is illustrated
in the lefthand column in Table 5.1. ‘[LOC] 7→ –’ is to be understood as PF does not map
[LOC] to anything or rather, no lexical insertion rule refers to [LOC].
CC:

MO:

VS:

[RE] 7→ /l/ [RE] 7→ /l/ [RE] 7→ /l/
[LOC] 7→ – [LOC] 7→ /se/ [LOC] 7→ /l/
Table 5.1: Three patterns of third person morphology.
If lexical insertion more closely tracks morphological representation and exponents
are inserted for both [RE] and [LOC], the morphological side of 3-3-Effects either takes on
a different form or disappears entirely. If the two different features [RE] and [LOC] are
mapped to two different exponents, one expects one realization of ‘3’ in isolation when [π ]
is licensed, but a different one in 3-3-Effects where only [LOC] is licensed. Section 5.1 will
develop such an analysis of the Spurious se effect in Spanish and MO. The lexical insertion
rules for [RE] and [LOC] that bring about this pattern are shown under MO in Table 5.1.
Section 5.1.2 will also show how the proposal here derives the PCC in a language that does
not use opaque pronouns for 3-IOs in PCC. I will argue that 3-IO+1/2-DO structures are
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ineffable due to morphological reasons when a language does not have a morphologically
independent exponent for oblique case.
A third option shown in Table 5.1 is that both [RE] and [LOC] are expressed morphologically and in the same way. As a result, third person would receive the same morphological
expression in 3-3-Effect contexts and on isolate 3-clitics. The morphology here would track
the fact that both [RE] and [LOC] are third person features. I will present such an analysis for
the absence of morphological 3-3-Effects in VS and French in Section 5.2.
Section 5.3 discusses other patterns of realizing third person morphology predicted by
the system here, for example the use of a clitic in 3-3-Effects that appears nowhere else in
the language as reported for Napoli Italian (Pescarini 2005b, §2.1.3).
Section 5.4 concludes and situates the proposal of this section within the typology of
clitic opacity shown in Figure 2.1, page 45.
The discussion in this chapter will be limited to the morphology of person. Number
will only be addressed briefly in Section 5.2. This is due to the relative rarity of UPE. It is
absent in Spanish and there are no Catalan dialects that have transparent realization of third
person in 3-3-Effects, but do show UPE.

5.1 Spurious se and the Absence of Opaque Clitics in PCC
This section develops an analysis of the Spurious se Effect (Perlmutter 1971) and the
ungrammaticality of PCC structures with 3-IOs in languages that do not use opaque clitics
to realize them. Though in principle independent, the two facts are discussed together here
for Spanish. This is to offer a coherent case study of both phenomena in one language. The
proposal for the PCC is not specific to Spanish, and will apply, mutatis mutandis, to other
languages. In the context of the typology of opacity in Figure 2.1, this section accounts for
the division between the languages that realize IO as case or as se.
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The Spurious se Effect (§2.1) is the use of a third person reflexive pronoun, se in Catalan and Spanish, to realize IO in 3-3-Effects. Spurious se is found (at least) in Spanish
(Perlmutter 1971), the Catalan dialect of MO (§2.4.4) and the Italian dialect of Sarroch
(Pescarini 2005b:292). The discussion here will be based on Spanish data. Unlike CC,
however, Spanish does not realize PCC structures by using an opaque pronoun.1 The remainder of this section briefly reviews the facts about 3-3-Effects and PCC in Spanish.
Section 5.1.1 shows how the proposal in Table 5.1 that se is a realization of [LOC] derives
the correct clitic forms given the syntax of 3-3-Effects from Section 4.2 and fits with the
properties of se elsewhere in Spanish. Section 5.1.2 uses the context of Spanish person effects to addresses the larger question of how the proposal here captures PCC in languages
that do not have opaque clitic repairs for IO. I will argue that derivations with 3-IO and
local person DO clitics are syntactically wellformed in Spanish, but are ruled out at PF
because no exponent can be inserted for IO clitic.
Spanish has morphologically distinct 3-dative and 3-accusative pronouns, le(s) and
lo(s)/la(s) respectively. Similar to CC, /l/ appears as the marker of third person on both
DO and IO clitics, /s/ appears as the marker of plural. In addition, IO clitics bear the dative case marker /e/ and DOs bear feminine or masculine markers, /a/ or /o/. DO and IO
clitics cannot appear in combinations, (6), repeated below. IO surfaces as the impersonal
or reflexive clitic se instead of the transparent 3-IO clitic le. This is what Perlmutter (1971)
calls the spurious se Effect.

(6) A Pedro, el premio, {se lo
/ *le
lo
/ *lo
le}
dieron ayer.
to Pedro, the prize, {se 3. ACC / 3. DAT 3. ACC / 3. ACC 3. DAT} gave yesterday
‘They gave the prize to Pedro yesterday.’
(Bonet 1995:608)
1

No data are available for MO.
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Unlike in CC, se is not used for PCC repairs, (102). The example is also ungrammatical
when the clitics are in DO-IO order. Instead, a repair strategy similar to French appears
where the recipient is realized as a strong pronoun with a, (41c) repeated here.

(102)

(41)

* Pedro {le/
se} {te/ me} envía
Pedro {3SG . DAT/ se} {2SG/ 1SG} send-3 SG . SUBJ
‘Pedro sends you/me to him’
(Ormazabal and Romero 2007:317)
c. Me recomendó a él
1SG recommended to him
‘S/he recommended me to him’

An analysis of person restrictions in Spanish needs to explain, (i) why se rather than
the dative marker /e/ appears in 3-3-Effects, (ii) why neither se nor /e/ appears as a PCC
repair, and (iii) why the observed PCC repair resembles the one found in 1/2-IO+1/2-DO
combinations in (43). As suggested in Section 4.1, these repairs appear when introducing
the recipient by A PPL does not lead to a convergent derivation.

5.1.1 Spurious se
The difference between CC and Spanish in 3-3-Effect contexts is at PF. While CC spells
out opaque IOs as exponents of oblique case, Spanish spells them out as exponents of the
person feature that 3-IOs AGREE in, [LOC].
Above, I proposed that se is the realization of [LOC] based on the fact that only two
features are licenses on IOs in 3-3-Effects and that se is not an exponent of case. Looking
at the distribution of se outside of person effect environments, however, leads to the same
conclusion. se can appear in any argument position, thus is not plausibly specified for case.
It serves as a third person reflexive and impersonal clitic, ruling it out as an exponent of
[PART] or [SPEA]. The morphological difference between se and pronouns like le and lo
suggests that it also is not an exponent of [π ]. By process of elimination, this suggest a
specification as [LOC].
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The treatment of se as an exponent of [LOC], treating it as a marked third person essentially on par with local person, might come as a surprise given a line of earlier proposals
(e.g. Reinhart and Reuland 1991, 1993, Bonet 1995, Grimshaw 1997, 2001) that gives se or
its analogues in other Romance languages a rather reduced feature content, and sometimes
none whatsoever. The proposal here follows their main observation that se is not specified
for case, number or gender, but maintains a specification for person. Similarly, Reinhart and
Reuland (1993) note that while reflexives often lack number and gender, they do retain person specifications in some languages. This is certainly true in Spanish and Catalan, where
se only used for third person. Bonet (1995) likewise treats se as a person clitic, setting it
apart from adverbial clitics. The classification of se with local person is also not without
precedent. Kayne (2000:§8.2.1) argues that the se clitics of Romance languages should be
classified with local person rather than third. His argument is based on a variety of syntactic
and morphological facts entirely separate from the data discussed here. Additional support
in Catalan for classifying se with local person pronouns rather than third person comes
from the variation in clitic order across dialects. As discussed in Section 2.1.1.3 (see also
Bonet 2002:§10.3.4) there is a large amount of variation in clitic order among dialects of
Catalan. Much of this variation concerns local person clitics and se. Non-reflexive third
person clitics, personless clitics, adverbial clitics and the partitive clitic are more consistent in their order with respect to each other and their absolute position in the clitic string.
Variation in clitic order is another area where se groups with local person rather than third
person. Finally, given proposals about the syntax of reflexives like Reinhart and Reuland
(1991, 1993), Reuland (2001) or Kratzer (2009), it makes sense that se behaves like local
person pronouns in needing to AGREE in order to be syntactically wellformed. These proposals argue that binding of se-anaphors is mediated by a syntactic relation between the
anaphor and a functional head. Kratzer (2009) in particular proposes that reflexive interpretation is achieved though the AGREE relation between v and the reflexive pronoun. If
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AGREE is a precondition for the semantic wellformedness of reflexives, then one expects
reflexive pronouns to behave like local person pronouns in requiring agreement for their
wellformedness. In conclusion, while I can do little here to evaluate the current proposal
in the face of the complex data surrounding se, I hope to have shown that it is not as different from other existing proposals about se as it may initially seem. Anagnostopoulou
(2003:265) also presents an argument for treating reflexives similar to local person using
similar arguments.
The above discussion leads to lexical insertion rules as in (103). Gender marking will
not be discussed here.
(103)

c. [π ] 7→ /l/
d. [LOC] 7→ /s(e)/

a. [SPEA] 7→ /m(e)/
b. [DAT] 7→ -/e/ \ [π ]

One difference between CC and MO/Spanish is the morphology of the dative marker -/e/
in (103b). Dative is expressed on 3-IOs by a bound morpheme -/e/ that only appears in
combination with /l/. The same is true of MO (§2.4.4), where the dative marker -/i/ is
additionally limited to 3SG-IOs. In this respect, Spanish and MO differ from CC, where
the dative marker /i/ is not a bound morpheme. The bound status of the dative marker will
explain its absence in 3-3-Effects and PCC-repairs below.
I assume here that person effects in Spanish arise in the same underlying configuration
as in CC. Cuervo (2003) argues that DO moves above IO in Spanish. This movement is
supported by the fact that syntactic tests show IO to be generated above DO (Demonte
1995, Cuervo 2003), see for example (95) on p. 189, but surface order being DO-IO among
non-clitic arguments. Additional evidence for a parallel account of the clitic restrictions in
CC and Spanish comes from the parallelism in the place of repair. The data in Sections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2 show that the two languages closely resemble each other in which argument can
be targeted for repairing PCC in different combinations of person on DO and IO. Similarly,
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 v 
uπ
 DO 
uLOC
πX
H
ACC
wX

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

PF: (103c)
/l/

 IO  A PPL DO
DAT X

 π 
LOC
wX

w
w

PF: (103d)
/s(e)/

(6): se lo dieron
Table 5.2: PCC and 3-3-Effects in Spanish (and MO).

3-IOs are the target of opacity in 3-3-Effects as well as the target of repair in PCC with
3-IOs.
Table 5.2 illustrates the derivation of the Spurious se Effect in Spanish. The sequence of
probing is entirely parallel to the derivation of 3-3-Effects in CC, Table 4.5. The difference
arises solely from the inventories of PF exponents. The exponent of dative case -/e/ cannot
be inserted, because its insertion is conditional on the presence of a 3-marker, (103b). In
the absence of a licensed [π ], no 3-marker /l/ can be inserted and concomitantly -/e/ cannot
be inserted. Instead, the value of the other feature that is licensed on IO, [LOC], is spelled
out as se.
The explanations of 3-3-Effects in CC and Spanish/MO differ in one other respect.
While the syntactic structure derives the DO-IO order of the clitics in CC, the syntax does
not derive the correct order of clitics in Spanish or MO. Both languages have IO-DO orders.
In Section 2.1.1.3, I argue that the IO-DO order in MO fits with the fact that se patterns with
local person pronoun in being more idiosyncratic in its position in the clitic string. Thus
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the IO-DO order among clitics in MO is probably an instance of a misalignment between
syntax and morphology. I would suggest that the same is true for Spanish.
The explanation then why se appears in 3-3-Effects rather than /e/ is that /e/ is a dependent morpheme, and the syntax of 3-3-Effect bleeds the realization of the morph that hosts
-/e/. Instead, an exponent that realizes the other feature licensed on IO is inserted.

5.1.2 The PCC without Opacity
An account of the PCC in Spanish needs to explain why neither se nor /e/ appear in
PCC, and why the observed PCC-repair resembles the one found when introducing the
recipient by A PPL does not lead to a convergent derivation. I will argue that derivations
with 3-IO and local person DO clitics are syntactically wellformed, but are ruled out at PF
because no exponent can be inserted for the IO clitic. The repair in (41) is derived by the
same mechanism that derives IO repairs with local person IOs in (43).
The discussion of the PCC in CC (§4.2.1) suggested that the combination of two properties allows CC to realize 3-IO+1/2-DO combinations: (i) the lack or a syntactic restriction
that IOs be a marked person category, and (ii) the presence of a morphologically independent exponent of oblique case. If either of these was absent in Spanish, the absence of an
oblique pronoun repair in Spanish would be explained. The two factors will be discussed
in turn.
If Spanish required applicative arguments to have marked person specifications, a derivation of the PCC analogous to the one for CC in Table 4.5a. would be syntactically illformed,
because IO would fail to license its [LOC] feature. In the discussion of CC, I took the presence of inanimate datives as evidence that there is no general restriction that the arguments
introduced by applicative heads have to be marked person categories. Demonte (1995) and
in particular Cuervo (2003) discuss that Spanish also allows inanimate datives, (104).
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 v 
uπ
 DO 
H
πX
uLOC
LOC X   IO  A PPL DO
DAT X
ACC
wX
π
:wRE
w
w
w

w
w
PF: (103a)
w

/m/
PF: *
(102): *me le envía
Table 5.3: PCC in Spanish (and MO).

(104) Inanimate Datives in Spanish:
a. Lei puse
el mantel [a la mesa]i
3.DAT put.1 SG the tablecloth to the table
‘I put the tablecloth on the table’
b. Valeria lei
miró
las llantas [a-l auto]i
Valeria 3 SG . DAT looked at the tires to-the car
‘Valeria looked at the car’s tires’

(Demonte 1995:12)

(Cuervo 2003:78)

It seems implausible then to attribute the absence of opaque clitic repairs in Spanish to
differences in restrictions on the arguments of A PPL.
Instead, I propose that the ungrammaticality of 3-IO+1/2-DO clitic combinations in
Spanish is a result of the absence of an independent exponent of oblique case that was
already discussed in the context of 3-3-Effects. The derivation of the PCC with 3-IO+1/2DO is illustrated in Table 5.3. Syntactically, the derivation is identical to that in CC, Table
4.5. DO has moved above IO. v probes and values both its [uπ ] and [uLOC] features on
DO. Like CC, Spanish allows IOs with unmarked person categories, so the IO in Table 5.3
can be specified as only [π ]. IO’s [π ]-feature does not AGREE with v. Since [π ] is outside
the purview of the PLC, this failure to AGREE does not run afoul of the PLC.
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The difference between CC and Spanish arises at PF. IO cannot be realized as se because the only IOs that are wellformed in the syntactic contexts of Table 5.3 are ones that
lack a specification for [LOC], the feature that is realized as se. The dative marker -/e/
cannot be inserted for the same reason as in 3-3-Effects. Without a licensed [π ] feature,
no 3-marker that could host -/e/ can be inserted. Given the syntactic derivation and the
morphological inventory, lexical insertion fails to insert an exponent for IO. I propose that
it is this failure of lexical insertion for IO that leads to ungrammaticality. I suggest that this
due to a version of Full Interpretation (e.g. Chomsky 1995: 261–264) at PF similar to what
is proposed by Kennedy and Merchant (2000). This notion of full interpretation can be
made more specific. It cannot be a restriction on individual features, as individual features
like person, number and gender commonly remain without morphological realization, as
has been discussed over the last chapters. Instead, the relevant restriction appears to be
related to the morphological expression of syntactic terminals. It is that IO, a syntactically
licensed argument, remains entirely without morphological realization that causes the ungrammaticality of these structures. A restriction that every argument be realized by some
exponent would go some way towards explaining the fact discussed in Section 2.1.2 that
/i/ is only used as an opaque clitic in a dialect when /i/ is also used independently in other
contexts. Only when the morph /i/ is morphologically independent can its insertion satisfy
the constraint that IO receive an independent morphological realization.
At first glance, the idea that failure to express an argument overtly leads to ungrammaticality seems to be at odds with phenomena like pro-drop or ellipsis. These phenomena,
however, are only apparent problems. Both pro-drop and ellipsis (e.g. Lobeck 1995 on ellipsis, and Miyagawa 2009 on pro-drop without overt agreement in Japanese) are subject to
stringent syntactic licensing requirements. Not realizing an argument overtly is an option
that becomes available when syntactic licensing is successful, not when it fails. In a slightly
different vein, Arregi and Nevins (2008) discuss different ways in which arguments can fail
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to be expressed morphologically as a result of restrictions on clitic combinations. These
facts are again different as insertion does not fail because there are no appropriate exponents, but because other restrictions allow or force these exponents to be absent. Finally,
there are reported instances of deletion or non-expression of one clitic in clitic combinations (e.g. Pescarini 2005b:295, Menn and MacWhinney 1984:251). Closer investigation
of these cases will be necessary to determine their status.
The idea that failure of lexical insertion could rule out syntactically wellformed derivations is at odds with the assumption in much work on DM that systems of lexical insertion
have an elsewhere form that is inserted when all other forms are too specific (e.g. Pescarini
2005b on clitic opacity in Italian). Elsewhere forms are typically invoked to explain the
appearance of the same form across disparate contexts. Bonet (1995) shows that there
is no need to invoke such a form in BC. The distribution of morphs in clitic clusters is
very orderly in its relation to the underlying morphosyntactic features and can be described
without recourse to an elsewhere form. Other assumptions that PF operations are set up to
always allow spell out (see §3.3.3 and §3.3.4) are motivated on purely theoretical grounds
that I argue are motivated on phenomena different from restrictions on clitic clusters.
The proposal here is also not alone in assuming that failure of lexical insertion can
make structures ineffable. Kennedy and Merchant (2000) develop an analysis of certain
violations of the Left Branch Condition (Ross 1967) that shares many aspects of the proposal here. Due to the complexity of their proposal I can only outline the similarities
here. In their proposal like here, syntactic processes (wh-movement) create syntactically
wellformed feature bundles that some languages have a PF-exponent for that others lack.
The languages that have an exponent for this feature bundle can overtly realize structures
containing it. The ones that lack it cannot. Similar to the proposal here, syntactically wellformed structures are ruled in or out at PF depending on whether the terminals in them can
be realized morphologically. Different from the proposal here, the relevant feature bundle
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is not created by the failure of licensing, but by the addition of a (wh-)feature. Proposals
that syntax creates nodes with a surplus of features that cannot be realized morphologically
have also been pursued for syncretism effects. Citko (2005) proposes such an analysis for
case matching effects in across-the-board wh-movement in Polish. Citko discusses structures where a wh-word can receive two different cases in the two conjuncts it is extracted
out of. When the different cases are morphologically syncretic, the structures are acceptable. When they are morphologically distinct, the structures are ineffable. Citko proposes
that the wh-word receives case syntactically in both of its base positions. Ineffability arises
at PF, Citko argues, when there is no unique exponent that can realize the two different case
features. Asarina (to appear) makes a similar proposal for case matching effects in Right
Node Raising in Russian. Ussery (2009) invokes a similar notion of PF ineffability in the
discussion of syncretism effects in agreement in Icelandic. I will make use of this notion in
the discussion of matching effects in Hindi-Urdu in Sections 8.2 and 9.2. There is also at
least one proposal that syntax can create feature bundles that are too small to be the target
of insertion. Caha (2009) argues that sub-extraction can break apart syntactic structures so
that the resulting pieces cannot be targeted by lexical insertion anymore. Such structures,
he argues, are ineffable as a result. In conclusion, the idea that constraints at PF rule out
syntactically wellformed derivations is not new or unique to the proposal here, but is simply applied to a new set of phenomena. While the details of when failure of insertion leads
to ineffability remain to be worked out, the idea that ineffability can arise in this way is not
itself new.
If there is no convergent derivation for 3-IO+1/2-DO clitic combinations, such structures have a similar status to 1/2-IO+1/2-DO combinations. In both cases PCC survival is
impossible and true repairs that involve different underlying structures are used.
To conclude, the absence of opaque pronoun repairs in PCC follows from a combination of the morphological properties of Spanish clitics and the syntactic constraints on
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syntactically wellformed 3-IO+1/2-DO combinations. 3-IO+1/2-DO combinations are syntactically wellformed only when IO is an unmarked third person and lacks a specification
for [LOC]. In the absence of such a feature, IO cannot be realized as se. IO also cannot be
realized as an exponent of dative case, because the dative marker -/e/ is morphologically dependent on the 3-marker /l/. /l/ cannot be inserted because IO fails to license its [π ]-feature
in PCC contexts. As a result, lexical insertion fails for these syntactically wellformed
structures, making them ineffable. This ineffability makes available an alternate realization where the recipient is introduced by a PP rather than A PPL, similar to 1/2-IO+1/2-DO
combinations.

5.2 Absence of Morphological 3-3-Effects
A third option for how the morphological realizations of [RE] and [LOC] relate to one
another is that both features are spelled out by the same form, shown in the righthand
column in Table 5.1. When the same exponents are inserted for [RE] and [LOC] there will
be no morphological difference between third person datives inside and outside 3-3-Effect
environments. This offers an explanation for the absence of morphological 3-3-Effects in
languages like VS (§2.4.2) or French.
Combining the syntactic structure for 3-3-Effects in Tables 4.5 or 5.2 with the lexical
insertion rules in Table 5.1 derives transparent person marking for both DO and IO. v
licenses DO’s [π ]-feature and IO’s [LOC]-feature. At PF, the values of these features are
spelled out by same morph /l/ and both DO and IO surface with third person morphology.
In the context of Table 5.1, I discussed the patterns of third person morphology in
CC and Spanish/MO as an instance of a disparity in the morphological treatment of the
two third person features [RE] and [LOC]. A language that treats the two in the same way
erases that disparity and treats all non-local persons features the same. This may explain
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why 3-3-Effects are commonly absent. When the morphology treats all non-local person
features alike, 3-3-Effects are not visible. For 3-3-Effects become morphologically visible,
a disparity in the treatment of non-local person features is necessary.
In terms of the patterns of opacity patterns in Figure 2.1, p. 45, this provides an account
of the highest distinction, that between languages showing opacity and those that do not.
This distinction is a fact about the morphological inventory of languages. Languages that
assign the same PF interpretation to [π ] and [LOC] do not show morphological 3-3-Effects.
Languages that do not, do.
Transparency of person is related to transparency of number. As to my knowledge all
dialects of Catalan that have transparent person morphology also have transparent number
morphology. That is there are no dialects that lack 3-3-Effects, but have UPE.2 It is not clear
how to account for this fact in full generality. One might say that number on third person
in these dialects has the same status as the distinction between first and second person: it is
visible to the morphology, but not syntax. Licensing person in the syntax would also make
number eligible for lexical insertion. If so, there would no longer be evidence for assuming
that number is a separate probe from person. This works immediately for [π ]/[RE] under
the proposal about the relation between morphological structure and valuation developed
by Béjar (2000, 2003) and Béjar and Řezáč (2009) (§3.2.1). Agreement with one syntactic
feature implies copying of its morphological correlate as well as all the features depending
on it. Since [RE] is the highest features in the morphological structure (Table 3.3) agreement
in [π ] would allow copying the number features that are dependent on [RE]. The same does
not work for [LOC]. Number features are not dependent on [LOC] and accordingly should not
2 Nevins

(2011:950) discusses an Italian dialect with omnivorous number marking but transparent third
person morphology. This is underlyingly the combination of properties that is unattested in Catalan. The
example does not involve clitic opacity though. The omnivorous number morphology is verbal agreement
and not part of the clitic morphology. The clitics themselves appear not to be number marked at all.
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become accessible to lexical insertion as the result of agreement in [LOC]. I have to leave
this issue for future work.
In the light of the proposal for Spanish and MO in Section 5.1, the proposals for CC
and VS raise the question how se is to be treated if [LOC] is realized as /l/. An answer to this
questions would be sought in a difference in the distribution of se in these different types
of languages. Such an investigation, however is beyond the scope of this work.
The working assumption so far has been that the different patterns of realizing third
person can be derived from the same system of features in the same syntactic structure. This
leads to the possibly somewhat artificial solution for languages that lack morphological 33-Effects of saying that [LOC] is realized as /l/. A different solution would be to adopt the
kind of syntactic underspecification of third person that the PCC analyses I started from
(Anagnostopoulou 2003, Béjar and Řezáč 2003) assume. These systems had only one
person feature, distributed like [LOC] in the system here. Switching to a system without [π ]
would leave the account of the PCC developed here intact. The driving force of the analysis
is that marked person categories have a superset of the features of unmarked person. This
is true if marked person (3-IO and 1/2) is represented as {[LOC]} and third person as {·}.

5.3 Other Patterns of Realizing Third Person
The three patterns of insertion rules in Table 5.1 do not nearly describe the complete
space of possible patterns of realizing third person. This section will briefly describe some
other ones with the goal of showing what the predicted pattern of phenomena is and how
attested patterns of clitic restrictions can be captured with the system developed so far.
Table 5.1 shows patterns where [π ] and [LOC] on their own are realized morphologically.
Section 5.3.1 describes two other patterns of this kind. Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 describe
pattens where lexical insertion is triggered by bundles of features that contain [π ] and
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[LOC] in addition to other features. Section 5.3.2 discusses a system where there are different exponents for [π ], [LOC], and the combination of the two, [π ,

LOC].

Walkow (2011a)

accounts for restrictions on marked third person clitics in Leísta Spanish using such a system. Section 5.3.3 shows that patterns like Napoli Italian (§2.1.3), where IO in 3-3-Effects
is realized by an exponent not found anywhere else, can be described by assuming that this
unique exponent expressed [LOC] and oblique case.
5.3.1 Other Patterns of Realizing [π ] and [LOC]
Table 5.4 shows two more patterns of how [RE] and [LOC] could be realized morphologically. They will be discussed in turn.
Inverse CC:
[RE] 7→ –
[LOC] 7→ /l/

Terseness:
[RE] 7→ –
[LOC] 7→ –

Table 5.4: Two more patterns of third person morphology.
Inverse CC is a language where [LOC] receives a morphological realization but [RE] does
not. Put generally, such a language has marked and unmarked third person, where only
the marked category is morphologically expressed. This pattern could play out in several
different ways in the surface morphology. One possibility is that a language would have
marked and unmarked third person clitics for DO, where, say, the marked ones ([(π ,)LOC])
are animate and the unmarked ones ([π ]) inanimate. With the insertion rules in Table 5.4,
the inanimate pronouns would be expected to surface without any third person morphology,
but possibly with number or gender marking. Marked pronouns on the other hand would
have person morphology, possibly in addition to number and gender. A different possibility
is a language where DO clitics are unmarked and IO clitics are marked. DOs would never
show person morphology, but IOs would.
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Terseness, finally, is a language that lacks all third person morphology. It would be a
language where there is no overt third person morphology ever. Third person clitics may
simply be absent, or marked only for gender or number. Local person on the other hand
could be morphologically marked. A challenge for finding such a language would be to
establish that there are indeed marked and unmarked third person categories in the syntax.
I do not know whether Inverse CC or Terseness are attested.

5.3.2 Special Morphology for Marked Third Person
The discussion in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.1 has focussed on cases where [RE] and [LOC]
individually trigger the insertion of lexical exponents. A different option however is that
the presence of both of them on one terminal triggers the insertion of a different exponent
than either of them separately. This is schematically illustrated in (105).

(105)

a. [RE]7→X
b. [LOC]7→Y
c. [RE, LOC]7→Z

Exponents X and Y would have the distribution discussed for /l/ and se in Spanish (§5.1). Z
would have a narrower distribution. It has the same syntactic specification as local person
pronouns in CC ([π ,

LOC],

§4.2), hence would trigger PCC in DO position. Furthermore,

since its insertion context refers to both [π ] and [LOC], its surface distribution would be
even more narrow than that of local person pronouns. In particular, while local person IOs
are compatible with 3-DOs because they can be inserted even when their [π ]-features have
failed to AGREE, see Table 4.3 and (79b), Z would also be banned in that position. Walkow
(2011a) develops an analysis of the distribution of animate DO clitics in the Leísa-varieties
of Spanish discussed by Ormazabal and Romero (2001, 2007) along the lines of (105). This
account does not appear here for reasons of space.
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5.3.3 Clitic Forms Specific to 3-3-Effects: Napoli Italian
IOs in 3-3-Effect contexts license two features oblique case, [OBL] so far typically
called dative, and [LOC]. In the patterns of 3-3-Effects discusses so far, IOs in 3-3-Effects
only ever spelled out one of these features. This was motivated by the fact that the opaque
clitic that appears in 3-3-Effects also appears in other contexts that, in the case of CC and
Spanish, support the identification of the clitic with case or [LOC]. Napoli Italian presents
a system where the clitic that appears in 3-3-Effects is not found anywhere else. This clitic
can be taken to be the realization of both features that are licensed on IOs in 3-3-Effects:
oblique case and [LOC].
The Italian dialect of Napoli (Pescarini 2005b:293) has distinct forms for 3-DO, [l o]/[l a],
3-IOs, le/la, a locative, ce, and a reflexive/impersonal, se. When the 3-IO le is combined
with a 3-DO, IO is realized by a form different from all of these: nce, (27) repeated here.

(27) le
+ lo
7→ nce lo3
3DAT 3ACC
LOC 3ACC
(Pescarini 2005b:293)
Leaving aside gender and assuming for the sake of the argument that dative clitics and the
locative bear the same oblique case, and that se can be treated like in Spanish, one could
assume the following lexical insertion rules for the clitics found outside 3-3-Effects:
(106)

a. [RE] 7→ /l o/
b. [RE, OBL] 7→ /le/

c. [OBL] 7→ ce
d. [LOC] 7→ /se/

In 3-3-Effect contexts, none of these forms is used and instead the form [nce] is found.
The syntactic structure in Table 4.5b., predicts that two features are licensed on IO: [LOC]
and [DAT], or possibly a more general oblique case feature. CC realizes IOs by spelling
out the latter, and MO/Spanish the former. This allows both languages to use an exponent
3 Pescarini

does not discuss why the third person DO clitic is [l o] in isolation, but [lo] in clitic combina-

tions.
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Figure 5.1 Accounting for the Patterns of Person Opacity in Figure 2.1.
Do [RE] and [LOC] receive
the
same interpretation at
yes
no
PF?
No Opacity
Opacity
Is there DO movement
no
yes
above the position of IO?
Opaque DO

Is there an independent
exponent for oblique case
or one for [LOC]?

Opaque IO
case

[LOC]

IO realized as
oblique case

IO realized as
se

that is also found otherwise to spell out this syntactically impoverished structure. Nothing
requires languages to be frugal in this way though. If a languages has an exponent that
spells out [LOC, OBL] in one form, that exponent will appear in only this context as happens
in Napoli Italian. An exponent with the specification [LOC,

OBL]

is more specific that any

of the ones in (106) and hence will block their insertion. At the same time this exponent
is so specific, that it is rather unlikely to surface in any context other than one involving
person effects.

5.4 Summary and Discussion
This chapter has explored how the system of syntactic and morphological features motivated on the basis of CC can account for the patterns of morphological opacity and its
absence in other languages. As a working hypothesis, I assume that the languages under
discussion have the same underlying syntax in clitic combinations as CC, both in terms
of syntactic structure and in terms of their person representations. Section 5.2 below will
discuss alternatives for deriving the absence of 3-3-Effects based on the syntactic underspecification of 3. Different pattens of opacity were derived from how the two features
related to third person, [π ] and [LOC], are realized morphologically.
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Figure 2.1 on page 45 summarized the patterns of clitic opacity found in Catalan and
other Romance languages. Taken together, the proposals in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 account
for these patterns as shown in Figure 5.1. The division between languages that have clitic
opacity and those that do not is a fact about how lexical insertion treats the two 3-features
[π ] and [LOC]. When they are expressed by the same exponent, no opacity arises, as argued
for VS and French in Section 5.2. If they are not expressed by the same exponent, there is
a potential for opacity. Which argument is opaque is determined by the syntax. Whichever
argument is closest to v at the time that v is merged surfaces transparently. The other one’s
[π ]-feature will fail to AGREE leaving it ineligible for lexical insertion. If DO and IO are
in their base positions when v is merged, DO will be opaque as happens in MJ (§2.4.5 and
§3.2.3.1) and in certain contexts in MA (§2.4.6). In languages where DO moves above
IO, the pattern is reversed. DO’s [π ]-feature AGREES with v, and IO’s fails to leaving it
without realization. Finally, how the opaque argument is spelled out is again determined by
a property of the PF inventory. If a language has an exponent for IO’s case that can stand as
an independent morpheme, that exponent is used. This is the solution adopted in CC and a
number of other dialects (§2.4.3 and §3.2.3.3). If it has an exponent for [LOC], that may be
used. This is the solution found in MO and Spanish (§2.4.4 and §5.1).
The account of clitic opacity developed here differs from the morphological ones in
Section 3.3 in fundamental ways. Clitic opacity is no longer a morphological process that
arises because of changes to the morphological representations or many-to-one mapping of
morphological features to exponents. Clitic opacity in 3-3-Effects and PCC is a fundamentally syntactic phenomenon that has morphological repercussions. Morphology determines
whether and how structures where some features have failed AGREE are spelled out. In 33-Effects, the inventory of morphological exponents determines whether opaque arguments
surface as exponents of case or of [LOC]. In PCC, PF can rule out wellformed syntactic
derivations if they cannot be realized morphologically. In comparison to earlier propos225

als (§3.3) morphology does both less and more in the derivation of person restrictions. It
does less in no longer changing morphological representations, but only spelling them out.
Variation no longer lies in the presence or absence of morphological rules or the particular shapes of templates, but rests in the properties of the morphological inventory. It does
more, in that the ungrammaticality of certain structures is attributed to the inability to spell
out syntactically wellformed structures.
The tree representation in Figure 5.1 is useful for describing the distribution of surface
patterns in Figure 2.1, but disguises the independence of the three properties that determine
the patterns. For example, languages that show no morphological opacity might still have
or lack case related movement. Similarly, the realization of opaque pronouns as exponents
of case or [LOC] should apply just as much to languages where opacity targets DO as it does
to languages with opaque IOs. This points to a gap in the attested opacity patterns: I am not
aware of a language that realizes DO with a se-pronoun. Such a language could be like MJ
in lacking DO-movement over IO, and would allow unmarked 3-IOs and marked 3-DOs.
v would AGREE with IO in [π ] and with DO in [PART]. With insertion rules like the ones
proposed for Spanish, this would lead to a clitic cluster like /li-se/. This gap should not be
over interpreted though. A look at Figure 2.1 reveals that person opacity on DO in IO-DO
clusters is rather rare across Romance. Only a single language, MJ, consistently realizes
DO opaquely in 3-3-combinations and one more, MA, does so in certain contexts.
The PCC emerges from the assumptions about 3-3-Effects simply by adding the distinction between local and third person. Whether or not opacity arises in PCC depends on
syntactic factors in addition to morphological ones. A syntactic prerequisite for opacity in
PCC is that a language allows unmarked person categories for IOs. For example, CC and
Spanish both allow inanimate indirect objects, whereas French does not. If a language only
allows marked person indirect objects, PCC structures will be ruled out by the PLC because
IO fails to license its [LOC]-feature. On the PF side, a language needs a morphologically
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independent exponent for IO case for opaque realizations of PCC structures to be possible.
CC has such an exponent, Spanish does not (§5.1.2). Accordingly, Spanish does not use
opaque clitics to realize 3-IOs in PCC contexts. Instead, such structures are ineffable in
Spanish due to the failure of lexical insertion.
Apart from the morphology, the proposal here makes the larger prediction that 3-3Effects are generally present in the syntax and only obscured by the morphology. If so,
one expects to find syntactic restrictions on clitics in 3-3-Effect environments even in the
absence of morphological ones. Starting from data in Ormazabal and Romero (2007), Bhatt
and Šimík (2009) discuss data from binding showing that this might be the case. Even in
languages without morphological 3-3-Effects such as Bulgarian and Greek some forms of
binding into 3-3-clitic clusters are banned. Further investigation of the facts is necessary,
but this is an initial indication for wider reality of syntactic restrictions in combinations of
3-clitics.
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Part II
SUBJECT-OBJECT ASYMMETRIES
IN AGREEMENT WITH
CONJUNCTIONS

The location of agreement in the grammar has been the topic of considerable debate
recently. Bobaljik (2008) argues that agreement is an entirely post-syntactic process, while
other approaches (Chomsky 1999, Bošković 2009) locate it entirely within the syntactic
system. Recently, data from agreement with conjoined noun phrases has played an important role in this debate. In this domain we find closest conjunct agreement (CCA), a
phenomenon whose seeming sensitivity to linear proximity indicates a post-syntactic component to agreement (Benmamoun 1996, Benmamoun et al. 2009, Marušič et al. 2007).
However, numerous attempts have been made to reduce the apparent sensitivity to linear
order to other facts like a reduction of largere conjuncts (Aoun et al. 1994), properties of
the syntactic structure of conjunctions (e.g. Bahloul and Harbert 1992, Benmamoun 1992,
Bošković 2009, Doron 2000, Johannessen 1996, 1998, van Koppen 2005, 2007, Munn
1993, 1999), or the way agreement and movement interact (Bošković 2009) in order to
avoid explicit reference to linear order in the syntactic component.
The second part of the dissertation contributes to this debate by introducing a new
set of data from agreement in conjunction structures in Hindi-Urdu that shows that an
analysis of agreement in Hindi-Urdu has to refer to pre- as well as post-syntactic processes.
Hindi-Urdu is a split ergative/absolutive language that allows one agreement trigger, T,
to agree with either subjects or objects depending on aspect. Despite being controlled
by the same head and being expressed by the same morphemes, agreement with subjects
and objects interacts differently with conjoined arguments. Agreement with subjects is
resolved agreement, but agreement with objects is CCA. More specifically, in neutral OVword order agreement with objects is last conjunct agreement. In addition, I present a new
set of data from Right Node Raising (RNR) showing that this difference between agreement
with subjects and objects extends from the more familiar conjunct agreement involving
conjoined noun phrases to larger conjunction structures. In both conjunct agreement and
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RNR, agreement with objects is sensitive to linear proximity while agreement with subjects
is not.
I attribute the different behavior of agreement with subjects and objects to the different role of T-agreement for case assignment in them described in Bhatt (2005). While
agreement with subjects assigns subject case, agreement with objects is agreement with an
already case marked argument. In technical terms, while agreement with subjects targets
an argument whose features are still active for AGREE, agreement with objects targets an
argument that is inactive as the result of earlier case assignment. As a function of syntactic
activity, agreement with subjects is valued in the syntactic component, but agreement with
objects is not. Valuation of agreement with objects happens in the post-syntactic component. The proposal resembles previous ones (Badecker 2007, Marušič et al. 2007, Bošković
2009) in that CCA happens when syntactic agreement with the whole conjunction cannot
completely value the agreement probe, but derives this inability in a different way.
The post-syntactic nature of valuation in agreement with objects is supported by the
locality relation involved, and the heads involved. Agreement with conjoined objects allows last conjunct agreement. Existing syntactic analyses of CCA cannot derive this for
Hindi-Urdu, and do not extend to agreement with the closest object in RNR. The presence of a consistent locality relation in the two structures for agreement with objects that
refers to linear order rather than syntactic hierarchy suggests that agreement with objects
is post-syntactic. In addition, heads that morphologically express agreement but are not
syntactically active agreement controllers are relevant for the computation of CCA with
objects. Bhatt (2005) argues that T is the only syntactic agreement controller in HindiUrdu. Other heads that morphologically express agreement, like participles or aspectual
markers are dependent on T for the valuation of their features. The heads that are not
syntactically active agreement controllers nonetheless count for the computation of CCA,
suggesting that CCA is a non-syntactic process. The division between syntactic and post230

syntactic aspects of agreement also accounts for constraints on morphological identity that
are otherwise puzzling. Together, these facts suggest that CCA is a process whereby the
grammar provides φ -features for heads that can morphologically express them, but have
not valued them in the syntax.
Beyond the analysis of CCA in Hindi-Urdu, the proposal here leads to a new perspective
on CCA as a crosslinguistic phenomenon. What is constant about CCA is that it appears
when a conjunction cannot value the features of the probe. Languages differ both on why
the conjunction is unable to do so and on which processes are recruited to allow valuation. The presence of CCA on its own is not evidence then that agreement processes in a
language are resolved at PF. Rather, it suggests that there is a misalignment between the
features of the probe and those of a conjoined argument.
An earlier version of this work has appeared as Bhatt and Walkow (2011). Much of the
material in this chapter appears here with the permission of the editor of Natural Language
& Linguistic Theory, where a shorter version of it has been accepted for publication as
Bhatt and Walkow (t.a.).
This part of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 6 presents the data from
Hindi-Urdu. Chapters 7 and 8 present the core of the proposal. Chapter 7 presents the
syntactic part that explains why agreement with objects cannot access the same features as
agreement with subjects. Chapter 8 presents the post-syntactic part including how CCA is
resolved and why matching effects arise in bidirectional agreement. Chapter 9 shows how
the proposal extends to subject-object asymmetries in RNR. Chapter 10 presents data from
unaccusative subjects that adds evidence for the relation between case assignment prior
to T-agreement and the availability of CCA. Chapter 11 discusses previous approaches to
CCA and potential alternative explanations. Chapter 12 returns to the question of the location of agreement in the grammar and situates the proposal here within the larger debate.
Chapter 13 shows how the proposal here extends to a subject-object asymmetry in Gu231

jarati: Subjects, but not objects control person agreement. Objects only AGREE in gender
and number. This asymmetry has previously (Bhatt 2005, Baker 2008, 2011, Řezáč 2008a)
been discussed as an instance of partial agreement due to the intervention of an ergative
subject with object agreement similar to the Person-Case Constraint. I will address the
relation between the analysis of CCA here and other proposals about partial agreement.
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CHAPTER 6
ASYMMETRIES BETWEEN AGREEMENT WITH SUBJECTS
AND OBJECTS

This chapter presents data from agreement with conjoined arguments and in RNR in
Hindi-Urdu illustrating that: (i) agreement with subjects and agreement with objects access
the agreement target in different ways, and (ii) the resolution of agreement with objects is
sensitive to linear proximity between agreement trigger and target. These findings are all
the more surprising because agreement with subjects and objects is controlled by the same
head, T.
Observation (i) will be supported by differences between agreement with subjects and
objects. While conjoined subjects give rise to resolved agreement reflecting the features of
the whole conjunction, conjoined objects give rise to CCA. Put differently: T cannot access
the features of the whole conjunction on objects. Agreement with subjects in RNR gives
rise to matching effects such that the subjects in the RNR-conjuncts have to have the same
features. Agreement with objects does not show matching effects. Again, agreement with
subjects and objects accesses features differently.
Observation (ii) is supported by the possibility of CCA with conjoined objects but not
conjoined subjects, and the possibility to agree with the closest object in RNR contexts, but
not with the closest subject.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 introduces the relevant aspects of the
Hindi-Urdu agreement system. Section 6.2 presents the facts CCA vs. resolved agree233

a. Past:
SG :
M:
F:

PL :

th-aa th-e
th-ii th-ı̃:

b. Present:

c. Participial:

SG :

SG :

PL :

-yaa

-ye
-yii

PL :

hai hãı̃

Table 6.1: Paradigms of present and past tense auxiliaries and participles.

ment with conjoined objects and subjects. Section 6.3 presents data from a phenomenon
I call Bidirectional Agreement, a combination of FCA and LCA that arises when conjoined objects appear between two agreeing elements. These configurations also give rise
to matching effects. Section 6.4 introduces the facts about RNR. Section 6.5 discusses further properties of CCA in Hindi-Urdu that differentiate it from CCA phenomena in other
languages.

6.1 The Basic Agreement Paradigm
In the clausal domain, Hindi-Urdu has one agreement controller, T, that can show person, number and gender agreement. For reasons discussed in the context of Differential Object Marking below, I limit the discussion to number and gender agreement here and leave
person agreement aside. Hindi-Urdu has two numbers and two genders. The past tense
auxiliary th- shown in Table 6.1a. has distinct forms for all four combinations of number
and gender. Other agreement markers show varying amounts of syncretism. The present
tense auxiliary h- distinguishes only number, but not gender. Agreement markers on participles (habitual, perfective/passive, progressive) and infinitives distinguish singular and
plural forms for masculine, but not feminine. This is illustrated for the perfective/passive
marker in Table 6.1c. The syncretism in these paradigms will come to matter in several
places below.
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Agreement on T is controlled by the most prominent non-overtly case-marked argument. In sentences like (107), where both subject and object are non-overtly case marked,
this is the subject.

(107) Subject and object non-overtly case-marked:1
par.h-tii
thı̃:
ve lar.kiyã: akhbaar
those girl.F. PL newspaper.M read-HAB . F be.PST. F. PL
‘Those girls used to read (a/the) newspaper.’
When the subject receives overt case marking like ergative -ne in (108a) or dative -ko
in (108b), agreement is with the object.

(108) Only object is non-overtly case-marked:
a. Rahul-ne
kitaab par.h-ii
thii
Rahul.M-ERG book.F read-PFV. F be.PST. F. SG
‘Rahul had read the book.’
b. Ram-ko
ek ghazal likhn-ii
hai
Ram.M-DAT a ghazal.F write.INF - F be.PRS . SG
‘Rina has to write a ghazal’
When both subject and object are overtly case marked, neither of them controls agreement and the verb takes singular masculine agreement. This situation arises in the context
of Differential Object Marking (DOM, Butt 1993, Aissen 2003), which has the same morphological marking as the dative -ko, (109).

(109) Subject and object overtly case marked:
lar.kiyõ-ne kitaabõ-ko
par.h-aa
thaa
girls.F-ERG book.F. PL-DOM read-PFV. M . SG be.PST. M . SG
‘The girls had read the books.’
1 Abbreviations: F :

feminine, M: masculine, SG: singular, PL: plural, PST: past, PRS: present, MOD:
modal, PFV: perfective, IMP: imperfective, PROG: progressive, HAB: habitual, INF: infinitive, ERG: ergative,
DAT : dative, DOM: differential object marking (formally identical to DAT ).
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First and second person pronouns obligatorily receive DOM, making them inaccessible
for agreement. For this reason, person agreement with objects cannot be investigated in
Hindi-Urdu and the discussion here will be limited to third person subjects and objects.
Besides auxiliaries in T, elements along the extended verbal projection (e.g. the habitual -tii participle in (107), the perfective participle in (108a)) express φ -agreement. These
elements always agree with the same goal as T, but do not make all the morphological distinctions the present tense auxiliary th- makes (see Table 6.1). In the following I will be
using participial agreement as a stand-in for the agreement of these other elements. Bhatt
(2005) argues based on facts from Long Distance Agreement (LDA) that participial agreement is parasitic on the agreement of T. LDA can involve agreeing verbs in subordinate
clauses, e.g. kaat.-nii in (110a). Another option in such contexts is not to agree, (110b),
in which case all agreement markers take on masculine singular morphology. In potential
LDA contexts, either all agreeing elements agree with the same target, or none of them
agree at all. There is never a split where some verbs/auxiliaries agree and some do not,
(110c), as would be expected if the participles were independent agreement triggers.

(110)

a. Shahrukh-ne [t.ehnii kaat.-nii] chaah-ii thii
Shahrukh-ERG branch.F cut-INF. F want-PFV. F be.PST. F. SG
‘Shahrukh had wanted to cut the branch.’
b. Shahrukh-ne [t.ehnii kaat.-naa]
chaah-aa
thaa
Shahrukh-ERG branch.F cut-INF. M . SG want-PFV. M . SG be.PST. M . SG
‘Shahrukh had wanted to cut the branch.’
c.
* Shahrukh-ne [t.ehnii kaat.-nii] chaah-aa
thaa
Shahrukh-ERG branch.F cut-I NF. F want-PFV. M . SG be. PST. M . SG
‘Shahrukh had wanted to cut the branch.’
(Bhatt 2005:761)

Bhatt proposes that this dependency arises because T establishes a relation with the uninterpretable φ -features of intermediate agreeing projections along the way when it probes,
(111). This does not value the features of T or A SP, but establishes a relation between them
that leads to covaluation once T finds a goal with valued features.
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(111) T[uφ ]. . . A SP[uφ ]. . . PART[uφ ]. . . DPDO [φ ]
Based on the fact that agreement with subjects and objects is controlled by the same
head, is sensitive to the same morphological properties of the agreement target and is expressed by the same affixes, previous analyses have pursued a unified analysis of the two.
Hindi-Urdu does not have subject and object agreement as separate processes controlled by
separate probes. Rather, the same head agrees with either the subject or the object (or nothing), depending solely on the properties of the agreement targets. The differences between
agreement with subjects and objects to be discussed next can therefore not be attributed to
differences in the agreement controller.

6.2 Agreement with Conjoined Subjects and Objects
Agreement with objects and subjects differs when the agreement target is a conjunction.
While agreement with subjects is resolved agreement, agreement with objects is with the
closest conjunct (see also Benmamoun et al. 2009, Bhatia 2011).2
Conjoined subjects always show resolved agreement in number, i.e. plural, indicating
that T-agreement targets a projection that represents the features of the whole conjunction,
(112).

(112)

a.

M . SG

+ M . SG: agreement = M . PL
Ram aur Ramesh gaa {rahe
hãı̃
/ *rahaa
Ram.M and Ramesh.M sing {PROG . M . PL be.PRS . PL / *PROG . MSG
hai}
be.PRS . SG}

‘Ram and Ramesh are singing.’
b. F. SG + M . SG: agreement = M . PL
2 The pattern of agreement described here is largely identical to that described by Bhatia. The one difference is that Bhatia (2011:242) notes that resolved agreement with objects becomes more available with
determiners other than ek ‘one’ and conjuncts without determiners.
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Sita aur Ramesh gaa {rahe
hãı̃
/ *rahaa
Sita.F and Ramesh.M sing {PROG . MPL be.PRS . PL / *PROG . MSG
hai}
be.PRS . SG}
‘Sita and Ramesh are singing.’
c. M . SG + F. SG: agreement = M . PL (also F. SG+M . SG=M . PL )
Ram aur Sita gaa {rahe
hãı̃
/ *rahii
hai}
Ram.M and Sita.F sing {PROG . M . PL be.PRS . PL / *PROG . F be.P RS .S G}
‘Ram and Sita are singing.’
d. F. SG + F. SG: agreement = F. PL/M . PL
hãı̃
/ *rahaa
Mona aur Sita gaa {{rahii3 / rahe}
Mona.F and Sita.F sing {{PROG . F / PROG . M . PL} be.PRS . PL / *PROG . M . SG
hai}
be.PRS . SG}
‘Ram and Sita are singing.’
The situation for gender is more complicated. Masculine agreement is possible in all
combinations of number and gender, even when both conjuncts are feminine in (112d). This
might be taken to show that there is a general mechanism of default gender agreement with
conjunctions. I believe the situation is different. On the one hand, masculine agreement
with feminine conjuncts is only possible when the conjuncts are animate. With inanimate
conjuncts, (113), masculine agreement is impossible.

(113) ek imlii
aur ek laukii sukh{*-e/
-ii}
hãı̃
a tamarind and a gourd dry{-PROG . M . PL/ -PROG . F} be.PRS . PL
‘A tamarind and a gourd were drying.’
Furthermore, the use of masculine agreement with feminine targets is limited to conjunctions. Unconjoined feminine subjects and objects always control feminine agreement.
Both of these data argue against there being a general mechanism by which gender agreement can be absent. Further evidence against a default analysis of the masculine agreement
in (112d) is that it has a very different status from the default agreement in examples like
3 The

form rahii is ambiguous between feminine singular and feminine plural, like the participial agreement forms in Table 6.1c.
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(109) or masculine agreement in examples (112a–c). Rather than being a default, the use
of masculine in (112d) is a sociolinguistic choice with a communicative impact. I suspect
that the availability of masculine agreement in (112d) arises from optionality in the computation of resolved gender features. Resolved gender features can either be computed or not,
subject to an animacy restriction, leading to feminine or masculine agreement respectively.
This grammatical optionality is exploited by speakers for communicative purposes. Given
this special status, the availability of masculine agreement in (112d) should not be treated
as the same phenomenon as the masculine agreement in (112a–c).
I take the availability of feminine agreement in (112d) as evidence that the resolution
algorithm that computes the features of the whole conjunction from the properties of the
conjuncts, can compute gender features for the whole conjunction when all conjuncts have
the same gender, and that these features can be accessed by T-agreement. The status of the
masculine agreement in (112a–c) is more ambiguous because one cannot tell whether the
masculine agreement arises from valuation of masculine agreement, or is a default masculine as in (109). The first option would arise if the resolution mechanism generated
masculine features on &P even when the conjuncts have mismatching genders. Marušič
et al. (2007) in their discussion of Sloveninan draw into doubt that gender resolution of this
kind is possible, and argue that &P lacks gender features. If so, the masculine agreement
in (112a–c) could be a default form resulting from the failure to value gender by agreement with &P. Default gender agreement could also be the result of a process similar to the
proposal by Bošković (2009, see Section 11.2), who proposes that under certain circumstances the probe successively agrees with all conjuncts, leading to default agreement when
the conjuncts’ features mismatch. I do not know of a way of distinguishing these possibilities, but the first two presuppose that T-agreement accesses the resolved features of the
conjunction in the process of gender agreement and nothing else. If so, gender agreement
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parallels number agreement in being computed by reference to the resolved features of the
conjunction.4
In summary, number agreement with subjects always targets the resolved features of
the conjunction, and gender agreement plausibly does so too.
With objects on the other hand agreement is typically with the closest conjunct in
number and gender, resolved agreement being at least severely degraded. When the conjoined object precedes the verbal complex, Last Conjunct Agreement (LCA) is observed
(114/115).

(114) Last Conjunct Agreement 1: DP[X] & DP[M . SG]. . . V. PART[M . SG]
a. . . . [F. SG + M . SG]. . . V. PART. M . SG
Ram-ne ek thailii aur ek baksaa (aaj) ut.haa{-yaa
/ *-yii /
Ram-ERG a bag.F and a box.M (today) lift{-PFV. M . SG / *-PFV. F /
???-ye}
???-PFV. M . PL}
‘Ram lifted a small bag and a box (today).’
b. . . . [F. PL + M . SG]. . . V. PART. M . SG
Ram-ne kai thailiyã: aur ek baksaa (aaj) ut.haa{-yaa
/ *-yii /
Ram-ERG many bags.F and a box.M (today) lift{-PFV. M . SG / *-PFV. F /
???-ye}
???-PFV. M . PL}
‘Ram lifted many small bags and a box (today).’
c. . . . [M . SG + M . SG]. . . V.PART. M . SG
Ram-ne ek thailaa aur ek baksaa (aaj) ut.haa{-yaa
/ ??-ye}
Ram-ERG a bag.M and a box.M (today) lift{-PFV. M . SG / ??-PFV. M . PL }
‘Ram lifted a bag and a box. (today)’
4 I am

not considering here explanations of default agreement in terms of agreement simply not applying,
see Preminger (2010, 2011a) for extensive argument against such a treatment of non-agreement. If gender
agreement were somehow optional, one would expect it to be absent more commonly. The opposite is the
case. When agreement is with an unconjoined argument, like the feminine subject in (107) or the feminine
objects in (109), gender agreement is obligatory. Examples (107) and (109) are ungrammatical with masculine agreement. The same is true of CCA with objects and agreement with the closest object in RNR to
be discussed below. In both of these environments, absence of gender agreement leads to ungrammaticality.
Matching effects in bidirectional agreement and subject agreement in RNR strengthen this point. If gender
agreement was in some sense optional, there should be derivations for the gender based matching effects in
(122a) and (125b) where gender agreement has not applied and matching effects are absent. This is not the
case.
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d. . . . [M . PL + M . SG]. . . V. PART. M . SG
Ram-ne kai thaile aur ek baksaa (aaj) ut.haa{-yaa
/
Ram-ERG many bags.M and a box.M (today) lift{-PFV. M . SG /
??-ye}
??-PFV. M . PL}
‘Ram lifted many bags and a box.’
(115) Last Conjunct Agreement 2: DP[X] & DP[F. SG] . . . V.PART [F] AUX[F. SG]
a. . . . [F. SG + F. SG]. . . V. PART. F AUX[F. SG]
Ram-ne ek thailii aur ek pet.ii (aaj) {ut.haa-yii thii/
Ram-ERG a bag.F and a box.F (today) {lift-PFV. F be.PST. F. SG/
??ut.haa-yii thı̃:/
???ut.haa-ye the}
lift-PFV. F be.PST. F. PL/ lift-PFV. M . PL be.PST. M . PL }
‘Ram had lifted a small bag and a box (today).’
b. . . . [F. PL + F. SG]. . . V. PART. F AUX[F. SG]
Ram-ne kai thailiyã: aur ek pet.ii (aaj) {ut.haa-yii thii/
Ram-ERG many bags.F and a box.F (today) {lift-PFV. F be.PST. F. SG/
??ut.haa-yii thı̃:/
???ut.haa-ye the}
lift-PFV. F be.PST. F. PL/ lift-PFV. M . PL be.PST. M . PL }
‘Ram had lifted many bags and a box (today).’
c. . . . [M . SG + F. SG]. . . V. PART. F AUX[F. SG]
Ram-ne ek thailaa aur ek pet.ii (aaj) {ut.haa-yii thii/
Ram-ERG a bag.M and a box.F (today) {lift-PFV. F be.PST. F. SG/
??ut.haa-yii thı̃:/
???ut.haa-ye the}
lift-PFV. F be.PST. F. PL/ lift-PFV. M . PL be.PST. M . PL }
‘Ram had lifted a bag and a box (today).’
d. . . . [M . PL + F. SG]. . . V. PART. F AUX[F. SG]
Ram-ne kai thaile aur ek pet.ii (aaj) {ut.haa-yii thii/
Ram-ERG many bags.M and a box.F (today) {lift-PFV. F be.PST. F. SG/
??ut.haa-yii thı̃:/
???ut.haa-ye the}
lift-PFV. F be.PST. F. PL/ lift-PFV. M . PL be.PST. M . PL }
‘Ram had lifted many bags and a box (today).’
Additional evidence that agreement with objects does not access the resolved features
of the conjunction comes from gender agreement with objects with all feminine conjuncts.
Example (112d) shows that subjects with all feminine conjuncts allow masculine agreement
when the conjuncts are animate (compare (113)). I attributed this to the optional absence
of gender resolution in the conjunction. If CCA was sensitive to the resolved features,
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one might expect that agreement with conjoined feminine animate objects might allow
masculine agreement at least marginally. This is not so as shown in (116).

(116) Ram-ne ek phaalvaalii aur ek duudhvaalii
{dekhii
thii/
Ram-ERG a fruit.seller.F and a milk.seller.F. SG {see.PFV. F be.PST. F. SG/
the}
*dekhe
tha/
*dekha
??dekhii thı̃:/
see.PFV. F be.PST. F. PL/ see.PFV. M . SG be.PST. M . SG/ see.PFV. M . PL be.PST. M . PL}
‘Ram had seen a fruit seller and a milk seller.’
Neither M . PL nor F. PL is possible, indicating further that resolved agreement is not an
option with objects. I do not have an explanation of the contrast between F. PL (??) and
M . PL

(*).

The presence of the adverb aaj, ‘today,’ between the verb and the conjoined objects in
(114/115) shows that strict adjacency is not necessary for CCA (also Benmamoun et al.
2009:79). Other material like the dative in (117) can also appear between the object and
the verbal complex.

(117) Ram-ne ek akhbaar
aur ek kitaab un-ke
maalik-ko laut.aa
Ram-ERG a newspaper.M and a book.F their.PL - GEN . PL owner-DAT return
dii
give. PFV- F. SG,
‘Ram returned a newspaper and a book to their owner.’
The kind of material that can appear between objects and the verbal complex is somewhat limited due to the interaction of scrambling and DOM. Scrambling the object to the
left makes a specific interpretation more likely and with it DOM, which blocks agreement.
Contexts where the object follows the verbal complex show that agreement is with the
closest rather than the last conjunct. Benmamoun et al. (2009:77) report that First Conjunct
Agreement (FCA) arises, (118a).

(118)

a. us-ne kharid-ii
kursii
aur sofa
he-ERG buy.PERF - F. SG chair.F. SG and sofa.M . SG
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‘He bought the chair and the sofa’
(abbreviated from Benmamoun et al.
2009:77)
b. Mona-ne bazaar-me dekh-aa
th-aa
ek ghor.aa
aur
Mona-ERG bazaar-in see.PERF-M . SG be.PST- M . SG a horse.M . S and
kai kutte
many dogs.M . PL
‘Mona had seen a horse and many dogs in the market.’
As Benmamoun et al. point out, Hindi-Urdu differs in this respect from languages like
Arabic (for discussion of CCA in three varieties of Arabic see Aoun et al. 1994) that show
FCA in VS-order, but not LCA in SV-order.
The asymmetry of resolved agreement with subjects and CCA with objects is also found
in the closely related languages Marathi (Ashwini Deo p.c.) and Punjabi (Bhatia 1993,
Bailey and Cummings 1994). Marathi also shares the alternating pattern of LCA and FCA
shown above, Bhatia (1993) and Bailey and Cummings (1994) do not report relevant examples for FCA in Punjabi. This suggests that the patterns of agreement discussed here
have wider currency within this language family.
The asymmetry between subjects and objects shows that T-agreement accesses them
differently. While the features of the whole conjunction are accessible to agreement on
subjects, they appear to be inaccessible on objects. Instead, agreement with object accesses
the features of one of the peripheral conjuncts.

6.3 Bidirectional Agreement
A further instance of the subject object asymmetry is found when subjects and objects
are sandwiched between two agreeing elements like an auxiliary and a participle. Agreement with subjects, expectedly, leads to resolved agreement, while agreement with objects
leads to bidirectional agreement, a combination of FCA and LCA. Bidirectional agreement,
however, is not freely available, but shows morphological matching effects.
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Word orders where subjects or objects appear between and auxiliary can be generated
either by scrambling the argument between the elements of the verbal complex as in (119),
or by scrambling a VP containing an argument and the participle to the right of the auxiliary
as in (120). The latter order has an emphatic feel. Participles and auxiliaries are in bold
face.

(119) V[S&S]Aux:
a. yeh gaana gaa-te
to Ram aur {Ramesh/ Gita} the
this song sing-HAB . M . PL TOP Ram and {Ramesh/ Gita.F} be. PST. M . PL
‘It used to be Ram. M and {Ramesh. M / Gita} who sang this song.’
b. * yeh gaanaa gaa-taa
to Ram aur {Ramesh/ Gita}
this song sing-HAB . M . SG TOP Ram and {Ramesh/ Gita.F}
{thaa/
thii}
{be. PST. M . SG/ be. PST. F. SG}
‘It used to be Ram. M and {Ramesh. M / Gita} who sings this song.’
(120) Aux[S&S]V:
a. the
to Ram aur {Ramesh/ Gita} nahaa rahe
be.PST. M . PL TOP Ram. M and {Ramesh. M/ Gita.F} bathe PROG . M . PL
‘Ram and {Ramesh / Gita} WERE bathing!’
b. * thaa
to Ram aur {Ramesh/ Gita} nahaa {rahaa/
be.PST. M . SG TOP Ram. M and {Ramesh. M/ Gita.F} bathe {PROG . M . SG/
rahii}
PROG . F. SG
‘Ram and {Ramesh / Gita} WAS bathing!’
Like everywhere else, conjoined subjects control resolved agreement when they appear
between two agreeing verb forms as in the a. examples. CCA is not an option as shown by
the b. examples, irrespective of the gender of the conjuncts.
Agreement with objects in the same environments does not lead to resolved agreement.
Instead we find singular agreement, (121).

(121) V[O&O]Aux:
a. Objects with matching features:
Rina-ne gaa-yii
ek ghazal aur ek nazam thii
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F a ghazal.F and a nazam.F be.PST. F. SG
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‘Rina has sung a ghazal and a nazam’
b. Matching features on peripheral conjuncts and mismatching medial conjunct:
Rina-ne gaa-yii
ek ghazal, ek giit aur ek nazam thii
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F a ghazal.F a giit.M and a nazam.F be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina has sung a ghazal, a giit and a nazam’
Since the peripheral conjuncts in (121) have the same features, the examples do not
show whether the participle and the auxiliary agree independently of one another or in some
sense express the same set of features. Given that the only syntactic agreement controller is
T (Section 6.1), and that the agreement on participles is dependent on T-agreement, (111),
one might expect that both the participle and the auxiliary would show the features of the
conjunct closest to the auxiliary (i.e. T). This is not the case, as shown by contexts where the
peripheral conjuncts have mismatching features. Such configurations give rise to matching
effects. When the left and the right conjuncts differ in gender, (122a), or number features,
(122b), the structures are ungrammatical.

(122) V[O&O]Aux: Objects with mismatching features.
a. Mismatching gender:
* Rina-ne gaa{-yaa
/ -yii} ek gaanaa aur ek nazam
Rina-ERG sing{-PFV. SG . M / -PFV. F} a song.M and a nazam.F
thii
be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina has sung a song and a nazam.’
b. Mismatching number:
Rina-ne gaa-ye
do gaane
aur ek giit
{??the
/
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. M . PL two song.M . PL and one giit.M . S {be.PST. M . PL /
*thaa}
be.PST. M . SG}
‘Rina has sung two songs and one giit.’
The ungrammaticality of (122) shows that the grammar accesses the first and the last
conjunct, rather than only one of them. Example (121b), which contains three conjuncts,
also shows that only the features of the first and the last conjuncts are accessed. The mis245

matched masculine conjunct in the middle does not affect agreement.5 If only the features
of one of the peripheral conjuncts was accessed by agreement, feature mismatches should
be irrelevant. Bidirectional agreement phenomena show that agreement with objects is resolved from the surface position of the elements that express agreement morphologically,
the participle and the auxiliary, rather than just the position of the syntactic agreement controller T. At the same time, the fact that the features on the participle and the auxiliary have
to match shows that there is a dependency between the two. I would like to suggest that
this is the same dependency of participial agreement on T-agreement that is illustrated for
LDA in (110). The syntactic relation between T and participles enforces featural identity
between the two, even though the participle also accesses the features of the conjunct that
is closest to it.
Matching effects can be overcome by morphological syncretism. Table 6.1c., repeated here, shows the paradigm of agreement affixes for the
perfective participle. Unlike the past tense auxiliary th-, participial agreement does not distinguish feminine singular and feminine plural morphologically. Both are -yii. When morphological syncretism obscures the

M:
F:

SG :

PL :

-yaa

-ye

-yii
Table 6.1c.

feature mismatch between the conjuncts, agreement with conjunctions of
different numbers is possible, (123).

(123) Objects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:
5

One relativization to this observation is that the acceptability of this example decreases once the medial
noun bears morphological masculine marking, like gaan-aa, where -aa is the masculine singular marker, in
(i).
(i)

??Rina-ne gaa-yii
ek ghazal, ek gaanaa aur ek nazam thii
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F a ghazal.F a song.M and a nazam.F be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina has sung a ghazal and a nazam’

I do not know at this point what is responsible for this fact.
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a. Rina-ne gaa-yii
kai nazmẽ
aur ek ghazal thii
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F many nazam.F. PL and a ghazal.F be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina has sung many nazams and a ghazal’
b. Rina-ne gaa-yii
ek ghazal aur kai nazmẽ
thı̃:
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F a ghazal.F and many nazam.F. PL be.PST. F. PL
‘Rina has sung many nazams and a ghazal’
The feature mismatch in (123) is the same as in (122b). This indicates that the identity
requirement is not about syntactic features per se, but is mediated by morphological factors.
The forms that morphologically realize the agreement on the participle and the auxiliary
have to look like they are realizing the same set of features. This pattern of syncretism
resembles that found with free relative matching effects (Groos and van Riemsdijk 1981).
Matching effects also obtain in Aux[O&O]V order.

(124) Aux[O&O]V:
a. Objects with matching features:
Rina-ne thii
to ek ghazal
aur ek nazam
gaayii
Rina-ERG be-PST. F. SG TOP a ghazal.F. SG and a nazam.F. SG sing-PFV. F
‘Rina has sung a ghazal and a nazam’
b. Objects with mismatching features:
i. * Rina-ne thaa
to ek gaanaa aur ek nazam gaayii
Rina-ERG be.PST. SG . M TOP a song.M and a nazam.F sing.PFV. F
‘Rina has sung a song and a nazam.’
ii. Rina-ne the
to do gaane aur ek giit
Rina-ERG be-PST. M . PL TOP 2 songs.M and one giit.M . S
{??gaaye
/ *gaayaa}
{sing-PFV. M . PL / sing-PFV. M . SG}
‘Rina has sung two songs and one giit.’

6.4 Agreement in Right Node Raising
A third asymmetry arises in contexts of Right Node Raising (RNR).6 When an agreeing
participle or auxiliary undergoes RNR, it can stand in syntactic relations with two subjects
6I

adopt RNR as a name for the phenomenon, not as an analysis. In Section 9 I will adopt an analysis of
RNR based on multidominance.
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or two objects. While agreement with subjects in such RNR constructions leads to matching effects similar to those in bidirectional agreement, agreement with objects does not. In
the discussion, I will use the following terminology. The element that is shared on the right
will be called the RNR-target, the parts that share the target will be called RNR-remnants.
So in [John bought] and [Fred read] [the book], [John bought] and [Fred read] are RNRremnants, and [the book] is the RNR-target.

6.4.1 Matching Effects vs. Agreement with the Closest Object
Agreement between a verbal complex in an RNR target and subjects in the remnants
shows morphological matching effects like we saw in bidirectional agreement, (121/123).
When the subjects in both remnants have the same features, the structures are grammatical
and the verb shows the features of these subjects, (125a). When the subjects have different
features, neither CCA (M . SG) nor resolved agreement (M . PL) is possible, (125b). When
there is a syncretic form that obscures the feature difference between the two subjects the
structures are grammatical. Unlike the past tense auxiliary, the third person present tense
auxiliary does not show gender distinctions, see Table 6.1. Example (125c.i) illustrates
that copular constructions with a past tense auxiliary show matching effects when the subjects mismatch in gender. In present tense copular constructions with mismatching gender
features on the other hand, no such effects arise at all, (125c.ii).7

(125) Subject agreement in RNR:
a. Subjects with matching features:
[Ramesh ek baksaa] aur [Ram ek thailaa]
ut.haa rahaa
Ramesh.M a box.M . SG and Ram.M a small.bag.F. SG lift PROG . M . S
thaa
be.PST. M . S
7 An empirical concern about (125c) is that there is no telling whether this is an RNR structure, or coordination of two predicates under one T. Section 9.3 presents an analysis of these facts that predicts the same
result for both structures.
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‘Ramesh was lifting a box and Ram a small bag.’
b. Subjects with mismatching features:
[Ramesh ek baksaa] aur [Sita ek thailaa]
ut.haa {???rahii
Ramesh.M a box.M . SG and Sita.F a small.bag.F. SG lift {PROG . F
thii
/ *rahe
the}
be.PST. F. SG / PROG . M . PL be.PST. F. PL}
‘Ramesh was lifting a box and Sita a small bag.’
c. Subjects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:
i. Past tense copular construction with mismatching features, no syncretism:
?? [Ram aalsii] aur [Sitaa karmat.h]
thii
Ram.M lazy and Sita.F hardworking be-PST. F. SG
‘Ram was lazy and Sita was hardworking.’
ii. Present tense copular construction with mismatching features, syncretism:
[Ram aalsii] aur [Sitaa karmat.h]
hai
Ram.M lazy and Sita.F hardworking be-PRS.SG
‘Ram is lazy and Sita is hardworking.’
Subject agreement behaves quite normally in this respect. Matching effects of this kind are
also found in English, (126), and German, (127).

(126) English:
a. Subjects with matching features:
I thought Stan, but you thought Fred was buying a new house.
b. Subjects with mismatching features:
* Stan thought I, but Meg thought you were buying a new house.
c. Subjects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:
Stan thought I, but Meg thought Fred was buying a new house.
(127) German:
a. Subjects with matching features:
weil
[Hans Bier] und [Franz Milch] trinkt
because Hans beer and Franz milk drink.3 SG
‘because Hans drinks beer and Franz Milk’
b. Subjects with mismatching features:
* weil
[ich Bier] und [du Milch] trinkst
because I beer and you milk drink.2 SG
‘because I drink beer and you Milk’
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(Eisenberg 1973:417)

(Eisenberg 1973:417)

c. Subjects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:
weil
[wir das Haus] und [die Müllers den Garten] kaufen
because we the house and the Müllers the garden buy.(1PL or 3PL)
‘because we buy the house and the Müllers the garden’
1973:418)

(Eisenberg

Agreement with objects in the remnants does not show such matching effects. Feature mismatches between objects in the remnants are tolerated, and the verb shows the

φ -features of the linearly closest object, (128). Examples (125b) and (128b) are a minimal
pair for a context where the remnant contains both subject and object.

(128) Agreement with objects in RNR-remnants:
a. Rina-ne [kal
ek bat.uaa]
aur [aaj ek saar.ii] khariid-ii
Rina-ERG yesterday a purse.M . SG and today a sari.F buy-PERF. F
thii
be-PST.F. SG
‘Rina had bought a purse yesterday and a sari today.’
b. [Ramesh-ne ek baksaa] aur [Sitaa-ne ek thailii]
{ut.haa-yii
Ramesh-ERG a box.M . SG and Sita-ERG a small.bag.F. SG {lift-PERF. F
th-ii
/ *ut.haa-ye th-e}
be.PST-F. SG / -PERF. M . PL be.PST-M . PL}
‘Ramesh had lifted a box and Sita a bag.’
We see here a third subject-object asymmetry that fits the pattern we saw in agreement
with conjoined subjects and objects earlier: agreement with objects is sensitive to linear
proximity, while agreement with subjects is not.
It might be tempting to take the fact that agreement with the closest object is possible in
RNR as evidence that CCA with conjoined objects is RNR in disguise. In Section 11.3.1, I
argue that the CCA paradigm in Hindi-Urdu cannot be reduced to RNR.
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6.4.2 Agreement Controllers Inside the Remnants
Agreement with the object closest to the auxiliary also applies when the remnants contain agreement controllers that agree with the objects in their respective remnants, like the
non-finite verbs in (129).8

(129) S [O VINF ]&[O VINF ] Aux:
a. Rina-ko [ek bhajan likh-naa]
aur [kai gaane
Rina-DAT a bhajan.M write-INF. M . SG and many song.M . PL
gaa-ne]
par.-e
sing-INF. M . PL must-M . PL
‘Rina had to write a bhajan and sing many songs’
b. Rina-ko [kai gaane
likh-ne]
aur [ek bhajan
Rina-DAT many song.M . PL write-INF. M . PL and a bhajan.M
gaa-naa]
par.-aa
sing-INF. M . SG must-M . SG
‘Rina had to write many songs and sing a bhajan’
Since participial agreement is parasitic on T agreement (Section 6.1), (129) shows that
T probes in both conjuncts and identifies the object in each one of them as a possible agreement target. Yet, agreement on T is with the closest object. This rules out an analysis of
the difference between agreement with subjects and objects where agreement with objects
in RNR does not actually access the objects in both conjuncts.
A caveat with respect to (129) is that this structure could either be RNR of just the
auxiliary, or a coordination of smaller structures under one T. Either way, (129) shows that
when one T is presented with two objects as possible agreement targets, it agrees with the
8A

modal construction with a dative subject is used in (129) instead of a perfective with an ergative one
like in (128) to avoid the possibility of an [S [DO V] and [DO V Aux]] parse for (i).
(i)

Rina-ne ek ghazal likh-ii
aur ek nazam gay-ii
thii
Rina-ERG a ghazal.F write-PERF. F and a nazam.F sing-PERF. F be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina had written a ghazal and sung a nazam’

A [S [DO V] and [DO V Aux]] parse for (i) is possible, because the perfective form of the verb, likh-ii,
can appear on its own without an auxiliary. The infinitival form of the verb in (129) on the other hand cannot
appear on its own.
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one that it is closest to. Section 9.3 presents an analysis of these facts that predicts the same
result for both structures.
The examples in (129) contrast with the bidirectional agreement examples in (121).
In both contexts, T accesses two different agreement targets, and there is a participle that
agrees with an object different from the one that T agrees with. When the two agreement
targets are conjoined, matching effects arise, but when the two are distributed over larger
conjuncts, they do not arise.
The RNR data raise two questions: (i) Why do agreement with objects and subjects
differ in their ability to target the closest argument, rather than giving rise to matching
effects? and (ii) Why does agreement with conjoined objects differ from agreement with
objects in larger conjunctions when it comes to matching effects? Like CCA, facts similar
to the ones presented here hold in closely related languages. Both Marathi (Ashwini Deo
p.c.) and Punjabi (Bhatia 1993) show agreement with the closest object in RNR.

6.5 Further Properties of Closest Conjunct Agreement
CCA in Hindi-Urdu differs rather dramatically from the CCA patterns in other languages. It lacks the sensitivity to the features of conjuncts other than the first and the last
that have been reported for Serbo-Croatian (Bošković 2009) and Slovenian (Marušič et al.
2007) and shows no semantic restrictions of the kind that have been reported for some
varieties of Arabic (Aoun et al. 1994).

6.5.1 CCA is Unaffected by the Features of (Non-Peripheral) Conjuncts
CCA in some languages is sensitive to features other than those of the conjunct that is
actually accessed for agreement. In Serbo-Croatian (Bošković 2009), CCA is only possible
when all conjuncts are plural. LCA in addition is sensitive to the gender features of the
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non-final conjuncts. In Slovenian (e.g. Marušič et al. 2007), the genders and numbers
of all conjuncts shift the probability with which CCA, resolved or default agreement is
chosen. These facts suggest that the features of all conjuncts, not just the first and last
contribute at least indirectly to the resolution of CCA in these languages. Hindi-Urdu on
the other hand shows no such interference. The resolution of CCA is only sensitive to the
features of the last or the first conjunct. In both Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian, CCA is also
limited to gender. Number agreement is always resolved. The examples in (114/115) show
that CCA in Hindi-Urdu involves both gender and number. Examples (114/115) illustrate
this for LCA and both genders. When the conjuncts are plural, CCA also shows plural
agreement. CCA happens both when the conjuncts match or mismatch in gender or number.
Example (121b) also makes this point for contexts of bidirectional agreement. The kind
of differences between semantically motivated gender on nouns referring to humans and
arbitrary grammatical gender on inanimate or abstract nouns that are reported for SerboCroatian (Bošković 2009) appear to be absent.
Possibly related to the observations here is that fact that CCA is independent of animacy. The examples above all show coordinated animate subjects and coordinated inanimate objects, but this is a matter of convenience. Animate objects trigger CCA, (130a) and
(116), and inanimate subjects do not, (130b).

(130)

a. Ram-ne duurbiin-se
ek sharan.aarthii aur ek navjaat shishu
Ram-ERG telescope-with a refugee.M and a newborn child.M
dekh-aa
see-PFV. MSG
‘Ram saw a refugee and a newborn child with a telescope.’
b. yeh ardha satya aur vo jhuut.h
Ram-kaa dil dukhaa
this half truth.M and that falsehood.M Ram-Gen heart sadden
{rahe
hãı̃
/ *rahaa
hai}
{PROG . MPL be.PRS . PL / *PROG . MSG be.PRS . SG}
‘This half truth and that falsehood are making Ram sad.’
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The only effect of animacy on object agreement comes from its interaction with DOM.
DOM blocks agreement with objects, and animate objects are more likely to receive DOM.
Thus one is more likely to find natural occurrences of CCA with inanimate objects. For
some speakers, DOM is practically obligatory with animate objects. These speakers will
find examples like (130a) degraded, but the degradation stems from the absence of DOM
not the presence of CCA.9

6.5.2 Number Sensitive Items
Aoun et al. (1994, 1999, also Aoun and Benmamoun 1999) observe that FCA in Moroccan and Lebanese Arabic is incompatible with number sensitive items (‘NSI’) like collective predicates (meet, gather), both or each other or modification by a relative clause
that contains an NSI (also Badecker 2007 for Greek, for discussion see Munn 1999, Aoun
et al. 1999 and Section 11.3.2 below). Only resolved agreement is possible in the presence
of NSIs in these languages. In other languages CCA is compatible with NSIs (e.g. Standard
Arabic: Aoun and Benmamoun 1999, Harbert and Bahloul 2001). The (in)compatibility
between CCA and NSIs has been taken to indicate that CCA arises in very different ways in
these two kinds of languages (e.g. Aoun and Benmamoun 1999, Camacho 2003, Badecker
2007) and is often taken to bear greatly on the appropriate analysis of CCA in a language.
I show here that Hindi-Urdu shows a mixed pattern of NSI licensing resembling Polish in
9 There

are two places where the properties of the conjuncts affect agreement in a limited way. One is
the increased acceptability of resolved agreement with objects when all conjuncts are masculine, (114c/d),
although these structures are still rather marginal. The effect is limited to masculine conjuncts, all feminine
conjunctions do not allow plural agreement, (i).
(i)

??? Ram-ne ek thailii aur ek pet.ii ut.haa-yii thı̃:
Ram-ERG a bag.F and a box.F lift-PFV. F be.PST. F. PL
‘Ram had lifted a small bag and a box.’

A second such interaction is the effect of overt gender marking on medial conjuncts in bidirectional agreement, fn. 5. I set aside these marginal options for now and remain agnostic as to their empirical and theoretical
status. Bhatia (2011) also reports that the internal structure of the conjuncts affects the likelyhood of CCA,
fn. 2.
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this respect (Citko 2004), and argue in Section 11.3.2 that these data do not bear on the
choice of analysis.
CCA is compatible with collective predicates like ek saath, ‘together,’ (131a), and conjoined objects that control CCA can be modified by relative clauses that contain number
sensitive items like donõ, ‘both,’ (131b).

(131)

a. Ram-ne ek saath (ek haath-se) ek baksaa aur ek thailaa ut.haa-yaa
Ram-ERG together one hand-with a box.M and a bag.M lift-PFV. M . SG
‘Ram lifted a box and a bag together (with one hand).’
b. Rina-ne ek bat.uaa aur ek saar.ii kharid-ii [jo ki donõ sale-pe
Rina-ERG a purse.M and a sari.F buy.PERF. F [REL that both sale-on
the]
be.PST. M . PL]
‘Rina bought a purse and a sari which were both on sale.’

Example (117) where conjoined objects that control CCA bind a plural possessive pronoun might also be counted in this category.
There are NSIs though that are incompatible with CCA. donõ, ‘both,’ and ek duusre,
‘each other,’ are not compatible with CCA (sab ‘all’ behaves the same). Instead, resolved
agreement is found in the presence of these items, (132) and (133) respectively.

(132) donõ, ‘both’
Ram-ne kelaa
aur naashpaatii donõ khaa{-ye
/ *-yii}
Ram-Erg banana.M and pear.F
both eat{-PFV. M . PL / -PFV. M . S}
‘Ram ate both the banana and the pear.’

(Bhatia and Benmamoun 2009)

(133) ek duusre, ‘each other’
a. Ram-ne ek baksaa aur ek thailaa darwaaze-ke paas rakh{-aa
/
Ram-Erg a box.M and a bag.M door-Gen near keep{-PFV. M . SG /
??-e}
-PFV. M . PL}
‘Ram kept a box and a bag near the door.’
b. Ram-ne ek baksaa aur ek thailaa ek duusre-ke paas rakh{???*-aa
/
Ram-Erg a box.M and a bag.M each.other-Gen near keep{-PFV. M . SG /
-e}
-PFV. M . PL}
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‘Ram kept a box and a bag near each other.’
The data in (132) and (133) are rather striking, as resolved agreement is otherwise degraded
for agreement with objects. I will show in Section 11.3.2 that this plural agreement is an
effect of the NSIs themselves and arises even in contexts where DP coordination is not
plausible.

6.5.3 No Extraction of First Conjuncts in Hindi-Urdu
Bošković (2009) relates the possibility of LCA in Serbo-Croatian to the possibility of
extracting the first conjunct as in (134) (see Section 11.2 for discussion).

(134) ? Knjigei je Marko [ ti i filmove] kupio
books is Marko
and movies bought
‘Marko bought books and movies’

(Bošković 2009:472)

Extraction of individual conjuncts of this kind is not possible in Hindi-Urdu, (135).

(135)

a. * ek akhbaari Ram-ne [ ti aur ek kitaab] khariidii
a newspaper Ram-ERG
and a book.F buy-PFV. F
‘Ram bought a newspaper and a book.’
b. * ek kitaabi Ram-ne [ ek akhbaar
aur ti ] khariidii
a book Ram-ERG a newspaper.M and buy-PFV. F
‘Ram bought a newspaper and a book.’

6.6 Questions
The first set of questions relate to what I will call accessibility. When agreeing with
subjects, T probes the features of the whole conjunction in argument conjunction and those
of both subjects in RNR. When agreeing with objects, it cannot access the features of the
whole conjunction and does not access the features of both objects in RNR.
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A second set of questions relates to the role of linear order in agreement with objects.
On the one hand we find CCA, with the first or the last conjunct, and even with both in
bidirectional agreement. LCA is particularly puzzling from a syntactic perspective. Many
accounts of FCA derive agreement with the first conjunct from the syntactic prominence
of the first conjunct over the second (Munn 1993, Progovac 2003 for discussion of the
evidence). Benmamoun et al. (2009) have recently shown that in Hindi-Urdu too, the first
conjunct is syntactically prominent over the second. It should then block syntactic probing
into the last conjunct.
The fact that linear proximity also matters for agreement with objects in RNR suggests
that CCA is not a fact about agreement with conjoined DPs, but rather that sensitivity
to linear order is a larger fact about agreement with objects in Hindi-Urdu that becomes
visible in DP-conjunction, but also elsewhere. We need to understand then what it is about
agreement with objects that makes linear order accessible to the grammar and how and
where it accesses it.
A third set of questions concerns the relation between syntax and morphology, more
specifically the presence and absence of matching effects. Since the presence and absence
of matching effects are also the main piece of evidence in the discussion of RNR, they will
inform the analysis of RNR.
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CHAPTER 7
ACCESSIBILITY

Section 6.6 casts the issues raised by the agreement data in terms of two questions:
(i) Why are features on &P inaccessible to agreement with objects? and (ii) How does
agreement with objects access the features that we see? This chapter presents a syntactic
answer to the first question which will also provide some parts of the answer to the second
question. The discussion will focus on agreement with conjoined objects here. Section 9
shows how the proposal here extends to RNR. Key to the analysis is a proposal by Bhatt
(2005) concerning the different role of T-agreement for case assignment in agreement with
subjects vs. objects. Bhatt argues that object case assignment works the same in nominative and ergative alignments. Object case is always licensed by v. This has an important
consequence for T-agreement with objects. While agreement with subjects is the means
of assigning the subject case, agreement with objects is agreement with an already case
licensed argument. Following the proposal by Chomsky (2000, 2001), I assume that case
assignment involves φ -agreement. Case assignment by v to the object, I argue, makes resolved agreement with objects impossible for T later in the derivation. The answer to the
second question will involve PF operations, constrained by the output of syntax, Section
8. The proposal to be developed here attributes different aspects of the agreement asymmetries to different parts of the grammar. While the inaccessibility of resolved features is
a syntactic fact, the accessibility of the closest conjunct for agreement is a post-syntactic
one.
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7.1 Syntactic Preliminaries
I begin by laying out the assumptions about agreement and case licensing. Following
Chomsky (2000, 2001) I assume that the relation between T and its agreement targets is
established by a grammatical operation AGREE between a probe and a goal. AGREE is
subject to the locality conditions phrased in terms of M ATCHING in (136).

(136)

M ATCHING is a relation that holds of a probe P and a goal G. Not every M ATCHING
pair induces AGREE. To do so, G must (at least) be in the domain D(P) of P and
satisfy locality conditions. The simplest assumptions for the probe-goal system are
shown [below:]
a. M ATCHING is feature identity.
b. D(P) is the sister of P.
c. Locality reduces to “closest c-command.”
(small caps MW, Chomsky 2000:122)

AGREE is driven by the need of both the probe and the goal to relate unvalued features
to valued ones. Probes and goals that have unvalued features are called active. For the
purposes of T agreement and case assignment, T is active due to its uninterpretable φ features. DPs are active due to their unvalued case features. Case licensing is implemented
as valuation of the case feature of the goal and the φ -features of the probe, making the
case and the φ -features on probe and goal inactive. Generalizing these assumptions about

φ -agreement and case from subjects to objects leads to the assumption that v, the head
that licenses case on objects (Chomsky 1995), also has φ -features and values them on
objects. The overall AGREE proces thus breaks down into two parts: (i) M ATCHING, which
selects the target of the process, and (ii) what I will call valuation, the process of actually
exchanging values of features that leads to deactivation. Activity of a goal is a condition
on valuation only. Inactive goals are still visible for the locality constraints on M ATCHING,
(136a), and can block successful AGREE with lower goals. This will become relevant
below. As mentioned above, a central assumption to my account is that T agreement with
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objects is agreement with an already case licensed argument. This means that objects are
inactive by the time T agrees with them.
In addition, I assume a late insertion model, where the nodes in the syntactic computation do not contain any phonological material (e.g. Distributed Morphology: Halle and
Marantz 1993, Embick and Noyer 2006). Phonological material is only inserted in the
PF component, sensitive to the output of the syntactic computation and post-syntactic processes (e.g. Embick and Noyer 2001). I also assume that linear order is only imposed
on syntactic structures in the postsyntactic component by a linearization algorithm that,
roughly, maps c-command relations onto linear precedence (Kayne 1994). This will become relevant in the discussion of how CCA is resolved in Section 8.

7.2 Absence of Resolved Agreement with Objects
This section begins with a discussion of my assumptions about the distribution of φ features inside conjunctions, then shows how these derive resolved agreement with subjects, and its absence with objects.
To understand which features T-agreement accesses in
subjects and objects, let us look at the distribution of φ features in conjunctions. I assume an asymmetric structure

Figure 7.1 Distribution of

φ -features in conjunctions.
&P[φ& ]

of conjunction phrases (&P), Table 7.1, as argued for HindiUrdu by Benmamoun et al. (2009). Each conjunct has φ features in its DP layer, which through some mechanism of

DP1 [φ1 ]

&

DP2 [φ2 ]

feature resolution (illustrated by the dashed lines in Table
7.1) contribute to the resolved features [φ& ] on &P. These are the features that are expressed
by resolved agreement.
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Resolved agreement with subjects can now be derived as in Figure 7.2. T’s φ -probe
AGREEs with the φ -features of &P that have been computed from the features of the conjuncts. These features value those of the probe, leading to resolved agreement on T. As
discussed in the context of (112), deriving gender agreement with conjoined subjects might
involve additional steps at least when conjuncts mismatch for gender. Since there appears
to be no way of distinguishing between multiple possible mechanisms of deriving gender
agreement, and since nothing in the analysis relies on the particulars of resolved gender
agreement with conjunctions, I will not make a specific proposal here.
Figure 7.2 also shows object case assignment inside vP. v has its own φ -probe that
AGREEs with the object assigning it case. When the subject is nominative, T and v agreement do not interact. This is different when the subject is ergative or dative and invisible to
T-agreement.
The absence of resolved agreement with objects is derived as in Figure 7.3. Like in
Figure 7.2, v assigns case to &P by AGREEING with its φ -features [φ& ] (Step 1). This
deactivates [φ& ]. Later in the derivation, T is merged and its [uφ ] probes past the ergative
subject to the conjoined object (Step 2). The φ -features of &P are already inactive as
a result of agreement with v. Accordingly, T’s [uφ ] cannot be valued on [φ& ]. [φ& ] is,
however, still syntactically visible (Chomsky 2001) and can be M ATCHed. This has two
Figure 7.2 Resolved agreement with subjects.
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.
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&P[φ& ]
DP1 [φ1 ]
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Figure 7.3 Absence of resolved agreement with conjoined objects.
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V

V
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& DP2 [φ2 ]

DP1 [φ1 ]

Step 1

M ATCH

& DP2 [φ2 ]
Step 2

effects. On the one hand, the syntactic visibility of [φ& ] keeps T from probing into the
conjunction, as doing so would trigger a defective intervention effect between [φ& ] and
features on lower conjuncts. On the other, M ATCHING establishes a syntactic relation
between T and the features in &P. This syntactic relation between T and the deactivated
features in &P will be used at PF to delimit the search space for finding features to value
T, Section 8. I further assume that the failure to syntactically value T’s φ -features does not
lead to a syntactic crash. This is independently necessary, given the possibility of default
agreement in (109) where neither the subject nor the object is accessible for T-agreement.
The system here assumes two degrees of invisibility to T-agreement. While ergatives and datives are entirely invisible to T-agreement, case assigned objects are visible
for M ATCHING but not valuation of T’s φ -probe. Adopting the proposal about θ -related
case by Řezáč (2008a), this difference can be cast in terms of the distribution of φ -probes
in θ -related cases, datives and ergatives, vs. structural ones. Řezáč (2008a) proposes that

θ -related case is represented syntactically as an adposition (P) that attaches to a DP. The
complements of these adpositions, he argues, are phases, making the DPs in them invisible
for AGREEment processes outside of their embedding P. Whether or not oblique phrases
are visible to agreement depends on whether the P layer itself has a φ -probe. In some lan-
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guages it does (see §3.1.1 for discussion of the visibility of obliques to AGREE), in others
it does not. Under this type of analysis, datives are invisible to T-agreement in Hindi-Urdu
because their external P-layer does not have φ -features and P’s complement is is a phase.
Ergative has also variously been argued to be a θ -related case assigned to the specifier of vP
(recently Anand and Nevins 2006), bringing it into the purview of this proposal. Structural
cases on the other hand lack this additional layer and their features are accordingly visible
to agreement processes, even after having been deactivated.
The explanation of the absence of resolved agreement from agreement with objects
combines independent assumptions about the distribution of φ -features in &P with independent assumptions about the order of processes in the derivation. Resolved agreement is
absent from agreement with objects because the only instance of the resolved features, in
&P, has been deactivated by the object case assigner before T can access them.

7.3 Interim Summary
The absence of resolved agreement with objects, receives a syntactic explanation: Tagreement cannot access the features in &P because they have become inaccessible as the
result of earlier agreement processes targeting the object. The next section will describe the
conditions under which post-syntactic processes resolve CCA and agreement with objects
more generally. Despite the fact that the resolution of agreement with objects happens in the
post-syntactic component, core syntax tightly constrains the results of these PF processes.
By M ATCHING the inactive features of DO, T identifies DO as the space where PF can
search for features. This rules out agreement with DPs inside adjuncts and such. The
discussion of bidirectional agreement in Section 8.2 will further show how post-syntactic
processes are constrained by the syntactic relation between T and participial agreement
heads discussed in the context of (111). The proposal that valuation of agreement with
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objects does not happen until PF creates a further asymmetry between agreement with
subjects and objects: their values are resolved in different parts of the grammar. This
asymmetry will be at the core of the explanation of the subject-object asymmetry in RNR
in Section 9.
The analysis here relies on case assignment via φ -agreement. Chapter 3, however,
adopted a separation of case assignment and φ -agreement in order to allow DO-clitics in
MJ to receive case even when φ -agreement fails. On possibility of reconciling these two
positions is that the relation between φ -agreement and case varies as a function of how
case and φ -agreement are distributed across syntactic heads: Catalan splits object case and

φ between two heads (H and v), while the two are located on one head (v) in Hindi-Urdu.1
Future work on object case in Hindi-Urdu and a better understanding of the relation of case
and φ -agreement in giving rise to the PCC might offer further insights into this question.

1

A salient alternative here is to assume that object case in Hindi-Urdu is dependent or default case
(Marantz 1991). The major question for such an account in the current setting is the relation between dependent or default case and visibility to T-agreement. It is crucial for the proposal here that object case is assigned
in the syntax and leads to the inaccessibility of the object’s φ -features for valuation later in the derivation. In
the absence of an understanding of the interaction of dependent/default case with syntactic visibility, I adopt
the explanation in the text where this connection is clearly maintain.
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CHAPTER 8
VALUING AGREEMENT WITH OBJECTS

The previous chapter showed why the resolved features of &P are not accessible to
agreement with objects and how T identifies objects as agreement targets by M ATCHING
despite not being able to value its features on them. This chapter presents a proposal about
how the features of objects value agreement on T. I propose that this happens at PF, constrained by the AGREE-relations established in the syntax. In this, I follow other proposals
(e.g. van Koppen 2005, 2007, Benmamoun et al. 2009) where syntax identifies possible
agreement targets, but PF decides which φ -features in these targets end up being expressed
morphologically. More specifically, I propose that the resolution of CCA at PF is an attempt
by the grammar to provide φ -values for heads that can morphologically express them, but
have failed to value their features in the syntax. The heads that are relevant for CCA at PF
are no longer just the syntactically active probes, but the heads that carry φ -morphology.
This change of perspective means that more heads are relevant to the resolution of CCA
than are syntactically active probes. I argued earlier that only T is a syntactically active
probe and that the agreement of participial projections is parasitic on T-agreement. If the
resolution of CCA is a morphological process that provides features for heads that can
express them, we expect that participles now act independently, agreeing with the object
that is closest to them rather than T, while at the same time being subject to the restrictions imposed by syntax. In Section 8.2, I will show that this is exactly what happens in
bidirectional agreement.
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8.1 Implementing Object Agreement
Having explained in Section 7 which features are not accessed by agreement with objects, I begin this section by explaining which features are accessed in agreement with
objects, Section 8.1.1, and lay out the general assumptions about how PF accesses these
features. Section 8.1.2 will then show how linear proximity can be computed from information that is independently available from the linearization algorithm, and Section 8.2
shows how syntactic relations constrain PF processes to give rise to matching effects in
bidirectional agreement.

8.1.1 Agreement with Unconjoined Objects
Before delving into CCA and how the grammar determines which conjunct is closest,
we need to step back and make sure the system can also derive agreement with unconjoined
objects. Applying the assumptions about agreement with conjoined objects from Section
7.2 to unconjoined objects leads to a picture where case assignment by v deactivates the
features on DP. This means that the values expressed in agreement with objects must come
from somewhere other than the DP layer of the object. CCA suggest that the features
accessed by agreement with objects (those in the conjuncts) are below the head that the
head targeted by syntactic M ATCH (&P). A closer look at the origin and distribution of φ features in DP shows that in unconjoined objects too, the head that values agreement with
objects can be located below the syntactic M ATCHING target DP.
I begin by looking at where φ -features originate in DP. Ritter (1991, 1995) argues that
number and gender originate in different parts of the extended projection of NP. While
gender originates on or at least very close to N, number is introduced by a higher functional
projection, which will be called ΦP here. This leads to the structure in Figure 8.1. In
addition, I assume there to be a projection that mediates DP internal concord that in a
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Figure 8.1 Origin of φ -features inside DP.
DP
ΦP

D0
Φ

..
.

[NUM]

NP[ GEND ]

language like Hindi-Urdu with gender and number concord needs to contain both gender
and number features. In the interest of not articulating the structures here beyond necessity,
I will treat ΦP as both the origin of number features and the concord projection. Nothing
will rely on this simplification. The picture we arrive at then is that gender and number
originate in different places in the extended projection of NP, and that their values are
present in more than one position.
Since neither gender nor number originate in DP, a separate set of φ -features must
be located in D to make these features accessible to AGREEment by T and v. The gender/number features on D are separate from those of ΦP/the concord projection rather than
just ΦP’s features projected up. This is shown by contexts where DP internal concord and
DP external agreement show different φ -values, as reported for Serbo-Croatian in Wechsler
and Zlatić (2003). There is a small class of nouns in Serbo-Croatian that shows feminine
singular concord inside DP, but neuter plural agreement DP externally. This is illustrated
for the noun deca, ‘children,’ in (137).

(137)

a. Feminine singular concord:
Posmatrali smo ovu
dobru
decu
[. . . ]
watched.1 PL AUX this.F. SG good.F. SG children.ACC
‘We watched these good childern [. . . ]’
b. Neuter plural agreement:
Dok su
deca
spavala
[. . . ]
while AUX .3 PL children slept.NT. PL
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Figure 8.2 Distribution of φ -features in DP.
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‘While the children slept [. . . ]’

NP[GEND ]

(Wechsler and Zlatić 2003:51)

Example (137) shows that the φ -features in D are separate features that receive their
values via a mapping function from the features in the complement of DP to those of DP.
In the vast majority of cases, the two sets of features will have identical values. This
could follow from general assumptions of simplicity. The simplest mapping function is
the identity function. So unless there are exceptions like in Serbo-Croatian, the mapping
between the features in ΦP and D will be the simplest one, identity.
Taken together, this leads to the distribution of φ -features as in Figure 8.2, p. 268, where
number and gender features are present in two separate projections. Figure 8.2 offers an
answer to which features are accessed in agreement with objects. Even after the features
in DP are deactivated, there is a second set of φ -features in ΦP. I propose that these are
the features accessed in agreement with objects. Identifying ΦP as the head that values
agreement with objects establishes the parallelism between agreement with conjoined and
unconjoined objects. In both cases T-agreement is valued by a head lower in the structure
than what T has M ATCHed in the syntax. This is obvious for conjunctions — the individual conjuncts are dominated by &P — and now finds a less obvious parallel outside of
conjunctions.
The valuation of agreement with unconjoined objects proceeds as follows. The φ -probe
on T has M ATCHed the inactive φ -features of DP in the syntax. This is the starting position
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for PF’s search for φ -values. The features in DP themselves are connected to the features
in ΦP via the computation of DP’s φ -values from those of ΦP. The resolution of agreement
with objects uses this connection to access the φ -values in ΦP and copies them to T. More
generally, the PF operations that value agreement with objects use the relations between
features M ATCHed in the syntax and other features that have contributed to them.

8.1.2 Computing Closest Conjunct Agreement
The resolution of agreement with conjoined objects breaks down into two parts. The
first part is finding possible sources of φ -values for the agreement controller. This will
be done in essentially the same way as in Section 8.1.1 for unconjoined objects. With
unconjoined objects, PF uses the link between the features that T has M ATCHed on the
object and the projection that contributed these φ -features, ΦP. When T has M ATCHED
[φ& ] on a conjunction, these features are linked via the resolution mechanism to the features
of the conjuncts. This is where CCA comes in. When PF is faced with such a choice of
sources of φ -features, it chooses between them based on linear proximity.
In the context of unconjoined objects, I argued that the values of T-agreement come
from a projection below the M ATCHING target, DP, that has contributed φ -features to the
M ATCHING target. I propose that the same is the case in agreement with conjunctions. Just
like the PF uses the link between DP and ΦP created by the computation of D’s φ -features,
PF uses the link between [φ& ] and the features of the conjuncts created by the algorithm
that computed the resolved features of conjunctions. Such a morphosyntactic relation between [φ& ] and the features of the conjuncts (pace Farkas and Zec 1995, Sauerland 2008)
is argued for by Marušič and Nevins (2009) and Kiss (2010) on different grounds. Marušič
and Nevins (2009) discuss the absence of resolved agreement in conjunctions of certain numeral phrases in Slovenian. Conjunctions of numeral phrases containing numerals five and
higher always control neuter singular agreement. Like us, Marušič and Nevins propose that
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resolution accesses the features in the DP-layers of the conjuncts, and attribute the absence
of resolution with numerals to the independently proposed absence of a D-layer in them.
Kiss (2010) discusses number agreement in Hungarian, and reports that conjunctions only
control plural agreement, when one of the conjuncts bears a plural marker. Conjunctions
of singulars do not control plural agreement. The phenomena in Slovenian and Hungarian suggest that the resolution mechanism makes close reference to morphosyntactic rather
than semantic properties. While it is beyond the scope of this project to develop a concrete
proposal for how this resolution mechanism works is, the data suggest that morphosyntax
matters for resolution. The M ATCHING relation established in the syntax together with the
relation between the features of &P and the conjuncts tell PF which features are candidates
for valuing T-agreement. Unlike in agreement with unconjoined objects, the projection below &P that has features related to those of &P is not ΦP, but DP. Thus the candidates for
where the PF can find features to value those on T are the DPs of the conjuncts.1
Next, how does PF find the the closest of the DPs that &P is related to? Johannessen
(1998) shows that there is a correlation between the headedness of a language and the
direction of conjunct agreement. Head-initial languages typically show FCA while head
final ones show LCA. The connection between headedness and direction of CCA, however,
is unhelpful for Hindi-Urdu, as it shows LCA as well as FCA (similarly Marušič et al. 2007
for Slovenian, van Koppen 2005:192–194 for Swahili).
Instead of relying on global properties of the language like headedness, I rely on the
word order in the sentence where object agreement is to be resolved to drive the computation of conjunct agreement. The closeness between an agreeing head and the DP that
1 I am assuming here that assigning case to &P deactivates only the features on &P, and leaves those of the

conjuncts intact. One might consider and alternative system where, say as the result of case spreading from
&P to the conjuncts, the DPs of the conjuncts are also deactivated. In such a system the values for T would
come from ΦP in both agreement with conjoined and unconjoined objects. Such a system is compatible with
the proposal here, all that would be necessary is that PF combines the steps of going from &P to the conjuncts
necessary for conjunction, with the step of going from DP to ΦP discussed earlier.
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values its features can be described in terms of the linear relation between the agreeing
head and DO together with the order among the conjuncts inside the object. The closest,
licit agreement target is the DPx for which there is no DPy inside DO that bears the same
linear relation (precede or follow) to DPx as holds between the agreeing head and DO.
More formally, I will refer to the agreement controller as C . The element that the T has
M ATCHed in the syntax will be called the anchor, A . For now this will be &P. The node
that provides the φ -features that end up being expressed on C will be called the target, T .
Here, T will be one of the conjunct DPs. The resolution of CCA is establishing a relation
between C and T , via A .
This relation can be stated more explicitly in a model of the grammar where linear order is computed from hierarchical relations in the post syntactic component (Kayne 1994,
and much subsequent work). Simplifying for the purposes of exposition, relations of ccommand translate into relations of precedence between terminal nodes such that if node
x asymmetrically c-commands node y, x linearly precedes y. I will write hx, yi to mean x
precedes y. I remain agnostic about the details of the linearization algorithm and assume
for the moment that one that captures the facts for Hindi-Urdu can be devised on these
premises. For the current purposes, the linearization algorithm provides a way of talking
about linear relations without adding new machinery to the grammar. While the linearization algorithm only orders terminals, we can talk about the order of non-terminals via the
structural relation of dominance between a non-terminal and the terminals it dominates,
(138a). This will be necessary to talk about the order between the anchor &P and the
agreement controller. Two non-terminals X and Y precede each other if all non-terminals
dominated by X precede all terminals dominated by Y, (138b).

(138)

a. d(X) = the set of all terminals dominated by X
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b. dhX,Yi = the set of all ordered pairs {ha, bi} such that a is a member of
d(X) and b is a member of d(Y).
(Kayne 1994:5, presentation slightly
adapted)
Plugging the controller T and the anchor &P in for X and Y in dhX,Yi, allows us to
refer to the order of controller and anchor and thereby determine whether FCA or LCA
applies, (139).

a. If dhC , A i,
(FCA)
i. T is the unique XPi linked to the features of A , such that
ii. there is no XP j different from XPi and linked to the features of A
such that hXP j , XPi i.
b. If dhA , C i,
(LCA)
i. T is the unique XPi linked to the features of A , such that
ii. there is no XP j different from DPi and linked to the features of A
such that hXPi , XP j i.
(To be revised in §9.3)

(139)

The clauses in ii. state the relation between the order of A and C in the clause, and the
relation between C and T inside the conjuncts. They say that there is no other possible
agreement target linked to A that stands between T and C . Put differently there is no other
possible agreement target that stands in the same linear relation to T , as A stands to C .
The workings of (139) are illustrated in Figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(b) for FCA and LCA
respectively. I begin by discussing FCA in Figure 8.3(a). The syntactic M ATCH-relation
between T and the features of &P has identified &P as the place where PF will look for
Figure 8.3 Resolving FCA and LCA under (139).

C T[uφ ]

. . . &P[φ& ]. . .

A

A

M ATCH

T

DPi [φi ]
&
DP j [φ j ]
(a) FCA under (139a).

DPi [φi ]
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. . . &P[φ& ]. . .

T[uφ ]

C

M ATCH

&
DP j [φ j ]
(b) LCA under (139b).

T

features, i.e. the anchor A . The features of &P are linked to those of the conjoined DPs via
the resolution mechanism (dashed lines) making them the potential targets that PF has to
choose between. Clause (139a) applies, as the order between C and A is hC , A i, that is
hT, &Pi. The choice between DPi and DP j is made according to (139a.ii). DPi is the DP
for which there is no other DP that is linked to &P between it and T, so it is selected as the
target T and its features value T’s [uφ ]. Put differently, DP j is the only DP for which there
is no other DP that stands in the same relation to it as C stands to A . DP j disqualifies as
the T , because there is another DP, DPi , that stands between it and C .
Figure 8.3(b) shows the relevant structure for LCA. The same syntactic processes have
applied here as in FCA. T’s probe has M ATCHED the features on &P making it A , the place
where PF looks for φ -values. &P’s features are linked to the conjunct DPs which thereby
become the candidates that PF has to choose between. Clause (139b) is relevant here, as
the order between C and A is hA , C i, that is h&P, Ti. Clause (139b) makes the choice
between DPi and DP j . T is DP j because there is no other DP linked to &P that stands in
the same linear relation with DP j as &P stands with T. That is, there is no DPy such that
hDP j , DPy i. DPi , the only other DP in &P, cannot be T because it runs afoul of (139b.ii).
There is another DP, DP j , that stands in the same linear relation to DPi as &P stands to T:
hDPi , DP j i.
The reader will notice that (139) uses ‘XP’ to refer to the possible targets rather than
the more specific ‘DP’ which is relevant in Figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(b). This is to remain
neutral between the conjoined and unconjoined cases where different phrases provide the
features. This is in anticipation of the discussion of agreement with the closest object in
RNR, Section 9, where linear proximity will also come to matter for unconjoined DPs.
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8.1.3 Constraining Linear Relations
One factor that an account of CCA in linear terms needs to take into account is that
agreement is always with the closest conjunct, not with the closest non-overtly case marked
NP in the conjunction. This difference can be demonstrated with prenominal relatives
in the first conjunct in VO-order. Example (140a) shows the relevant kind of context in
SOV order. Each of the conjuncts in the object has a prenominal relative, chiinii khaa-taa,
‘eating sugar,’ and shahad khaa-tii, ‘eating honey,’ respectively. Each of them contains
an unmarked direct object, chiinii ‘sugar’ and shahad ‘honey.’ They are not plausible
agreement targets in (140a), because the head noun in the rightmost conjunct follows the
object in the relative and is therefore closer to the verb. This changes in VO-order in (140b).
Now chiinii, ‘sugar,’ in the prenominal relative of the left conjunct is the non-overtly case
marked DP closest to the verb. Yet agreement between the matrix verb dekh, ‘see,’ and
chiinii, ‘sugar,’ is impossible.

(140)

a. Atif-ne [chiinii khaa-taa]
bhaaluu aur [shahad khaa-tii]
Atif-ERG [sugar.F eat-IMP. M . SG ] bear.M and [honey.M eat-IMP. F]
chir.iyaa dekh-ii
bird.F see-PFV. F
‘Atif has seen a sugar eating bear and a honey eating bird.’
b. Atif-ne {*dekh-ii / dekh-aa} [chiinii khaa-taa]
bhaaluu aur
Atif-ERG {see-PFV. F / see-PFV. M} [sugar.F eat-IMP. M . SG] bear.M and
[shahad khaa-tii] chir.iyaa
[honey.M eat-IMP. F] bird.F
‘Atif has seen a sugar eating bear and a honey eating bird.’

Agreement between dekh, ‘see,’ and chiinii, ‘sugar,’ as chiinii’s is ruled out by the proposal here because the selection of possible agreement targets is still essentially syntactic.
Which DPs will be considered by (139) is determined by the syntactic relations between &P
and the conjuncts generated by the resolution algorithm. Since the objects inside prenomi-
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nal relatives do not take part in the computation of resolved agreement, they will never be
possible targets for (139) to choose.

8.2 Matching Effects in Bidirectional Agreement
Matching effects and bidirectional agreement, Section 6.3, are illustrated in examples
(121)–(123), repeated below. Word orders where a conjoined object appears between a
participle and an auxiliary are only grammatical when the participle and the auxiliary look
morphologically like they are agreeing with the same DP. They are grammatical when
the conjoined objects have the same features, (121), or when the syncretism of participial
agreement, Table 6.1c., obscures the difference in number between the conjuncts, (123),
and ungrammatical otherwise, (122).

(121)

a. Objects with matching features:
Rina-ne gaa-yii
ek ghazal aur ek nazam thii
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F a ghazal.F and a nazam.F be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina has sung a ghazal and a nazam’
b. Matching features on peripheral conjuncts and mismatching medial conjunct:
Rina-ne gaa-yii
ek ghazal, ek giit aur ek nazam thii
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F a ghazal.F a giit.M and a nazam.F be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina has sung a ghazal, a giit and a nazam’

(122) Objects with mismatching features:
a. Mismatching gender:
* Rina-ne gaa{-yaa/
-yii} ek gaanaa aur ek nazam
Rina-ERG sing{-PFV. SG . M/ -PFV. F} a song.M and a nazam.F
thii
be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina has sung a song and a nazam.’
b. Mismatching number:
Rina-ne gaa-ye
do gaane aur ek giit
{??the/
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. M . PL 2 songs and one giit.M . S {be.PST. M . PL/
*thaa}
be.PST. M . SG}
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‘Rina has sung two songs and one giit.’
(123) Objects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:
a. Rina-ne gaa-yii
kai nazmẽ
aur ek ghazal thii
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F many nazam.F. PL and a ghazal.F be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina has sung many nazams and a ghazal’
b. Rina-ne gaa-yii
ek ghazal aur kai nazmẽ
thı̃:
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F a ghazal.F and many nazam.F. PL be.PST. F. PL
‘Rina has sung many nazams and a ghazal’
Matching effects show that: (i) the grammar accesses both the first and the last conjunct,
(ii) CCA is computed from the positions of the exponents of agreement, not just from the
probe T, and (iii) there is a constraint on identity between the exponents of participial
agreement and agreement on T. The contrast between (122b) and (123a) shows that the
constraint on identity asserts its effects in the morphology, not the syntax proper. One could
imagine, for example, that matching effects arise because T cannot value its φ -features
against two subjects with different values.2 Such a syntactic explanation, however, would
leave the syncretism facts unexplained. Here, I will show how these properties follow from
the system developed so far in combination with an account of the syncretism based on the
idea that participial agreement receives two sets of features that have to be realized in one
morph.
The fact that the grammar accesses both the first and the last conjunct is puzzling from
a syntactic perspective, as there is only one probe, that on T (Section 6.1), which probes &P
and not any of the conjuncts (Section 7.2). It follows, however, from the conception of CCA
as a morphological process that supplies features to heads that can express them. Since
both the participle and the auxiliary can morphologically express φ -features, CCA will be
computed from both of them. In the terms of Section 8.1.2, participles are controllers just
like auxiliaries. When a conjoined object appears between participle and auxiliary, the
2 Bošković

(2009) attributes restrictions on number in CCA in Serbo-Croatian to such an effect, Section

11.2.
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grammar will accordingly access both the first and the last conjunct. No addition to the
proposal so far is necessary to derive this.
The constraint on identity between the features of T and participial/infinitival agreement
arises from the link between T and participial/infinitival agreement heads that is created by
the syntax. As laid out in Section 6.1, T is the only head that probes in the syntax and it
establishes relationships of covaluation with the unvalued φ -features of the participial heads
as it probes along the verbal spine to S or DO. When T’s [uφ ] is eventually valued, these
values are copied to the participial/infinitival heads as a result of their syntactic relation. I
assume that this is true independent of whether T-agreement is valued in the syntax, as in
agreement with subjects, or at PF, as in agreement with objects.
Combining the syntactic result of AGREE and the morphological process of CCA delivers features from two different sources to participial agreement heads. They receive features via CCA, which is computed from their surface position. They also receive features
from T via the syntactic link between them, which are computed from T’s surface position.
The presence of these two sets of features is what leads to the identity constraint between T
and participial heads. I assume that heads can have multiple values for φ -features and that

φ -features can take set values. Problems only arise when nodes with multiple values for
φ -features have to be realized morphologically. I assume that all features in one node have
to be spelled out in one form. This is possible when a node contains multiple instances of
the same feature, or when there is a form that can realize multiple combinations of features
(syncretism). When no form can realize both sets of features, lexical insertion is impossible and the structure is ineffable (for similar analyses of matching effects and syncretism
in different contexts see Citko 2005, Ussery 2009, Asarina to appear).3
3 The

assumptions about how the grammar deals with the presence of multiple sets of features here differ
from van Koppen (2005, 2007). van Koppen proposes that FCA in Dutch complementizer agreement arises
because (i) C AGREEs with both &P and the first conjunct (because they are equally local to C), and (ii) the
Subset Principle for lexical insertion (e.g. Harley and Noyer 1999) inserts the most specific exponent that is
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This allows for an account of the paradigm in (121)–(123) as shown in (141)–(142).
Only postsyntactic processes are shown in (141)–(142). In the syntax, T’s [uφ ] has established a relation of covaluation with the features on PART, (111), and has M ATCHed the
deactivated [φ& ] on &P, Section 7.2. This M ATCHING relation is used at PF to identify possible sources of φ -values, here the values of the conjuncts DPi and DP j . CCA is resolved
for both PART and T (i.), and once T’s features are valued the values are copied down to
PART (ii.) leading to the presence of two φ -values on PART. Examples (121)–(123)/(141)–
(142) are entirely parallel in all these respects and the differences between them arise from
whether or not these multiple values can be spelled out. Example (141) shows (121a),
where the peripheral conjuncts have the same features, feminine singular. The two values
of PART, {F. SG , F. SG}, can be spelled out by the same form, -yii.

(141)

&P[φ& ]
gaa-yii
ek ghazal aur ek nazam
sing-F
a ghazal.F. SG and a nazamF. SG
PART[uφ ={F. SG , F. SG }] DPi [F. SG ]
& DP j [F. SG ]
i. CCA: (139a)

th-ii
be.PST-F. SG
T[uφ =F. SG ]
i. CCA: (139b)

ii. Result of T’s [uφ ] probing PART’s [uφ ]

Example (123b)/(142) illustrates the effect of syncretism, which allows two different
sets of features to be spelled out on PART. The left conjunct here is feminine singular and
the right one is feminine plural. As a result of the feature copying between T and PART,
PART ends up having two different φ -values, feminine singular and feminine plural. The
participial agreement column in Table 6.1 c. shows that this difference is not reflected in
the morphology. Both feminine singular and feminine plural are realized by -yii, allowing
for the structure to be spelled out. Example (122a)/(143) shows the kind of structure that is
compatible with the feature specifications of a head. Put differently, she assumes that PF chooses one set of
features to spell out on C, rather than having to spell out both.
Relatedly, I assume that the grammar does not delete features to allow morphological realization contrary
to proposals like Noyer (1997, §3.3.2).
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&P[φ& ]

(142)

gaa-yii
ek ghazal aur
kai nazmẽ
sing-F
a ghazal.F. SG and many nazamF. PL
PART[uφ ={F. PL , F. SG }] DPi [F. SG ]
&
DP j [F. PL ]
i. CCA: (139a)

th-ı̃:
be.PST-F. SG
T[uφ =F. PL ]
i. CCA: (139b)

ii. Result of T’s [uφ ] probing PART’s [uφ ]

not available. The conjuncts are masculine and feminine singular respectively, leading to
values {M . SG , F. SG} on PART.

(143)

&P[φ& ]
*gaa-??
ek gaanaa aur ek nazam
sing-??
a song.M . SG and a nazamF. SG
PART[uφ ={F. SG , M . SG }] DPi [M . SG ] & DP j [F. SG ]
i. CCA: (139a)

th-ii
be.PST-F. SG
T[uφ =F. SG ]
i. CCA: (139b)

ii. Result of T’s [uφ ] probing PART’s [uφ ]

Unlike in the previous case, there is no form of the participial agreement marker that can
realize both masculine and feminine features. No form in Table 6.1c. spans the masculine
and feminine rows. With no way to spell out the feature combination in PART, lexical
insertion fails and structures like (122)/(143) are ineffable.
To fully derive the pattern of matching effects, the nature of the covaluation between
T and participial heads that leads to the copying of T’s features to PART needs to be made
more specific. The covaluation relation has to be one way only, from T to PART to derive
the right result. If it went both ways such that T feeds its features to PART and PART feeds
its features to T, T would receive two sets of features too, resulting in a more stringent
pattern of matching effects. The relevant example is (123a), where the conjunct closest to
the participle is plural, while that closest to T is singular. If PART fed its plural features up
to T, T would have [F. SG] features as the result of resolving CCA and [F. PL] ones as the
result of feature copying from PART. Table 6.1a. shows that feminine singular and feminine
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plural are realized by two different forms on the past tense auxiliary, -ii and -ı̃: respectively.
As a result, the feature combination {F. SG , F. PL} could not be spelled out on T in one form,
predicting ineffability, contrary to fact. I assume then that the covaluation relation between
T and PART is asymmetric such that T’s values are copied to PART, but not the other way
around. While it is unclear at this point why the relation between T and PART would have
this property, I would like to point out that it mirrors the syntactic asymmetry between T
and PART. T is the syntactic probe and PART is dependent on it. The asymmetry in feature
transfer at PF might be a reflex of the asymmetric syntactic relation between the two.
Bidirectional agreement provides additional evidence for a division of labor between
syntax and PF in the resolution of CCA. On the one hand, bidirectional agreement shows
that elements that are not independent syntactic probes, participial agreement heads, act as
controllers for the resolution of CCA. This is expected if the resolution of CCA is really
a morphological process. On the other hand, we can see the impact of syntactic relations
in bidirectional agreement. The syntactic relation between T and the participial heads provides a straightforward explanation for the matching effects between the two. An entirely
syntactic account would lose the explanation of the role of participial agreement in CCA,
and a PF only account would lose the explanation of matching effects.

8.3 Interim Summary
This section has provided a framework for describing the conditions under which CCA
is resolved and which parts of the structure (anchors, controllers, targets) are relevant for
the resolution of CCA. Locating the resolution in the post-syntactic component provides
an explanation for why participial heads are relevant for resolving CCA despite the fact
that they are not syntactically active, and why agreement with objects is sensitive to linear
relations that are not accessible in core syntax. In combination with the agreement relations
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established in the syntax, the account here correctly identifies the set of noun phrases that
can be agreement targets and why morphological matching effects arise. These aspects of
the proposal will also serve to account for the facts about RNR to be discussed in Section
9.
Extending the discussion to Section 7, the explanation of feature inaccessibility shares
a key property with other accounts of CCA like Doron (2000), Badecker (2007), Marušič
et al. (2007) and Bošković (2009). All of these accounts attribute CCA to a featural deficiency of &P which makes it unable to value (all) the features of the agreement controller.
In one way or another, these accounts attribute the deficiency to the fact that ‘&’ does not
have inherent features, and that resolved features have to be computed from those of the
conjuncts. For example, Marušič et al. (2007) and Bošković (2009) propose that &P is
missing morphosyntactic gender features, because unlike person or number, gender cannot
be computed compositionally from the specifications of the conjuncts. When an agreement
controller that has number and gender features probes &P, only the number features agree
with &P, but the gender features are valued on one of the conjuncts. Doron (2000) proposes that &P even lacks morphosyntactic number features in Biblical Hebrew (see also
Bošković 2009:486). Badecker (2007) follows proposals like Farkas and Zec (1995) and
Wechsler and Zlatić (2003) in assuming that &P has no morphosyntactic features at all. An
underlying assumption in all these accounts is that CCA is not a freely available alternative
to resolved agreement, but happens when resolved agreement is impossible. Put differently,
languages do not have rules saying that agreement can be with the closest conjunct, rather
than &P. Instead, CCA only happens when agreement with &P fails to satisfy the needs of
the probe. The proposal here shares this assumption about the nature of CCA. The source
of the deficiency of &P is different though. In Hindi-Urdu, it is not the feature resolution
process that drives the deficiency of &P, but the fact that an earlier agreement relation has
deactivated the features of &P.
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Generalizing the idea that CCA arises when &P fails to value the probe completely,
one might expect CCA to arise more generally when there is a mismatch between the features of the probe and those of &P. Such mismatches could arise in several ways. In the
accounts discussed so far, the mismatch arises because the agreement target, &P, is deficient due to the projection process or to earlier grammatical processes. A different source
of deficiency could be that the conjuncts themselves lack features. Marušič and Nevins
(2009) propose such an analysis of conjunct agreement involving certain numeral phrases
in Slovenian, arguing that these numerals lack the syntactic structure that is necessary for
being an agreement target.4 Another kind of mismatch could arise from the categories of
the probe and the goal. Doron (2000) proposes that FCA in Biblical Hebrew arises because,
in current terminology, the probe on T is a D-feature, but &P does not have D properties.
The closest element that does is the first conjunct. This is a variation of the mismatches
that arise due to to limitations of feature resolution in conjunctions, but rather than affecting

φ -features, it affects the categorial ones.
I have described the parts of the structure that are relevant for the computation of CCA,
and I will show in the following chapters how thinking of CCA in terms of controllers,
anchors and targets meshes with accounts of RNR to derive the agreement with the closest
object. What is missing is an explanation of how this behavior comes about derivationally,
say as a result of the linearization of the syntactic structure, and why we find CCA rather
than, say default agreement. For now, I leave this question for further research.

4 FCA

in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) might be another example of this kind. Walkow (2010) argues
that DPs in MSA make gender, but not number features accessible to agreement processes. Together with the
assumption that feature resolution in conjunctions makes use of the morphosyntactic features in DP (Section
8.1.2) and that this resolution can fail for gender features, &P in Modern Standard Arabic might lack φ features altogether. If so, the first conjunct would be the only possible agreement target.
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CHAPTER 9
RIGHT NODE RAISING

This chapter discusses the facts about RNR presented in Section 6.4. The relevant
data from (125)–(129) are repeated here for convenience. There are two contrasts in RNR
that need to be explained. First, RNR contexts show matching effects in agreement with
subjects, (125), but not in agreement with objects (128). The second contrast is between
bidirectional agreement and (129). In both structures, T agrees with the DP closest to it and
there is a PART that enters into CCA with a different DP. Bidirectional agreement shows
matching effects, (129) does not.

(125) Subject agreement in RNR:
a. Subjects with matching features:
[Ramesh ek baksaa] aur [Ram ek thailaa]
ut.haa raha
Ramesh.M a box.M . SG and Ram.M a small.bag.F. SG lift PROG . M . S
tha
be.PST. M . S
‘Ramesh was lifting a box and Ram a small bag.’
b. Subjects with mismatching features:
[Ramesh ek baksaa] aur [Sita ek thailaa]
ut.haa {???rahii
Ramesh.M a box.M . SG and Sita.F a small.bag.F. SG lift {PROG . F
thii/
*rahe
the}
be.PST. F/ PROG . M . PL be.PST. F. PL}
‘Ramesh was lifting a box and Sita a small bag.’
c. Subjects with mismatching features saved by syncretism:
i. Past tense copular construction with mismatching features, no syncretism:
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?? [Ram aalsii] aur [Sitaa karmat.h]
thii
Ram.M lazy and Sita.F hardworking be-PST.F
‘Ram was lazy and Sita was hardworking.’
ii. Present tense copular construction with mismatching features, syncretism:
[Ram aalsii] aur [Sitaa karmat.h]
hai
Ram.M lazy and Sita.F hardworking be-PRS.SG
‘Ram is lazy and Sita is hardworking.’
(128) Agreement with objects in RNR-remnants:
a. Rina-ne [kal
ek bat.uaa]
aur [aaj ek saar.ii] khariid-ii
Rina-ERG yesterday a purse.M . SG and today a sari.F buy-PERF. F
thii
be-PST.F. SG
‘Rina had bought a purse yesterday and a sari today.’
b. [Ramesh-ne ek baksaa] aur [Sitaa-ne ek thailii]
{ut.haa-yii
Ramesh-ERG a box.M . SG and Sita-ERG a small.bag.F. SG {lift-PERF. F
th-ii
/ *ut.haa-ye th-e}
be.PST-F. SG / -PERF. M . PL be.PST-M . PL}
‘Ramesh had lifted a box and Sita a bag.’
(129) S [O VPART ]&[O VPART ] Aux:
a. Rina-ko [ek bhajan likh-naa]
aur [kai gaane
Rina-DAT a bhajan.M write-INF. M . SG and many song.M . PL
gaa-ne]
par.-e
sing-INF. M . PL must-M . PL
‘Rina has to write a bhajan and sing many songs’
b. Rina-ko [kai gaan-e
likh-ne]
aur [ek bhajan
Rina-DAT many songs-M . PL write-INF. M . PL and a bhajan.M
gaa-naa]
par.-aa
sing-INF. M . SG must-M . SG
‘Rina has to write many songs and sing a bhajan’
I will show that the facts about RNR can be derived from a central aspect of the current
proposal: agreement with subjects and objects is valued at different stages in the derivation. The remainder of this section presents a detailed account of the RNR-facts using a
multidominance analysis of RNR that derives matching effects in subject agreement parallel to the ones in bidirectional agreement. I adopt a multidominance analysis of RNR
mostly for expository purposes; it is not my goal to argue for a particular analysis of RNR.
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Section 9.4 will sketch how the proposal here could be implemented in rightward movement and backwards deletion analyses. I take this independence of the explanation from
the particular account of RNR as evidence that it is generally on the right track.

9.1 Right Node Raising as Multidominance
I begin with a discussion of the assumptions that go into an analysis of RNR in terms of
multidominance, in particular as they pertain to agreement. The central assumption in this
family of analyses is that the grammar allows nodes to be merged in several places such that
they have more than one mother. The resulting structures are linearized post-syntactically;
again I will remain agnostic about the details of the linearization algorithm. RNR, in this
line of analysis, arises from merging the RNR-target in two places (its normal position in
both of the remnants). Its rightward position is a fact about the linearization algorithm that
imposes linear order on multidominance structures.
Several accounts of how multidominated structures are generated (e.g. Citko 2005,
Johnson 2007) assume that a node does not come to have two mothers in one step, but
that it is merged normally in one position first and subsequently merged again. This second merger is illustrated for Citko’s (2005) proposal in (144). She argues for an operation
Parallel Merge that combines the property of internal merge that it involves a node that has
already been merged with the property of external merge that it involves two distinct rooted
nodes.

(144) Parallel Merge:
α

α

γ

→

β

α
α

(Citko 2005:476)

β
γ

β

Parallel merge is the second step that generates a multidominated structure from the
structure consisting of α and γ that has been created by a first iteration of merge.
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Figure 9.1 Multidominance structure for (125a).

aur
and
[Ram ek thailaa]
Ram
a bag

[Ramesh
Ramesh

ek baksaa]
a box
V
| {z v}
ut.haa
lift

P ROG
raha
-ing

T
tha
was

The schema in (144) presupposes that γ , the node to become multidominated, is not
the head of the structure where it is first merged. This is sufficient for RNR structures like
John likes and Mary dislikes [the car] where the shared element the car is the complement
in both remnants. The RNR-structures of interest here on the other hand involve sharing of
heads, and sharing of more than one head at a time (non-bulk sharing in Gračanin Yuksek
2007). I do not see an incompatibility between the conceptual proposal of Parallel Merge
as a combination of properties of internal and external M ERGE and allowing it to apply to
heads. For RNR of the verbal complex in Hindi-Urdu, this gives the structure in Figure 9.1,
page 286, for example (125a), where the remnant contains both a subject and an object,
and the target comprises the entire verbal complex.
A further issue that is less pressing in John likes and Mary dislikes [the car] but crucial to the discussion here is that multi-dominated heads have to be syntactically active,
i.e. license case and control agreement, in each position that they are merged in. Three
phenomena in Hindi-Urdu show that this is the case. The first two relate to nominative
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and ergative subjects respectively. Both ergative and nominative subjects are dependent on
finite T. The relation to T is perfectly clear with nominative subjects, they are licensed by
T, and agree with it. The fact that there are matching effects with subjects in RNR indicates in addition that the shared T is agreeing with the subjects in both remnants. This,
for example, rules out an explanation of nominative case of one of the subjects in RNR as
default case licensed independently of T. Ergative subjects are also dependent on finite T,
in addition to perfective aspect. The dependence of ergative on T is illustrated in (145).
Example (145a) shows a perfective verb, an ergative subject and the auxiliary ho- in a future sentence. Future and agreement are marked by -gii. Perfective aspect is not sufficient
for licensing ergative case. When a structure like (145a) is embedded in a non-finite environment, like the infinitival complement of a modal predicate in (145b), ergative case is
impossible, indicating that it is dependent on T as well as perfective aspect.

(145)

a. Ram-ne yeh kitaab par.h-ii
ho-gii
Ram-ERG this book.F read.PFV. F be-Fut.F
‘Rina must have read this book.’
b. [Ram-kaa/*-ne yeh kitaab par.h-aa
ho-naa] zaruurii hai
Ram-GEN/-ERG this book.F read.PFV. F be-Inf necessary is
‘Ram’s having read this book is necessary.’

RNR examples with ergative subjects, (128), show then that both T and aspect are
syntactically active in both remnants.1 A third piece of evidence for T’s syntactic activity
in both conjuncts comes from agreement with objects in examples like (129), where each
of the conjuncts contains a participle which agrees with its local object. Since participial
agreement is dependent on being probed by T, this is evidence that T has indeed probed in
each of the conjuncts. This rules out an analysis where agreement with the closest object
1 The

facts about ergative case might be amenable to an analysis where ergative case is simply the morphological reflex of a structure where a specifier of v (transitive subject) is dominated by a perfective aspect
head and a finite T. Such an analysis would reduce the ‘syntactic activity’ of T and aspect in both remnants to
their mere presence. This kind of analysis does not extend to T-agreement with subjects and objects though.
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arises because T only probes in one of the conjuncts and PF linearizes the structure such
that T surfaces adjacent to the remnant that it has probed in. In conclusion, T has to probe
in both places it is merged in. I leave open for now how this is implemented. All that will
matter in the discussion below is that probing in multiple positions leads to the presence of
multiple values for φ -features on multidominated probes.
The issues that were raised here, parallel merging projecting heads and probing in multiple positions are independent of the current proposal. Any multidominance account that
handles analogous cases like sharing of verbs in German subordinate clauses, (127), will
face these questions.
I assume for the following discussion that T probes in each remnant and establishes
the same syntactic relations it does outside RNR. The only difference is that in RNR, a
multidominated T agrees with two subjects (or objects, as the case may be), one in each
remnant.
Figure 9.2 T probes the subjects in each conjunct, (125b).
aur
&
[Sita ek thailaa]
Sita
a bag
S[φ2 ]
DO
Value

[Ramesh ek baksaa]
Ramesh
a box
S[φ1 ]
DO

M ATCH

M ATCH
Value

V
| {z v}
ut.haa
lift
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φ ,
P ROG [uφ = 2 ]
φ1
rah-ing

 
φ ,
T[uφ = 2 ]
φ1
thwas

9.2 Matching Effects in Agreement with Subjects
A multidominance structure where T probes in every position it is merged in provides
an explanation of the morphological matching effects in subject agreement along the same
lines as those in bidirectional agreement. T enters into two relations that provide it with
values for its φ -features, leading to the presence of a set of φ -values on T (and PART).
This is illustrated in Figure 9.2 for (125b) where the verbal complex is the RNR-target,
the remnant contains both a subject and an object and the subjects have different features.
T’s [uφ ] probes in both conjuncts and identifies its features with PART’s [uφ ] as shown
in (111). It probes past the participles to both subjects M ATCHING the φ -features of the
subjects in both conjuncts. This leads to valuation of T’s and PART’s [uφ ] to the values
of both subjects, resulting a value {φ1 , φ2 }. As proposed in the discussion of matching
effects in bidirectional agreement, matching effects arise when lexical insertion targets
these nodes. In (125b)/Figure 9.2, the subjects carry different gender specifications. Since
there is no agreement affix for participles or the past tense auxiliary (see Table 6.1a.) that
can express both masculine and feminine singular, lexical insertion fails and the structure
is ineffable. Matching effects arise in the same way as in bidirectional agreement, failure of
lexical insertion. The only difference is how the relevant nodes end up having two different
sets of features. The absence of matching effects in (125a) and the effect of syncretism in
(125c) are accounted for as in bidirectional agreement. Lexical insertion is possible when
the features of both conjuncts are the same, (125a), because the two feature sets on T and
PART can be spelled out in one form, and it is possible when there is a form that is syncretic
between the two sets of φ -features, (125c).
Different assumptions about the effect of probing multiple subjects on the feature specification of T do not lead to the desired effect. One might consider attributing the matching
effects to a failure of syntactic agreement when the two goals have different features. This
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possibility was already discussed in the context of matching effects in bidirectional agreement (Section 8.2) and dismissed because it leaves no space for syncretism to affect the
outcome. Another possibility is to assume that agreement with more than one goal would
create the union of their φ -features on T. The results depend on assumptions about features.
For binary features, it is unclear what the union of, say, [+PL] and [–PL], would be. If a head
can only have one value at a time, then one might either expect agreement in that feature
to be absent or that only one of the values is maintained. The former option might result in
default agreement, say masculine when the subjects mismatch in gender. The second one
at least predicts that some agreement will be expressed. Neither of these is observed. For
privative features, the outcome depends on the relation between feature combinations and
morphological realization. If every combination of privative features can be spelled out,
pooling them should never result in matching effects.
In conclusion, while there are open questions about the mechanics of probing in multidominated structures more generally, the proposal for matching effects in bidirectional
agreement extends to account for matching effects in agreement with subjects in RNRremnants.

9.3 No Matching Effects in Agreement with Objects
Now that we have an understanding of how matching effects arise with subjects, let us
turn to why they are absent in agreement with objects. I will show that (i) valuing agreement
with objects at PF, and (ii) under linear proximity, together with the independent fact that
T identifies two anchors in RNR rather than just one as in CCA, gives the correct result.
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9.3.1 Agreement with Objects inside RNR-Remnants
Figure 9.3 gives the structure for (128b) where the verbal complex is the RNR target,
the remnant contains both a subject and an object, and agreement is with the object. The
structure is shown ‘post-linearization,’ so that the order of the nodes matches their surface
order. The derivation proceeds through the same steps as before. T’s [uφ ] probes in both
conjuncts, identifying its features with those of PART, and eventually M ATCHING the φ features of the objects in the remnants. The major difference between Figure 9.3 and Figure
9.2 is that due to the inactivity of the objects’ φ -features at the time of probing, M ATCHING
does not lead to valuation. As a result, valuation does not create a situation as in Figure 9.2
where PART and T receive two values for their φ -features. Instead, syntax only establishes
relations with the DOs that PF can use to provide values later on. Similar to the situation
with conjoined objects, M ATCHING establishes relations that provide potentially multiple
sources for φ -features. In agreement with conjoined objects, these are the DPs of the
conjuncts. Here, they are the two DOs in the two RNR-remnants. As with conjoined
objects, PF chooses which of these potential sources of φ -features to use based on linear
proximity, (139), and ignores the others. This means that only one of the DOs in the
remnants will provide values for T’s and PART’s uφ . Matching effects cannot arise.
To correctly derive agreement with closest object in Figure 9.3, (139) needs to be revised in one point. As is, (139) presupposes that there is only one anchor. This is a point
where RNR and other agreement configurations differ. There are multiple anchors in RNR
because T’s probe M ATCHes the inactive features of two objects. Agreement with the
closest object in RNR shows that the valuation of agreement at PF can ignore the M ATCHrelations with anchors that are not closest to the controller, just as it can ignore the relations
between &P and conjuncts that are not closest in CCA. I generalize (139b) as in (139′ )
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Figure 9.3 Structure for agreement with objects after linearization, (128b).
aur
&
[Sita-ne ek thailaa]
Sita-ERG a bag
DO[φ2 ]
M ATCH j

[Ramesh-ne ek baksaa]
Ramesh-ERG a box
DO[φ1 ]

M ATCHi

V
| {z v} P ERF [uφ ] T[uφ ]
ut.haa- ythlift- PERFwas

below to allow for this possibility and chose T from the anchor that is linearly closest to

C.

(139′ )

(FCA)
a. If dhC , A i,
i. T is the unique XPi linked to the features of any A , such that
ii. there is no XP j different from XPi and linked to the features of any
A such that hXP j , XPi i.
b. If dhA , C i,
(LCA)
i. T is the unique XPi linked to the features of any A , such that
ii. there is no XP j different from XPi and linked to the features of any
A such that hXPi , XP j i.

The effects of (139′ ) in terms of Figure 9.3 are as follows. (139′ ) chooses among
the anchors/M ATCH-relations established in the syntax and picks one to use for valuing
T’s [uφ ]. In Figure 9.3, PF has to chose between the anchors identified by M ATCHi and
M ATCH j . Since the DO in the righthand conjunct is closer to T, PF pays attention to
M ATCH j and disregards M ATCHi . φ2 is selected as the source of values for T’s and PART’s
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[uφ ]s. With only one set of values for its φ -features, T and PART can be spelled out without
problems.
The difference in matching effects between subjects and objects follows from the general fact that agreement with objects and subjects is valued at different stages in the derivation subject to different locality conditions. The values for agreement with subjects are
supplied by AGREE in the syntax. In multidominance structures, this leads to the presence
of multiple φ -values on T, which the morphology has to spell out. When there is no morphological exponent that can realize the multiple values on T in one form, the structure is
ineffable. In agreement with objects, syntax identifies two separate places, the DOs in the
RNR remnants, for finding values for T and PART’s φ -features. When faced with a choice
of multiple sources for φ -values, PF chooses based on linear proximity. This provides only
one set of φ -values for T and PART, precluding matching effects.

9.3.2 Participles Inside the Remnants
The last piece of data to be accounted for are the [S [O V]&[O V] Aux] structures in
(129). These constructions are similar to bidirectional agreement in that different agreement controllers, the participle in the first conjunct and that in the second conjunct as well
as T, value their φ -features differently. They differ from them in not giving rise to matching effects. I will show that this follows from the proposal so far and that the difference
reduces to an independent syntactic difference between the two constructions: there is only
one anchor in bidirectional agreement, but two in RNR.
The syntactic structure for example (129) is shown in Figure 9.4. The subject is not
shown to reduce clutter. Linear order is shown as well as is possible. The modal par. is
linearized to the right, so that it is closest to DO2 . This example differs from the previous
ones in the size of the RNR remnant. Only the modal is RNRed (see discussion below) and
each conjunct has its own participial head. As before, the [uφ ] of the shared head probes
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the participial heads on its way to DO, and eventually M ATCHes the inactive φ -features of
the DOs in the two remnants. Since the remnants have separate I NF-heads, these heads only
enter M ATCH-relations with their local DOs. No matching effects arise once these syntactic
relations are used for valuation at PF. This is because when (139′ ) chooses between different
anchors while computing the closest agreement target for M OD, it chooses one M ATCHrelation, and disregards the other one. Valuation will only apply to elements that are part
of the selected M ATCH-relation. Other M ATCH-relations are unaffected. In (129)/Figure
9.4, (139′ ) picks M ATCH j for valuing the features on M OD. Accordingly, features are fed
to I NF2 , because it is part of the same M ATCH-relation. This does not lead to matching
effects, because both I NF2 and M OD receive their features from DO2 . M ATCHi on the
other hand is disregarded by (139′ ), and accordingly no features are shared between heads
that are part of that relation, M OD and I NF1 . If I NF1 does not receive features from M OD,
matching effects cannot arise. I NF1 also does not cause matching effects on M OD, because
Figure 9.4 &

&

[ek bhajan
a bhajan.M
DO2 [φ2 ]

V
| {z v}gaasing

I NF2 [uφ j ]
n]
INF-

M ATCH j

[kai gaan-e
many song-M
PL
DO1 [φ1 ]

V
| {z v}likhwrite

I NF1 [uφi ]
n]
INF-

Mod[uφk ]
par.must
[O V] Aux]-structure, (129), after linearization.][S [O V]&[O V] Aux]-structure, (129),
after linearization, subject not shown.
M ATCHi
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the features resolved under CCA on participial heads do not get fed up, as was already
observed in the discussion of bidirectional agreement.
The difference between (129)/Figure 9.4 and bidirectional agreement comes down to
the presence of one vs. two anchors. In (129)/Figure 9.4, matching effects are absent because certain M ATCH relations are disregarded by (139′ ). In bidirectional agreement on
the other hand there is only one M ATCH-relation that both PART and T are part of and
that both use to value their features. Accordingly, T’s features are fed to PART, leading to
matching effects as discussed in Section 8.2. The difference in the presence of morphological matching effects between the two constructions reduces to a difference in syntactic
structure.
Finally, some remarks are in place on the status of (129)/Figure 9.4 as RNR or a coordination of I NFPs under one M OD. As mention previously, I do not know of a way to empirically distinguish the two. The analysis here predicts though that both RNR and a smaller
coordination lead to the same agreement pattern. If coordination of I NFPs under one Mod is
an option at all, such a configuration must allow T to probe into both conjuncts to correctly
derive the facts about participial agreement. If that is possible, the resulting agreement dependencies are the same as in Figure 9.4 and agreement with the closest object as well as
local agreement for the participles are predicted in the same way. To conclude, nothing in
the explanation of the agreement in (129) hinges on particular assumptions about the kind
of coordination that gives rise to it. The facts follow from assumptions about agreement
in coordination that both an RNR and a I NFP-coordination analyses have to make, in combination with the general proposal about the differences between agreement with subjects
and objects developed here.
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9.4 Right Node Raising as Rightwards movement or Backwards Deletion
Aside from multidominance based approaches, there are two big families of analyses of
RNR: Rightward Movement (recently Sabbagh 2007) and Backwards Deletion (e.g. Hartmann 1998). This section will briefly outline how these two families of approaches could
use valuation of subject and object agreement at different stages in the derivation to derive
agreement with the closest object.

9.4.1 Rightward Movement
Rightward Movement and Multi-dominance accounts of RNR share the assumption
that the RNR target that is pronounced is the exponent of multiple instances of the target
that are inside the remnants, schematically illustrated in Table 9.5(a). The target is syntactically present in both remnants (XP1 and XP2 ) but ATB-movement leads to them being
pronounced as one. This similarity allows a completely parallel explanation for matching
effects and agreement with the closest object in rightward movement and multidominance
analyses of RNR.2 ATB movement can derive matching effects in subject agreement in
almost the same way as the multi-dominance account (matching effects are independently
found in ATB leftward movement constructions, see Citko 2005). The two instances of
the RNR-target probe in the positions they are merged in, and ATB movement pools their

φ -features. The result of ATB movement can only be spelled out if there is a single form
that can express the φ -features that the two remnants acquired in their base positions. The
absence of matching effects in agreement with objects also follows as before. The two instance of the RNR-target probe in their respective conjuncts and fail to value their features.
2

Under a multi-dominance account of ATB-movement (e.g. Citko 2005) the difference between the multidominance and rightward movement analyses further reduces to how the rightward position of the RNR target
arises: by movement, or as a result of the linearization algorithm.
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Figure 9.5 Other analyses of RNR.

&
&
...

XP1

...
...

XP2

XP1+2

(a) Rightward movement:

XP1

...

XP2

Delete XP1 , if XP1 =XP2

(b) Backwards deletion:

At PF, object agreement is resolved from the surface position of the remnant and everything
works like in the multi-dominance system. No changes are necessary to derive agreement
with the closest object and matching effects with subjects in a rightward movement account
of RNR.

9.4.2 Backwards Deletion
Backwards deletion analyses assume that in the syntax, RNR involves two distinct,
clause level conjuncts. The appearance of only a single RNR remnant is attributed to a
post-syntactic process of backwards deletion under identity, see Table 9.5(b). Since the XP1
and XP2 never interact syntactically in the way they do in multi-dominance and rightward
movement analyses, matching effects and agreement with the closest conjunct have to be
accounted for differently.
Deletion under identity faces the following problem in Hindi-Urdu: It provides a plausible explanation for the matching effects with subjects, if the relevant notion of identity is
phonological. Deletion only applies when the phonolgical realization of the verb is identical in both remnants. Why though would deletion under identity be sensitive to whether
an agreement affix has been valued on an object or a subject? An answer to this question comes from the proposal that agreement with subjects is valued in the syntax, while
agreement with objects is valued at PF. In agreement with subjects, T arrives at PF with
its φ -features valued. Mismatches between the different instances of the RNR-target are
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immediately visible. In agreement with objects on the other hand, T’s φ -features are still
unvalued when T arrives at PF. The Ts in all remnants look the same. If backwards deletion applies before object agreement is valued, this difference can be used to derive the
absence of matching effects in agreement with objects. The relevant notion of identity here
is no longer phonological, but φ -featural. I will call this early deletion. In agreement with
objects, the Ts in both conjuncts have unvalued φ -features, are thus identical and allow
early deletion. In agreement with subjects on the other hand, T’s φ features are already valued and discrepancies in φ -values between the conjuncts could block backwards deletion.
Problems arise from the fact that matching effects are sensitive to phonological identity,
not featural identity. In a late insertion model, early deletion implies that deletion takes
place before lexical insertion. For this reason, early deletion cannot be sensitive the fact
that two combinations of morphosyntactic features lead to the insertion of the same form,
i.e. syncretism. The only information accessible to to early deletion is whether or not the
morphosyntactic feature bundles on the verbs are identical. This predicts a narrower pattern
of matching effects than is attested. The sensitivity of matching effects to syncretism would
have to be reconstructed in some other way. I leave the discussion at that, noting only that
the parts of the proposal that derive the subject-object asymmetry in RNR for multidominance and rightward movement analyses do so for backwards deletion only with additional
assumptions about when deletion happens. How severe a problem this is depends in part
on whether and how the syncretism effects can be reconstructed in such a system.
To conclude, the proposal for agreement with the closest object and matching effects
in RNR that is spelled out in detail for a multidominance account of RNR in Section 9.1
extends straightforwardly to rightward movement analyses RNR and with some additional
modifications to backward deletion ones. I see the independence of the explanation from
the particular analysis of RNR as an indication that it is on the right track.
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CHAPTER 10
CASE ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSEST CONJUNCT AGREEMENT:
UNACCUSATIVE SUBJECTS

Apart from objects, CCA also arises with certain unaccusative subjects. This chapter
shows how this fact fits into the overall proposal here and provides explicit evidence for the
feeding relation between case assignment and CCA.
The dative nominative constructions in (146), illustrate the agreement properties of unaccusative subjects. In (146a), the experiencer subject Ram is marked dative, Mona controls
agreement on T. Example (146b) shows that Mona in (146a) is indeed a subject as it becomes zero in control environments. Example (146c) illustrates CCA with an unaccusative
subject. The comparison between (146) c. and d. reveals a difference between unaccusative
subjects and objects when it comes to agreement. The examples in (130) showed that
agreement with objects is not sensitive to animacy. Agreement with unaccusative subjects
on the other hand is. CCA is possible with inanimate subjects (146c), but not animate ones
(146d).

(146) Dative-Nominative constructions:
a. ‘Mona’ is case-licensed by T:
Ram-ko Mona pasand aa-ii
Ram-DAT Mona.F like
come-PFV. F
‘Ram liked Mona.’
b. mẼi [Ram-ko PROi pasand aa-naa] nahı̃: caah-taa
I.M Ram-DAT
like
come-INF NEG want-HAB . M . SG
‘I don’t want Ram to like me.’
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c. mujhe kshitij-ke
paas ek taaraa aur ek dhuumketu dikh{-aa
/
I.DAT horizon-GEN near a star.M and a comet.M see{-PFV. M . S /
?-e}
-PFV. M . PL}
‘I saw a star and a comet near the horizon.’
d. mujhe Ram aur Shyam dikh{-e
/ *-aa}
me.DAT Ram.M and Shyam.M appear{-PRV. M . PL / *-PRV. M . SG}
‘I saw Ram and Shyam.’
The same pattern can be observed in existential and possessive constructions (both
alienable and inalienable) where the non-subjects are marked as genitive and locative respectively. CCA is less readily available with typical unaccusative verbs, (147). CCA is
banned with animate subjects, (147a). It improves a little with inanimate subjects and additional material to the left of the subject, (147b), and becomes possible when the subjects
are NPIs in the scope of negation, (147c).

(147)

a. Ram aur Mahima aa{-e
/ *-ii}
Ram.M and Mahima.F come{-PFV. M . PL / *-F}
‘Ram and Mahima came.’
b. kal
tiin-baje
akhbaar
aur magazine aa{-e
/
yesterday three-o’clock newspaper.M and magazine.F come{-PFV. M . PL /
??-ii}
-PFV. F}
‘Yesterday at three o’clock a newspaper and a magazine came.’
c. pichhle saal koi-bhii amriikii akhbaar
aur ek-bhii french
last
year some-even American newspaper.M and one-even French
magazine nahı̃: aa{??-e
/ -ii}
magazine.F NEG come{-PFV. M . PL / -PFV. F}
‘Last year no American newspaper and not even one French magazine came.’

I will focus here on the pattern in (146) and leave aside the data in (147).
At first glance, CCA with unaccusative subjects is a problem for the current proposal.
Earlier I argued that CCA is fed by case assignment prior to T-agreement. Since agreement
is with subjects in (146), there should not be case assignment prior to T-agreement. The
sensitivity to animacy is also hard to derive in the current system given its reliance on
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linear proximity. I will show below that there is good reason to believe that there is case
assignment to unaccusative subjects in Hindi-Urdu prior to T-agreement, and that this case
assignment is also responsible for the apparent sensitivity of CCA to animacy. It is not
CCA that is sensitive to animacy, but the case assignment that feeds it. Rather than being a
challenge to the current proposal, agreement with unaccusative subjects will provide overt
evidence for the feeding relation between case assignment and CCA.
Bhatt (2011), citing Hook (1979:132–133), reports that unaccusative subjects show
variable case marking behavior in a number of non-finite environments. In all of these
environments, there is a morphologically overt case that is characteristic of that environment. For example, the subjects of gerunds receive genitive case marked by -kaa. For
transitive subjects, this overt case is obligatory (148a). Unaccusative subjects show an animacy based split. Animate, for the current purposes human, subjects obligatorily take overt
case, (148b). Inanimate subjects on the other hand can either take the morphologically overt
case, or unmarked case, (148c).

(148) Subjects of Gerunds: choice between genitive -kaa and ∅.
a. Transitive subject: genitive -kaa is obligatory
[mariiz-*(kaa) yeh davaai pii-naa] zaruurii hai
patient-GEN
this medicine drink-INF necessary be.PRS
‘The patient’s drinking this medicine is necessary.’
b. Animate proper name subject: genitive -kaa is obligatory.
[Nira-*(kaa) kal
aa-naa] zaruurii hai
Nira-GEN
tomorrow come-INF necessary be.PRS
‘Nira’s coming tomorrow is necessary.’
c. Inanimate subject: genitive -kaa is optional.
[{per.-kaa / per.} kal
kat.-naa]
zaruurii hai
{tree-GEN / tree} tomorrow cut.UNACC - INF necessary be.PRS
‘The tree’s being cut tomorrow is necessary.’
Bhatt (2011) casts the alternation in (148c) in terms of two case assignment strategies.
The morphologically overt case is assigned by the functional structure above the V-domain.
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Different overt cases in different kinds of non-finite contexts are the result of differences in
that functional structure. The unmarked case in (148c) on the other hand is assigned inside
the V-domain. Animate unaccusative subjects have to receive case in the higher domain,
but inanimate ones can receive either the case that is assigned internal to the verbal domain,
or the one assigned in the higher functional structure. This sensitivity of case assignment
of unaccusative subjects to animacy recalls the sensitivity of differential object marking to
animacy.
The data in (148) show that unaccusative subjects can receive case in two different
ways: internal to the verbal domain or within the higher functional structure. Translating
this pattern to finite main clauses, case assignment in the higher functional structure is case
assignment by T, which goes along with resolved agreement. Animate unaccusative subjects are thus expected to behave like transitive subjects when it comes to T-agreement.
This is the case. Like transitive subjects, animate unaccusative subjects always control
resolved agreement. Inanimate unaccusative subjects can optionally receive case in the
higher domain in non-finite environments. When this happens they can also control resolved agreement, (146c), although with some degradation. The more interesting case is
when they receive case within the V-domain, like objects. This deactivates the φ -features
in their highest projection, making them inaccessible to T and allowing CCA. Again this is
what is observed. CCA with unaccusative subjects only appears to be sensitive to animacy
because it is fed by VP-internal case assignment, which is itself sensitive to animacy.
Against the backdrop of variable case assignment in non-finite environments, the data
from unaccusative subjects can not only be integrated into the current proposal but lend independent support to the proposal that CCA is fed by case assignment prior to T-agreement.
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CHAPTER 11
PREVIOUS APPROACHES AND ALTERNATIVES

This chapter shows that the facts of Hindi-Urdu cannot be accounted for by three types
of analyses that have previously been proposed for CCA, or by attributing it to RNR. The
first type of analysis attributes CCA to the syntactic prominence of one conjunct over the
other, Section 11.1. van Koppen’s (2005, 2007) analysis of CCA in Germanic complementizer agreement will be used to illustrate such an analysis as it shares with ours a division
of labor between syntax and PF. I will show that using the internal structure of conjunction
to derive CCA does not work for languages that have both FCA and LCA. The second type
of analysis, advanced for Serbo-Croatian by Bošković (2009), attributes LCA to the joint
constraints of movement and agreement, which under a Kaynean analysis of OV-orders as
derived by movement could find a parallel in Hindi-Urdu. Section 11.2 shows that while
initially attractive, such an account of CCA in Hindi-Urdu faces serious hurdles in the actual implementation. Section 11.3 discusses two analyses that derive CCA via a reduction
of larger conjunctions. Section 11.3.1 discusses an analysis using RNR as the mechanism
driving the reduction, and Section 11.3.2 discusses the mechanisms for such an analysis
proposed by Aoun et al. (1994). I show that the empirical motivation for such an approach
is absent in Hindi-Urdu, and that the reduction processes that have been proposed to derive
the appearance of CCA cannot do so in Hindi-Urdu. Section 11.4 discusses a variant of
the current proposal with changed assumptions about the visibility of inactive features to
later AGREE-operations. The subject-object asymmetry with conjoined arguments and the
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sensitivity to linear order, however, are derived in much the same way as here. I show that
such an analysis fails to extend to the subject-object asymmetry in RNR and necessitates a
repetition of syntactic processes at PF.

11.1 CCA from Syntactic Prominence in the Conjunction
A number of previous analyses have attributed CCA, in particular FCA, to a syntactic asymmetry between the conjuncts internal to the conjunction (e.g. Bahloul and Harbert 1992, Bošković 2009, Johannessen 1996, 1998, van Koppen 2005, 2007, Munn 1993,
1999). Different kinds of evidence (Munn 1993, Progovac 2003 for an overview) suggest
that the first conjunct c-commands the second one and is accessible to DP external processes in a way different from non-initial ones. FCA could then be taken to be yet another
instance of the first conjunct being accessible to DP external processes in a way that the
other conjuncts are not.
The analysis of Germanic complementizer agreement in van Koppen (2005, 2007) is
one such analysis and it shares with ours a division of labor between syntax and PF, where
syntax identifies possible agreement targets, and PF picks among them due to PF specific
criteria. Given this conceptual similarity, I spend a moment here showing that such an account does not extend to Hindi-Urdu. On the syntactic side the analysis builds on the fact
that following the definition of equidistance in Chomsky (1995), the first conjunct and &P
are equidistant from an agreement controller that c-commands a conjoined argument. This
allows AGREE to access the features of both the first conjunct and &P. The choice of which
one of these is going to be spelled out is made at PF. Unlike in the analysis developed in the
earlier chapter, the choice of what is a possible source of agreement features (first conjunct
or &P) is made in the syntax, not at PF. The PF component of the analysis builds on two
particular properties of complementizer agreement in Germanic. Complementizer agree-
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ment has a very impoverished paradigm. Most person-number combinations are expressed
by default zero morphemes and only a few are expressed by an overt form. In addition,
complementizers agree either with &P or with the first conjunct. Which one they do, depends on which agreement relation leads to a non-default morphological form. When the
features of &P would be realized by a zero morpheme, but those of the first conjunct by a
non-zero form, agreement is with the first conjunct. When it is the other way around, agreement is with &P. The choice between the two is thus determined by a purely morphological
property, and no reference to syntactic structure or linear order is necessary at PF.
This analysis does not extend to Hindi-Urdu for two reasons. On the syntactic side,
the asymmetric structure of coordination is used to give syntax access to the first conjunct,
&P and nothing else to deliver the alternation between resolved agreement and CCA. LCA
cannot be derived in this way, as this would necessitate AGREE between T and the last
conjunct. As mentioned earlier, this is implausible as Hindi-Urdu has the same asymmetric
structure of conjunction as English. A second obstacle is the fact that the two languages are
empirically different in ways that make it implausible to use the PF choice mechanism of
one for the other. The choice between resolved agreement and CCA in Hindi-Urdu is not
determined by morphological factors as it is in Germanic complementizer agreement. The
alternation between first and last conjunct agreement also cannot be modeled by a choice
mechanism based on morphological specificity rather than linear proximity.
In conclusion, the specific proposal by van Koppen (2005, 2007) does not extend to
Hindi-Urdu, despite clear conceptual parallels, and more generally, the internal structure of
conjunctions by itself offers no explanation of CCA in Hindi-Urdu.
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11.2 Last Conjunct Agreement as the Result of Movement and AGREE
Bošković (2009) presents an account of CCA in Serbo-Croatian that derives both FCA
and LCA entirely in the syntax from the joint constraints of movement and agreement.
This section briefly presents the facts about CCA in Serbo-Croatian and Bošković’s analysis for them. Since both the facts and the analysis are complex, the exposition will have
to be somewhat condensed, and I refer the reader to the original paper for more thorough
discussion and justification. I show that the movement+AGREE analysis of Serbo-Croatian
does not extend to Hindi-Urdu as is, based on the fundamentally different patterns of interaction between movement and CCA. I then show that a Kaynean analysis of OV-order as
the result of movement allows an interesting assimilation of the CCA-patterns of the two
languages, but faces problems in the execution. It will also become clear that the analysis presented here does not extend to Serbo-Croatian. Assuming that Bošković’s analysis
of Serbo-Croatian is on the right track, I show how the proposal in Section 8.3 that CCA
is response to the failure of resolved agreement explains the similarities and differences
between the two languages given independent differences of the agreement systems.

11.2.1 Bošković (2009): LCA from Movement+AGREE
Serbo-Croatian allows FCA and LCA in VS- and SV-orders respectively and agreement
controllers can express number and gender.1 In these respects they resemble Hindi-Urdu.
Unlike Hindi-Urdu, Serbo-Croatian only allows CCA in gender. Number agreement is always resolved. The availability of CCA is affected by the number and gender specifications
of the conjuncts. Serbo-Croatian allows FCA only when the first conjunct is plural, LCA
only when all conjuncts are plural. The gender specifications of non-final conjuncts can
block LCA under certain conditions. When CCA is blocked, default agreement is used.
1 As

with Hindi-Urdu I leave person out of the discussion.
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Bošković (2009) follows Marušič et al.’s (2007) proposal for Slovenian that the split
behavior of number and gender with respect to resolved agreement is due to the resolution
algorithm that generates the features of &P. While resolution for number is semantically
compositional, resolution for gender is not. As a result &P has number, but no gender
features.
A central aspect in Bošković’s proposal is the observation that FCA arises with unmoved subjects, and LCA arises when T has both agreed with and moved the subject. FCA
is derived from an interaction of the asymmetric structure of coordination, the absence of
gender features on &P, and restrictions on the valuation of the probe. When T probes, it
first accesses &P valuing its number features. Since T cannot value its gender features on
&P, it keeps probing the individual conjuncts to value them. Since the leftmost conjunct
c-commands all other ones, it is the first conjunct to be probed after &P. Whether or not
T can value its gender features on the first conjunct is determined by constraints on valuation of the probe. Bošković proposes that the gender agreement is only possible when the
conjunct has the same number specification as &P, plural. As a result, FCA in gender is
possible only when the first conjunct is plural.
LCA arises from the interaction of movement and agreement. T not only controls agreement, but also triggers the movement that creates the word order change that brings about
FCA/LCA alternations. LCA arises because rather than stopping at the first conjunct as
with FCA, probing continues inside the conjunction. This works as follows. Bošković
proposes that when a head triggers both movement and agreement, agreement must identify a unique target for movement. Agreement on its own targets both &P and the first
conjunct, as shown by FCA. This does not identify a unique movement target, Bošković
proposes, because Serbo-Croatian allows extraction of initial conjuncts, (134). As a result, T’s agreement features are forced to keep probing into &P until agreement identifies
a unique movement target. Bošković assumes that all non-final conjuncts can be extracted,
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forcing agreement to keep probing until the last conjunct. Since the last conjunct is not
extractable on its own, agreement has now identified a single movable target &P. The sequential probing of the conjuncts accounts for sensitivity of LCA to the gender and number
of all conjuncts. The constraint on matching number features seen in FCA is active also
when later conjuncts are probed. As a result LCA is possible only when all conjuncts are
plural. The sequential probing of the conjuncts also gives rise to the restrictions on the
gender of the conjuncts which I will not go into.
In summary, three things drive the Serbo-Croatian CCA pattern in Bošković’s analysis:
(i) The deficiency of feature resolution on &P, (ii) The matching requirement on number
when T probes more than one goal, and (iii) The fact that the movement and agreement
targets have to be the same.

11.2.2 Problems with a Movement+AGREE-Account of Hindi-Urdu
An initial attraction of the movement+AGREE analysis is that it combines with the
explanation of the subject-object asymmetry here. Both accounts take deficiency of &P
as a driving force of CCA. Agreement with subjects could be resolved even when there is
subject movement, because the features of &P are active by the time T agrees with them
and unlike Serbo-Croatian, Hindi-Urdu does not allow extraction of initial conjuncts, (135),
thus avoiding the syntactic restrictions that lead to LCA in Serbo-Croatian. Agreement with
objects would be CCA, because the features of &P are inaccessible to T agreement due to
prior object case assignment. The account would require different assumptions about the
syntactic visibility of the inactive features on &P, but the parts of Bošković’s proposal that
are not discussed here offer some starting points on that. The absence of the interaction of
CCA and number in Hindi-Urdu follows from the fact that T agreement never targets &P,
so its plural features do not enforce matching on later agreement targets.
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An initial impediment to a movement based account of LCA and the alternation between FCA and LCA in Hindi-Urdu is the different relation between CCA and movement
in Hindi-Urdu. Serbo-Croatian shows FCA in unmoved structures and LCA only as the
result of movement. Hindi-Urdu is the other way around: LCA arises in canonical orders,
while FCA arises as the result of displacement. I take the derivation of the canonical word
order not to involve movement, while VO-orders are the result of movement (Mahajan
1997a,b, Bhatt and Dayal 2007 for different proposals).
This impediment is not insurmountable. An analysis of OV-orders following Kayne
(1994) allows a reconceptualization of OV-orders as moved and VO-orders as unmoved
structures. Kayne proposes that underlyingly, all languages are [V O] and that OV surface
orders are the result of movement. The VO and VS orders on the other hand result from
leaving the arguments in their base positions and moving verbal complexes of different
sizes past them (e.g. Mahajan 1997a,b).
Nevertheless, obstacles remain for deriving the Hindi-Urdu CCA facts from Kaynean
assumptions about underlying word order combined with Bošković’s movement+AGREE
analysis of last conjunct agreement. A core aspect of the movement+AGREE analysis is that
agreement and movement target the same argument. Anand and Nevins (2006) show that
this is not the case in perfective sentences with ergative subjects. They show that ergative
subjects move to SpecTP just like nominative ones. Since sentences with ergative subjects
are one of the main contexts of agreement with objects, this means that in this core instance
of CCA, T’s movement and agreement targets are not the same. Relatedly, in a Kaynean
analysis of OV-order, much of the movement that brings about OV-order is movement of
larger constituents like VPs or PARTPs, not argument movement. For example, to bring
about PART-T order from a [ T [. . . PART. . . ]]-structure PARTP has to undergo movement.
A movement+AGREE account would have to explain how when the movement target is
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something like [PART P . . . DO V], movement can target PART P, while agreement targets DO,
in apparent violation of the unity of agreement and movement targets.
Even if it could be motivated that T agrees with and moves objects, the details of the
movement+AGREE account do not easily combine with the proposal for the absence of resolved agreement with objects. The explanation of LCA in Serbo-Croatian crucially relies
on the fact that T has entered φ -agreement with &P. This agreement is what eventually
makes &P a possible movement target. The adaptation of my proposal into this system
sketched above assumes that T does not enter φ -agreement with &P at all. Without such

φ -agreement, &P should not be a possible movement target at all. One could avoid this
problem by assuming that due to the absence of coordinate structure constraint violations
in Hindi-Urdu, agreement with an individual conjunct allows pied piping of the rest of the
conjunction, so that agreement with an individual conjunct identifies a movement target.
If so, agreement with the first conjunct would identify a unique agreement target, and the
constraints on movement could never force probing of the other conjuncts, i.e. they could
never force LCA.
A further problem lies in the fact that the movement+AGREE account is very much
geared towards agreement with conjoined arguments. There is no obvious way of extending
it to agreement with the closest object in RNR.
In the face of the empirical and technical problems, I consider it unlikely that a movement+AGREE account of CCA can be applied to Hindi-Urdu.

11.2.3 A Unified Perspective on CCA: Similar Problems, Different Solutions
Instead of extending the account of CCA for Hindi-Urdu to Serbo-Croatian or the other
way around, I propose that the different CCA patterns are to be understood as two different
repairs to the same problem. What Serbo-Croatian and Hindi-Urdu share is that &P lacks
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features T is probing for. The languages differ on how this lack arises and which features
are lacking. Other differences in the CCA pattern follow from these differences.
T cannot value its features on &P in Serbo-Croatian because of the failure of resolution
of gender features in &P. In Hindi-Urdu, it cannot do so because of case assignment to
the object. The patterns of CCA reflect this difference. CCA is only in gender in SerboCroatian because number features are present on &P. Restrictions on the number and gender
of the conjuncts are the result of number agreement with &P, restrictions on syntactic feature valuation, and sequential probing of the conjuncts in LCA. Such restrictions on CCA
are expected to be absent in Hindi-Urdu. By the time T agrees with objects, all features on
&P are deactivated. T thus cannot agree in one feature with &P and then impose matching
requirements on that feature in the closest conjunct. Probing past &P is also blocked. T
can probe past &P in Serbo-Croatian because &P has no gender features. Since &P has
number- and, plausibly, gender-features in HU, it acts as a defective intervener for all of
them. Independent differences in the agreement systems of Hindi-Urdu and Serbo-Croatian
thus predict the different properties of CCA in the two languages.
The differences between the CCA patterns in Hindi-Urdu and Serbo-Croatian may indicate a more general approach to the study of CCA. The comparison of the two languages
suggests that CCA is not an option that languages choose instead of resolved agreement,
rather it is a repair that arises when some aspect of syntactic agreement with &P fails. The
nature of that failure will determine the properties of CCA and whether CCA arises at all.
The unifying property of CCA processes in different languages might not be in the way
that languages access the features of the conjuncts, but the syntactic contexts in which they
do so. That is, it may not be the same process that leads to the valuation of CCA in different languages, but it might be the same syntactic context, a feature mismatch between the
probe and &P, that elicits CCA as a repair.
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11.3 Reduction Analyses of Closest Conjunct Agreement
This section discusses two types of analyses that try to derive CCA from larger conjunctions that have undergone some form of reduction. The most well known analysis of
this kind is that of CCA in Moroccan and Lebanese Arabic proposed by Aoun et al. (1994,
1999), which will be discussed in some detail in Section 11.3.2. This line of analysis
promises to reduce the appearance of CCA to the interaction of independently observable
processes like gapping, stripping, verb movement or RNR.
Section 11.3.1 discusses the possibility of deriving CCA from RNR, which might seem
tempting given the presence of agreement with the closest object in RNR. I show that an
RNR analysis is in a bad position for explaining the subject-object asymmetry, a central
fact about CCA in Hindi-Urdu. Section 11.3.2 discusses the different kinds of reduction
analyses sketched in Aoun et al. (1994). I show that the NSI-licensing facts that were adduced in support of a reduction analysis for Moroccan and Lebanese Arabic do not support
a reduction analysis in Hindi-Urdu, and that the mechanisms the reduction was attributed to
are either absent in Hindi-Urdu or would derive the wrong word order. Section 11.3.3 discusses the general problem of reduction analyses that they offer little means of restricting
where CCA should be possible.

11.3.1 Closest Conjunct Agreement is not Right Node Raising
In light of the facts about agreement with the closest object in RNR, Section 6.4, RNR
might seem like a plausible source of CCA in Hindi-Urdu. As to my knowledge, no reduction account of CCA based on RNR has so far been proposed. Existing reduction accounts
(Aoun et al. 1994, 1999, Aoun and Benmamoun 1999, Camacho 2003) appeal to RNR to
derive the correct word order, but not to derive CCA itself. If, however, the same mechanism, RNR, could account both for the appearance of DP conjunction and the appearance
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of CCA, a reduction account of could dispense with special, language specific morphological processes to resolve CCA. This section first lays out in a little more detail what such
an RNR-based reduction analysis could look like and then shows that it is at odds with the
intonation of CCA sentences and faces major problems in accounting for the subject object
asymmetry. Section 11.3.1.3 discusses a slight variant of this kind of proposal where CCA
is not reduced to RNR as such, but treated as a property of a class of conjunction structures involving multi-dominance of which RNR is one member. While avoiding the issues
raised by RNR intonation and slightly changing the questions that need to be answered
in fleshing out such an analysis, this alternative also faces problems at accounting for the
subject-object asymmetry. In addition to these shortcomings, RNR does not offer a way of
deriving FCA in AUX[O&O]-orders. Even under the best circumstances, RNR could thus
only account for a part of the CCA paradigm.
An account of CCA as RNR in disguise
could look as sketched in Figure 11.1. Instead

Figure 11.1 An RNR analysis of CCA.

of a DP-level conjunction, the conjunctions
would be of two much larger constituents each
of which includes the agreement controller T.

S

&
S O[φ1 ] V T[φ1 ] S O[φ2 ] V T[φ2 ]

The appearance of DP conjunction arises because all structure in the lefthand remnant except the object has been removed. The material to the right of the object undergoes RNR,
indicated by crossouts in Figure 11.1. The material to the left of it, the subject in Figure
11.1, would have to be removed by some other process, say ATB-scrambling. The appearance of CCA arises because the Ts in each remnant agree locally, which leads to the
appearance of CCA because only the verb in the rightmost conjunct is pronounced. Agreement with the closest object in RNR remnants and CCA would be treated as the same fact.
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11.3.1.1 RNR Intonation
One way in which RNR and CCA differ is with respect to intonation. RNR sentences
in Hindi-Urdu have an intonation that mostly resembles German and English as reported
in Hartmann (1998). This is illustrated in (149), breaks are indicated by ‘%,’ prosodic
prominence is indicated by small caps. Example (149) is, as much as this is possible, a
minimal pair with the CCA example (114a). There are often intonational breaks between
the first remnant and the conjunction, and between the second remnant and the RNR-target.
Most importantly though, each of the remnants contains a prosodically prominent element
on its right edge that contrasts semantically with the element in the same position in the
other remnant, thailii and baksaa in (149).

(149) [Ram-ne ek THAILII] % aur [Sita-ne ek BAKSAA] % ut.haa-yaa
Ram-ERG a bag.F
and Sita-ERG a box.M
lift-PFV. M . SG
‘Ram lifted a small bag and Sita a box.’
(114)

a. Ram-ne ek thailii aur ek baksaa ut.haa-yaa
Ram-ERG a bag.F and a box.M lift-PFV. M . SG
‘Ram lifted a small bag and a box.’

Camacho (2003) reports instances of apparent CCA that show these kinds of intonational breaks, but they are absent in Hindi-Urdu. Using the prosody of (149) on (114a) is
unacceptable. A break between thailii and aur sounds like a disfluency, and a break between baksaa and ut.haa-yaa is decidedly unnatural. Most tellingly, there is no need for
the two conjuncts in (114a) to bear prosodic prominence or contrast semantically. CCA
sentences do not share the prosodic characteristics of RNR, a difference that an account of
CCA as RNR would have to explain. This would be particularly difficult in a PF-deletion
account of RNR (e.g. Hartmann 1998), since these accounts rely heavily on the prosodic
properties of RNR.
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11.3.1.2 The Subject-Object Asymmetry
An RNR-analysis of CCA faces major problems accounting for one of the central empirical facts about CCA in Hindi-Urdu: The subject-object asymmetry. Challenges arise
in three areas: explaining the difference in agreement with subjects and objects in RNR
remnants, the relation between case and CCA demonstrated in Section 10, and regulating
RNR so that it only allows CCA with objects.
The first issue is that agreement with the closest object in RNR, the datum that lends
initial attraction to an RNR-analysis of CCA, is itself a phenomenon in need of explaination. Agreement with subjects in RNR-remnants leads to matching effects, (125). This
sensitivity to morphological identity is a common property of RNR, illustrated for English
and German in (126)–(127). The presence of matching effects in agreement with subjects
shows that the availability of CCA cannot be a function of some special property of RNR in
Hindi-Urdu, unless there is an additional explanation for why this special property is only
present in agreement with objects. Attributing CCA to RNR merely shifts the question
towards understanding why RNR affects agreement with subjects and object differently.
A second set of issues arises from the dependence of CCA on case. Section 10 shows
that there is a tight correlation between the subjects that can receive case within the Vdomain, and the subjects that can control CCA. The proposal here dovetails with these data
as case assignment is taken to feed CCA. It is unclear on the other hand how the availability
of RNR could be tied to case assignment.
The third problem, possibly related to the first one, arises from regulating where different sizes of conjunction are available. Since CCA with objects is all but obligatory, an
RNR account of CCA would have to postulate that apparent conjunction of objects is always RNR with only a single element, the object, in the RNR remnant. I will call this
covert RNR. Since CCA is not an option with subjects, covert RNR has to be blocked with
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subjects. Put differently, an RNR-account of CCA has to reconstruct the subject object
asymmetry in agreement outside RNR as an asymmetry in the kinds of conjunctions that
subjects and objects can appear in. While objects would have to be able to appear in covert
RNR, where the object is the only constituent in the RNR remnant, subjects would have to
be barred from it. In addition, the theory has to allow subjects to appear in RNR-remnants
when there is more than one element in the RNR remnant and be agreed with, (125). I do
not see a non-stipulative way of regulating covert RNR. Existing proposals about how the
size of conjunctions is regulated in the grammar (e.g. economy of coordinate structure of
Heycock and Zamparelli 2005:244) suggest that the grammar keeps conjuncts small whenever possible. This would rule out covert RNR altogether as covert RNR involves more
structure than DP conjunction. A proposal like Progovac’s (2003) Economy of Conjunction Marking might allow covert RNR as long as it makes available a more complex event
structure, but there is no evidence to suggest that this is generally the case in object conjunction in Hindi-Urdu.

In conclusion, an RNR analysis of CCA is not promising. It is at odds with the intonation of CCA sentences and faces major problems in accounting for the subject-object
asymmetry.

11.3.1.3 A Large Conjunction Analysis using Multi-Dominance
If the grammar generates multi-dominance structures, a kind of reduction analysis becomes available that shares some of the properties of an RNR-analysis but might avoid the
empirical challenges raised by intonation. Such an analysis, however faces the same problems as the RNR analysis when it comes to accounting for the subject-object asymmetry.
The important move is to step away from approaching a large conjunction analysis in
terms of RNR, and to view RNR as one class of constructions among many that involve
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multi-dominance. CCA and agreement with the closest object could be attributed to mechanisms involving multi-dominance and how it is controlled that underly both RNR and other
multidominance structures. From this perspective the particular intonational properties of
RNR are a fact about RNR, not about large conjunctions or multi-dominance structures as
such. The different intonational properties of CCA and RNR sentences are then not a priori
an argument against a large conjunction analysis. Covert RNR also looks less unusual from
this perspective. Gračanin Yuksek (2007, ta) proposes an analysis of questions like What
and where did John eat? as consisting of two clause level conjuncts that share all material
except the wh-words. This means that the lefthand conjunct is reduced from clausal size to
a single word just as would be necessary for the covert RNR above.2
If such an analysis is feasible, it still has to answer the questions about the subjectobject asymmetry: (i) Why is CCA sensitive to case assignment? (ii) Why are there matching effects with subjects but not objects? and (iii) Why are large conjunctions that share
everything except one element obligatory with objects but banned with subjects? An answer to the last question might be sought in the mechanisms that generally control what
multi-dominance structures are possible. Recent proposals of multi-dominance control the
places where it can exist by the properties of the post-syntactic linearization that maps
asymmetric c-command to linear order. The central idea is that multidominance structures
cannot be linearized using asymmetric c-command alone, but processes like conjunction or
movement change structures so that they can be linearized. One might hope then that either
2 Using

the linearization algorithm in Gračanin Yuksek (ta), multidominance structures with orders as in
Figure 11.1 can be generated . All material to the right of the object is multi-dominanted and pronounced
in the righthand position just like in RNR. If the conjuncts are small enough (i.e. VP) the material to the
left of the objects can simply be merged above the conjunction and no additional assumptions are necessary
to explain the fact that only one instance of them is pronounced. If the conjunction were larger, to include
PART and T, the material to the left can also be multi-dominated, but has to undergo leftward ATB-movement
to become linearizable (Citko 2005, for the same idea). Such additional movement is unproblematic for
subjects as Anand and Nevins (2006) argue that Hindi-Urdu has subject movement to the specifier of TP.
How the movement of other material to the left of the objects (adverbs, NSIs, participles) could be motivated
would have to be worked out.
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conjunction or movement would offer an explanation for why covert RNR is available with
objects but not subjects.
Conjunction itself seems unlikely to impose restrictions that would explain the subjectobject asymmetry. Whatever restrictions it imposes will apply independently of the size
of the conjunction, i.e. whether it contains an object or a subject. Movement is similarly
unpromising. Different accounts (e.g. Citko 2005, Gračanin Yuksek 2007, ta) assume that
movement to the left can generate linearizable structures. Gračanin Yuksek (2007, ta) applies such an analysis to what and where-questions, arguing that the movement of the whwords to the left edge of their respective clauses makes these structures linearizable. This
suggest that movement can create multidominance structures where one of the conjuncts
contains only a single word or phrase similar to covert RNR. A leftward movement analysis does not extend to agreement with objects in Hindi-Urdu, since the objects that control
CCA do not have to undergo movement, and are never on the left edge of the clause. If anything, such an analysis might make us expect subjects to allow CCA because they appear
on the left edge as the result of movement (Anand and Nevins 2006).
Off the bat, there is nothing that promises to restrict multidominance and conjunction such that the subject-object asymmetry would emerge. Likewise, the multidominance
based large conjunction analysis offers no obvious line of explanation for the relation between case and CCA, and the presence vs. absence of matching effects in bona fide RNR.

11.3.2 Clausal Reduction
Aoun et al. (1994, 1999 also Aoun and Benmamoun 1999, Camacho 2003) propose
that FCA in Lebanese and Moroccan Arabic is the result of the reduction of two larger,
clausal conjuncts, rather than agreement with a conjoined DP. The major piece of evidence
in support of this analysis is the incompatibility between FCA and number sensitive items
(NSIs). An advantage of such an explanation, they note, would be that CCA arises from
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a combination of independently existing phenomena like RNR, head movement, gapping
or stripping, without introducing new theoretical machinery. I will refer to this as the
reduction analysis of CCA. Section 11.3.2.1 will present Aoun et al.’s proposal.
The goal of this section is twofold. On the one hand, I will argue that a reduction analysis is inappropriate for Hindi-Urdu. Such an analysis receives no support from the NSI
data in Section 6.2 (§11.3.2.2.1). Rather, I will show that these data have no bearing on
the choice between a reduction or a DP-conjunction analysis of CCA. Furthermore, the
mechanisms proposed by Aoun et al. cannot derive the correct word order in Hindi-Urdu
(§11.3.2.3). In addition, I will highlight problems with reduction analyses that extend beyond Hindi-Urdu. On the empirical side, the impossibility of number sensitive items on
its own does not indicate the presence of larger conjunction structures (§11.3.2.2.2). This
is because some number sensitive are compatible with large conjunctions like gapping and
right node raising, and because factors other than large conjunction can bleed the licensing
of NSIs. There are also problems with attributing CCA to processes like gapping or stripping. Gapping or stripping are subject to constraints of contrast and in the case of gapping,
the size of the conjuncts. These independently observable properties gapping and stripping rule out gapping as a source of CCA and predict very particular properties for CCA
structures that are based on on stripping. Gapping and stripping can only account for CCA
with substantive additional assumptions that undermine the theoretical simplicity of such
analyses. Apart from the technical problems of implementing a reduction analysis, the use
of generally available mechanisms makes it hard to control where CCA should be possible
both within one language and across languages (§11.3.3).

11.3.2.1 Aoun et al. (1994, 1999)
Aoun et al.’s discussion of FCA focusses on Lebanese and Moroccan Arabic. Both of
these languages allow resolved as well as first conjunct agreement with subject in VS-order
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but prefer one kind of agreement over the other (Lebanese: resolved agreement, Moroccan:
FCA). In SV-order, only resolved agreement is possible. Aoun et al. observe that in both
languages FCA is impossible in a number of contexts that are sensitive to the plurality of
the subject. In sentences containing both or together, each, collective predicates like meet,
relative clauses containing collective predicates and plural reflexives or reciprocals only resolved agreement is possible (for a critical discussion see Munn 1999, Aoun et al. 1999).3
They take this to show that only the structures that show resolved agreement contain a conjoined subject that provides the kind of plurality that number sensitive items are sensitive
to. The impossibility of FCA in the presence of these elements, they suggest, is indicative
of clausal coordination plus some reduction process that leads to the superficial appearance
of DP-level conjunction and FCA. Beyond the apparent empirical support from number
sensitive items, Aoun et al. argue that a reduction analysis that explains the appearance of
FCA from independently available processes that reduce an underlyingly larger structure
has the conceptual advantage of providing an account of FCA without introducing any new
theoretical machinery.4
A clausal reduction analysis of an FCA example like (150) has to account for three
facts: (i) the position of material that would be shared between the clausal conjuncts to the
right of the subject (f@-l-biit), (ii) the position of material that would be shared between the
clausal conjuncts to the left of the subject, the finite verb nPas in (150), and (iii) agreement
with the leftmost conjunct.

(150) Moroccan Arabic:
nPas
Kariim w M@rwaan f@-l-biit
sleep.M . S Kareem and Marwaan in-the-room
3 Discussion

of adjectives like same and different can be found in Munn (1999) and Aoun et al. (1999).
Aoun and Benmamoun (1999) additionally present data from control.
4
It has been claimed (Munn 1999:652, Benmamoun et al. 2009:85), however, that Moroccan Arabic does
not have RNR. If true, this would reduce the extent to which reduction can build on independently available
processes.
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‘Kareem and Marwaan slept in the bedroom’

(Aoun et al. 1994:217)

Preferably, fact (iii) would follow from whatever derives either (i) or (ii), and (i) and
(ii) should follow from processes that are independently observable in the language. Aoun
et al. attribute (i) to RNR, so that (150) has the structure in (151), where the prepositional
phrase f@-l-biit has under gone RNR out of both conjuncts.5

(151) nPas
[[XP Kariim. . . ti. . . ] w [XP M@rwaan. . . ti . . . ]] [f@-l-biiti ]
sleep.M . S
Kareem
and
Marwaan
in-the-room
(Aoun et al. 1994:217)
Aoun et al. (1994) sketch two different proposals for fact (ii), which lead to different
explanations for (iii). Both of them share the structure in (152) where the second conjunct
contains an empty verb that receives its interpretation from the overt one (indicated by
coindexation). The proposals differ on what process creates this empty verb.

(152) [nPas j
[IP Kariim. . . ti. . . ]] w [e j [M@rwaan. . . ti . . . ]] [f@-l-biiti ]
sleep.M . S Kareem
and
Marwaan
in-the-room
(Aoun et al. 1994:217)
The first explanation is that the verbs in both conjuncts undergo ATB-movement to a
higher position. Each of the conjuncts is an IP and agreement is resolved within each conjunct. Subsequent verb movement removes the verbs out of both conjuncts, and the empty
verb in the second conjunct is the trace of the verb. They argue that verbs in Moroccan and
Lebanese Arabic independently move to a position above IP and some provision of allowing ATB verb-movement is independently necessary. Aoun et al. note that some special
5 Material that attaches above the conjunction site does not have to undergo RNR to appear the the right
of the subject. This is particularly relevant in the context of Aoun et al.’s proposal below that gapping might
play a role in deriving CCA. In small conjunction analyses of gapping (e.g. Hartmann 1998, Johnson 2009),
the conjuncts are smaller than the IPs assumed by Aoun et al. Johnson (2009) proposes that they are as small
as vP. Many adjuncts, for example the locative f@-l-biit in (150) under Maienborn’s (2001) proposal, would
attach above the conjunction, and would not have to undergo RNR to derive the right word order. RNR is
still necessary though for objects, prepositional arguments and low adjuncts.
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provision is necessary to derive CCA under this analysis. The ATB-approach to (ii) then
does not provide an independent explanation for (iii).
The second explanation for (ii) attributes the dependence between the overt and the
covert verb in (152) to the same mechanism that derives the mismatch in agreement in
English gapping and stripping, (153a) and (153b) respectively. Gapping and stripping allow
the overt verbs in the first and the missing verbs in the second conjunct to differ in their
agreement features.

(153)

a. John has gone to school and the children [have gone] to the movies.
b. The children are in the TV room, and Bill [is] too. (Aoun et al. 1994:218)

The appearance of FCA here arises from a combination of RNR and gapping/stripping.
Gapping or stripping accounts for the presence of only one verb, the position of that verb
to the left and the fact that it agrees with the leftmost subject. Aoun et al. seem to favor this
explanation in the 1994 paper and Aoun and Benmamoun (1999) elaborate it. An analysis
of CCA in terms of gapping is also advanced by Camacho (2003).6

11.3.2.2 Number Sensitive Items
This section first discusses the NSI-data from Hindi-Urdu in Section 6.5 showing that
they do not bear on the choice between a DP coordination and a clausal reduction analysis
of CCA in Hindi-Urdu. Section 11.3.2.2.2 addresses the question of whether the structure
in (151) explains the unacceptability of NSIs within a clausal reduction analysis. The key
point is that under a clausal reduction analysis, most of the NSIs discussed by Aoun et al.
(1994) would undergo RNR. For the argument from the unacceptability of NSIs to the
6 The

two explanations for fact (ii), verb-movement and gapping, could be unified in a small conjunction
analysis of gapping (e.g. Johnson 2009), where the conjuncts in gapping exclude the functional structure
above vP and verbs raise ATB out of both conjuncts. Aoun and Benmamoun (1999) entertain such a proposal
briefly and Camacho (2003) uses small conjuncts, but not ATB-verb movement.
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structure in (151) to hold, NSIs have to be incompatible with RNR and RNR has to be the
only thing that breaks NSI licensing.

11.3.2.2.1 Number Sensitive Items in Hindi-Urdu.

The data in (131)–(133) show a

mixed pattern of NSI licensing. While ek saath, ‘together,’ and relative clauses containing
NSIs in (131) are compatible with CCA, elements like donõ, ‘both,’ and ek duusre, ‘each
other,’ are incompatible with it. I will show in this section that the incompatibility of donõ
and ek duusre with CCA is not evidence for a reduction analysis, and that the compatibility
of ek saath and relative clauses containing NSIs with CCA is not evidence against a reduction analysis. I hope to show that the existing NSI data in Hindi-Urdu have no bearing on
the analysis of CCA and should thus be set aside for now pending a better understanding
of their relation to agreement.
I begin with the data in from ek duusre, ‘each other,’ and donõ, ‘both,’ in (132) and
(133) where NSIs are incompatible with CCA. The argument that the incompatibility of
NSIs with CCA supports a reduction analysis rests on the premise that the relevant NSIs
are incompatible with larger conjunction structures. This is not the case. The examples
in (154) show that ek duusre, ‘each other,’ and donõ, ‘both,’ can take antecedents that are
distributed over conjuncts which are clearly larger than DPs.

(154)

a. Ram-ne [aaj ek baksaai ] aur [kal
ek thailaa j ] ek duusre{i, j}-kii
Ram-ERG today a box
and yesterday a bag
each other-GEN
jagah rakh diye
place keep give.PFV. M . PL
‘Ram kept a box today and a bag yesterday in each other’s place.’
b. Ram-ne [aaj ek baksaai ] aur [kal
ek thailaa j ] donõ{i, j} vahaaãã
Ram-erg today a box
and yesterday a bag
there
both
rakh diye
keep give. PFV. M . PL
‘Ram kept both a box today and a bag yesterday there.’
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c. Ram-ne [aaj ek baksaa] aur [kal
ek thailaa] vahãã rakh
Ram-Erg today a box
and yesterday a bag
there keep
{diyaa/
???diye}
{give.PFV. M . SG/ give.PFV. M . PL}
‘Ram kept a box today and a bag yesterday there.’
What (132), (133) and (154) indicate is that the availability of plural agreement in these
contexts is a function of ek duusre and donõ, not a function of the size of the conjunction.
When these elements are left out, we find CCA in (132/133) and agreement with the closest
object (154c). The NSI itself is responsible for plural agreement. I have to leave open for
the moment how and why donõ and ek duusre have this effect, but the data suggest that
they do. In conclusion, the incompatibility of NSIs and CCA in (132/133) is not evidence
against a DP-conjunction analysis of CCA.
I now turn to the examples in (131) where CCA appears together with number sensitive
items and show that this data should not be taken as evidence in support of a DP conjunction
analysis. The force of these data as evidence against a reduction analysis rests on the
assumption that the plurality that NSIs predicate over has to be introduced by a single
plural argument or a conjunction of arguments. I will show below that both ek saath,
‘together,’ and relative clauses can appear in contexts where the referents they predicate
over are distributed over conjunctions that are clearly not DP conjunctions. Example (155)
makes this point for ek saath.

(155) Ram-ne ek saath [apnii naanii-ko
ek haar
bhej-aa]
aur
Ram-ERG together self.F grandmother-DAT a necklace send-PFV. M . SG and
[apne
nanaji-ko
ek ghar.ii]
self.M . OBL grandfather-DAT a watch.F
‘Ram sent a necklace to his maternal grandmother and a watch to his maternal
grandfather together.’
ek saath predicates togetherness of the necklace and the watch, but these noun phrases
are distributed over two gapping remnants and do not form a constituent. This means
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that the compatibility of ek saath with CCA in (131a) cannot be taken as evidence of
DP-conjunction. The compatibility of relative clauses containing a number sensitive item,
(131b), is also not evidence against a large conjunction analysis. Relative clauses headed
by jo ki can take split antecedents as in (156).

(156) [Ram-ne yeh kitaabi ] aur [Sita-ne vo ghaRii j ] khariidii [jo ki
donõ{i+ j}
Ram-erg this book and Sita-ERG that watch.F buy.PFV. F REL COMP both
sale-pe {thı̃:/
the}7 ]
sale-on {be.PST. F. PL/ be. PST. M . PL}
‘Ram bought this book and Sita that watch which were both on sale.’
Given that jo ki-relatives can take antecedents that are not introduced by plural elements, their compatibility with CCA is no indication that objects in CCA contexts are DP
conjunctions. Example (117), where the conjoined object binds a plural possessive pronoun falls into the same category. The plural pronoun can take split antecedents that are
distributed over two RNR remnants as in (157).

(157) Ram-ne [aaj ek akhbaar] aur [kal
ek kitaab] un-ke maalik-ko laut.aa
Ram-ERG today a newspaper and yesterday a book their owner-DAT return
dii
give.PFV. F
‘Ram showed a newspaper today and a book yesterday to their owners.’
The compatibility of these NSIs with CCA hence provides no support for a DP coordination analysis.
In conclusion, NSIs provide no argument for or against a reduction analysis and thus
cannot inform the choice of analysis for CCA.

11.3.2.2.2 Failure of Number Sensitive Items as Evidence for Clausal Reduction.
Aoun et al. argue that the incompatibility of NSIs and CCA can be explained by a struc7 The

verb in the relative clause can take either masculine plural or feminine plural agreement. I do not
know why that is. Despite this variability, agreement is always plural, which is consistent with the current
argument.
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ture like (152), because the individual conjuncts do not contain a plural element to license
the number sensitive item. A closer look at NSI data, however, shows that additional assumptions are necessary for this argument to hold within the assumptions of their account.
Most NSIs they discuss, with the exception of collective predicates, appear to the right of
the subject. Under the proposed structure in (151) this means that they undergo RNR. For
the NSI-data to support a large conjunction analysis like (151), it has to be the case that
RNR of NSIs does not feed NSI-licensing. Furthermore, to conclude from the failure of
NSI licensing that there is an underlying clausal conjunction, clausal conjunction has to
be the only thing that bleeds NSI-licensing. Neither of these holds generally: RNR feeds
NSI-licensing in English and German, and NSI licensing in RNR is bled by other factors
in German.
In the following discussion, I will use elements like same and different that have been
argued to be sensitive to semantic plurality (Carlson 1987). Same and different introduce
an implicit comparison. When a sentence contains no plural elements, e.g. (158a), the
element of comparison has to be recovered from the sentence external discourse. This
will be called the sentence external reading. When the sentence contains, for example, a
plural noun phrase, e.g. (158b), a different reading becomes available, where the elements
of comparison are the elements introduced by the plural noun phrase. This will be called
the sentence internal reading.8

(158)

a. Sentence external reading:
i. The man went to the same play tonight.
ii. Smith went to a different place on his vacation this year.
b. Sentence internal reading:
i. Bob and Alice attended different classes (e.g. Bob attends Biology
101 and Alice attends Philosophy 799).

8 Munn

(1999) and Aoun et al. (1999) discuss data for same and different in Moroccan and Lebanese
Arabic, and report contradictory judgements on the availability of the sentence internal readings.
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ii. The same salesman sold me these two magazine subscriptions (e.g.
Salesman Jones sold me this subscription to Consumer Reports, and
Jones, too, sold me this subscription to Cosmopolitan).
(Carlson
1987:531–32)
A sentence internal reading for NSIs like same, different, together and similar can be
generated in English by RNRing thee elements, (159).

(159)

a.

i. Peter sings and Mary whistles a similar tune.
ii. * Peter sings a similar tune and Mary whistles a similar tune.
b.
i. John hummed and Mary sang {the same tune/ a different tune/ at
equal volumes}.
ii. * John hummed {the same tune/ a different tune. at equal volumes}
and Mary sang {the same tune/ a different tune. at equal volumes}.
c.
i. John whistled and Mary hummed together.
ii. * John whistled together and Mary hummed together.
(Hartmann 1998:89–90, who attributes the observation to Jackendoff (1977) and
Abbott (1976))

This holds even when RNR of an NSI is combined with gapping, (160), a structure very
similar to (152) under a gapping analysis of CCA.

(160)

a. John sang a hymn and [Mary a choral]gapping [in the same key]RNR .
b. John gave a book and [Mary a picture]gapping [to {the same person/ a different person}]RNR .
c. John gave to Mary and [Bill to Tom]gapping [the same book]RNR .

These data show that RNR, even in combination with gapping, can feed NSI licensing,
unlike what would have to be assumed for (151) to explain the incompatibility of NSIs and
CCA. Without additional information about the interaction of RNR and NSIs, many of the
NSI data in Moroccan and Lebanese Arabic are not explained by (151).
More importantly for the argument at hand, processes other than RNR can bleed NSIlicensing. The relevant evidence comes from German. Hartmann (1998:90) observes that
RNR does not feed NSI licensing in German main clauses with V2-order. The German ana-
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logues of (159) in (161) do not have a sentence internal reading.9 What to my knowledge
has not been observed previously is that subordinate clauses with verb final order allow
sentence internal readings with these NSIs when RNR targets both the NSI and the verbal
complex, (162). RNR also feeds NSI licensing in main clause polar questions with verb
initial order and ATB-verb movement, (163).

(161) German: RNR of NSIs in V2-main clauses.
a. * [Hans singt] und [Maria pfeift] [ein ähnliches Lied]
Hans sings and Maria whistles a similar song
‘Hans sings and Maria whistles a similar song’
b. * [Hans summte] und [Maria sang] [{dasselbe Lied, eine unterschiedliche
Hans hummed and Maria sang {the same song, a different
Melodie, gleichlaut}]
melody, at the same volume}
‘Hans hummed and Maria sang {the same song, a different melody}’
(Hartmann 1998:90)
(162) German: RNR of NSIs in subordinate clauses.
a. weil
[Hans heute] und [Maria gestern] [ein ähnliches Lied sang]
because Hans today and Maria yesterday similar song
sang
‘because Hans sang yesterday and Maria today a similar song’
b. weil
[Hans heute] und [Maria gestern] [{dasselbe Lied, eine
because Hans today and Maria yesterday {the same song, a
unterschiedliche Melodie, gleichlaut}
sang]
different
melody, at the same volume} sang
‘Hans sang today and Maria yesterday {the same song, a different melody,
at the same volume}’
(163) German: RNR of NSIs in V1-main clauses.
a. Sang [Hans gestern] und [Maria heute] [ein ähnliches Lied]?
sang Hans yesterday and Maria today a similar song
‘Did Hans today and Maria yesterday sings a similar song?’
b. Summte [Hans heute] und [Maria gestern] [{dasselbe Lied, eine
hummed Hans today and Maria yesterday {the same song, a
unterschiedliche Melodie, gleichlaut}]?
different
melody, at the same volume}
‘Did Hans today and Maria yesterday hum {the same song, a different
melody}?’
9 To

my ears these examples also do not have a sentence external reading, but are entirely unaceptable.
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The possibility of NSIs in the RNR-structures in (162) and (163) shows that these NSIs
in German, like in English, are not inherently incompatible with RNR. Something else
must be responsible for their impossibility in (161). If something other than an underlying
biclausal structure can bleed NSI-licensing, failure of NSI licensing can no longer be taken
as evidence for biclausal structure.
Since it is neither the case that RNR universally bleeds NSI-licensing, nor that large
conjunctions are the only structures that bleed NSI-licensing, data about licensing RNRed
NSIs cannot be taken a priori as bearing on the difference between DP-conjunction and a
larger conjunction structure. Much of the empirical motivation for the original reduction
analysis is thus lost.

11.3.2.3 No Plausible Mechanisms for Reduction
The following sections present evidence that verb raising, gapping and stripping are not
plausible candidates for delivering a clausal reduction analysis of CCA in Hindi-Urdu.

11.3.2.3.1 Clausal Reduction as Across the Board Verb Movement

ATB-verb move-

ment as a mechanism for reducing the larger conjuncts is at odds with the facts about verb
movement in Hindi-Urdu.
Let us review the original proposal first. The underlying conjuncts are TPs/IPs meaning
that they contain the agreement controller. V-to-T movement applies in each conjunct and
subject agreement is resolved. The V+T-complexes in both conjuncts undergo a further
step of movement out of their conjuncts, which through a separate, yet to be understood
process leads to the morphological expression of the agreement that was resolved in the
left conjunct. Aoun et al. claim that all the movement steps of the verb are independently
observable in Arabic. The crucial ingredients of the analysis are that the conjuncts contain
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the agreement trigger, T for Hindi-Urdu, and that verbs move beyond T to derive their
absence in one of the conjuncts.
This proposal does not extend to Hindi-Urdu because lexical verbs do not necessarily
move even as far as T. This is visible when material is placed between participles and auxiliaries as in bidirectional agreement, (121), and when participial projections are extraposed
independently of auxiliaries, (124). Since lexical verbs do not even move as far as T in
these constructions verb movement beyond T cannot explain CCA in these constructions.
Even if verb movement similar to Arabic could be motivated, the verb movement account still provides no explanation for the subject-object asymmetry. Whatever regulates
the loss of features under ATB verb-movement has to do so differently for agreement
with subjects and objects to derive resolved agreement with subjects. I do not see a nonstipulative way of deriving this.

11.3.2.3.2 Clausal Reduction as Gapping or Stripping.

This section shows that gap-

ping or stripping cannot provide an explanation for LCA in Hindi-Urdu. Due to general
facts about these processes, gapping/stripping could only account for FCA in Hindi-Urdu.
Even to account for FCA, gapping/stripping in FCA contexts would have to have properties very different from bona fide gapping/stripping. This reduces the extent to which the
processes that drive a reduction analysis are independently motivated.
In the discussion below, I will use the following terminology. In a gapping example
like John likes Mary and Fred Sue, [Fred Sue] will be referred to as the gapping remnant.

11.3.2.3.2.1 Directionality of Gapping. Aoun et al. propose that gapping, (153a),
might explain CCA. This analysis relies on the facts that the gapping remnant appears to
the right, only the ungapped conjunct on the left contains a finite verb, and the verb agrees
with its local subject. If gapping underlies CCA, the order of the gapping remnant and the
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ungapped conjunct should determine whether a language has FCA or LCA. These factors
all work together for Moroccan and Lebanese Arabic: CCA is first conjunct agreement,
and arises only in VS-order.
Gapping in Hindi-Urdu behaves like in English in that the gapping remnant appears to
the right, and the ungapped conjunct to the left, (164). Also like in English, verbal material
in the ungapped conjunct agrees locally, e.g. with bat.uaa in (164).

(164) Gapping:
S
[Adv
O]
V
[& Adv
O]
Rina-ne kal
ek bat.uaa khariid-aa
aur aaj ek saar.ii
Rina-Erg yesterday a purse.M buy.PERF. M . SG and today a sari.F
‘Rina bought a purse yesterday and a sari today.’
This means that gapping coul only derive FCA in Hindi-Urdu. This drastically limits
the amount of data that a reduction analysis based on gapping can cover without additional
assumptions.
If gapping was to have a part in explaining CCA in Hindi-Urdu it would be in bidirectional agreement, (121a) repeated below, and the Aux[O&O]-orders in (118a).

(121)

a. Rina-ne gaa-yii
ek ghazal aur ek nazam thii
Rina-ERG sing-PFV. F a ghazal.F and a nazam.F be.PST. F. SG
‘Rina has sung a ghazal and a nazam’

Bidirectional agreement contexts raise a particular challenge to an account of FCA as
gapping. Gapping is a plausible source of CCA because it is insensitive to feature mismatches between the subjects in the two conjuncts, (153a). This means that something
other than gapping has to give rise to matching effects in bidirectional agreement. The
only obvious candidate is whatever derives the rightward position of the auxiliary, RNR
according to (152). Such an analysis would say for (121a) that the participle gaa-yii is
gapped in the second conjunct and that the auxiliary thii has undergone RNR. Example
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(128), however, shows that in clear cases of agreement with objects inside RNR remnants,
no matching effects arise. This means that neither of the of the reduction process that
would be at work in (121a) independently give rise to matching effects, leaving no obvious
explanation for why they arise, or put differently why there is a contrast between (121) and
(128).

11.3.2.3.2.2 Constraints on the Remnants of Gapping. I will discuss two constraints on gapping, one concerning the relation between the gapping remnant and the correlating elements in the ungapped conjunct and one concerning the size of the gapping
remnant. Neither of these holds of conjoined objects in Hindi-Urdu.
The first constraint on gapping concerns the relation between elements in the remnant
and their corresponding elements in ungapped conjunct. Hartmann (1998) shows that the
constituents in the remnants have to contrast with the corresponding ones in the ungapped
part. That is in John likes Mary and Fred Sue, John has to contrast with Fred, and Mary
has to contrast with Sue. This is also true of gapping in Hindi-Urdu. Under a reduction
analysis, the two clausal conjuncts only differ by their objects. This is particularly clear
in Aux[O&O]-structures like (118a), where the putative gapping remnant contains only
the object. If gapping derived CCA in such structures, the two conjuncts should have to
contrast from one another. This is not the case. A reduction account would have to give
some explanation for why CCA is not subject to the normal constraints on gapping.
A second constraint on gapping concerns the size of the remnant. Gapping remnants
in Hindi-Urdu, and other languages, have to consist of at least two constituents. This is
illustrated by the unacceptability of (165).

(165) ??? Atif-ne Sita-ko dekh-aa
aur Mona-ne
Atif-ARG Sita-DOM see-PERF. M . SG and Mona-ERG
‘Atif saw Sita, and Mona [saw Sita]’
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A gapping analysis of FCA in Aux[O&O]-orders like (118a) would have to claim that
the righthand conjunct is a gapping remnant that contains only one constituent, a configuration that is otherwise disallowed. Aoun and Benmamoun (1999:86–7) address this issue
and propose that verb movement to a position above IP allows the gapped verb itself to
fulfill the requirement that there be two elements in the gapping site. While the size requirement on gapping remnants is not well understood theoretically, an explanation that
relates its violability to verb movement does not extent to Hindi-Urdu as there is no such
verb movement, Section 11.3.2.3.1.10 Again, a reduction analysis would have to explain
why the normal restrictions on gapping are absent in CCA.
An account that allows gapping remnants to contain only a single remnant also makes a
false prediction for agreement with subjects. Subjects can be scrambled to the right of the
verbal complex just like objects, (166a). If gapping remnants could contain only a single
element, a gapping analysis should be available for Aux[S&S]-orders. In combination with
the possibility of feature mismatches in gapping, this predicts that in this context, FCA
should be available for subjects. This is not the case, (166b).

(166)

a. ek kitaab paRh-ẽge
Ram aur Ramesh
a book read-FUT. M . PL Ram and Ramesh
‘Ram and Ramesh will read a book’
b. * ek kitaab paRh-ẽgaa Ram aur Ramesh
a book read.FUT. M . S Ram and Ramesh
‘Ram and Ramesh will read a book’

A reduction account would have to additionally explain why gapping remnants with
only one constituent are possible when that constituent is an object, but not when it is a
subject. A gapping-based account of CCA thus faces a similar problem of regulating where
10 An

explanation that links violability of the restriction on the size of the gapping remnant to verb movement is also questionable more generally. German main clauses show T-to-C movement, but are subject to
the size requirement on gapping.
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CCA should be possible like what arises with potential RNR-based reduction accounts
(Section 11.3.1).

11.3.2.3.2.3 No Stripping in Hindi-Urdu.

One might try to avoid the problems

raised by the constraints on the size of gapping remnants by attributing CCA to stripping,
(153b), rather than gapping. Stripping remnants need only contain one element that corresponds to something in the unstripped conjunct (Bill in (153b)). This line of analysis is not
available for Hindi-Urdu, because it does not have English-style stripping.
The Hindi-Urdu equivalent of a sentence like Atif saw Sita, and Mona too in (167) is
quite odd and in that differs markedly from normal conjoined objects that control CCA.
A structure that is available and shares the property of stripping that it only requires one
element in the reduced part is in (168). This structure, however, does not contain a conjunction and is only possible with opposite polarities in the main clause and the reduced
righthand part. This makes it unlikely to be a source of CCA. It is probably more similar
to the English translation Ramesh talked to Sita, not to Ram than to stripping.

(167) ??? Atif-ne Sita-ko dekh-aa
aur Mona-ne-bhii
Atif-ARG Sita-DOM see-PERF. M . SG and Mona-ERG-too
‘Atif saw Sita, and Mona [saw Sita] too.’
NP-P
NP Aux] [NP-P
NEG ]
(168) [S
Ram-se
nahiiN
Ramesh-ne Sita-se baat kii
Ramesh-ERG Sita-with talk.F do.F. SG Ramesh-with not
‘Ramesh talked to Sita, not to Ram’
Additional evidence that Hindi-Urdu does not have stripping comes from comparatives.
Stripping is commonly invoked to explain ellipsis in comparatives like John ate more nuts
than Sue [ate]. Bhatt and Takahashi (t.a.) show that such structures in Hindi-Urdu do not
involve ellipsis.
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In the absence of an independently observable process of stripping, it is implausible to
attribute CCA to this process. Even if Hindi-Urdu had striping, it would probably pattern
with gapping in terms of word order and thus could only explain FCA and would inherit the
problems of the gapping analysis described earlier. CCA would be expected for subjects as
well as objects, contrary to fact. Stripping also resembles gapping in requiring contrast between the stripping remnant and it correlate in the main clause. Again, a stripping analysis
would have to explain the absence of contrast in CCA.

11.3.2.3.2.4 Summary of Gapping and Stripping.

Due to its directionality, gap-

ping could only account for the FCA part of the CCA paradigm in Hindi-Urdu. It offers no
explanation for LCA, and make false predictions about subject agreement in gapping. Any
account of FCA based on gapping would have to explain why it lacks the restrictions otherwise associated with it. In addition, none of the analyses have anything to say about the
correlation between CCA and case licensing witnessed with unaccusative subjects. Stripping is simply absent in Hindi-Urdu and so does not offer a promising starting point for an
explanation. Gapping and stripping thus are not plausible mechanisms for reducing larger
conjunction structures to give the appearance of CCA in Hindi-Urdu.
This argument also extends beyond Hindi-Urdu. The size requirement on gapping
is common (according to Aoun and Benmamoun 1999, Moroccan and Levantine Arabic
have it too) as are the requirements for contrast between gapping and stripping remnants
and their correlates in the unreduced conjunct. The size requirement draws into question
whether gapping could ever give rise to CCA. If stripping gave rise to a CCA-like agreement pattern, one would expect it to have marked intonation and semantics due to the
contrast requirement.
One might try to save a reduction analysis using gapping/stripping from this objection
by an argument similar to the one for RNR in Section 11.3.1.3. The properties of gap-
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ping/stripping might arise from the combination of two independent factors: (i) A formal
mechanism that generates the syntactic structures, and (ii) Restrictions on the discourse
contexts where a subset of the syntactically wellformed structures are allowed to appear
(bona fide gapping/stripping). One could then attribute the constraints on gapping and stripping to discourse related properties, rather than restrictions on syntactic structure. CCA
would arise from the same syntactic mechanisms, but be free from these discourse driven
constraints. While such an approach might not be implausible, it is anything but clear what
would provide an independent explanation for the absence of discourse constraints in exactly this way, how the problems for gapping and subject agreement could be avoided or
whether the division of labor between syntax and pragmatics that the argument presupposes
is correct. In the face of these issues, a reduction account using gapping/stripping cannot
claim to follow from independently available mechanisms.

11.3.3 Controlling Reduction
The initial attraction of reduction analyses comes from their use of independently observable mechanisms to derive the appearance of CCA. Such an analysis promises an account of CCA as a conspiracy of independent processes without introducing additional,
possibly language specific mechanisms. A problem that comes with this attraction is that
the use of widely available mechanisms makes it difficult to control where CCA is possible.
The subject-object asymmetry in Hindi-Urdu throws this into sharp relief. While reduction
analyses may offer some way of deriving CCA with objects, they run into problems in
explaining why it is absent with subjects. Neither RNR, nor gapping, nor stripping offers
an explanation of the subject-object asymmetry. Similar problems are to be expected in
accounting for alternations between CCA and resolved agreement in other languages. A
relevant example is the availability of CCA in VS-order and resolved agreement in SVorder. Particularly problematic here are examples like AUX[S&S]V-orders in Standard
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Arabic (Doron 2000, Walkow 2010), where the auxiliary shows CCA, but the lexical verb
resolved agreement. A second example is the presence of CCA with only some agreement
heads (Brazilian Portuguese: Munn 1999, Serbo-Croatian: Bošković 2009).
The difficulty of controlling where CCA is possible within one language scales up to a
difficulty of explaining where CCA is possible cross linguistically. The mechanisms that
are supposed to drive reduction are very common. German for example has all of gapping,
stripping, RNR and V-to-C-movement yet CCA is rather limited Findreng 1976, Steiner
2009.

11.3.4 Summary for Reduction Analyses
This section showed that a variety of analyses that seeks to reduce CCA to an epiphenomenon of a larger underlying conjunction fail to account for the data in Hindi-Urdu and
face problems more generally. Analyses based on RNR as the mechanism of reduction face
empirical problems with respect to intonation and offer no explanation for subject-object
asymmetries. The discussion of NSIs showed that they are uninformative for choosing
an analysis in Hindi-Urdu, and may offer less empirical support for the original reduction
analysis than appears at first. In addition the three independent processes that were originally proposed to drive reduction cannot derive CCA in Hindi-Urdu at all or only with
additional assumptions. In addition, analyses of CCA in terms of larger conjunction fail at
controlling where CCA is possible, within Hindi-Urdu and cross linguistically.

11.4 An Alternative: Making Inactive Features Invisible
This section presents an intriguing alternative that has been suggested by an anonymous reviewer. The idea behind the alternative is that inactive features are invisible to later
AGREE-operations; thus they do not block them. A cleaner division of operations now be-
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comes possible: all valuation happens in the syntax, and PF’s role reduces to regulating the
closest part of CCA. After describing the alternative proposal, I show that it does not actually simplify the process of CCA resolution, and fails exactly where the difference between
valuation and M ATCHING bears the weight of explaining the subject-object asymmetry:
RNR.
The proposal about T-agreement with objects in Section 7 builds on particular assumptions about the syntactic visibility of inactive features. They are still visible for M ATCHING,
and thus keep T from probing into the conjunction. Different assumptions about the visibility of inactive features lead to a different result. Bošković (2009) proposes that certain
features are no longer visible once they have been AGREEd with. If the features of &P
simply disappeared as the result of object case assignment, T could probe past &P into the
conjunction. This proposal can be combined with the idea outlined in footnote 1, p. 270,
to give T access to all conjuncts. In footnote 1, I entertain the possibility that processes
like case spreading inside conjunctions could deactivate the features in the DPs of the conjuncts when the features of &P are deactivated. Agreement with conjunctions would now
have to access the features in ΦP just like agreement with unconjoined DPs. Combining
the assumptions about which features get deactivated as the result of case assignment, and
these features not being visible to later AGREE relations leads to a situation where only
the ΦPs of the conjuncts are still visible to AGREE after object case assignment. Since
the ΦPs are below the DP-layer, the ΦPs in the different conjuncts do not c-command one
another. As a result, they are all equidistant to T’s φ -probe. T can then AGREE with the
ΦPs of all the conjuncts receiving multiple φ -values, as I propose happens in agreement
with subjects in RNR, Section 9. The postsyntactic component of such an analysis would
pick one from among these multiple values to spell out, choosing by linear proximity. Such
a system allows a uniform treatment of valuation as a syntactic operation. In the proposal
developed here, valuation can happen either in the syntax (agreement with subjects) or at
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PF (agreement with objects). The potential alternative here allows a clean separation of
operations into different parts of the grammar. Valuation is syntactic, but CCA can prune
its results at PF.
It might seem that the PF component of such an analysis is simpler than in the proposal
here because it does not have to refer to syntactic information about relations between the
features in &P and DP, and between DP and ΦP to find candidate feature bundles that
could value T’s features. These features are delivered directly by the syntax. This apparent simplicity is deceptive. When valuation happens in the syntax, PF has to choose one
value from a set like {[M . SG], [F. PL]} when the two conjuncts are masculine singular and
feminine plural respectively. This is sufficient in van Koppen’s (2005, 2007) analysis of
Germanic complementizer agreement, because the choice is made by morphological specificity. In the system here, complications arise because values like {[M . SG], [F. PL]} carry
no information about where they come from. Hence PF does not have the information it
needs to choose which one comes from the closest conjunct. For that decision to be possible, PF would have to trace back where the values on T came from, and make its decision
based on that recovered information. When looking at the whole system then, valuation
in the syntax affords little or no simplification of the process of CCA resolution. Rather it
introduces an odd loop of operations. In my proposal, the CCA resolution procedure is an
algorithm that walks through syntactic structures that are handed to it by M ATCHING, to
find values. The first step of the procedure, identifying feature bundles that are linked to
the goal of syntactic M ATCHING, is in some sense a PF extension of the M ATCH operation
that walks through the syntactic structure in search of goals. Just like M ATCHING leads
to valuation in a successful AGREE operation, resolution of CCA leads to valuation after
search of the syntactic structure. In the alternative here, the process of search and valuation
runs twice. Once in the syntax, and then again at PF to reconstruct what the syntax did.
Again, valuation in the syntax makes the picture more complicated, rather than simpler.
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In addition to not simplifying things, valuation in the syntax causes serious problems
when accounting for the subject-object asymmetry in RNR. The proposal in Chapter 9 derives the difference between matching effects with subjects and agreement with the closest
object from where in the grammar agreement is valued. Agreement with subjects is valued
in the syntax, and PF has to deal with the features syntax delivers, leading to matching
effects. Agreement with objects on the other hand is not valued in the syntax, and PF can
choose one set of values for T. The way PF realizes the agreement features is a function
of the activity of the goal’s features at the point of M ATCHING. Valuation in the syntax
obliterates this difference between agreement with subjects and objects. Both are valued in
the syntax, and both deliver a set of values. There is no easy way of regulating when one of
the values delivered by syntax can be picked (agreement with objects), and when all values
have to be realized in one form (agreement with subjects). The only difference between
agreement with subjects and objects is the source of features inside DP. Agreement with
subjects is valued on DP, but agreement with objects is valued on ΦP. The reviewer points
out that this difference could be linked to interpretability, φ -features being uninterpretable
on DP, but interpretable on ΦP. ‘Interpretability’ of features is typically taken to mean ‘LF
interpretability.’ It is not clear that LF-interpretability should be visible to PF, or why it
would affect CCA resolution. Alternatively, one might take a page from Bošković (2009),
and assume that there are matching requirements when one probe AGREEs with multiple
goals, and that these matching requirements are keyed into the interpretability of the goal’s
features. AGREE could be disallowed, when the goals have mismatching uninterpretable
features (agreement with subjects), but allowed when they have mismatching interpretable
features (agreement with objects). Such a move, however, runs into problems accounting
for the role of morphological syncretism in overcoming matching effects.
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In conclusion, changing the assumptions about the syntactic visibility of inactive features allows valuation of all agreement in the syntax, but does not simplify the overall
resolution of CCA, and loses the analysis of the subject object asymmetry in RNR.
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CHAPTER 12
LOCATING AGREEMENT IN GRAMMAR

I return now to the original question of where in the grammar agreement happens and
refine this question in terms of the two subcomponents of the AGREE, M ATCH and valuation. M ATCHING in the system here is the operation that picks agreement targets based
on the φ -features that are visible on them. M ATCHING is always syntactic. Valuation is
the actual transfer of feature values between probes and goals, and it can happen either
in the syntax or in the postsyntactic component. It has to happen in the syntax to derive
the matching effects in agreement with subjects inside RNR-remnants, and in combination
with deactivation, it is the driving force behind object case assignment bleeding resolved
agreement on T with objects. Valuation has to happen in the postsyntactic component for
all instances of agreement with objects. This accounts for the fact that agreement with objects is sensitive to liner order, can access conjuncts for valuation that are presumably not
accessible to the syntax, and can be computed from heads that are not autonomous syntactic probes (PART/I NF). This system can be seen as an implementation of derivational
principles akin to the Earliness Principle of Pesetsky and Torrego (2001:400) that demand
that derivational operations apply as soon as they can. Valuation happens in the syntax
when M ATCH identifies an agreement target that has active φ -features, but is delayed to PF
when the target’s features are inactive. The system is a hybrid in the sense that it allows the
same operation, valuation, to apply in two different modules of the grammar.
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One could try to push this system into one of two directions: (i) do all valuation in the
postsyntactic component, and leave only M ATCH in the syntax, or (ii) do all valuation in
the syntax. One of the challenges of pushing all valuation into the syntax is to allow syntax
access to the final conjunct in LCA. Sections 11.2 and 11.4 discuss two attempts at doing
so. Both of them face serious challenges. Note that the potential alternative in Section 11.4,
which is very close to the proposal here, runs into problems exactly because agreement is
valued in the syntax. Where the valuation as soon as possible-proposal relies on valuation
in different components of grammar, RNR, a valuation in the syntax-system offers no way
of distinguishing agreement with subjects and objects.
In an all valuation at PF-system, the roles of syntax and PF in AGREEment are cleanly
divided. Syntax establishes formal links between probes an goals with the same types of
features, while all sharing of values is located in the postsyntactic component where these
values are needed in order to choose the right vocabulary items to insert. The conception of
the resolution of agreement with objects in Chapter 8 would fit squarely into this picture.
Establishing abstract connections that are later used at PF is what syntax always does in this
system, not just when goals are inactive. Mining syntactic relations for φ -values is what PF
always does. The fact that valuation exploits PF specific information like linear proximity,
or that it applies to things that are not syntactic probes would not be out of the ordinary
morphological processes that happen only in agreement with objects, but rather general
properties of valuation that can only be observed directly under particular circumstances.
However, such a system faces challenges in the same place as the all valuation in the
syntax one in Section 11.4. It would have to attribute deactivation to M ATCH in order derive
the bleeding relation between object case assignment and resolved agreement with objects
by T. This means the subject-object asymmetry in RNR has to be derived in a different way.
In the system proposed here, valuation that happens in the syntax is compulsory. In RNR
structures, T’s probe AGREEs with two subjects, hence gets both of their φ -values, caus343

ing matching effects when they are not the same. In agreement with objects, PF chooses
between the two M ATCH relations that syntax has established. An account that locates
all valuation at PF needs a new way of regulating when valuation copies the values of all
M ATCHing targets to the probe, and when it gets to chose among them. The mechanism
cannot refer to whether the features in the M ATCHed category are active. The φ -features
of both subjects and objects are inactive by the time that PF accesses them because in such
a system M ATCHING leads to deactivation. It appears that instead, the choice mechanism
would have to appeal explicitly to the derivational history. Valuation at PF is copies the
features of all targets when their features were active when T M ATCHed it earlier in the
syntax. Choosing is possible when the target’s features were inactive when T M ATCHed it.
Valuation would have to refer to the activity of features at a particular stage earlier in the
syntactic derivation.
A third alternative, pursued in Bobaljik (2008), is to locate even the identification of
agreement targets that has been attributed to M ATCH in all the proposals discussed so far
to the postsyntactic component. Bobaljik (2008) proposes that the target of agreement is
chosen based on morphological case. Morphological case itself, he argues following work
by Marantz (1991) and McFadden (2004), is determined by syntactic position but does not
itself affect the syntactic computation. Since an effect of case assignment on syntax is the
driving force of the analysis in Chapter 7, such an alternative would have to reconstruct the
difference between subjects and objects, and between conjoined arguments and RNR in a
different way. Bobaljik (2008) only discusses how agreement targets are chosen, not what
affects valuation. It is too early to speculate what such a reconstruction could look like, and
how it would compare to the proposal here.
In conclusion, the system where valuation happens sometimes in the syntax and sometimes at PF as a function of the activity of the agreement target offers an explanation that
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extends beyond agreement with conjunctions to differences between agreement with subjects and objects in larger conjunction structures.
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CHAPTER 13
EXTENDING THE PROPOSAL: ABSENCE OF PERSON
AGREEMENT WITH OBJECTS IN GUJARATI

Gujarati, a close relative of Hindi-Urdu, shows a further asymmetry between agreement
with subjects and objects: they involve different features. While agreement with subjects
involves person, number and gender, agreement with objects involves number and gender,
but not person. This section shows that the analysis for the subject-object asymmetry of
conjunct agreement in Hindi-Urdu extends to the absence of person in agreement with objects in Gujarati by adding nothing more than the independently motivated assumption that
person features originate in DP. The two asymmetries mirror each other in that the features that are absent from agreement with objects are the ones that originate in the highest
projection of the object, &P and DP respectively.
The absence of person agreement with object has previously been discussed in the context of partial agreement (e.g. Baker 2008, 2011, Řezáč 2008a), contexts where agreement
is possible in one feature, number, but not in another, person. Both Baker (2008, 2011) and
Řezáč (2008a) link the Gujarati facts to the PCC, attributing the absence of person agreement with objects to the presence of the ergative subject. I will present data from passives
that rule out an analysis of the absence of person agreement as defective intervention by the
ergative. Section 13.4 discusses the relation between CCA and partial agreement sketching
a similarity between the derivation for partial agreement proposed by Preminger (2011b)
and the analysis of CCA here.
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The chapter is organized as follows. Section 13.1 presents data illustrating the absence
of person agreement with objects and the irrelevance of ergative subjects in giving rise to
it. Section 13.2 introduces the assumptions about the origin of person on D. Section 13.3
shows how the absence of person agreement is derived from the interaction of object case
assignment and T-agreement. Section 13.4 discusses the relation between CCA and partial
agreement more generally arguing that they may both involve a feeding interaction between
two AGREE-processes.

13.1 No Person Agreement with Objects
Some Indo-Aryan languages (Bhatt 2005, Boeckx 2008) show a further asymmetry
between agreement with subjects and objects: they involve different features. While agreement with subjects involves person, number and gender, agreement with objects involves
number and gender, but not person.
The absence of person is not observable in Hindi-Urdu. As mentioned in Section 6.1,
local person objects obligatorily receive DOM, which makes them inaccessible for agreement. The absence of person from object agreement can be observed in Gujarati. Gujarati
allows agreement with overtly case marked objects, (169).

(169) Gujarati:
a. mEN tehmahri behEn-one bolawi
I-ERG your
sisters.F - ACC invited.F
‘I invited your sisters.’
b. pustek ‘book’ is neuter:
mEN a pustek-ne waNcyuN
I-ERG this book.N - ACC read.N
‘I read this book.’

(Cardona 1965:75)

The overtly case-marked objects behEn, ‘sister,’ and pustek, ‘book,’ in (169) a. and b.
control feminine and neuter agreement respectively. However, the present tense auxiliary,
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which does display agreement in person with subjects, (170a), does not agree with the
object in person in (170b).

(170)

a. Present tense auxiliary agrees with second person subject:
tEhme aw-yā
cho
you.PL come-PFV. MPL be.PRS 2. PL
‘You have come.’
b. Present tense auxiliary does not agree with second person object:
mãı̃ tam-ne
mār-yā
che
I you.PL - ACC strike-PFV. MPL be.PRS .3
‘I have struck you.’

(Magier 1983:324)

Unlike Hindi-Urdu, Gujarati does not allow CCA. Conjoined objects control resolved
agreement like subjects (Suthar 2006), (171).

(171) Ram-e
Mahesh ne Sita-ne joyaa
ch-e
Ram-ERG Mahesh and Sita-DOM see.PFV. M . PL be.PRES -3
‘Ram saw Mahesh and Sita’
Since in Gujarati, like Hindi-Urdu, the same head, T, is responsible for subject and object agreement the absence of person agreement in (170) cannot be attributed to a different
featural make-up of the probe. Similarly, the absence of person agreement with objects
cannot be attributed to a morphological gap, as Gujarati uses the same affixes to express
subject and object agreement.
Baker (2008, 2011) and Řezáč (2008a) discuss the absence of person agreement with
objects in the context of the Person Case Constraint. Both of them attribute the absence
of person agreement in (170b) to the presence of the ergative subject, either because the
ergative subject blocks raising of the object to T and as a function thereof person agreement
(Baker 2008, 2011) or because the ergative serves as a defective intervener for person
similar to Icelandic dative subjects (§3.1, Řezáč 2008a).
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Whether or not the absence of person agreement with objects is due to the presence of
the ergative subject can be tested in the passive. In Gujarati, objects can be realized in two
different ways in the passive. On the one hand, there is the expected option of promoting
them to subject where they control person agreement on the auxiliary, (172a). In addition,
Gujarati allows direct objects in the passive to appear with differential object marking,
(172b). If the absence of person agreement was due to intervention by the subject, DO
marked object in the passive should allow person agreement. Example (172b) shows that
they do not.

(172) Passive:
a. Object promoted to subject:
chiye
Apne bajaar maa jovaa-ya
we market in see.PASS-PFV. MPL be.PRS .1 PL
‘We have been seen in the market’
b. Object retains DOM in the passive:
Apan-ne bajaar maa jovaa-ya
che
we-DOM market in see.PASS-PFV. MPL be.PRS .3
‘We have been seen in the market’
The absence of person agreement in (172b) rules out an explanation of the absence of
person agreement with objects as defective intervention by the ergative subject.
In combination with the diagnostics for SpecTP position in Anand and Nevins (2006)
the two structures in (172) also allow us to test whether movement to T could play a role
in the absence of person agreement. Anand and Nevins (2006), citing much previous literature, argue that control into certain participial adjuncts in Hindi-Urdu is a property of
arguments in the specifier of TP. The Gujarati homologues of these adjuncts are illustrated
in (173). Like in Hindi-Urdu (Anand and Nevins 2006:8), subjects of the passive can control PRO in such adjuncts, (173a). When DOM is retained in the passive, (173b), on the
other hand, control of the adjunct is degraded.
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(173) Binding PRO in adjuncts:
a. Mohani [PROi ben ben kari-ne] hathoda thi mar-yo
ga-yo
Mohan
bleating do-INF hammer with hit. PASS-M . SG was-M . SG
‘Having bleated like a goat, Mohan was hit with a hammer.’
b. Mohan-nei [PRO??i ben ben kari-ne] hathoda thi mar-yo
Mohan-DOM
bleating do-INF hammer with hit.PASS-M . SG
ga-yo
was-M . SG
‘Having bleated like a goat, Mohan was hit with a hammer.’
The degraded status of (173b) indicates that objects that retain DOM in the passive do
not move to the specifier of TP. These data are consistent with a variant of Baker’s analysis
where person agreement is absent because the object does not move to the specifier of TP,
but the absence of that movement is independent of the presence of an ergative subject.
In the following, I will demonstrate how the proposal from Chapter 7 could account
for the absence of person agreement. I will show that there are structural parallels about
which features are absent from agreement with objects in Hindi-Urdu and Gujarati and that
the proposal for the absence of resolved agreement with objects extends to the absence of
person agreement with objects. To the extent that the absence of resolved agreement with
objects in Hindi-Urdu and the absence of person agreement with objects in Gujarati form
a unified phenomenon, capturing both of them is an advantage of the analysis here over
alternatives that cover only the Gujarati facts.

13.2 Locating Person in DP
I began the discussion of conjunct agreement in Section 7.2 by asking where the features that we see in subject and object agreement originate inside the agreement target.
Similarly, I begin here with a discussion of where person features originate. Section 8.1.1
presented Ritter’s (1991, 1995) proposal that gender and number features originate in separate projections below D. Person has variously been proposed to originate in D itself (e.g.
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Figure 13.1 φ -Features in conjunctions and DPs.
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Ritter 1995, Béjar 2000) as shown in Figure 13.1(a).1 Combining this with the assumptions
about the presence of gender and number features on D from Section 8.1.1 gives the picture
in Figure 13.1(b).
Comparing the distribution of φ -features in DPs, Figure 13.1(b), with that in conjunctions, Figure 13.1(c), reveals a simple pattern for which features are accessed by T on
subjects but are inaccessible on objects: those of the highest projection of the agreement
target, &P and DP. The absence of person agreement with objects in Gujarati can now be
derived in the same way as the absence of resolved agreement with objects in Hindi-Urdu:
Case assignment by v to the object deactivates the features in DP, and makes them inaccessible to later AGREE relations. Since person features originate in D, the PF processes that
look for features in the complement of D cannot access them.

13.3 Deriving the Absence of Person Agreement
The derivational steps that lead to the absence of person agreement with objects are
illustrated in Figure 13.1.
1 Both

Ritter (1995) and Béjar (2000) propose that person categories differ on whether they have an articulated structure like Figure 13.1(a) or whether all φ -features originate in D. These differences are motivated
by morphological differences between person categories in the languages they analyze and the behavior of
different person categories in agreement processes. I adopt the more articulate structure at for least local
person here on the similar grounds that it captures a fact about agreement processes in Gujarati.
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Step 1

Step 2

T
[uφ ]
A SP [ PERF ]
DPDO
[φ ]
i

V

v[uφ ]

DPSERG
DP[φi ]

V

v[φi ]
Match

A GREE

Table 13.1: Person agreement with subjects and objects.
In Step 1, v probes the φ -features of the object’s DP layer when licensing object case.
When T probes later in the derivation (Step 2), the features in DP have already been deactivated. Similar to the situation in Figure 7.3, T’s probe Matches D but cannot fails to
be valued. This has two consequences, on the one hand, the syntactic visibility of DP for
Matching keeps T from probing into DP, as doing so would trigger an defective intervention
effect. On the other, it allows T to identify the features in DP as an agreement target.
The syntactic relation between T and the deactivated features in DP is used at PF to
delimit the search space for finding features to value T at PF, Section 8.1.1. As sketched
there, PF uses the projection that has been matched in the syntax, DP, as the starting point
for valuing agreement with objects. PF uses the relationships between D and its complement ΦP to access the number and gender features on ΦP, which value the features on T
and are spelled out as T-agreement.
Like the account of absence of resolved agreement with objects, the explanation of the
absence of person from agreement with objects combines independent assumptions about
the origin of φ -features in DP with independent assumptions about the order of processes
in the derivation. Person is absent from agreement with objects because the only instance
of person features, in DP, has been deactivated by the object case assigner before T can
access them.
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13.4 Are Partial Agreement and CCA related?
The analysis for the subject-object asymmetry of conjunct agreement in Hindi-Urdu
can be extended to the absence of person in agreement with objects in Gujarati by adding
nothing more than assumptions about the syntactic origin of person features. This section
discusses whether such an extension is warranted. I show that despite reasonable doubt
in the case of Gujarati vs. Hindi-Urdu, there is a general similarity between the analyses
of CCA developed here and elsewhere and the proposal by Preminger (2011b) for partial
agreement phenomena.
An empirical reason for rejecting the close connection made here between CCA in
Hindi-Urdu and absence of person agreement in Gujarati is the fact that Gujarati lacks
CCA, illustrated in (171). If the two phenomena where really instances of the kind of
derivational interaction, one would expect them to behave in parallel. As is, the proposal
above also has problems deriving the possibility of resolved agreement. When the object
is a conjunction, case assignment to &P should deactivate the resolved gender and number
features of the conjunction along with the person features. As a result, they should be
inaccessible to PF as they are in Hindi-Urdu. Certain assumptions could be added to derive
resolved agreement, but I will leave this issue unresolved here.
The literatures on CCA and partial agreement have also been concerned with rather
different questions. While much of the literature on CCA revolves around the issue of the
apparent sensitivity of CCA to linear order, much of the literature on partial agreement (recently Baker 2011, Nevins 2011, Preminger 2011b) has been concerned with the different
behaviors of person and number features. Looking at these literatures, it is not obvious that
the two kinds of phenomena should be related.
There is, however, a parallel between the analysis of CCA here and the proposal for
partial agreement in Preminger (2011b) in how the effect of probes earlier in the derivation
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on the syntactic structure allows later probes to access features that were not accessible
earlier. Preminger observes that there is a general asymmetry between person and number
in partial agreement contexts. When only kind of agreement is possible, it is always person
agreement is blocked, and number agreement that is possible, never the other way around.
A common context where this pattern arises is in the presence of an intervener between
the probe and the goal. Icelandic dative-nominative constructions are one example, and the
Gujarati pattern has also been placed into this category. He proposes that this indicates a
universal derivational ordering of person probing before number, which he implements by
a syntactic hierarchy that places person probes below number. In analyses of the PCC in
Icelandic, this ordering of person before number has the effect of removing the intervening
dative from between T and the object by moving the dative subject to the specifier of TP.
With the dative out of the way, number agreement with nominative objects is now possible.
So far the proposal is similar to many earlier analyses of the PCC. Preminger, however, extends this kind of derivation where the person probe removes a barrier between the number
probe and a lower argument to contexts that do not involve movement, but where person
agreement voids a phase-barrier that intervenes between the number probe and the goal.
The proposal is that there is a class of derivations, larger than previously believed, where
a person probe removes a barrier from the syntactic structure that a number probe later
can cross. The barrier-removal is no longer limited to movement or cliticization, but also
applies to phase boundaries.
The proposal about the syntax of CCA in Section 7 resembles this proposal in that an
earlier AGREE-process (case assignment by v) creates a syntactic context that ultimately
gives a later AGREE-process access to features that were not previously accessible (those
of the last conjunct). It is only because case assignment by v deactivates the features of
&P that T-agreement has to be resolved at PF. This PF-valuation then has access to features
that were inaccessible in the syntax. The all-valuation-in-the-syntax alternative sketched in
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Section 11.4 makes the parallel more clearly as even agreement with the conjuncts happens
in the syntax. The proposal for CCA in Serbo-Croatian in (Bošković 2009) can also be
though of in these terms. As sketched in Section 11.2, LCA in that approach is derived
from the successive probing of each of the conjuncts where each of the probing relations
deactivates the features of the conjunct allowing probing to proceed to the next lower one.
If Preminger’s analysis of partial agreement and the analyses of CCA mentioned above
are on the right track, at least some instances of CCA would be descriptively similar to
the way Preminger derives partial agreement: a derivationally earlier probe changes the
structure in a way that allows later agreement processes to access goals that were previously inaccessible. In the analysis of CCA developed here the effect of having access to
different goals only comes about at PF, but in Bošković’s (2009) proposals for CCA in
Serbo-Croatian its syntactic. If this similarity between partial agreement and CCA can be
substantiated, it would move CCA into the larger discussion of agreement restrictions.
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